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Poetry to Podcasts
Standards and Skills
• Collaboration
• Creativity

I

t’s early one school morning. My students have
settled into the class routine of unloading their
backpacks, getting out their homework so I can
grade it, and writing their new assignments into their
agendas. As they begin their morning practice with
editing and spelling, the inkjet printer in the back of
the classroom sputters to life. The first responses to the
e-pal letters have arrived!
When I alert the students, huge smiles spread
across their faces and excited whispers spark across the
classroom like a match on dry tinder. I pass out the
responses to their letters, and spontaneous conversations break out.
“Hey,” Felicia says, “my e-pal has a brother and a
sister like me.”
“Mine has been playing soccer as long as I have,”
Kevin declares.
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• Research and inquiry: habitats,
biomes, ecosystems
• Poetry composition
• Self-assessment
Technology Tools
• Microsoft Word
• Lintor Make-A-Book (software
and publishing materials)
• StoryJumper
(www.storyjumper.com)
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“Can We Skip Lunch and Keep Writing?”
“They don’t have writing lab like we do, but they have an art class,” another
student announces.
The students automatically make comparisons between their lives and those
of the peers they have never met until now, through their writing. This much I
had expected from my previous experience with e-pal exchanges. But much to
my surprise, this new pursuit goes well beyond a getting-to-know-you activity.
Looking back, I realize the significance of this moment. It signaled the
power of digital communication to foster collaboration and creativity, not just
for students but for teachers as well.

Seizing the Moment
I might not have encouraged my students to depend on one another to create,
learn, and explore if I hadn’t previously experienced the benefits of collaborating with my own peers. Shortly before I began the new, improved e-pal
project, I had participated in several online, real-time webinars and presentations in a free, multiuser virtual environment called Second Life (http://
secondlife.com). Meeting educators from around the world through these
activities, I developed my own personal learning network (PLN), a modern-day
version of a guild, where people can consult with and learn from expert
craftsmen (see Box 2.1 for more).

Box 2.1 Building Your Personal Learning Network (PLN)
Several years ago, while teaching the staterequired ancient civilizations curriculum, I
received a notice from my principal stating that
at midyear, the grade-level curriculum had been
rewritten and I was now required to teach
American history, preparing students for the
upcoming standardized tests covering that subject.
Having no classroom resources or money to purchase any materials for my students, I went to the
library and searched the Internet for information
that could help me quickly convey the important
themes and events so my students would have a
reasonable chance of success on the test. After
many hours of solitary research, I developed some
tools and tracked down useful resources for my
students.

Now here I was several years later trying to
learn something new that would once again help
my students excel. However, this time I was able
to use the Internet to connect with other educators
who were also searching for effective ways to
reach their twenty-first-century learners. We
shared ideas, experiences, resources, and tips.
Colleagues from around the world became my
twenty-four-hour-a-day educator hotline.
In searching for quality professional development, I found a webinar series offered by ISTE.
Webinars are appealing because you can get ideas
and tools in a presentation format from anyone in
the world in real time. In many cases, you can
also view webinars that have been archived for
use after the live presentations. All you need to
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Box 2.1 Building Your Personal Learning Network (PLN) (continued)
participate is a computer with Internet access and
sound, a small investment of your time (an hour or
so), and, possibly, a small monetary investment to
the organization or person presenting.
The more webinars that I viewed, the more
people I was able to connect with on Nings (networking Web sites), blogs, Second Life, and
Twitter. Each of these tools helped me find people
with common interests with whom I could speak,
ask questions, vent frustrations, and celebrate successes. In Second Life, topics are advertised by
different groups of teachers affiliated with organizations such as ISTE or Discovery Educators
Network (DEN). Most often there is no registration, fee, or preparation required to attend a session. You download the Second Life viewers free
of charge. To attend a presentation, discussion, or
workshop, you just sign into Second Life at the
designated time and meet at the designated location within the virtual environment, as the sessions are conducted synchronously.
In Second Life, as I attended presentations, I
discovered that there was a valuable backchat
dialogue where the attendees could discuss the
topics being presented. At first, I was hesitant to
comment in this way. But soon I was adding my
own comments and asking questions of the other
educators participating. It was the closest thing I
had found to participating in a live conference
and interacting with educators without having to
travel from my home.
These experiences led me to Twitter; many of
the people who conducted webinars or who were
in Second Life posted “tweets” regularly. I was
often asked by other educators for my Twitter
name, so I thought I needed to investigate it.
Twitter is a micro-blogging site that limits posts to
140 characters. To set up a free account, you register an e-mail address on the Twitter Web site. It’s
easy to search and follow other people’s posts. I

started with people whom I had heard during
workshops or webinars. When searching for
people or groups to track, you can read the most
recent posts to get a sense of the value of the
posts. Click on the Follow button to add the
person or group to your list. It’s just as easy to
select Stop Following to later remove them from
your Twitter feed. When you find someone from
whom you learn a lot, you can also see who they
follow, and add them to your Twitter feed.
Twitter was appealing because while I might
not have the time to write a blog entry or review
many blogs in a week, I could read short posts
quickly and easily. Twitter became a quick professional resource that I could access at any time
during the day. Often my students would dream
up a project to support their writing, not knowing
whether there was a Web 2.0 tool to help. Instead
of spending hours searching for information
myself, I could tweet about it, and within a few
minutes (or sometimes a few hours), I would have
plenty of suggestions.
It was so exciting to realize I wasn’t alone
trying out new teaching practices. I now had connections with other educators who could give me
advice about what had worked for them and how
they had overcome similar challenges. Because
the information online is overwhelming in size
and scope, it’s reassuring to have a team, or PLN,
working with you to simplify and summarize.
With my newfound network, I can find just about
anything that I need for my students in a matter of
minutes.
Networking sites, such as The Educator’s PLN
(http://edupln.com/), help you find and connect
with other teachers. Once you find someone who
contributes ideas that you find valuable, you can
continue tracking them on blogs, Twitter, and
Second Life, ever widening your own PLN.
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With the positive results from my PLN, I seized the chance to help my students learn as I had—by picking other people’s brains. In the first letters that
my students wrote to their e-pals, they included information about our classroom. Many of them mentioned that we were reading Island of the Blue
Dolphins by Scott O’Dell. It turned out that their e-pals had also read that novel
and had visited Channel Islands National Park, the real-life setting for the
novel. They mailed us a poster of the habitat on the real island of the blue dolphins and shared interesting facts about sea animals. My students love learning
interesting trivia about many subjects, but they are particularly fascinated with
animals, so the details in the e-pal letters proved irresistible.
As they continued sharing details from their e-pals letters with their classmates, my students created a spontaneous lesson on habitats and literature. Two
students asked if they could Google the animal mentioned in their letters to see
what it looked like. As they did, other students crowded around the computer,
eager to get a better view of the discoveries.
I was amazed at their response. In the past, when I had tried to engage my
students in a discussion about the animal habitats described in Island of the Blue
Dolphins, I had never gotten this kind of reaction or enthusiasm. I had worked
hard to make my lessons interesting, using hands-on samples taken from a local
sea lab, photographs, and a substantial collection of fictional and nonfictional
picture books. What was so different this time around? Instead of the teacher
who stood before them every day of the school year, they could now learn from
new age-mate friends on the other side of the country and augment that knowledge through immediate Internet access.
Okay, I’m admitting some naiveté, but this was such an eye-opening experience for me. Not only was I discovering the power of collaborative learning
through my own peer-to-peer exchanges (see Box 2.1), but also I was realizing
the impact of students teaching other students, assisted by technology. Through
this simple letter exchange, my students gained a much deeper understanding
of animal habitats, as well as the role that the environment played in the novel
we were reading. I wanted to harness this enthusiasm for learning, which came
from other students, not me.

Deeper Reflection
In previous years, I would have had students share the interesting tidbits from
their letters and write responses before we moved on with our regular lessons.
This time, having seen the enthusiasm build from personal connections and
networked information, I decided to draw out the conversation and guide them
toward deeper reflection.
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My students acknowledged that they had stereotyped their e-pals before
knowing them, based on the region of the country they were from. They discovered from the personal letters how much they were alike. Because their epals had shared so much information about their home state of Arizona, my
students became curious about researching Alabama’s history so they could
include some details in their next letters. They also repeatedly commented on
how much they had learned about science and the historical and scientific accuracies in Island of the Blue Dolphins from reading the e-pal exchanges. Over and
over, I heard, “I never knew that . . .”
I didn’t want this zeal to fade away. I noticed that many of my students had
started taking notes about what they had learned so they could include more
details in their responses. They were itching to write back immediately, but I
wanted to ensure that they went beyond strictly listing facts. After I mentioned
this goal to my students, I gave them time to think about how they might communicate their new knowledge of marine life to their new friends in a more creative and expansive way.
Ashlyn, drawing on her previous experiences, spoke up first: “We could
draw a picture or make a poster.”
“True,” I responded. “I wonder if there might be some additional ideas of
ways to present the same information.”
I pushed myself to wait, remembering the enthusiasm sparked by their earlier conversations, when they were not concerned about providing the right
answer to the teacher’s prompt.
“Maybe we could write a book of what we want to share with them and
include the photos we just found online, including some of Ashlyn’s ideas,”
Luna suggested.
“Another good idea,” I said, pausing again to let them think about each
other’s comments.
“Wait,” Nick interrupted. “How would they get these books? We would
have to mail them and it would take a longer time than if we e-mailed something to them.”
“Not if we posted them on our Web site,” Sean said. “What if instead of
each of us making a book, we make one book together? We could post it on
our Web site, but also make one book to mail to them the old-fashioned
way.”
“Yeah,” Nick said, “that could work.”
“Okay, what kind of writing do you think should be in this book?” I asked.
Several students named different genres, and then Sean spoke up: “What if
we write poetry? It can include a bit of everything—what we’ve learned from
our letters, the new things we’ve learned, and photographs.”
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A chorus of voices agreed to this idea; they were ready to get started. As I
guided this discussion, in the back of my mind I was thinking, Did I really just
let my students choose their next writing assignment? Did I just hand the reins over
to them? Yes, I did.
The next question I asked myself was how technology might support their
ideas. Once again, my students had already begun answering that question for
me. They wanted to publish the poems on our class Web site, which meant they
could use Microsoft Word to do the typing and save files to a flash drive. Then,
once I got home, I could easily copy and paste the material into Microsoft
FrontPage, the software I used to design our class Web site.
In addition, my students requested that we publish a hardbound book to
mail to their e-pal class. In the past, I usually had my students publish their
writing using products from Lintor Make-A-Book. When they shared their
books at Young Authors Conferences, they were always proud of their final
projects because the books looked so polished; they weren’t cut and pasted into
a prebound book or just stapled together. They usually would ask if they could
go and show their work to former teachers or administrators.
Lintor Make-A-Book is not a free tool. However, once you purchase the
publishing package, which includes software with all of the templates and the
basic tools for binding your books, all you will have to do is replenish the
covers. An accompanying video demonstrates how to complete the binding
process.
I showed the students a sample book that my former students had made.
They were very excited that, in their words, “it would look very professional”
(see Box 2.2).
Today we are still publishing books using Lintor’s products because my students love the final result. However, because we are now writing and creating
constantly with not just one school but five other schools, I had to find an additional way for my students to publish books so their online collaborators would
have access to their work.
After consulting with my PLN, I found StoryJumper, a free, child-centered
Web site that enables authors to create and publish their own digital storybooks
(see Box 2.3). My students can share their books with anyone by simply
sending the URL. On my class Web site, I have links to each of the books so
that their friends and families can also read the books from anywhere in the
world. Also, for a fee, a parent can purchase a hardbound version of their young
author’s work.
Our classroom publishing ventures occur organically; I don’t force them. I
believe that teachers often think of technology tools as something extra to add
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Box 2.2 Publishing a Book: Combining Old-Fashioned and New Technology Tools
Lintor Make-A-Book products can be found online
at www.lintorpublishing.com/default.php.
Whenever I bring examples of my students’ work
to workshops or presentations, other teachers
always “ooh” and “ah” over the Lintor products.
They are impressive to see. In the initial publishing package, you get the software, which gives
you templates that open in simple word processing programs. The templates enable you to
choose different sizes of books as well as a variety
of front cover labels. You also get a site license,
heavy-duty stapler and staples, thirty hardback

book covers in the size that you choose, binding
pages and reinforcement strips, and a video that
explains the binding process.
Usually my students understand the binding
process after I demonstrate it just once. It’s a
simple process with a “Wow!” ending.
Figure 2.1 shows a few of the poetry books
that my students created for one year’s Young
Authors Conference. I wish I could show you some
of the interior pages with the students’ writing and
artwork, but they treasured them so much that they
took them home.

FIGURE 2.1 These poetry books were created using Lintor Make-A-Book.

to lessons instead of a way to shape learning. My experience with writing and
publishing using online tools taught me to retune my ear and really listen to
what my students were saying about how technology enriches their lives. By
turning my attention to their world and climbing down from my omniscient
teacher’s perch, I was able to capture something that I had missed in the past—
a deeper understanding of what makes today’s students passionate to know
more.
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Box 2.3 Publishing a Digital Storybook
StoryJumper can be found at www.storyjumper
.com. The site includes many samples to read
online. My students enjoy the animation and
sound effects as you turn the pages. As Elizabeth
said, “It’s just like you’re reading a real book.” Of
course, they are real books; they are just digital!
Before you can create a book on
StoryJumper, you must set up a free account. You
can “create a class” so each student can work on
his or her own book, but I chose to supervise my
students to meet safety standards. I sign in under
my account, they create their book, and I sign out.
Please be aware of the StoryJumper Children’s
Privacy Policy, which applies to all students under
the age of thirteen. Our district also has a release
form that parents must sign, giving permission for
their children’s work to be published digitally. Be

sure to know the requirements for your school and
school district.
StoryJumper has an abundance of backgrounds, clipart, and textboxes from which a
young author can choose. Also, students can
upload their own artwork or photographs to
include in their books.
Once students have completed their books,
they have different options for publishing. They
can publish just for the reader, just for friends and
family, or for anyone. We usually make it public
(available for anyone to read) because we have
more than two hundred people reading our current books. They can see and read the books, but
not edit them. And if a parent or someone else
wants to purchase a hardbound version of the
books, they can do that too.

Reaching Consensus About Assessment
Hoping that our first successful rubric-making experience wasn’t a fluke, my
student groups set out to brainstorm ideas about what should be included in
each person’s poem.
As I had done during their previous small-group discussions with their letters, I listened to their conversations, often prompting them to justify their
choices. At one table, the students were engaged in an intense debate.
“I think we should each include some of the information that we learned
from our letters,” one student said.
“But I don’t want to write about sea anemones,” another student whined.
“It wouldn’t be fair to your e-pal if you don’t use the sea life information
that she sent in her letter,” the first student explained kindly. “It would probably make her mad.”
A third student in the group interjected: “I think sea anemones are really
cool. Why don’t you like them?”
“I really like orca whales and I want to write a poem about orca whales,”
the defiant student said, noticeably pouting.
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At this point I stepped in. “So what would be a solution that would meet
everyone’s wishes?”
Silent thoughts followed. My inner voice nagged me to take over and give
them the solution, but from what I had witnessed earlier I knew it would mean
more if the students found the solution themselves.
The third student ventured a compromise. “What if I write about the sea
anemone and she writes about my animal, which is an orca whale?” he said.
“So, how will you reflect this in your list?” I asked.
“Maybe we can trade letters and share facts as long as all of the animals are
included in a poem,” the first student suggested. “Does that sound reasonable
to everyone?”
They unanimously agreed.

Rubric Writing, Round Two
After all the groups had completed their brainstorming sessions, a representative
from each shared the group’s ideas about what should be included in the class
poems. We followed the same process as we had with their letters, first making a
master list and then organizing it into categories. I required students to justify their
choices. As with the first rubric, four to five main categories emerged, including
content, mode/genre, grammar and mechanics, and project publication.
Immediately following our brainstorming session, students began creating their
poetry. Over the next several days, as time would allow, student groups worked
together; I traveled from group to group, looking at the writing or researching,
trying to address any misconceptions quickly through short, differentiated strategy
conferences. Sometimes errors resulted when peers who had edited their work
advised them incorrectly. By having the student retrieve their writing folders, I
could look at the edits and determine who exactly needed the extra instruction.
As I circulated around the classroom I noticed that the students were
working together more closely than before. They politely asked each other
questions about the content or the word choices. I was surprised to note that
they wanted input throughout the writing process, not just when editing at the
end. Wondering about this change, I asked Mayda why she was asking Rachel
about what to include in her poem.
“Well, Mrs. Ramsay,” she said, “Rachel read my letter and I read hers. She
helped me find the Web site to find more interesting information. Since we did
this together, I think she can help me become a better writer of poetry.”
I was impressed and amazed. In just a short time, through this experience,
my students had started viewing one another as valuable learning resources. I
was witnessing the formation of their PLNs.
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As with the letter-writing activity, I used the basic rubric that the students
created for assessment. I scored their poems, leaving comments, and then I met
with each student in a short conference to set personal writing goals for the next
writing activity (see Box 2.4).

Box 2.4 Student-Created Poetry Rubric
Two versions of our rubric are included here.
One, Figure 2.2, is the student version with which
they scored one another. The other, Figure 2.3, is
the rubric that I created for easy referral to previous goals. My version of the rubric has point
values associated with each of the categories.
Reading the students’ comments makes me
smile. Quite often I find terminology that I’ve used
with them, which shows that they see themselves
as teachers trying to assist their peers in improving
their writing.
We have a motto in our classroom, “You can
always do more, but never less.” Several students
wanted to create more than one poem. Other students wanted to write poems with partners after

FIGURE 2.2

they had written their solo versions. Some wanted
to include an illustration that they had drawn and
scanned or photographs they had taken. They all
were able to express themselves in creative ways.
(See Figure 2.4 for an example of a letter and the
poem created from the information in the letter.)
Through their writing, I could see that their
knowledge of habitats, ecosystems, and biomes
far exceeded the state-required curriculum, as did
their understanding of poetry. I knew what they
needed to know to meet the state standards, but
the students went beyond this in establishing criteria for this project. They had set higher expectations for themselves because they knew that a real
audience was going to read their published work.
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Box 2.4 Student-Created Poetry Rubric (continued)
Ocean Poetry—September

Student

Content
Animal/
Habitat
(25 points)

Poetry
Genre
(25 points)

Editing
Using COPS
(25 points)

Digital
Publishing
(25 points)

Teacher’s
Comments

Student’s
Personal Goals

Elise

25 points

20 points

20 points

25 points

Great content;
watch rhythm of
each line poetry;
punctuation of
poem (90%)

Edit more carefully
to be sure word
choices make
sense; watch
capitalization in
poems

Juan Carlos

25 points

15 points

15 points

25 points

Confusing
wording; difficult
to understand;
spelling;
homophone
confusion (80%)

Check spelling;
choose words that
make sense to a
reader

Addy

25 points

15 points

20 points

25 points

What type of
poem is this?
Think of audience
when writing.
(85%)

Remember
audience; write
with characteristics
of poetry (genre)

Quinn

20 points

20 points

20 points

15 points

Edit punctuation
carefully. Poem
typed as paragraph
in book, no
illustration. (75%)

Punctuate
carefully;
publishing writing
so it’s easy for
audience to read

Oliver

15 points

25 points

25 points

25 points

Reader needs to
know more than
just diet; nice use
of possessives
(90%)

Include content
knowledge in
writing

Ricky

25 points

10 points

25 points

25 points

Nice use of
supporting facts;
paragraph written
not a poem (85%)

Use characteristics
of genre when
writing—like we
discuss as a class

Elisha

25 points

25 points

20 points

25 points

Great content and
descriptive
writing; be careful
of spelling (90%)

Check spelling;
don’t rely on Spell
Check

FIGURE 2.3
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Box 2.4 Student-Created Poetry Rubric (continued)

Dear Haylee,
We have been reading the Island of the Dolphins in class too. We learned some interesting facts
about these amazing marine animals. We learned that dolphins eat fish, cephalopods, plankton,
and crustaceans. Dolphins can swim up to 5 to12 kilometers per hour. Dolphins have been
interacting with humans for as long as we have known about their existence. Dolphins can not go
in a deep sleep, only half their body at a time because if they do they would suffocate. Dolphins
live up to 40 to 50 years. Most dolphins do not drink the salt water because it is to salty for them to
drink! We also know what dolphins do for fun, they are very playful and love to play with whales.
All dolphins and whales can produce complex sounds, its for communication or navigation
underwater. It’s usually clicking, moans, whistles, trills, and squeaks. Dolphins live in all seas
except polar seas. Dolphins live in harbors, bays, lagoons and gulfs. Some dolphins like deeper
and colder water. Dolphins have a smooth lightweight body so they can move quickly in the water.
Dolphins are popular with humans because they are graceful and beautiful creatures. Well, Haylee
that’s some of the really cool facts that I learned about dolphins. Hope to get a letter from you soon!
Your friend,
Brenna

The Dolphin
By: Haylee

She swims in the sea up to 260 miles,
Eating fish of all kind
It could be cod, mackerel, or squid
But not all at one time.
She hits a shark not with sparks but with her gills.
She sees a whale at first sight and wants to play all night.
Then they will swim together until its time to go home.

FIGURE 2.4 Students shared their new knowledge of marine life by writing letters. Here is a poem my
student Haylee wrote using the information gained from her e-pal and the artwork that she created to
accompany her poem.

Continuing to Go Above and Beyond
I had not realized how much students enjoyed having a rubric while they
worked until recently. One day I was sick and absent from school. The day
before, we had received our e-pal letters, and one student had printed copies for
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everyone to read. My intention was that we would spend the next morning
sharing our letters and creating a rubric before beginning the next letter.
Unfortunately, I was sick the day we were going to share our letters. I asked the
substitute teacher to pass out the letters to the students and convey the message
that we would discuss them and create a rubric for the next letter when I
returned.
However, when I returned the following day, I saw that some students were
already writing their letters and referring to a new rubric.
I said, “I like your rubric. Did you come up with it on your own?”
Breayana replied, “Yes and no. I helped, but our team discussed it and came
up with it yesterday because we wanted to write. Is that okay?”
“Breayana, you are amazing,” I said. “I’m so disappointed that I missed out
on your awesome writing and teamwork.”
“That’s okay, Mrs. Ramsay,” she said, reassuring me. “You’ll be here next
time.”
I certainly looked forward to that moment. Each of these experiences gave
me confidence that the time and effort that I had invested in creating a more
student-centered classroom was worth the huge reward.

A Balancing Act
The e-pals activity was spontaneous and a bit time-consuming initially. We
have very stringent guidelines for our class schedules and curriculum pacing
guides. Stepping away from these requirements, however briefly, meant that I
was out of sync before we began writing the poetry. I had to find a way to balance the mandated lessons with our new project.
I mentioned our dilemma, and the students suggested a few ideas,
including skipping PE class (that was a no), taking some of the work to lunch
(also a no), or coming in before the start of the regular school day. Although
most of those options were not viable, I was pleased that they valued our
writing projects so much that they would willingly sacrifice activities they also
enjoyed. How often do students volunteer to give up their free time to stay in
the classroom and work, write, or create?
As I reviewed our schedule, I found a few slots where we could work poetry
activities into our daily routine. Many of my students arrived on buses in the
morning, almost an hour before school began. Rather than sitting in the gymnasium or the cafeteria waiting for classes to start, they could come to the classroom and work, if they so desired. During the past few years, almost all of my
students have chosen to come early to work. Some arrange for their rides to
drop them at school early so they can have extra time to work on their projects.
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Students found other ways to complete their writing project during
learning center time or small-group instruction time throughout the week. If I
was working with a group at the back table and students in other groups had
completed their assignments, they could return to their writing project.
Were these times ideal? No. I would have loved to have had an hour or
more each day to focus on writing, but that was not possible with all the other
guidelines that I was required to follow. Yet despite these constraints, my students still flourished. They recognized that if something is important enough to
do, we can find a way to accomplish it.

Chain Reaction
After communicating with my distance-learning collaborating teacher, we
decided to expand the project. When her students received the poetry book
from my students, my partner asked her students to write fables about each of
the animals. The assignment aligned with her state’s mandated curriculum.
Because her students also wanted to have their work posted online, she let them
record their fables as podcasts that could be placed on their class Web site. We
did something similar later in the school year (see Chapter 6).
As we read copies of the fables in the e-pals’ next correspondences, my students noticed details that had come from their poetry project. The recursive
teaching process occurred because of their interest and energy, not because of an
artificial assignment. They had the opportunity to see evidence of their work
through the writing of other students.
“I wonder what makes these a fable,” I said out loud.
After reading and then listening to the podcast versions of the fables, we
identified characteristics of the genre. They drew conclusions fairly quickly,
much more easily than when I had assigned a fable to read and asked them to
respond to a list of questions or facts that I had compiled and disseminated.
I’ve used this type of learning exchange several times since then. Although
the topic may change from year to year—some years it focuses on a certain
author, the community, the environment, or inventions—the process remains
the same. This point also remains constant: Whenever students have a personal
stake in their learning and the permission to follow their passions, they make
immediate and profound discoveries that surpass any goals their teachers or
policymakers may set.

APPENDIX

D

Mini-Lessons for
Independence in
Poetry Writing
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Crafting Writers, K–6

The following lessons on poetry emphasize free verse, where students are not
following formulas for writing poems. This is not to say there is not a place for
the study and writing of structured poems such as haiku and diamantes. You
could still have a unit of study on these more formulaic poems in addition to
the unit described here.
One reason not to focus only on form poems is that there tends to be a lot
of repetition throughout the grades. Lots of teachers end up teaching them.
Another reason is when writing these kinds of poems, a student is not using
language to the potential the genre of poetry offers. When teaching diamantes, for example, a teacher can expect that each student will probably
come up with a nice product, but there is less decision-making on the students’ part in terms of word choice, line breaks, and style. Teaching poetry
within a workshop means we support students’ independence, not to mention
the fact that most contemporary published poetry is written in free verse.
Letting go of having every single poem being predictably “nice” may be difficult for some teachers at first, but the pay-off is that you will help students create images and verse in their own words and uncover some amazing voices in
the process.

Mini-Lesson: Generating Ideas for Poems
Teachers can spend the first day of this unit of study building enthusiasm for
poetry through read-alouds, by having students look through poetry books in pairs
or small groups, and by having class conversations that tap into students’ background knowledge

Connection Yesterday we had a great conversation about poetry and you had a chance to read
and share poems from our classroom library.

Mini-Lesson Tomorrow you’re going to start writing your own poems. To get ready for that,
we’re going to make a list of things you could write poems about. You can write a
poem about anything you’d like, but if you’re stuck for ideas, it’s good to have a list
of possible topics.
One category of topics you can think about is nature. A lot of people write
poems about nature. Even though we know the science behind things like ocean
waves and rain, there is still something mysterious and beautiful about nature
that seems to draw people to write poems about them.
After I explain this first category, I do the following:
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2.
3.
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Write a few examples on the overhead
Have the class give me a few that I write down
Tell students they can start their lists. I encourage them to write down at least
eight or ten topics

Another category you can write poems about is everyday things. These are
things you see or use every day, like a pencil, a driveway, or a shoe. I love these
kinds of poems because it makes you look at the things you see all the time in a different way.
I then follow the same three steps listed above: write examples, take examples
from the class, and have students write their own lists.

Try-It Turn to the person next to you and share some of the topic ideas you came up with
today. A brief whole-class share can follow. I tend to have a longer share time
because I don’t want to merge this lesson with the following one, which needs their
full attention and an entire class period. Ten minutes of this day can also be used
for students to read more poems in pairs or decorate a poetry page in their writing
notebook that marks the beginning of this new unit.

Mini-Lesson: Writing Free Verse Poems
I tell students that for now, our poems are not going to rhyme. After this poetry
unit, teachers can do a two- or three-week unit of rhyming poetry/rap lyrics. I
explain to students that when you don’t have to rhyme, you can put your energy
into descriptions rather than figuring out what word rhymes with orange. Having
a later unit of rhyming poetry validates the playful sound and students’ enjoyment
of rhyming.

Mini-Lesson To try writing a free verse poem, where you don’t have to follow a certain form or
pattern, you’re going to try something called freewrite. It just means you write
whatever comes to your mind. You don’t have to think about making complete sentences or paragraphs—you write whatever you see, whatever you feel. That’s why
a lot of time free verse poems don’t have complete sentences but phrases. If you’re
writing about the beach you don’t have to write, “The big waves are crashing on
the sand.” You can just write “big waves crashing.” So, right now I am going to pick
a topic on my poetry list. Hmmm. . . . I think I’ll pick . . . coffee.
I go to the overhead and think about my topic for a few seconds. During the
think-aloud for this poem I say things like, “Hmmm, okay, I’m thinking of what coffee looks like . . . hmmm what else, coffee is. . . . I’m thinking about it in my cup . . .”
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The think-aloud in this lesson is very important. Students need to see that thinking
and some effort are needed to go against the rules of the standard sentence. Once
I finish, I reread the whole poem out loud.

If you are not yet comfortable doing a freewrite in front of students off the top
of your head, you can think ahead of time of some phrases you might write. Then
when you write on the overhead, you think out loud as if they are just coming to
you. However you choose to do it, modeling is essential to students understanding
the concept of a freewrite. Students will not get it by explanation alone.
So remember, freewrite means you write whatever comes to your mind and
you don’t have to write in sentences.

Try-It Turn to the person next to you and see if you can tell each other what it means to
write a freewrite poem.
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CHAPTER

2 Poetry

In our fast-paced, “instant everything” world, we need poetry. It helps children
and adults to ponder, to observe, to ask questions, to discover sights, sounds, and
feelings that otherwise might remain untapped. It brings balance and beauty to
our increasingly complex world. Poetry can awaken our senses or bring the
element of surprise into our lives. It makes us laugh, teaches us powerful lessons,
and renews our souls. (Harrison & Holderith, 2003: 6)

Poetry—including nursery rhymes, songs, jingles, word play, and riddles—is
often children’s first genre. From a very early age, poetry accompanies or is central to children’s playful interactions with adults and other children. Of all
genres, poetry is also likely to be
the most ancient. The religious and ceremonial chants of primitive people
constituted the earliest poems; in cultures with written languages, major poets
have generally appeared before major prose writers; and children’s earliest
vocal responses are often rhythmic and singsong. (Stott, 1984: 224)

First in children’s lives, earliest of literary genres, and first in our hearts, we have
placed poetry ahead of the other genre chapters in this book.
There is no straightforward way to define poetry. Carl Leggo (2003: 97) tells
us that “a poem is written out of engagement with the world and engagement
with words.” Verbs seem to be important when defining poetry: David Booth
and Bill Moore (2003: 24, 26, 11) rely on verbs when they tell us that “poems
paint pictures” and “make ears sing.” Poems also “deepen an everyday happening or an ordinary experience and make us see it through a magnifying glass,
somehow broadening the experience. . . [Poetry] appeals to both thought and
feeling, and has the power to call up rich sensory images in the reader and evoke
deep emotional responses.” The meanings and images created in poetry go
beyond what is possible when gathering words together into the sentences of
prose.
Along with verbs, poetry can be defined by explaining where we can find it:
“where life hangs out” (Wooldridge, 1996: 4). Poetry appears in expected and
unexpected places in every corner of our lives; in jingles in television ads, in the
songs that we hear on the radio or sing in the shower, in children’s skipping
songs or playground games and taunts, in jokes and riddles, and in cards we
send to others for special occasions. Along with not being fussy about where it
shows up in everyday life, poetry is not particular about the topics it takes up.
From the lofty to the mundane, no topic is beyond the reach of poetry. Yet there
is nothing ordinary about poetry: Johnson, Sickel, Sayers and Horovitz (1977:
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See Appendix B for more on awards
for children’s poetry.

161) tell us that the “age-old glories” of poetry are constant throughout the centuries: “the poet’s vision beyond our own, the intensified and distilled emotion,
the new dimensions given to words we thought we knew.”
In this chapter, we present criteria for selecting poetry and then introduce
recommended nursery rhyme collections, classic poetry collections, general
poetry collections, poetry that is humorous and celebrates everyday life experiences and themes, poetry that highlights the natural world, classics, multicultural poetry, and poetry that features particular poetry forms. The chapter ends
with teaching ideas and questions to stimulate your thinking about teaching
poetry in K–8 classrooms.

Selecting Poetry
Criteria for Selecting Poetry
In a study (Strenski & Esposito, 1980), college students were asked to define
poetry. Sadly, most of the students in the study focused on the importance of
rhythm, rhyme, and punctuation when defining poetry. Emotions, vision,
engagement, painting images, making ears sing—these did not enter into the
college students’ perceptions of poetry. Furthermore, when students were asked
to explain what makes a good poem, they said that the more difficult a poem was
to understand, the better the poem!
How impenetrable the poetry is should not be a criterion for selecting poetry
for your students. Instead, we recommend following Ann Terry’s (1984) suggestions, based on a national survey of upper elementary children’s poetry
preferences. The first is that children are the best judges of what they like and
they will not likely recognize the literary merit in poetry in the same way that
judges of poetry awards might. Also, teachers should keep in mind that
children’s preferences change across grades, and there are often gender differences in their preferences. New poems tend to be preferred over poems that
have been created in the distant past, though the poems in the Classics section of
this chapter that have been republished with contemporary illustrators certainly
put the lie to this consideration. Thoughtful, meditative poems tend not to be
enjoyed as much as humorous and raucous poems about familiar experiences.
The final consideration is likely apparent to all: if children cannot make sense of
a poem, they are unlikely to enjoy it.
In addition to these considerations, we have drawn from the criteria for the
National Council of Teachers of English Award for Poetry for Children to create
a list of five features to guide your poetry selections.
EXCITES THE IMAGINATION AND STIRS FRESH INSIGHTS

Children and adults alike enjoy reading something that stimulates our imagination and shows us something new about ourselves and/or our world. We believe
that all of the poetry we highlight in this chapter is fresh and insightful, but
feature Ashley Bryan’s first book of original poetry that he also illustrated, Sing
to the Sun: Poems and Pictures, a Lee Bennett Hopkins Award winner. In his
poem, “Pretty Is,” for example, the beauty of a flower cannot be captured by just
saying it is pretty, but rather in this way that gives us a new way to think about
“pretty.”
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Pretty is
How good I feel
When I see it
And say it.

In another example, children benefit from the affectionate and meticulous eyes
through which both poet Joyce Sidman and illustrator Beckie Prange have
observed the drama of a pond in the Lee Bennett Hopkins Poetry Award winner
and Caldecott Honor book, Song of the Water Boatman and other Pond Poems.
The book’s fresh insights lie in bringing science and poetry together with a slight
touch of whimsy.
SHOWS CREATIVITY IN USE OF LANGUAGE, SYNTAX, AND FORMAT

Creativity is expected in poetry. It shows up in the ways that words are put
together for meaning and for sound, as well as their arrangement on the
page. Playing with sounds and rhythms is the forte of William New in Llamas in
the Laundry, illustrated with Vivian Bevis’s cartoon watercolors. A poem about
tickling a porcupine and other creatures with rhythmic names, such as a barnacle bug, dances on the tongue, as does a rhythmic list of Canadian place names
alongside the days of the week in “Everyday Weekday”, ending with: “North Bay
Little Bay Saguenay Sunday.” The poem for which the book is named plays with
the spellings of words with “l”: “Lamas in the llaundry/Llamas in the llane.”
Award-winning book and magazine designer John Grandits plays with font
and form in Technically, It’s Not My Fault, a book of concrete poems in red,
white, and black. These poems are not for the rigid right-to-left, top-to- bottom
reader. The words in “My Stupid Day,” for example, follow the clock’s hands,
showing the neverending pattern of each school day from morning to night. In
“Skateboard,” an example of adolescent ironies, the words lift, cut, and figure-eight in skateboard style, ending with a warning that there’s no skateboarding allowed in the parking lot or in the park. With each turn of the page, readers
find an innovative twist on expectations for how words, fonts, illustrations, and
page layouts can come together to create something refreshingly new and
original.
CREATES SHARP, NEW IMAGES

David Booth and Bill Moore (2003: 24) explain that “poets paint pictures with
words, as painters do with color and shape.” In American Kristine O’Connell
George’s The Great Frog Race and Other Poems, a Lee Hopkins Bennett Award
winner readers can see the “Evening Rain” through O’Connell George’s words:
The porch light shines on rain / Taking thin silken stitches.”
This does not mean that only descriptive poetry is good poetry. The images of
any topic can be very sharply etched into readers’ minds through poets’ artful
use of language. For example, readers have a vivid image of the lawn mowing
handiwork of a “girl failing geometry” in Jane O’Wayne’s “In Praise of Zigzags”
(in Rosenberg, 1996: 181) as she leaves, along with the lawnmower out of its
shed, “a trail of unmown strips and crisscrosses,/her scribbling on the lawn/like
a line of thought that’s hard to follow.”
TOUCHES READERS’ EMOTIONS

Poetry is not written simply to stimulate images and show off poets’ artistry with
language. It is written to evoke emotional responses to the natural and
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human-created world. Like all good writing, poetry says something that matters.
Jean Little shows extraordinary humanity and gentle humor in a book of
free-verse poems sprinkled with a few short narratives, Hey World, Here I Am!
This combination evokes tender and joyful emotional response from readers.
We find out that Kate was “being angelic” when she made snow angels alongside
a younger girl who had just discovered snow angels, arriving home soaked to the
skin because she was not wearing a snowsuit in “About Angels and Age.” In
“Louisa,” Kate shows unconditional love for a friend’s baby sister, telling her: “I
love you right now, Louisa, before you know anything/Before you even know
that you are Louisa.” The poems do not drip with sentimentalism, but instead
touch readers’ emotions through their honesty and their keen sensitivity to
young girls’ experiences and perspectives.
PRESENTS UNIVERSAL IDEAS THAT RESONATE WITH TODAY’S CHILDREN

Douglas Florian is another poet who
carries the Silverstein torch. He has
won the Lee Bennett Hopkins Poetry
Award for his work, which includes a
series of books celebrating the animal
kingdom (Beast Feast and Lizards,
Frogs and Polliwogs) and a quartet of
books that celebrates the four seasons
(Summersaults, Winter Eyes,
Autumnblings, and Handsprings).
According to Douglas, there is only
one rule to follow when writing
poetry: There are no rules.
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Poetry appeals to the musical ear of children, with its lively rhythms and, in
many cases, rhymes. It also appeals to children’s hearts, with themes that speak
to the essence of children’s experience and imagination, and often tickle their
funny bone. The timelessness of T.S. Eliot’s Old Possum’s Book of Practical Cats
is evident in its continuous reprinting across the decades and its role as the
libretto of the popular Andrew Lloyd Weber musical Cats.
Similarly, the poetry of Shel Silverstein in Where the Sidewalk Ends and Light
in the Attic, written decades ago, still resonates with children in today’s classrooms. When we invite teachers to talk about a favorite book of poetry, one or
both of these two books is at the top of most of their lists. Guffaws, chuckles,
nods, gags, hmms, and ahas follow in the wake of a reading of Silverstein’s
poetry. There is no subject too mundane, too profound, too silly, too serious, or
too off-limits for a Silverstein poem: from putting one’s sister “For Sale,” to a
“Me-Stew” served with crackers when there is nothing in the cupboard to make
a stew, to spelling out what love is in “Love” when the classmates holding the
other letters cannot make it and all that’s left is the child holding “V” who is “all
of love that could make it today.” Silverstein’s black-and-white drawings are
both the poem and a complement to the poem—poet and illustrator as one person makes for a close symbiosis between words and illustrations.
Carrying on in the tradition of Shel Silverstein, Jack Prelutsky has created a
series of black-and-white anthologies, with drawings by James Stevenson,
serving a banquet of poems to amuse and ponder. Young readers can open any
page of It’s The New Kid on the Block, Something Big Has Been Here, or My Dog
May be a Genius, and will likely think about things they may have not have
before. We can taste wacky concoctions, such as “Salamander Salmon Slug/ Bat
Begonia Barley Bug” at “Gloppe’s Soup Shoppe”; we can meet strange characters
such as Herman Sherman Thurman, who is “perfect… that’s a fact,/ No matter
the activity,/ I’m thorough and exact” and Swami Gourami “one of a kind,/
unlocking the past/ with my mystical mind”; we can find weird pets, such as a
three-thousand pound cat, a bedraggled gerbil, or a dromedary in a garage
“wearing camel-flage”—all in Pizza the Size of the Sun.

Poetry for Children
Nursery Rhymes as Poetry
We engaged in a tug-of-war when
deciding where in this book to include
nursery rhymes. They are unquestionably traditional literature; however,
when we talk about nursery rhymes,
we use the language of poetry. The
nursery rhymes seemed to be more at
home with other poetry, so we let
them stay here.

When selecting nursery rhyme collections, consider the number of verses
in the rhymes, and whether there is a
mix of well-known rhymes with new
and unusual ones. The appeal of the
illustrations and how well they
elaborate the text are also important
considerations. Finally, take into
account whether there is a sense of
unity to the book, with a thematic
arrangement of the verses, or whether
they seem to be scattered willy-nilly
across the pages.

Ask most adults to recite the first poem that comes to mind and it is likely to be a
nursery rhyme. The rhymes that we learn as young children ride along with us
throughout our lives. Mother Goose nursery rhymes are part of many Englishspeaking children’s playful interactions with adults; for example, the clapping
song, “Pat-a-cake, pat-a-cake, baker’s man, Bake me a cake as fast as you can,”
has been played out with countless young children across the ages.
The content of nursery rhymes is of the everyday; their story lines are short
and easy to follow. The musical rhythms and rhymes make them easy to remember. Nursery rhymes are enjoyable to repeat again and again, with clapping and
playing that go along with them. These rhymes provide engaging language
models for children at a time when they are learning new concepts and playing
with the words that describe their world.
Two notable Canadian nursery rhyme books include those of Kady MacDonald Denton and Barbara Reid, both renowned illustrators of children’s books.
Ink and watercolor illustrations accompany the rhymes in Kady MacDonald
Denton’s A Child’s Treasury of Nursery Rhymes. Arranged in four sections, the
book begins with familiar verses of discovery for babies (e.g., lullabies and playtime rhymes); it continues with rhymes that follow the pattern of a toddler’s
day; then it moves into playground chants, verses, and nonsense rhymes; and it
ends with rhymes for older children. MacDonald Denton closes the book with
Edward Lear’s “The Owl and the Pussy-Cat,” one of her childhood favorites. In
Barbara Reid’s Sing a Song of Mother Goose, her signature clay illustrations raise
the nursery-rhyme characters off the page. The familiar cast of Mother Goose
figures is here: Mary and her lamb, Tommy Tucker, Mother Hubbard, Simple
Simon, Old King Cole, the old woman in a shoe, and many others.
American nursery rhyme collections of note are Bobbye S. Goldstein’s Mother
Goose on the Loose, Tomie de Paola’s Mother Goose, and Iona and Peter Opie’s
The Oxford Dictionary of Nursery Rhyme. In Goldstein’s book, cheeky cartoons
from The New Yorker accompany the traditional verses. Tomie de Paola’s book,
illustrated with brilliant tones and diverse cultural representation of characters,
has more than 200 verses, several presented on full spreads. A brand new edition
of the classic anthology of nursery rhymes, The Oxford Dictionary of Nursery
Rhymes includes more than 500 rhymes, songs, nonsense jingles, and lullabies
for young children. With each piece, Iona and Peter Opie introduce a wealth of
information, noting the earliest known publications of the rhyme, describing
how it originated, illustrating changes in wording over time, and indicating variations and parallels in other languages. Including reproductions of early art
found in ballad sheets and music books, the nearly 100 illustrations highlight the
development of children’s illustrations over the last two centuries. For this
second edition, the notes have been updated and extended in light of recent
scholarship. Iona Opie is also the editor of two companion treasures illustrated
by Rosemary Wells. My Very First Mother Goose and Here Comes Mother Goose
offer a parade of best-loved nursery rhymes written in bold clear font and illustrated with Wells signature animal characters. Artists Charles Addams, Michael
Foreman, Arnold Lobel, and Helen Oxenbury add to the wide spectrum of
illustrators of Mother Goose rhymes.
Collections of rhymes from other languages and other lands reveal that
engaging young children with language playfully through rhymes is part of
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family interactions everywhere. Alma Flor Ada and F. Isabel Campoy’s !Pio
Peep!: Traditional Spanish Nursery Rhymes is a bilingual collection of traditional
Spanish and Latin American nursery rhymes. The English translations have
been reworked so that the verses rhyme. In another Spanish bilingual book, the
translations are literal: Margot Griego teams up with noted illustrator and
author Barbara Cooney to create Tortillitas Para Mama, with Latin American
rhymes collected from Spanish-speaking communities in the Americas. Cooney
illustrates this dual-language book with authentic settings. Traditional rhymes
and riddles selected and edited by Robert Wyndham are written in blue Chinese
characters along the side of Ed Young’s pebbly illustrations in Chinese Mother
Goose Rhymes. The English translations are in verse form under the illustrations.
The rhymes of childhood do not all come from the cradleside. In Doctor
Knickerbocker and Other Rhymes, David Booth has gathered together the folk
poetry of childhood: chants, skipping rhymes, jingles, riddles, sayings and
superstitions, taunts and teases, tongue twisters, jokes, and other verses of contemporary childhood, along with those of previous generations and long ago.
Maryann Kovalski illustrates the book with delightful woodcuts and pen-andink drawings.

Classics
Timelessness is certainly a criterion that can be applied to the poetry in this
section. The featured poetry has been reprinted many times, as parents and
teachers continue to buy them for the children in their lives.
FOR YOUNGER READERS

The familiar phrase, “‘Twas the night before Christmas,/when all through the
house/not a creature was stirring,/not even a mouse,” has been with us since A
Visit from St. Nicholas was published anonymously in 1823 in the Troy, New
York, newspaper. Its author, Clement Moore, later acknowledged his authorship. The first major work of poetry published for children, this poem has been
reprinted in a multitude of forms, including a version illustrated by Jan Brett
with her signature borders, a board book with illustrations compiled by Cooper
Edens, and another illustrated by Matt Tavares, in which the original language,
spelling, and punctuation are used.
The poetry of Edward Lear has been part of children’s lives since the 19th century, as well. His Book of Nonsense contains the four-line limericks associated
with Lear, about many an “old man” or “young lady,” often from a particular
city or country, with quirky behavior or remarkable physical characteristics. The
book also contains alphabet rhymes, ballads (such as the well-loved “The Owl
and the Pussycat”) and other verses.
Classic poetry of the early 20th century for young children includes A.A.
Milne’s When we Were Very Young and Now We are Six. A.A. Milne assures readers in Now We Are Six that the “name of the book doesn’t mean that this is us
being six all the time, but that is about as far as we’ve got at present, and we half
think of stopping there.” The poems are told from the perspective of a young
boy growing up in upper class England in the early 20th century, and many may
not resonate with children in today’s classrooms. But there are some whimsical,
timeless poems, such as “Sneezles”, where the adults in Christopher Robin’s life
confine him to bed and wonder: “If wheezles/Could turn/Into measles,/If
sneezles/Would turn/Into mumps.” Winnie the Pooh makes an appearance in
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verse in “Us Two,” and throughout the book in Ernest H. Shepard’s etchings
(identified as “decorations” on the book’s cover).
In The Oxford Illustrated Book of American Children’s Poems, Donald Hall,
author of Caldecott Award-winning picture book The Ox-Cart Man, brings the
child-friendly work of renowned poets whose work is usually directed toward an
adult audience—Emily Dickinson, e.e. cummings, Ralph Waldo Emerson,
Robert Frost, T.S. Eliot, and Langston Hughes—together with the work of poets
familiar to children—Eve Merriam, X.J. Kennedy, Jack Prelutsky, Nikki
Giovanni, Sandra Cisneros, and Karla Kuskin. This collection begins with an
anonymous Native American “Chant to the Fire-Fly” and moves chronologically from poetry such as John Godfrey Saxe’s “The Blind Men and the Elephant” from the late 19th century, to humorous classics such as Shel
Silverstein’s “Sarah Cynthia Sylvia Stout Would Not Take the Garbage Out”
from the late 20th century. The illustrations include archival selections from
rare and early editions of children’s magazines, recreating the tenor of the times
in which the poetry was written.
FOR OLDER READERS

Other highly recommended books
from the KidsCan series are Alfred
Noyes’s The Highwayman, where
illustrator Murray Kimber interprets
the highwayman as a Harley
Davidson-driving robber being
tracked by FBI agents; Ernest L.
Thayer’s Casey at the Bat, illustrated
by Joe Morse with a modern setting
and angular characters in blue and
grey hues; and Edward Lear’s The Owl
and the Pussycat, illustrated with
Stéphane Jorisch’s characteristic playful and fantastic images. Each book
ends with a discussion of the poetry
and a number of perspectives on their
meanings, and the illustrators’ explanations of their visual interpretations
of the poetry.

Lewis Carroll’s nonsense classic Jabberwocky has been given two modern-day
interpretations to engage readers who might not readily come to poetry. Artist
Christopher Myers takes the pages of this poem from Through the Looking Glass
and puts them onto the basketball courts in an urban setting. Illustrator
Stéphane Jorisch interprets the poem using Governor General’s Award- winning
pencil, ink, watercolor, and digital drawings in the Visions in Poetry series from
Kids Can Press. The mock-heroic ballad is written with portmanteau words
(two words packed into one word with hints of both the sounds and the meanings in the new word), such as “slithy,” a pairing of “slimy” and “lithe.” Jorisch’s
Jabberwock is a creature of nature, slain by a young man in soldier garb in a
stark, Orwellian, über-industrial world devoid of natural beauty. Ubiquitous
television cameras picture a military man warning, “Beware the Jabberwock.”
The young man rids the world of the Jabberwock, but the world does not
become a better one—the “borogoves” continue to be “all mimsy” and the
“mome raths” continued to “outgrabe.”
Another award winner in this series is Alfred, Lord Tennyson’s The Lady of
Shalott with illustrations by Geneviève Côté. The soft blues, greens, golds, and
burnt siennas and the flowing lines of water color illustrations are true to the
romantic imagery of the poem. In sketchy, modernist art, medieval passersby
mix with more contemporary ones traveling toward Camelot’s high-rise skyline
by horse or automobile. Côté uses a metamorphosis metaphor to show the
Lady’s escape from imprisonment in the tower through death. The illustrations
garnered an Elizabeth Mrazik-Cleaver Canadian Picture Book Award.
Robert Service’s The Creation of Sam McGee was a New York Times Best
Illustrated Children’s Book of the Year. This ballad about a Tennessee man,
spellbound by the North, yet ever griping about the cold, swoops along in a spirited rhythm. From the first line, which promises that there are “strange things
done in the midnight sun,” to the close of the tale, where Sam’s corpse comes to
life in the heat of the fire meant to cremate his body, there is a rollicking adventurous humor in the writing. Canadian Ted Harrison uses bold chartreuse, blue,
yellow, and orange woodblock-style illustrations to convey the spirit and the
beauty of the north.
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Poetry Collections
The poetry collections in this section offer a taste of many poets’ work, often
organized in themed sections. The person who has gathered the poetry together
has done much of the work for teachers—selecting notable poets and their best
work—so it is important to identify the collector’s qualifications to determine
their knowledge of children’s poetry. All of the collections identified in this textbook have been gathered by highly regarded poets for children and academics
recognized for their work with children’s literature.
FOR YOUNGER READERS

The lively rhythms, delightful humor,
and thoughtful observations of everyday life characterize Jack Prelutsky’s
poetry and brought him to prominence as the USA’s first Children’s
Poet Laureate. In Aunt Giraffe’s Green
Garden, with watercolors by Petra
Mathers, captures settings from
Denver and Idaho to Maine and the
Everglades.
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The ABC Children’s Booksellers Choices Award winning The 20th Century
Children’s Poetry Treasury, compiled by Jack Prelutsky, contains more than 200
poems by 137 poets (mostly American) such as John Ciardi, Georgia Heard,
Langston Hughes, Karla Kuskin, Joyce Carol Thomas, and Eve Merriam, with
Canadians Jean Little and Dennis Lee, and the British Roald Dahl and A.A.
Milne. A riot of poems is knit together by Meilo So’s expressive watercolors and
by theme on each two-page spread. Themes are wide ranging, from food
(including Dennis Lee’s “Alligator Pie”: “If I don’t get some I think I’m gonna
die”), and people (e.g., Ogden Nash’s “The People Upstairs” whose “living room
is a bowling alley”) to seasons (e.g., in Marilyn Singer’s “April is a Dog’s Dream”
when there are “no excuses now, we’re going to the park”).
Paul Janeczko paired poems by highly-regarded American poets on topics
ranging from mosquitoes to skyscrapers in Hey, You! Emily Dickinson, for
example, takes a fly’s perspective in “Bee, I’m Expecting You!” while Nikki
Grimes advises a bee to “leave me alone, drone/Show yourself the door”; Robert
Rayevsky’s watercolors fill the two-page spread with bees buzzing in a flower
garden and around a young boy’s head. The presentation of two perspectives on
a topic makes this book stand out from other poetry collections.
Bernice Cullinan, noted children’s literature expert, brought together ten
NCTE Award winners in her collection A Jar of Tiny Stars. This book truly is a
“Who’s Who” of American children’s poets: David McCord, Myra Cohn
Livingston, Aileen Fisher, Eve Merriam, Karla Kuskin, John Ciardi, Lilian
Moore, Valerie Worth, Arnold Adoff, and Barbara Esbensen. Readers are introduced to the poets through Marc Nadel’s black-and-white portraits, short biographies, quotes from each about how they write, and their thoughts on poetry.
Of course, their poetry says as much about them as any of the above, and a bibliography of each poet’s published collections invites readers to “bite in” to as
many poems as we can find, to borrow Eve Merriam’s explanation of “How to
Eat a Poem.” Andi MacLeod’s realistic pen-and-ink drawings complement the
poems, usually appearing alongside or under the words.
The misfortune of being responsible for the winning run for the other team in
a baseball game (Joy N. Humlem’s “Play Ball”) and the tragedy of a pet rabbit’s
death (Madeleine Comora’s “Winger Rabbit”) are topics in Lee Bennett
Hopkins’s edited collection Oh, No! Where are my Pants and other Disasters:
Poems. Well-known writers, such as Karla Kuskin, Marilyn Singer, Judith Viorst,
and Lee Bennett Hopkins himself, write sensitively and with kind-hearted
humor about the small and large hardships in children’s lives. The eyes, eyebrows, mouth, and body movements of Germany’s Wolf Erlbruch’s cartoon
characters convey the range of emotions associated with everyday disasters.

FOR OLDER READERS

Author and educator David Booth has collected Til All the Stars Have Fallen:
Canadian Poems for Children, a one-of-a-kind collection of poetry from Canadian writers known around the world, such as Dennis Lee, Tim Wynne-Jones,
Jean Little, and Margaret Atwood, and from other beloved Canadian poets, such
as sean o’huigan, George Swede, Fran Newman, and Emily Hearn. Arranged by
theme, the collection includes poetry that “sings to the ears,” that “whistles in
the dark,” and that tells “all my secrets.” Many poems evoke smiles, as in sean
o’huigan’s “Yawn” where the words ebb in one- and two-word phrases up and
down the page, proposing that it would be hard to keep fights going if people
yawned just as they were about to be punched in the face. Other poems bring
new awareness of ordinary and extraordinary things, as in Emily Hearn’s “Courage,” where courage takes the form of saying “no” to an invitation to a sleepover
by a friend with a cat when you have allergies to cats. Kady MacDonald Denton’s
illustrations capture the imagery using media that changes according to the
poem—from soft watercolor to bold collage.
Readers come to know poets and their poetry in anthologies that feature
commentaries by the poets to accompany their work. Seeing the Blue Between,
compiled by Paul B. Janeczko, offers advice and inspiration in letters and short
essays written to the reader by each poet. Similarly, Janeczko has selected poems
on a number of themes in The Place My Words Are Looking For, in which poets
such as Siv Cedering, Eve Merriam, and Naomi Shihab Nye describe how they
came to write the poem included in the book. Liz Rosenberg’s edited collection,
Invisible Ladder: An Anthology of Contemporary American Poems for Young
Readers, was a Claudia Lewis Award winner. Short commentaries about links
between poetry and childhood in their writing and their lives, along with photographs of each poet, give readers a sense of who the poets are. The diverse group
of 38 poets includes Robert Bly, Rita Dove, Martín Espada, Allen Ginsberg,
Li-Young Lee, and Nikki Giovanni. The poems range in subject from the power
of love, to Tires Stacked in the Hallways of Civilization (Martín Espada’s poem
about a new immigrant tenant who must remove those stacked tires, but is
allowed to keep his rodent-controlling cat), to the mysteries of math (from
Kyoko Mori’s Barbie Says Math is Hard: “If x equals y,/is it like putting apples
into/cole slaw, the way a tomato/is really a fruit?”). A section called “Ways to
Use this Book” precedes biographical notes on the poets. Rosenberg’s goal of
making contemporary poems written for adults accessible to young adults has
succeeded admirably in this collection.
Jan Greenberg commissioned 43 distinguished poets to write poetry inspired
by paintings, lithographs, sculpture, mixed media, and photographs representing artistic movements of the 20th century, including American modernism,
abstract expressionism, and pop art. The dramatically beautiful and exciting
result is Heart to Heart: New Poems Inspired by Twentieth-Century American Art.
Organized into four sections, the poems conjure a memory or tell an anecdote
(stories), take the voice of the object or person depicted in the artwork (voices),
examine and comment on elements of the artwork (impressions), and explore
aspects of visual form (expressions). Full-page reproductions of the artworks are
set alongside free-verse poems, sonnets, rhymed poems, and poetry with experimental forms written by Jane Yolen, Deborah Chandra, Kristine O’Connell
George, Angela Johnson, X.J. Kennedy, Constance Levy, Naomi Shihab Nye,
Brenda Seabrooke, Nancy Willard, and many others. Biographical notes on the
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poets and on the artists follow the poetry, with a helpful index of poets, artists,
and first lines at the end of the book.

Humor and Everyday Life
Much contemporary poetry for children is light-hearted and playful, incorporating the “oral traditions of playground verse and the cadences of Mother
Goose” (Booth & Moore, 2003: 18). The poems in this section bring out the
humor in the small and big parts of children’s lives.
FOR YOUNGER CHILDREN

Dennis Lee has been a full-time writer
since 1972, becoming Toronto’s first
Poet Laureate in 2001. In between
these times, he wrote Alligator Pie,
one of the best-selling Canadian
children’s books of all time, Garbage
Delight, Jelly Belly, The Ice Cream
Store, and Bubblegum Delicious. Lee
wrote most of the song lyrics for
Fraggle Rock, a co-production of Jim
Henson Associates and CBC-TV in
the 1980s. In 1986, Lee won the Vicky
Metcalf Award for a body of work
written for children, and in 1993 he
was made an Officer of the Order of
Canada.
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We considered including Dennis Lee’s Garbage Delight (published again with
Another Helping) in the Classics section because it is so well-known and loved by
children and adults alike. Illustrated with Maryanne Kovalski’s pencil crayon
and watercolors, the collection includes humorous tales, such as “I Eat Kids
Yum Yum!” about a girl, not cowed by a mighty monster, who “chomped and
t[ook] a chew”; and the poem “Garbage Delight,” about one whose talents were
wasted “Until I had tasted/ The wonders of Garbage Delight.” Children delight
in Lee’s naughty poem, which flirts with ideas that many children may have considered but would never carry out, about “The Bratty Brother” who was mailed
“to a jail in Moosonee” after he had survived every other effort to get rid of him.
Another collection, Bubblegum Delicious, entertains young readers with its
sing-song rhythm and rhyme (“Bubblegum delicious/ Bubblegum delight/
Bubblegum de-lovely in the / middle of the night”) and thoughts to ponder (“If
lonesome was a pot of gold/ I’d be a millionaire”).
Like Garbage Delight, another of Dennis Lee’s classic books of poetry, Alligator Pie, was a Canadian Book of the Year for Children. The rhythms and
tongue-tickling rhymes of “Rattlesnake Skipping Song”—”Mississauga rattlesnakes/Eat brown bread./Mississauga rattlesnakes/fall down dead”—have
become part of the fabric of children’s play in Canadian homes and playgrounds. Lee finds the zing in Canadian place names (e.g., “In Kamloops” and
“Kahshe or Chicoutimi”) and even in former Prime Minister’s names (“William
Lyon Mackenzie King”). Frank Newfeld’s round-faced drawings are not as lively
and bright as the poetry, but they provide some color to each page. All who have
ever been introduced to this delightful collection will agree with the sentiment,
that you can “Give away the green grass, give away the sky/but don’t give away
my Alligator Pie.”
Loris Lesynski’s Cabbagehead, illustrated in ink, colored pencil, and watercolor cartoons, begins with a plea for a “brain that’s brilliant [and] a head that
hums” as she accepts that “sometimes I’m a cabbagehead.” The opening poem
sets up the book for a search for ideas and poems about questions that she is
curious about (e.g., “Does my blood taste as good to mosquitoes as pie?”)
Lesynski has a good time with repeated sounds in poems such as “Below Below
Baloney,” Nuts and Bolts” with “mutts and molts,” and tongue twisters such as
“Jazzy Cabbage” where a desire to “camouflage a cabbage” in words is preferred
over eating “cabbage fudge.” Loris Lesynski also wrote and illustrated Nothing
Beats a Pizza, this time using a bit of tomato sauce and eye shadow, in addition
to watercolors, as her media. Pizza, pets, and school realities are the topics of the
32 poems in this book. Introduced by an invitation to read aloud the poems so
one can “hear them leap right off the pages,” the poems play with sounds and
layout on the page; slippy, slidy pizzas meander across the page in the poem for

Nikki Grimes began composing
poetry at the age of six and gave her
first public poetry reading at the age
of 13 at the Countee Cullen Library in
Harlem. The turmoil and insecurity
of her childhood are reflected in the
lives of children in her novels and
books of poetry, such as Jazmin’s
Notebook (a Coretta Scott King Honor
Book) and the Danitra Brown poetry
collections. Grimes received the 2006
NCTE Award for Excellence in Poetry
for Children.

which the book is named. Special note should be made of Loris Lesynski’s book
“I Did It Because…” in which the author shares a number of her favorite rhyming poems and the secrets of how they came to be written.
Sixteen ways to say thank-you are found in Nikki Grimes’s Thanks a Million.
Though the sentiment is the same through the poems, the form ranges from
haiku, to a rebus, to a poem for two voices, to a prayer, and a riddle. Teachers,
new acquaintances, family members (e.g., the child’s dad who plays basketball
with him; something that his friend would “love to see the day/my father joined
me/ on the court./He be’s too busy to play”), neighbors, and an author whose
work was a refuge for a grateful child after her/his father’s death when the child
would, on some nights, “crawl between the pages/of that novel and hide for
hours,” are among the recipients of the gratitude expressed in the poems.
Cabrera’s vibrant acrylic paintings radiate the warmth in both dark and light
faces when showing gratitude through countless small actions.
The nine poems in Stephen Mitchell’s The Wishing Bone and Other Poems
range from ballads to rhyming quatrains; from imagining what will happen
“When I Grow Up” to a “Perpetual Number Song” that gives character to the
base-10 system. Tom Pohrt’s ink-and-watercolor cartoon illustrations introduce each poem and then scamper across the tops and bottoms of the pages,
occasionally making a dash right down the middle.
Robert Heidbreder has taken onomatopoeia to new heights in Lickety Split,
which follows the imagined adventures of a boy who is “thumpity thumped” by
an elephant, who “skippity-skips” across the edge of a waterfall, and “hippityhops” from two speeding motorcycles, among many other daring deeds.
Cartoon illustrations by award-winning illustrator Dusan Petricic tell the story
as the print provides the sound effects.
FOR OLDER CHILDREN

Companions to Sweet Corn include
Candy Corn, Corn Chowder,
Cornflakes, Corn-fed, and Popcorn.

Sheree Fitch’s If I Had a Million Onions is a collection of 26 poems that give “The
Most Excellent Advice”: “Sing a song of whatyouwish/Sing a song tomorrow”;
say “A Prayer” that “no cats get in your sandbox/May your Frisbees always
spin”; and pronounce on certain people, like “Aunt Emma and Uncle Nate,”
that in spite of the love the child narrator has for them, she/he says, “but I wish
they’d get TV”). Yayo’s pastel cartoon drawings are often outlines with just
enough shape and detail to contribute to the wisdom and whimsy of the poetry,
but leave lots of space for readers to fill in.
The poems in James Stevenson’s Sweet Corn speak truths that bring a chuckle
about the ordinary things in children’s lives—big kids getting to see more
because they sit in the front seat whereas their smaller counterparts sitting in the
back catch things only when they’re over (in “Injustice”)—and realizations
about important things, such as the smiles and happy relationships depicted in a
family photo album where there are no pictures showing any unhappy sides to
family life in “Photo Album.” The poet is the illustrator, who uses watercolors
and pencil drawings. He also uses the page as a canvas for the fonts and word
arrangements on the page, such as the italicized “Clothesline Vacation” poem
that flaps in the breeze, with only some clothespins preventing the words and
the laundry on the clothesline from “flying to Spain.”
With the irreverent humor readers have come to associate with Jon Scieszka’s
writing, Science Verse pronounces on physics, biology, and chemistry topics. A
boy who was “zapped [] with a curse of SCIENCE VERSE,” finds poetry in topics ranging from mealworm life cycles to combustion to the “Water Cycle,”
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McNaughton belongs to the club of
humorous British poets that includes
Brian Patten (Gargling with Jelly),
Roger McGough (Sky in the Pie), and
Michael Rosen (Mind Your Own
Business).

deemed to be “boring” because of the never-ending “Precipitation,/Evaporation… /Evening, night, and morning.” Together with original poem forms,
Scieszka transforms classic poems, such as Ernest L. Thayer’s “Casey at the Bat”
to “Scientific Method at the Bat,” and Clement Moore’s “‘Twas the Night Before
Christmas” to “‘Twas the Night before Any Thing” where a big sneeze expands a
dense dot into the universe and it is agreed to “…call it something much
grander, all right?/Merry BIG BANG to all! And to all—Gesundheit!” Lane
Smith’s expressionist illustrations add to the zany, imaginative tone of the
poems. Like the words, the pictures unsettle the symmetry and patterns of scientific theory with three-eyed human-like forms made of words like “Phosphoric
Acid” and “Lecithin,” and blood-like splotches scattered across the page as a boy
holds an open cereal box with a cheery clown’s face.
Colin McNaughton inspires giggles with just the titles of his collections.
Who’s Been Sleeping in My Porridge? contains weird and jokey poems about creatures (and humans) of all shapes and sizes. Such outrageous poems as “Smedley
was Deadly” about “A Spitter supreme” and “I Once Saw a Fish Up a Tree”
(“And this fish he had legs, believe me”), McNaughton writes (and illustrates)
poems that promise readers fun with a twist of rudeness.
The poems in Paul Duggan’s Murphy the Rat: Tales of Tough City are not for
the faint of heart. Murphy the rat has been hardened by his life in Tough City.
He “goes looking for fights calling, ‘Here Kitty Kitty’.” His tangle with the rat
catcher results in the a cast on the rat catcher’s leg, with “the other leg tied in a
knot” along with other gruesome shreddings of clothes and lumps of body parts.
Tales of Murphy’s toughness line up with rhyming quatrains and couplets about
the malicious, the ghostly, the blood-sucking, and the hard put-upon people
and animals living in Tough City. Readers who enjoy bathroom humor (a
brother who eats pork and one bean “turns into a blast-o-matic”) and puns
(“never stick your neck out” for a vampire) will find lots to guffaw about in this
book. Daniel Sylvestre’s expressionist paintings are both comedic and dark.

The Natural World
Nature has long been the source of inspiration for poets. Huck, Hepler,
Hickman, and Kiefer (1997: 409) explain that children, like poets “are very
attuned to the world around them.” The poetry collections featured in this
section evoke the sense of wonder and fascination that children and poets share
in the living things in our world.
FOR YOUNGER READERS

Quilts representing the four seasons accompany short poems, often with internal or end rhymes in delightfully unexpected places, in Anna Grossnickle
Hines’s Pieces: A Year in Poems and Quilts. The first sign of spring, the return of a
crow, is captured in “Ballet.” Papa Wren’s tasty bits gathered for the brooding
Mama Wren are “Takeout.” In the poem “Pageantry” Hines venerates the colors
of autumn. Hines includes an endnote about making the quilts and about quilting as an American tradition and art form.
Robins, crayfish, fireflies, and spiders; these are some of the 14 winged,
hoofed, running, and crawling creatures featured in Marilyn Singer’s Fireflies at
Midnight. The short poems, often rhymed, follow the rhythm of a summer day,
starting with the robin, who asserts “Let me be first to greet the light,” and ending with the mole at dawn, who advises, “Sleep unhurried/Sleep unworried.”
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Other titles in this series, each recognizing a different realm of the animal
kingdom, include In the Swim,
Insectlopedia, Mammalabilia, and On
the Wing.

The illustrator, Ken Robbins, has manipulated photographs of the creatures to
add texture and dimension to close-up views without losing sight of the creatures’ natural surroundings.
Winner of the Lee Bennett Hopkins Award, Douglas Florian’s Beast Feast is
the first of a series of poetry books on living things. Carefree, concrete words
and pictures together make it evident that the camel has “features haggard,
harsh, and hairy” and that the toad is “squat and plump.” Readers young and
old delight in Florian’s humorous pronouncements on each creature (e.g.,
“There’s moa and moa and moa and moa” of the boa). A more recent collection
of Florian’s playful and pithy poems is Mammalabilia. The paintings that
accompany each of the poems, created by Florian himself, follow in the poetry’s
mischievous shoes; for example, the “aquatic” otter reclines in a bathtub while
reading a book titled H2O.
Readers learn about dog breeds and their personalities in Maya Gottfried’s
Good Dog. Accompanied on the opposite page by a photo gallery of Robert
Rahway Zakanitch’s paintings on black backgrounds, these poems are told in
first person from the dog’s perspective. The poems are mostly free verse with
requests, memories, admonishments, and apologies, including a memo to the
Pekingese’s person apologizing for “the stain on the piano bench,” and the “hair
on that nice wool suit” and ending with a postscript asking where the dog’s chew
bone is, for “I was sure that I’d left it on your pillow.” Lovingly told, the poems
are humorous and heartwarming.
FOR OLDER READERS

Barbara Nickel’s From the Top of a Grain Elevator follows the seasonal rhythms
of rural life: the harvest, the town and country fair, and Halloween “inside my
snowsuit-tutu.” Nature looms large in the poems.” Kathy Thiessen’s
black-and-white etchings provide the texture of the cultivated and harvested
fields. Particularly detailed and alive is the “Magpie Quartet,” beak to beak
hovering over the growing field. A bold, round sun and the distant grain elevator witness every scene. Nickel uses shape poem, tanka, and sonnet forms. She
explains how she experimented with the meter and form in particular poems
and provides a glossary of prairie terms.
Kristine O’Connell George’s Hummingbird Nest: a Journal of Poems is a
Claudia Lewis Poetry Award winner. The arrival of the “pixie tidbit” that is the
hummingbird is announced in the first poem, “Visitor.” Human and feline
responses to the hummingbird’s building of a nest; the hatching, nurturing, and
teaching of the chicks; and the empty nest, lead to a “hummer of a summer” in
the final poem, “New Visitors.” Barry Moser’s fresh, delicate watercolors echo
the gentle, informative tone of the poetry. As O’Connell explains in a final
“Author’s Note,” the poetry truly is a journal of her family’s summer in Claremont, California. Two pages of quick facts about hummingbirds and a
bibliography end the book.
Paul Fleischman’s Joyful Noise: Poems for Two Voices, a Newbery Award winning book, is meant to be read aloud. Fleischman gives voice to a number of
insects, such as water boatmen and book lice. The poems are written in two columns (one for each voice), with some text overlapping so the two voices read
together. The poems are whimsical and pay tribute to the possibilities of the life
of an anthropomorphized insect. Eric Beddows’ black-and-white illustrations
are realistic enough to distinguish each insect from the other, but many take
poses that seem to have human intentions.
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In for Winter, Out for Spring by Arnold Adoff (illustrated by Jerry Pinkney)
surveys the natural world over the course of a year. Adoff captures memorable
moments that occur across the months: the first flakes of winter, the softened
ground of spring, the green grass and dew of summer, and the apple honey buns
of autumn. Bringing a human connection to the natural world, Adoff provides
readers a family to guide them through the snapshots of each season: “The
Winter Season Under Snow/ We Know This House is the Centre.” The poems in
this book are written in free-verse style, and the white spaces between words and
verses are a signature style of this award-winning poet.

Multicultural Poetry
The experiences and perspectives of people who live in countries and communities beyond the immediate experience of many children in our classrooms are
celebrated in the poetry featured in this section. On the other hand, for some
students, the poetry honors familiar lives that are not often recognized in mainstream poetry for children. Insight and fresh ways of seeing the world abound as
you read the following poetry.
FOR YOUNGER READERS

Children learn about the 54 articles of the United Nations Convention on the
Rights of the Child in the 15 poems that make up Sheree Fitch’s If You Could
Wear my Sneakers. The poem for which the book is titled, for example, brings to
life Article 2: “All rights apply to all children without exception.” Speculating
what might happen “If you were me and I were you,” the poem proposes:
“Maybe we could see the us/ We never got to meet.” The animal themes and
Darcia Labrosse’s playful watercolor illustrations bring a lighthearted tone to
the serious issue of many children living in countries where governments are not
meeting children’s essential needs, despite having ratified the Convention. The
final pages of the book match the poems to the corresponding Convention
articles.
The Song within my Heart, written by Lee Bennett Hopkins Award winner
David Bouchard, lyricizes the childhood of illustrator Allen Sap, on the Red
Pheasant reserve in northern Saskatchewan. The boom boom of the pow wow
drums repeat across the endpapers and into the narrative poem, told by a
Nokum (grandmother) to her beloved grandson in unrhymed quatrains.
Readers come to know that “Your stories, songs and beating heart/Are truly
yours and yours alone.” Allen Sapp’s oil color impressionist oil paintings are
alive with the people who bring their hearts, songs, and stories to the pow wow.
The poetry of Pulitzer prize winner Gwendolyn Brooks, originally published
in 1984, has been reprinted, this time swathed in American Faith Ringgold’s colorful, ebullient folk art, in Bronzeville Boys and Girls. Readers come to know
Bronzeville’s children, and their homes, apartments, and parks through the
detailed illustrations that fill the page from corner to corner. The voices of
Bronzeville children, such as Keziah, Charles, Narcissa, and Eldora, tell of childhood hopes, desires, observations, fears, sadness, and secrets in rhyming verses.
Paulette, for example, asks her mother, “What good is sun/If I can’t run” when
told that being an eight-year-old means that she is ready to be a lady.
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FOR OLDER READERS

Walter Dean Myers and his artist son Christopher Myers pay tribute to jazz, particularly its African-American heritage, through poetry and dynamic illustrations on swirling acrylic backgrounds in Jazz. The book, winner of both a
Coretta Scott King Award winner and a Lee Bennett Hopkins Poetry Award,
begins with an introductory historical overview and ends with a jazz timeline. In
between, the pages swing with 15 poems celebrating styles of jazz and the musicians who played them. Some of the illustrations, such as that of pianist
“Twenty-finger Jack,” rise up from the page to meet the reader, and the lyrical
text ensures that the reader’s “feet just got to dance.”
Remember the Bridge: Poems of a people by Carole Boston Weatherford is a
book that honors the heroes from more than 400 years of African-American
history. Freedom fighters, singers, and storytellers, as well as anonymous heroes
whose labor set the path to freedom, are celebrated in this strong poetry
collection.
Jane Yolen’s Sacred Places is a reverent pilgrimage to sacred sites, such as
Itsukushima, a Japanese shrine dedicated to the gods of the sea; Ganga, the Ganges river of Northern India whose waters are considered most sacred by Hindus;
the Mayan temple at Copán in Honduras; Christian cathedrals in western
Europe; Mecca, the birthplace of Muhammad, the Moslem prophet, in Saudi
Arabia; Uluru, also known as Ayers Rock, the map of the myths of the Australian
Aboriginal Dreamtime; and the Wailing Wall in Jerusalem, where Jewish pilgrims commemorate the destruction of the First and Second Temples.
Free-verse poems highlight the symbolism of each site, as in the poem, “Ganga”:
“For all life is one life,/and all life ends/here at the river,/and begins.” Short
descriptions of each sacred place and a map of the world identifying the location
of each provide further information.
David Shannon’s muted acrylic paintings opposite each poem add to the
solemnity of the book.
David Roessel and Arnold Rampersad introduce their collection of Langston
Hughes’s poetry, needing no title other than Hughes’s name, with an authoritative biography of one of the most influential African-American poets. Their
anthology of 26 poems includes widely-known works, such as “I, Too,” “The
Dream Keeper,” “Aunt Sue’s Stories,” and “Mother to Son.” The long, darkskinned figures in Benny Andrews’ collage and oil illustrations stretch and bend
to poetry influenced by blues, jazz, and Negro spiritual rhythms. The images,
like the words, assert and celebrate African American identity amongst the political prejudices of the USA in the early- to mid-20th century: “Tomorrow,/I’ll be
at the table/When company comes.” A short descriptive paragraph provides a
context for each poem, and unfamiliar words used in the poem are defined at
the bottom of the page.
The 75 poems in Veronique Tadjo’s edited collection Talking Drums: A Selection of Poems from Africa South of the Sahara take up lofty and difficult themes
that have stimulated eloquent and deep thought across continents and time: the
universe, love and celebrations, animal kingdom, people, death, pride and defiance, and changing times. Tadjo’s pen-and-ink drawings evoke the lines, shapes,
and patterns of Senegalese mud paintings. Tadjo has provided a map of Africa
and a glossary of African terms encountered in the poems.
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Poetry Forms
We have not paid great attention to the structured poetry forms, the haiku,
couplets, quatrains, tanka, sonnets, ballads, limericks, etc. that often come to
mind when thinking about poetry. Our emphasis has been, instead, on insight,
imagination, emotions, images, and sounds, with the intention that the form
should support and enhance all of the former. The form should not take over as
the primary consideration. In the following poetry collections, form is highlighted, as gifted poets use their eyes, ears, and hearts to create specific types of
poetry.
FOR YOUNGER READERS

Seventeen haiku look at everyday animals and birds from new angles in Jack
Prelutsky’s If Not for the Cat. A mouse, for example, certainly would be more
content “if not for the cat,” and from the mother kangaroo’s perspective, the
joey in her pouch is certainly “the future of [her] kind.” This book brings
together the well-regarded poet with master artist Ted Ran, whose illustrations
use various media, including sumi brush drawings in India ink, traditional
watercolors, chalk, spatter, and printmaking.
Paul Janeczko and J. Patrick Lewis, two masters of word play, together produce a collection of senryu poems (similar to haiku with 17 syllables, but on
topics related to human lives rather than nature). The title, Wing Nuts: Screwy
Haiku, lets readers know that they’re in for a frolic with words and ideas: Noah
Webster puts “the cart before the horse”—he has no choice, of course! And
when the babysitter arrives with her list of “Do Not’s” the illustrations show that
the children are indeed “tied in nots.” Throughout the book, Tricia Tusa’s
cartoon ink-and-watercolor illustrations extend the puns (e.g., grandpa’s
underwear pulled up under his armpits is clearly “a chest of drawers.”)
Poet Joyce Sidman and illustrator Michelle Berg collaborate so successfully on
a narrative concrete poem of a dog and a cat, Meow Ruff, that it is hard to tell
where the poetry ends and the illustrations begin. Trees, clouds, platforms, rain,
and the lawn are cleverly formed with words and geometric shapes. Thoughts
arc over the endearing protagonists, and over the three crows that monitor both
the initial conflict between the hissing ferocious cat and the tree-climbing fearful
dog and its friendly resolution.
FOR OLDER READERS

The list of honors and awards for Paul B. Janeczko’s A Poke in the I: A Collection
of Concrete Poems is long and impressive; it includes the Lee Bennett Hopkins
Honor Book and the New York Times Best Illustrated Children’s Book of the
Year. Words, clever and playful themselves, at times fly off the page (Robert
Froman’s “Ky Day Dream”), at other times reflect in the water (John Hollander’s “Swan and Shadow”), spin in circles (John Agard’s “Skipping Rope
Spell”), and merge from two lanes (Allen Jones’ “Merging Traffic”). Romping
alongside the poems are Chris Raschka’s torn origami paper, checkered cloth,
watercolor, and ink illustrations.
Paul B. Janeczko’s Kick in the Head is also an award winner, receiving a
Claudia Lewis Award. This collection of 29 poems combines well-known poetry
forms—including haiku, concrete poems, couplets, quatrains, acrostics, elegies,
ballads, list poems, limericks, sonnets, and cinquains—with forms that are not
so widely known, such as senryu, tercet, triolet, villanelle, clerihew, and aubade.
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Readers will find a Shakespeare sonnet alongside a Robert W. Service ballad and
an ode by Gary Soto. The only shortcoming is that lengthier poems are
excerpted, as teaching the forms seems to be the primary purpose of the book.
Each poem appears along with a sentence describing the form, and an expressionist-style illustration in watercolor, ink, and torn paper. Janeczko introduces
the collection by suggesting how to read the book and encouraging an open
mind about poetry forms. He ends the book with explanations of each form.

Teaching with Poetry
The Online Poetry Classroom can be
found at http://www.poets.org/
page.php/prmID/6

The Academy of American Poets website has a page for educators of students in
older grades: the Online Poetry Classroom includes a Teacher Forum for
sharing ideas and seeking help from colleagues, Teacher Resources with lists of
over 300 recommended poems to teach, tips for teaching, and links for
resources for teaching poetry. Also helpful to teachers are essays and lessons and
units for teaching poetry.

Personal Response
• Students draw/paint pictures or to create sculptures out of clay, toilet
paper rolls, craft sticks, and other materials in the classroom. The
sculptures could be used as puppets to enact the poetry.
• Students jot down their feelings, thoughts, personal connections,
images, and questions as they read poems. Ask students to talk about
their responses to the poems with a trusted peer.
• Students dramatize nursery rhymes in small groups as the class sings
them.

Reading and Writing Skills
• Write the words of a nursery rhyme or other poetry on cards and place
them in a pocket chart. Give the rhyming word cards to individual
students. Read the rhymes with children as you sing/chant them,
pointing to each word in turn. Ask who has the missing rhyming word
and how she/he knows that’s the word (highlight beginning and vowel
sounds, the length of the word in comparison to how long the word
sounds) and ask the rest of the class to confirm. Continue this pattern
with other rhyming words in the poems.
• Students create their own versions of rhymes on pages with all but the
rhyming words written. Generate other words that could replace the
missing words—they could be nonsense rhyming words if you want to
emphasize sound (e.g., replacing “dock” with “zock” in “Hickory
Dickory Dock”), or words that are of a similar type (e.g., another type of
food in “Georgie Porgie” instead of “pie”). The students use their
knowledge of letters and sounds and the examples from the class activity
to write words in the blanks and then read them to peers.
• To develop phonemic awareness (the ability to hear separate sounds in
words), sing the nursery rhymes with your students, inviting them to
clap their hands or stand up when they hear certain sounds at the
beginnings of words or certain vowel sounds (e.g., when they hear the
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“l” sounds while singing “Mary Had a Little Lamb”: children stand up
for “little,” sit down for “lamb,” and then stand up again for “little”).
• Students read poems as choral speeches: performing some lines or
phrases with everyone’s voice, some with particular students’ voices;
using gestures and facial expressions; and playing with volume, speed,
etc. While students practice and perform their poems as a choral speech,
the repetition and attention to the meaning of the poems will help them
develop their fluency as readers.

Literary Elements

Poets might create tension by using a
technique called enjambment, where
the natural rhythm of a line is interrupted by being carried onto the next
line.

• Talk with students about purposes of titles for poems (e.g., to sum up
the important ideas or introduce main characters). Invite students to
create new titles for familiar nursery rhymes based on their assessment
of the main ideas/themes of the rhymes.
• Students think about the line breaks in a poem and how meaning or
rhythms are influenced by the line breaks. Georgia Heard (1999)
explains that the poem’s rhythm is created not only in the accents and
syllables of words, but also in the lines and where they are broken on the
page. Line breaks can occur where readers would naturally take a breath
or where poets want to emphasize certain words or images.
• Students write words and phrases that roll off their tongue in ways they
enjoy, or that create vivid pictures for them as they read poems. They
then create a collage of these words, phrases, and images (studentdrawn or painted).
• Students read through large collections of nursery rhymes in small
groups, selecting five to eight of their favorites. Ask students to look for
similarities across the selection, based on rhyme schemes, topics,
themes, characters, or whatever other criteria seem relevant to students.
The small groups’ rhymes could then be gathered together into a
collection organized with headings that describe the similarities.

Critical Reading and Writing
• Engage students in discussions about the gender of characters in nursery
rhymes and what assumptions about being female or male seem to be
made in the rhymes. Ask students whether those assumptions hold true
today. Have students rewrite the rhymes with characters of a different
gender and talk about how well the poems “work” or how they seem to
fit with the students’ views of what males and females do.
• Students conduct research into the origins of particular nursery rhymes
and how they have been adapted over the ages (Iona and Peter Opie’s
Oxford Dictionary of Nursery Rhymes would be a good place to start).
They then write a short history of the chosen nursery rhyme and explain
why they feel that the rhymes are still relevant or are not relevant in
today’s world.
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Poetry Lists
Nursery Rhymes
Ada, Alma Flor & Campoy, Isabel
(2003) !Pio Peep!: Traditional
Spanish nursery rhymes.
Booth, David (1993) Dr.
Knickerbocker and other rhymes.
Denton, Kady Macdonald (Ed.)
(2005) A child’s treasury of nursery
rhymes.
DePaola, Tomie (2001) Tomie de
Paola’s Mother Goose.
Engelbreit, Mary (2008) Mary
Engelbreit’s Mother Goose: One
hundred best-loved verses.

Goldstein, Bobbye S. (Ed.) (2003)
Mother Goose on the loose.
Opie, Iona and Peter (1997) Oxford
dictionary of nursery rhymes.
Opie, Iona & Wells, Rosemary (1996)
My very first Mother Goose
(Companion: Here comes Mother
Goose)
Reid, Barbara (2007) Sing a song of
Mother Goose.
Scheffler, Axel (2006) Mother Goose’s
nursery rhymes: And how she came
to tell them.

Classics
Carroll, Lewis (2004: Ill. Stéphane
Jorisch; 2007: Ill. Christopher
Myers; originally published in
Through the Looking Glass, 1872)
Jabberwocky.
Eliot, T.S. (1987, first published 1939)
Old Possum’s book of practical cats.
Hall, Donald (Ed.) (1999) The Oxford
illustrated book of American
children’s poems.
Lear, Edward (Vivien Noakes, ed.)
(2004, first published 1846) The
complete verse and other nonsense.
— (2007, first published 1867). The
owl and the pussycat.
Milne, A.A. (1973, first published
1927) Now we are six.

Moore, Clement (1998, 2004, 2006;
first published 1823) Night before
Christmas/The night before
Christmas/’Twas the night before
Christmas; or, account of a visit from
St. Nicholas.
Noyes, Alfred (2005, first published
1913) The highwayman.
Service, Robert W. (1986, first
published 1907) The cremation of
Sam McGee. Stevenson, Robert
Louis (1985, first published 1885) A
child’s garden of verses.
Tennyson, Alfred, Lord (2005, first
published 1832) The lady of Shalott.
Thayer, Ernest L. (2006, first
published 1888) Casey at the bat.

Collections
Booth, David (1989) Til all the stars
have fallen.
Cullinan, Bernice (Ed.) (1996) A jar of
tiny stars: Poems by NCTE
award-winning poets.
Greenberg, Jan (2001) Heart to heart:
New poems inspired by
twentieth-century American art.
Hopkins, Lee Bennett (1990) The
place my words are looking for.

— (2002) Seeing the blue between:
Advice and inspiration for young
poets.
— (2005) Oh no! Where are my pants?
and other disasters: Poems.
Prelutsky, Jack (selected) (1999) The
20th century children’s poetry
treasury.
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Janeczko, Paul B. (2007) Hey you!:
Poems to skyscrapers, mosquitoes,
and other fun things.

Rosenberg, Liz (1996) Invisible ladder:
an anthology of contemporary
American poems for young readers.

Humor and Everyday Life
Duggan, Paul (1992) Murphy the rat:
Tales of tough city.
Fitch, Sheree (2005) If I had a million
onions.
Florian, Douglas (1994) Bing Bang
Boing
— (1999) Laugh-eteria
Grimes, Nikki (2006) Thanks a
million.
Heidebreder, Robert (2007)
Lickety-split.
Lee, Dennis (2001, first published
1974) Alligator pie.
— (2002) Garbage delight another
helping.
— (2000) Bubblegum delicious.
Lesynski, Loris (2001) Nothing beats a
pizza.
— (2003) Cabbagehead.
— (2006) I did it because...
Little, Jean (1998) Hey world, here I
am!
McGough, Roger (1983) Sky in the
pie.
McNaughton, Colin (1987) There’s an
awful lot of weirdos in our
neighbourhood.

— (1990) Who’s been sleeping in my
porridge?
— (2000) Making friends with
Frankenstein.
Mitchell, Steven (2003) The wishing
bone and other poems.
New, William (2002) Llamas in the
laundry.
Patten, Brian (1985) Gargling with
jelly.
Prelutsky, Jack (1984) The new kid on
the block.
— (1990) Something big has been here.
— (1996) A pizza the size of the sun.
— (2008) My dog may be a genius
Rosen, Michael (1974) Mind your own
business.
Scieszka, Jon (2004) Science verse.
Silverstein, Shel (2004) Where the
sidewalk ends 30th anniversary
edition.
Stevenson, James (1995) Sweet corn.
(sequels: Candy Corn; Corn
Chowder; Cornflakes; Corn-fed;
Popcorn)

Natural World
Adoff, Arnold (1991) In for winter,
out for spring.
Fleischman, Paul (1988) Joyful noise:
Poems for two voices.
Florian, Douglas (1994) Beast feast.
(sequels: Bow Wow; Meow Meow;
In the Swim; Insectlopedia; On the
Wing)
— (2000) Mammalabilia: Poems and
paintings.
George, Kristine O’Connell (1997).
The great frog race and other poems.
— (2004) Hummingbird nest: A
journal of poems.
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Gottfried, Maya (2005) Good dog.
Hines, Anna Grossnickle (2001)
Pieces: A year in poems and quilts.
Levy, Constance (2002) Splash! Poems
of our watery world.
Nickel, Barbara (1999) From the top of
a grain elevator.
Sidman, Joyce (2005) Song of the
water boatman and other pond
poems.
Singer, Marilyn (2003) Fireflies at
midnight.

Multicultural Poetry
Bouchard, David (2002) The song
within my heart.
Brooks, Gwendolyn (2007) Bronzeville
boys and girls.
Bryan, A. (1992) Sing to the sun:
Poems and pictures.
Fitch, Sheree (1997) If you could wear
my sneakers!
Myers, Walter Dean (2006) Jazz.
Rampersad, Arnold & Roessel, David
(Eds.) (2006) Langston Hughes.

Johnson, Angela (1998) The other side:
Shorter poems.
Tadjo, Véronique (2000) Talking
drums: A selection of poems from
African South of the Sahara.
Weatherford, Carole Boston (2002)
Remember the bridge: Poems of a
people.
Yolen, Jane (1996) Sacred places.

Poetry Forms
Grandits, John (2004) Technically, it’s
not my fault.
Janeczko, Paul B. (Ed.) (2001) A poke
in the I: A collection of concrete
poems.
— (Ed.) (2005) Kick in the head: An
everyday guide to poetic forms.

Janeczko, Paul B., & Lewis, J. Patick
(2006) Wing nuts: Screwy haiku.
Prelutsky, Jack (2004) If not for the
cat.
Sidman, Joyce (2006) Meow ruff: A
story in concrete poetry.
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CHAPTER 6

Poetry
Poetry is a river; many voices travel in it;poem after
poem moves along in the exciting crests and falls of the
river waves.
-MARY OLIVER

love poetry. I treasure my collection of poetry books, and I am always on the
lookout for more poetry. I send poems I have discovered to friends and family.
I consider a poem printed on pretty paper a heartfelt gift. I even like to write
poetry. Poetry speaks to me; it helps me make sense of the complexities of my life.
But this was not how my high school students reacted when I introduced
poetry to them. As I entered my freshman classroom I was giddy with anticipation.
It was poetry time. I announced with enthusiasm that we would be immersed in
poetry for the next several weeks, and before I had even finished my sentence an
audible groan filled the air. I checked the faces to see if I had misheard but even
my barometer-student's smile was gone. I had my work cut out for me.
Rather than plunge ahead with my lesson plan, I stopped and checked in with
students. I invited them to write for a few minutes about poetry: What did they

I
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remember about poetry that made it challenging, even worthy of the groan I had
just heard? And what, if anything, had they experienced that made them think
poetry might have some value?
That afternoon as I read through their writing I found myself cringing; many
of their criticisms reflected things I had done in an effort to teach poetry:
Requiring students to memorize poems
Using poems I had selected and loved and being resistant or even resentful
when students did not love the poem
Suggesting there was one "interpretation" of a poem
Focusing too much on the craft of poetry, particularly types of poems and
rhyme schemes

As one student wrote, "Poetry is something that English teachers love and
most kids hate. I don't know anyone who reads poetry anywhere other than
school."
I wanted my students to discover that poetry is something to be read and
enjoyed in and out of school. In her collection of essays about teaching, Side by
Side (1991), Nancie Atwell tells the story of walking in the woods with her young
daughter, who responded to AtwelFs question, "I wonder who owns this land?"
by reciting Robert Frost's poem, "Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening":
Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening
Whose woods these are I think I know.
His house is in the village^ though;
He will not see me stopping here
To watch his woods fill up with snow.
My little horse must think it queer
To stop without a farmhouse near
Between the woods and frozen lake
The darkest evening of the year.
He gives his harness bells a shake
To ask if there is some mistake.
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The only other sound's the sweep
Of easy wind and downy flake.
The woods are lovely, dark, and deep,
But I have promises to keep,
And miles to go before I sleep
And miles to go before I
Atwell celebrates this moment as a reflection of why poetry is important in her
daughter's life:
Poetry won't keep her safe. It won't ensure her a happy life or heal her pain
or make her rich. But it will give voice to the experiences of her life. This
seems enough to ask of it.
"You will find poetry nowhere unless you bring some of it with you." To
which might be added that if you do bring some of it with you, you will find it
everywhere.
(Atwell 1991, 98)
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I read this section of AtwelFs essay to my class the following day. I then told the
story of requiring middle school students to memorize this very poem, "Stopping
by Woods on a Snowy Evening." Listening to twenty-seven students recite this
poem in one class period made me wonder why I had made this choice. And then
I told the story of Brandon. Brandon was a quiet seventh grader. He came to me
the day before the poem recitations were to begin and explained he could not recite
the poem to the class because he had a heart condition. I was stunned. I asked him
to tell me more about his heart condition. He explained that although he could not
get a note from his doctor, he really did have a heart condition and being required
to stand in front of the class and recite the poem just might kill him. I nodded and
wisely paused before responding, "Brandon, I appreciate you sharing this with me.
I don't want to j eopardize your health. Do you think your heart could tolerate you
reciting the poem just to me at lunch tomorrow?" Brandon agreed to this plan.
The next day at lunch Brandon came in and recited the poem. His quiet voice
was compelling, particularly during the last two lines, which he whispered with
closed eyes: "And miles to go before I sleep/And miles to go before I sleep." I leapt
up and hugged him (it's true that sometimes I do hug my students). Brandon was
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so pleased by his effort that he agreed to recite to the class; apparently his heart
condition could handle it. He was even more compelling as he stood, hands behind his back, clutching the chalk-tray on the blackboard, looking out over the
heads of his fellow students, until the final lines, which he again whispered, eyes
closed. Spontaneous applause filled the room as Brandon took his shy smile back
to his seat.
I looked at my current class of freshmen and said, "I am not telling you this
story to defend my 'memorize a poem' assignment. I cannot defend it, despite
Brandon's success. I am telling you this story because this poem by Frost has
special meaning for me. It reminds me of this moment with Brandon. It reminds
me that my job as a teacher is not to make you memorize poetry or create heart
conditions to get out of memorizing poetry; it is to help you discover what poetry
means for you. I want poetry to give voice to your lives."
Teaching Strategy: Finding Poetry Everywhere

I followed with their first poetry assignment: "Your task is to find the poetry that
is already in your life. Perhaps it is in a book of favorite poems from your childhood, or in the woods behind your house, or in a hobby or sport that you feel
passionately about. Find poetry and bring it to class tomorrow. Be prepared to
share what you found and how it represents poetry to you. I cannot wait to see
what you discover."
In support of their efforts, I modeled my own example of poetry in my life by
sharing with them my well-worn copy of Emily Dickinson poems. I read aloud
one of my favorites, "This Is My Letter to the World."
This is my letter to the World
That never wrote to me—
The simple News that Nature told—
With tender Majesty
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Her Message is committed
To Hands I cannot See—
For Lover of Her—Sweet—countrymenJudge tenderly—of Me.
(Dickinson 2OO1,1)
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I went on to tell the story of how I admired Emily for capturing her thoughts
on paper—not for an audience, for herself. I then held up my own spiral notebook of attempted poetry and shared how this notebook is hidden in my sock
drawer, away from the prying eyes of family. It is writing I do just for me. I
opened the notebook and shared with students that I write poetry about the
little things in life as a way of making sense of the big issues. I have a poem
about Ben and Jerry's ice cream, sliding down the stairs of my house in a blue
nylon sleeping bag, swimming laps, the challenge of summer birthdays, and
being a daughter and a mom. I remind students that poetry gives voice to my
life, and theirs.
I wanted students to ponder the role of poetry in their lives, so I gave them
several days to think about this assignment. Each day in class I shared another
example of poetry's role in my life: I read Robert Frost's poem "The Road Not
Taken" and told them the story of how this poem hung over my desk in college,
as a reminder to me that I had not taken the safe route of going to college in state
with most of my friends. I share a photograph of my former cat, Emily, and tell
why I named her after my favorite poet, Emily Dickinson. I read a poem I wrote
about watching ice-skaters at the mall with my daughter.
The day the assignment was finally due, I was anxious for my final period
freshman class to begin and nervous that I had set students up to ridicule my outthere assignment. This was not a class known for its completion of homework
assignments, and they had already indicated their dislike for poetry. As students
entered I could feel the energy level in the room rise. Cheryl clutched a tattered
book of poems to her chest. Frank proudly clung to a well-worn copy of Shel
Silverstein's Where the Sidewalk Ends. Suzy went to the bookshelf in the back of
my room and grabbed my copy of Emily Dickinson. I watched as she scanned the
table of contents, a smile breaking across her face when she found the poem she
was looking for. Joe looked sheepish, and I was ready for his excuse about why
he hadn't done the homework.
Before students shared, I asked them to write about what they had done to find
poetry everywhere and what they were prepared to share. After seven or eight
minutes of quiet writing—and it really was quiet writing—I asked for volunteers to
share their discoveries. A sea of hands greeted me. I really do think every student
had his or her hand in the air. I can confirm that every student shared his or her
"poetry everywhere" example.
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Joe explained how basketball is poetry in his life; it requires form and creativity, and when the "ball swishes through the basket it is a thing of beauty." Cheryl
shared her collection of children's poems, which her dad read to her when she
was a little girl. Frank held up his copy of Shel Silverstein and the class erupted
by calling out their favorites from this book. Frank read his favorite to the class,
and when he finished, we applauded and then begged him to read one or two more.
Suzy stood up to read her favorite poem, which began with the line "I am Nobody,
who are you?" by Emily Dickinson. And then she turned to me and said, "I am
so glad you had her book; I read this poem a long time ago and when you gave us
this assignment I looked everywhere for it. It was fun to find it and read it again.
I hope we can read some of her other poems." Lindsay played a favorite song and
shared how its lyrics bring her comfort. (I must note that I asked students to show
me before class the lyrics of any song they planned to share with the class.) Jason
held up a picture of his favorite basketball player, Michael Jordan, and described
in vivid detail how Jordan's playing is poetic. Sarah read a poem she had written
about her cat, Mr. Snuggles. Lisa held up photos she had taken of the forest near
her house and told us she was working on a poem but wasn't quite ready to share.
Chris read his favorite cowboy poem. The energy in the room was palpable as
students shared the poetry of their lives.
I know this sounds too idyllic to be real; it felt that way too. But every year
that I did this opener to poetry with freshmen, it worked. And it worked well with
graduate students who were studying to be language arts teachers. It's an entry
to poetry that helps dispel some of the practices we have used to squelch poetry's
appeal.
And poetry has appeal for adolescents. My own experience and the experiences of the preservice teachers with whom I now work can confirm this. Crystal
tells the story of her seventh-grade students coming into class on the second
Friday after she began "Poetry Friday," which involved her reading a poem aloud
to the class, followed by a brief discussion. Students arrived asking if it was
"Poetry Friday" and cheered when they learned it was. Laura shares the story of
James, a seventh grader, who was the last to leave the room after class, and as he
put his chair on the desk announced, "Today was really fun." When Laura asked
him which part of class, which had focused on poetry, he replied, "The whole
class—and finding new things to write for my clock poem." This is James who
announced on the first day of poetry exploration, "No offense, but I'm not really
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a poetry person." During the final poetry slam, James read his poem "Six Ways of
Looking at Clocks" along with two other poems. James discovered what I continue to discover: poetry speaks to adolescents in ways that other genres do not.
This chapter will explore strategies for incorporating poetry into our classrooms, including poems to read aloud, strategies for reading poetry, and ways to
explore the craft of poetry that support students' poetry reading and writing.
Reading Poetry Aloud
In addition to linking poetry to students' lives, we need to open their ears and
eyes to poetry. We need to read poetry aloud.
TIPS FOR READING POETRY ALOUD

1. Read poetry, seek it out, savor it, and start keeping a folder of poems you love.
2. Make poetry visible. Post it in your room; invite students to bring in poems

they love.
3. Practice reading before you read a poem aloud to the class.
4. Invite students to join you in reading poems aloud; choral readings are great!
5. Be open to reading a poem and just letting the words hang in the air. It is not
required that every poem you read be discussed.

In selecting poems to read aloud I look for poems that I think will connect with
my students. I look for poems that celebrate language or paint vivid pictures. I
look for poems that emphasize the sounds of words. I look for poems that encourage students to savor poetry. Listed in the sidebar are poems that have met
all or some of these criteria and have received favorable reviews from students
as good read-alouds.
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POEMS TO READ ALOUD

"Introduction to Poetry" by Billy Collins
"The History Teacher" by Billy Collins
"You Reading This, Be Ready" by William Stafford
"The Secret" by Denise Levertov
"Did I Miss Anything?" by Tom Wayman
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"The Art of Disappearing" by Naomi Shihab Nye
"What a Relief" by Barbara Drake
"Poetry Is the Art of Not Succeeding" by Joe Salerno
"Vacation" by Rita Dove
"The Rider" by Naomi Shihab Nye
"Hate Poem" by Julie Sheehan
"Selecting a Reader" by Ted Kooser

Strategies for Reading Poetry
Poets give poetry readings. Years ago I read an interview with Maya Angelou in
which she commented, "Poetry is music written for the human voice. And until
you actually speak it or someone speaks it, it has not come into its own" (Angelou
1996,11). I want students to speak poetry, so every poem we read in class is read
aloud at least twice. I want students to hear the poem more than once, but I also
want them to see the poem, so I do what I can to get copies made. I am well aware
of the challenges of limited copy budgets. I found making a class copy of the poem
and collecting it back after each class to reuse is one option. I was always grateful when students begged to keep their copy. I also found writing poems on large
sheets of butcher paper to post on the wall worked well. These poems can then
be left up for students to reread over and over.
If I am bringing a poem to the class, I am always the first to read it to the students because I have had the opportunity to practice reading the poem.
For the second reading, I use a variety of strategies:
If I am confident in the class's read-aloud abilities, I ask for a volunteer
reader.
If we are still developing read-aloud skills, I may ask a student a day in
advance to prepare to read the poem.
Some poems lend themselves well to choral reading so we read the poem as
a class.

As part of our poetry study, I talk with students about reading poetry aloud.
We look at the way poets use white space, line breaks, stanzas, and punctuation
to guide poetry reading. I provide copies of Billy Collins's tips for reading poetry
aloud from his website, Poetry 180.
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Teaching Strategy: Reading Poetry Aloud

Billy Collins, a favorite poet of mine, has created a wonderful website, http://www.
loc.gov/poetry/180. His delightful poem "Introduction to Poetry," which can be
found on the website, sets just the right tone for our poetry exploration, and it
works well for talking about how to read a poem.
Introduction to Poetry
I ask them to take a poem
and hold it up to the light
like a color slide
or press an ear against its hive.
I say drop a mouse into the poem
and watch him probe his way out,
or walk inside the poem's room
and feel the walls for a light switch.
I want them to waterski
across the surface of a poem
waving at the author's name on the shore.
But all they want to do
is tie the poem to a chair with rope
and torture a confession out of it
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They begin beating it with a hose
to find out what it really means.
(Collins 2OO1,16)

I hand out the poem and tell students I am going to read it twice. The first time
I read it without attention to punctuation and the way it is arranged on the page.
I then read it a second time with attention to the arrangement and punctuation.
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I ask students to comment on the two readings by exploring questions such as:
How were the two readings different?
What do you notice about the way the lines are arranged on the page? How
did this arrangement affect my second reading?
Punctuation: what does he use and how does it guide the reader?

After working with Collins's poem, we look at several others, focusing our attention on the ways poets use line breaks, white space, stanzas, and punctuation.
I want students to understand that there is a pause, albeit a brief one, at the end
of each line. For those of you who wonder if there is a pause at the end of lines,
Georgia Heard provides us with a definitive answer: pause at each line break. Her
source for this answer is twofold. First, when she reads the poems she has written,
she pauses at the line breaks. Second, she tells the story of listening to Gwendolyn
Brooks read her own poem "We Real Cool: The Pool Player/Seven at the Golden
Shovel." Brooks paused at the line breaks. Often they were long pauses, and her
pauses created a rhythm that sounded like jazz (1989,55-56).
I want students to see how line breaks, as well as commas and periods, dictate
pauses. Listed in the sidebar are poems that work well for developing read-aloud
skills.
POEMS TO SUPPORT READ-ALOUD SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

"How to Eat a Poem" by Eve Merriam
"Wild Geese" by Mary Oliver
"The Trouble with Reading" by William Stafford
"Kindness" by Naomi Shihab Nye
"Now I Become Myself" by May Sarton
"Family Dog" by Jeffrey Harrison
"The Art of Disappearing" by Naomi Shihab Nye
"Our Other Sister" by Jeffrey Harrison
"The Poet's Obligation" by Pablo Neruda
"About Long Days" by Anthony Ostroff
"Poetry" by Billy Collins
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Teaching Strategy: "Found Poem" of Favorite Lines

In support of giving poetry voice, I invite students to create an in-class "found
poem" by sharing favorite lines, lines that strike them, from a poem we are exploring in class. We begin by my reading the poem. For the second reading I ask
students to mark lines that strike them. After the second reading I explain that
we are going to create our own poem using lines from the poem we have just
read. Our found poem will come to life when students share the lines they have
marked in "popcorn" fashion (by calling them out when they think the time is
right). I encourage students to listen to the lines being read and jump in when
their line feels right. It is permissible to read lines more than once, creating our
own repetition.
This brief oral activity supports students in reading poetry aloud by starting
with just one line. It encourages students to listen to poetry, adding their line to
our oral found poem. I want students to fill the room with the poem's language.
To trust their own choices in putting lines together in a new way. To celebrate
lines they admire by reading them more than once. To create a new poem that
exists only for them.
In selecting poems for this activity, I pick poems I admire for their powerful
imagery and word choice. A particular favorite of mine for this activity is Marge
Piercy's poem "To Be of Use." Most of the poems listed in this chapter would work
well for this activity.
Teaching Strategy: Snapping the Beat

154

Georgia Heard's bookFor the Good of the Earth andSun: Teaching Poetry (1989)
is one of my favorite resources. I got the idea of snapping to the beat of a poem
from her. She describes her experience of reading poetry aloud to kindergartners and first graders. Without any prompting, these young students sway
and snap to the rhythms of the poems they hear. Heard notes, "They know
the music of the poem because they feel it in their bodies" (1). I want middle
school and high school students to "know the music" of poetry too, so I force
the issue.
At the beginning of class I ask students to push their desks to the side of the
classroom so we can create an open space in the middle. I then ask them to find
a spot in the open space. It's fair to say they are now a bit intrigued. I share with
them Heard's story of working with young children and poetry and I ask them to
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reach back to those days when they were willing to let themselves move to the
music of poetry. I invite them to join me in snapping and, if they are so inclined,
swaying to the music of Gwendolyn Brooks's poem "We Real Cool." I share with
them that the first time I tried this I felt silly, but silly can be good. I read the poem
aloud once, and on the second reading, we snap and sway. I snap and sway with
them. I read the poem aloud several more times and the snapping and swaying
continues; typically it increases as students let themselves feel the jazz rhythm
of this poem. We then move to several more poems (see sidebar for suggested
poems).
After this activity, we sit on the floor in the open space we have created and
talk about poetry. We look at Brooks's poem and note how the poem's arrangement on the page creates the rhythm. In end-of-term course evaluations, a number of students mentioned this lesson—how it helped them to rediscover poetry
and how they appreciated being given permission to be silly.
POEMS FOR SNAPPING AND SWAYING

"Jazz Fantasia" by Carl Sandburg
"I Hear America Singing" by Walt Whitman
"Loud Music" by Stephen Dobyns
Teaching Strategy: Poetry Set to Music

I build on the snapping and swaying lesson by sharing examples of poems that
have been set to music. The Alan Parson Project did an album in the 1970s of
Edgar Allan Poe literature set to music. Their rendition of "The Raven" is worth
tracking down a record player. I also used T. S. Eliot's cat poems and the Broadway
musical Cats. My students particularly enjoyed "Gus, the Theatre Cat."
Teaching Strategy: Conversing with Poetry Through Dialogue Journals and Discussion

After these initial explorations of poetry, I invite students to "converse" with
poetry in writing and in a group discussion. In selecting a poem for our "conversation" I look for a poem that I admire for its word choice and content. I want it
to be a poem that encourages students to find personal and world connections.
Naomi Shihab Nye's poem "Kindness" meets my criteria and serves students well
(see the sidebar for other poem suggestions).
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We begin our conversation with a copy of the poem, which I read aloud. I then
invite a student volunteer to read the poem a second time. (As noted previously,
I often ask students before class if they would be willing to be the second reader
so they have some time to practice.) After the second read, we write. I use an
interactive dialogue journal for this writing.
In the first column of their journal page, I ask students to list two lines from
the poem that strike them. In the second column, they write why they chose
these lines. I model this for them by sharing my own line choices, noting what
I admire about the language of the lines as well as my personal connection with
the lines. After they have written about their lines, they exchange papers with
a peer, who then responds to the line responses in Column 3. If I am concerned
about how students will respond to each other, I collect the dialogue journals
and distribute them so I can control the process. More typically, I ask students
to pass their dialogue journal to the student behind them. (Note: if they pass to
the sides I find students are more likely to interact with their peer respondent,
which is not my goal. I want a written conversation.) Before students respond to
their peers, I model the response process. This modeling process can be a way to
support students who might find this activity challenging. I call on a student to
share the lines and response she has in front of her. That way I can support this
student directly while modeling for the class. I stress that the goal of this dialogue
response is to comment on what is written on the page.
After six to eight minutes of response time, students return the dialogue
journals to the original authors. In Column 4,1 ask students to comment on the
response as well as address the question, what does this poem make you think
about?
This initial writing sets the foundation for a class discussion about the poem.
I call on students to share the lines they selected and comment on what they
learned from writing and receiving response to their writing. This serves to keep
our conversation grounded in the poem's language. This is not to say that students
are not encouraged to make connections with the poem, but I ask them to link
their connections directly to the lines of the poem.
I collect the dialogue journals and skim them, looking for patterns in their line
choice and response that I can build on in our continued poetry exploration. I
generally don't grade the dialogue journals, but I assign participation points for
the good-faith completion of the assignment.
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POEMS TO SUPPORT CONVERSATION

"Wild Geese" by Mary Oliver
"You Reading This, Be Ready" by William Stafford
"Our Other Sister" by Jeffrey Harrison
"Hate Poem" by Julie Sheehan
"The Hand" by Mary Ruefle
"The Summer Day" by Mary Oliver
"Summer I Was Sixteen" by Geraldine Connolly
"Dream Deferred" by Langston Hughes
"Imperfection" by Elizabeth Carlson
"Courage" by Anne Sexton
"Saturday at the Canal" by Gary Soto
Exploring the Craft of Poetry
When I think about poetry, I am struck by the fact that its craft is so complex. My
goal is to honor the craft, but not at the expense of savoring the poem's overall
effect. In an effort to meet the challenge of this task, I think about poetry craft
as follows: "The language of the poem is the language of particulars. Without it
poetry might still be wise, but it would surely be pallid," writes poet Mary Oliver
(1994,92). One of my objectives for studying poetry is to focus students' attention
on this "language of particulars."
IMAGERY: "THE LANGUAGE OF PARTICULARS"

Years ago I had the privilege of taking a poetry workshop from Peter Sears. He
shared with us a technique he called "poetry corruption" in which he deleted
words from published poems and invited us to supply our own word choice. We
then discussed our chosen words before we looked at the poet's word choice.
Homing in on individual words in the poem allowed us to appreciate the importance of word choice.
Teaching Strategy: Poetry Corruption

Georgia Heard uses this strategy, without the name "poetry corruption," in her
book on teaching poetry, For the Good of the Earth and Sun (1989). She writes,
"Poets work long and hard choosing the right words for a poem—original words
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that evoke a vivid image, words whose sounds are right." She goes on to share
how she uses an excerpt from Robert Lowell's "Mr. Edwards and the Spider" with
words eliminated to focus students' attention on word choice (70).
In choosing poems to use for poetry corruption I focus on short lines. Peter
Sears's poem "Accident" has worked well for me. I have the luxury of having his
drafts of the poem, which I share with students after we have "corrupted" it. But
there are a number of poems that work well for this. Denise Levertov's "A Day
Begins" has been a big hit with students, particularly middle school students. Its
opening image of a "headless squirrel" is unexpected and stands in contrast to
the later description of "ethereal irises."
This focus on individual word choice serves as scaffolding for our continued
exploration of imagery, with a focus on figurative language.
Teaching Strategy: Paying Attention to the "Language of Particulars"
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In A Poetry Handbook (1994), Mary Oliver uses Elizabeth Bishop's richly detailed
poem "The Fish" to illustrate imagery. This poem was a favorite of my students,
so I also commend it to you.
I begin, as always, by reading the poem aloud. After the first read I ask students to listen and look for images: what pictures does Bishop paint in this poem?
I read it a second time. I then provide students with either highlighter pens or
sticky note arrows and ask them to mark lines that show the fish.
Next I gather students in groups. I ask each group to pick an image from the
poem that they think is particularly powerful and write it on the board. I don't
know why students like writing on the board; I just know they do. We then use
these lines as the starting point for looking at imagery, including metaphor and
simile.
We examine each example, noting how the use of "particulars" adds to the
image. I use colored chalk to underline sections of lines that illustrate simile and
metaphor and invite students to define these terms.
I then instruct students to return to their groups and have each group find
additional examples of imagery, including metaphor and simile, in the poem.
In an effort to avoid duplication of examples, I divide the poem into sections
and assign each group a section. Each group shares its examples, and these are
added to the definitions of imagery, simile, and metaphor, which we hang on the
classroom wall.
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To support students in this activity, I select the groups so that I can ensure
I have a mix of student abilities in each group. I also circulate during the time
students are marking the poem and check in with students regarding the lines
they marked.
We build on this examination of imagery by looking at a variety of poems that
are rich in imagery, what Mary Oliver calls the "texture—the poet gives the reader
aplentitude of details" (1994,94). For each of the poems we read, I ask students
to find examples of imagery, and we add these to our posters so students are surrounded by "language of particulars."
POEMS RICH IN IMAGERY

"Hope Is the Thing with Feathers" by Emily Dickinson
"Chicago" by Carl Sandburg
"The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" by T. S. Eliot
"Traveling Through Dark" by William Stafford
"Tulips" by Mark Halperin
"Last Shot" by Jon Veinberg
"Fast Break" by Edward Hirsch
"Gouge, Adze, Rasp, Hammer" by Chris Forhan
"Her Head" by Joan Murray
"Forgiving Buckner" by John Hodgen
"Mother to Son" by Langston Hughes
"Seven Preludes to Silence" by Richard Shelton
"Young" by Anne Sexton
"Lighting Up Time" by Patrick Taylor

SOUND

I begin our exploration of sound by asking students to think about words they
admire because of the way the words sound. I tell the story of my daughter, at the
age of three, lying on the stairs in our house singing the word unexpectedly over
and over. It was the only word from the song in the movie Beauty and the Beast
that she remembered. She loved the sound of it.
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Teaching Strategy: Chanting Favorite Words

The writing prompt for the day asks students to make a list of words they love
based on their sound. I share a few examples from my own list, which I began
drafting the night before class so I would have some examples: lavender, snowflake, bumblebee, mauve, luminous. We spend five to six minutes writing our lists,
and then I ask students to pick a word from their list and write it on the board. I
begin by writing a new word from the list I wrote in class.
I then get a yardstick and point to each word. We read the word aloud as a
class, and I ask the student who supplied it to share why they love its sound. After
discussing each word, I tell students we are going to fill the classroom with the
sounds of their words. We'll create a found poem with our list by calling out the
words as I point to them. Before we begin I ask if there are any words we need to
check on regarding pronunciation.
And the poem begins; I point to words and students call them out in a choral
reading. I point randomly, looking for interesting patterns. Students' voices grow
louder as they begin to delight in the sounds of words.
Next we turn our attention to a poem that I love for its sound, Jane Kenyon's
"Let Evening Come." A Note Slipped Under the Door: Teaching from Poems We Love
(Flynn and McPhillips 2000) devotes an entire chapter to working with Kenyon's
poem and how it uses sound. I commend this book and this chapter to you.
We read the Kenyon poem and others, focusing our attention on sounds: hard
letters, soft letters, assonance, alliteration, rhyme, and repetition. Listed in the
sidebar are poems that illustrate these sound devices. I also want to draw students' attention to onomatopoeia (what a great word). I relish the opportunity
to teach students this term as we continue to explore the ways poets use sound
in poetry.
Teaching Strategy: Onomatopoeia Through Concept Attainment
160

To teach onomatopoeia, I utilize a teaching strategy I learned when I was earning
my master's: concept attainment. As a quick review, the idea of concept attainment is that examples of the concept are shared along with examples that don't
represent the concept. Students look for patterns in the examples to determine
the concept.
When students arrive for class I have already divided the front blackboard
into halves. Each half is labeled: one half is "Yes" and one half is "No." I explain
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to students that we will be exploring a poetry term today by looking at examples
and nonexamples of the term. Their task is to take out a sheet of paper and, as
they look at the examples, write down what they notice about them, looking for
patterns or clues that link the Yes examples and that distinguish these examples
from the No examples.
I have written examples on brightly colored construction paper. I hold up
the first example, "Pow," and tell students this word is an example of the poetry
term so it is placed on the Yes section of the board. I then hold up the second
example, "Explode," and let students know this is not an example of the term so
it is placed under No. I follow with two more examples: "Dad," which is a No, and
"Pop," which is a Yes. I ask students to write down what they notice about the Yes
and No examples. Our lists of examples continue but as I share examples I invite
students to guess if the example is a Yes or No. After two or three more examples,
I again ask students to write down their thoughts about the examples. I continue
to share examples until I hear the majority of students correctly identifying the
examples. I then ask students to write down the Yes examples' key characteristics.
From this writing, we develop a class definition for the Yes examples. Students
shared the following: "All the 'yes' examples are words that describe a noise and
the word itself sounds like the noise it is describing." Yes!
I then share with students that this literary technique is called onomatopoeia,
a word that literally means "name making." I find that students usually giggle as
I talk about onomatopoeia; it is a funny-sounding word. As one student said, "It
sounds like a disease that you should take a purple pill for—not a poetry term."
We then look at poems that illustrate onomatopoeia. Eve Merriam's "Cheers" is
a great example. I also share some lines from Edgar Allan Poe's "The Bells":
From the jingling and the tingling of the bells.
To the rhyming and the chiming of the bells!
In the clamor and the clangor of the bells!
To the moaning and the groaning of the bells.
Other poems that demonstrate onomatopoeia are listed in the sidebar.
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POEMS THAT ILLUSTRATE SOUND DEVICES
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POET

POEM

SOUND DEVICE

Carl Sandburg

"Jazz Fantasia"

Onomatopoeia

Gwendolyn Brooks

"We Real Cool"

Rhyme
Repetition

Walt Whitman

"I Sit and Look Out"

Repetition

Emily Dickinson

"Fame Is a Fickle Food"

Alliteration

Paul Laurence Dunbar

"We Wear the Mask"

Rhyme
Repetition

Edgar Allan Poe

"The Raven"

Rhyme
Repetition
Alliteration

Robert Frost

"Stopping by Woods on a Snowy
Evening"

Soft letter sounds
Rhyme
Repetition

Naomi Shihab Nye

"Elevator"

Alliteration
Onomatopoeia

Robert Burlingame

"small poems"

Hard and soft letter sounds
Alliteration

Linda Pastan

"Elegy"

Hard letter sounds
"s"sounds
Alliteration

Mary Oliver

"Winter"

Alliteration
Hard and soft letter sounds

Miller Williams

"Love Poem with Toast"

Repetition

Marilyn Annucci

"Wrecked World"

Alliteration

DickAllen

"Time to Hear Ourselves Think"

Onomatopoeia

Mary Oliver

"Learning About the Indians"

Onomatopoeia
Alliteration

Jane Kenyan

"The Blue Bowl"

Onomatopoeia

Theodore Roethke

"The Bat"

Rhyme

Charles Harper Webb

"The Time We Cherry-Bombed the
Toilet at the River Oaks"

Onomatopoeia
Hard sounds
Descriptive language in support of sound

Barbara King so Iver

"Beating Time"

Rhyme
Hard letter sounds
Repetition
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STRUCTURE/FORMAT

Poems have a design—lines, breaks, white space, and stanzas. I want students
to examine how poets design poems. Although we may look at examples of poetry forms such as sonnet, haiku, sestina, and cinquain, these explorations are
secondary (see the resource list at the end of this chapter for books that address
these forms). My primary goal is to focus students' attention on how poets use
structure to enhance their poems. In particular, I focus on line breaks. As Mary
Oliver notes, "Poets today, who do not often write in the given forms, such as sonnets, need to understand what effects are created by the turning of the line at any
of various possible points—within (and thus breaking) a logical phrase, or only at
the conclusion of sentences, or only at the ends of logical units, etc." (1994,35).
Teaching Strategy: Turning Lines

We begin by looking at poems I have rewritten into paragraph form. After reading the rewritten poem in paragraph format, we then look at the poem as the poet
wrote it, paying particular attention to line breaks. I find Mary Oliver's poem
"Alligator Poem" works well for an exploration of line breaks in that it tells a story
when written as a paragraph but as a poem the line breaks focus the reader's attention on descriptive images and highlight the intensity of the encounter with
the alligator.
Georgia Heard discusses the power of line breaks and white space in Chapter
4 of her book For the Good of the Earth andSun (1989,59). She focuses on William
Carlos Williams's poem about a cat entitled "Poem." I have had success using this
poem and the poems listed in the sidebar.
POEMS THAT ILLUSTRATE THE "TURNING OF LINES"

"Poppies" by Mary Oliver
"Silver Star" by William Stafford
"Traveling Through the Dark" by William Stafford
"Emily Dickinson's To-Do List" by Andrea Carlisle
"Sonnet" by Billy Collins
"A New Poet" by Linda Pastan
"This Is Just to Say" by William Carlos Williams
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Poetry Connections: Supporting Students as
They Read and Write Poetry
I want students to build on their "finding poetry everywhere" experience by continuing to examine the myriad ways poetry is part of their daily lives. In support
of this, I offer the following teaching strategies.
Teaching Strategy: Poetry in Film

There are a number of films that portray the power of poetry. A favorite film of
mine is Dead Poets Society, which has several poetry scenes, including the tearing
out of the textbook section that describes "graphing poetry" to determine its greatness. In 10 Things I Hate About You, which is based on Shakespeare's Taming of the
Shrew, Julia Stiles, who plays the main character, shares her poem about lost love in
English class, surprising the entire class with her vulnerability. (This clip is available
at YouTube.com. Type in the film title 10 Things I Hate About You and look for the
clip with the photo of Julia Stiles standing in the classroom.) My son, John, shared
with me that his writing workshop teacher, David Frick, used a clip from the film
Before Sunrise to illustrate poetry. In the clip, a guy comes up to Ethan Hawke and
Julie Delpy, the actors who star in the film, and says if they give him a word, he can
write a poem about it. They provide him with the word milkshake and on the spot, a
poem is born. My son appreciates how this clip shows a poem can be written about
anything. (The clip from Before Sunrise is also available at YouTube.com. Type in
the film title Before Sunrise and scroll down for the clip titled "Delusion Angel")
Teaching Strategy: Music Video as Poetry Analysis

164

A class of juniors and I were immersed in reading Emily Dickinson's poem
"Because I Could Not Stop for Death." As we wrestled with the images in the
first stanza, of Death and Immortality in the carriage, I asked, "So, if you were
making a video of this poem, what would Death and Immortality be wearing?"
A lively conversation ensued that resulted in the on-spot assignment of sketching out or storyboarding a music video of Dickinson's poem. In the process,
students brought the poem's images to life: school recess, fields of gazing grain,
the narrator of the poem in a flowing "gossamer gown" with a "tulle" scarf. (I
see Stevie Nicks singing "Landslide" every time I read this poem.) As groups
shared their ideas for costuming, setting, and the music that would accompany
the reading of the poem, Dickinson's poem took on new meaning.
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Our exploration of Dickinson's poetry, including the music video, preceded our
study of Walt Whitman, so we had already begun discussions of reading strategies
and poetry's craft. I studied Whitman in college and remembered intense discussions of his use of free verse and how his poems addressed issues of sexuality. So
when I saw a section on Whitman's poetry in the anthology I was required to use
for junior English, I was not sure how to invite students into his work.
Teaching Strategy: Live the Lines

I decided we would just dive in rather than spending time talking about Whitman,
and I chose to use an excerpt from Whitman's "Song of Myself, Section 1." I
wanted to see what questions students would ask about him after they read some
of his work.
From Song of Myself
1
I celebrate myself and sing myself
And what I assume you shall assume,
For every atom belonging to me as good belongs to you.
I loaf and invite my soul
I lean and loaf at my ease observing a spear of summer grass.
My tongue, every atom of my blood, form'd from this soil this air,
Born here of parents born here from parents the same, and their parents the
same,
I, now, thirty-seven years old in perfect health begin,
Hoping to cease not till death.
Creeds and schools in abeyance,
Retiring back a while sufficed at what they are, but never forgotten,
I harborfor good or bad, I permit to speak at every hazard,
Nature without check with original energy....
We began by reading the poem together. I read the poem aloud and students
followed along. I then invited a volunteer to read the poem again so we could hear
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it in another voice. I asked students to read the poem a third time and mark and
jot down lines that struck them—lines that intrigued them, resonated with them,
or confused them. We began our discussion with these student-identified lines.
"I loaf and invite my soul" was a line identified by a number of students. "What
does it mean?" they asked.
I responded with a question: "What do you think it means?"
Silence filled the room. I waited; more seconds ticked by. I invited students to
look at the next line in the poem, "I lean and loaf at my ease observing a spear of
summer grass." Does this line provide you with any insight about what Whitman
means by "loaf and invite my soul"?
Again the room was silent; heads were down, avoiding eye contact. I was surprised by their resistance to even venture a guess about this line. So I decided that
rather than my telling them what I thought the line meant, I would invite students
to experience Whitman's line. Their homework was to live the line—to "loaf and
invite" their souls and to come to class prepared to write about what they did and
how their experience gave meaning to the line.
It's fair to say students' response was less than enthusiastic. They began peppering me with questions, which I deflected with the response, "It's up to you to
decide what you think 'loaf and invite' your soul means. I will be trying this with
you and we'll talk tomorrow." And then the bell rang.
That night as I prepared for class I wasn't sure I knew what it meant to "loaf
and invite" my soul. It seemed to me that being alone in some place quiet was key,
so I curled up in an armchair in my bedroom, away from my family. I closed my
eyes and took deep breaths. After a few minutes of settling, I turned my attention
to the window. Although it was dark, the moon illuminated the lawn. I observed
the shape of the bushes just outside the window, the shadows cast by the large
walnut tree near the deck, and the sparkle of stars in the sky. I could feel myself
relaxing as I continued to take in the sights that existed just outside my window.
It was as if I was seeing them for the first time. Whitman's lines popped into my
head: "I loaf and invite my soul/I lean and loaf at my ease observing a spear of
summer grass." I felt at ease as I leaned and loafed at my bedroom window, observing the backyard.
The next day in class I asked students to write about their efforts to "loaf and
invite" their souls by responding to the following questions:
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Describe what you did to "loaf and invite" your soul.
What did you learn/discover?
What do you think Walt Whitman means by this line?
How could/do you "celebrate" yourself?

I expected to be peppered with questions and disclaimers about why they
hadn't done this assignment, but the room was silent except for the sound of pens
scratching words on paper.
After ten to twelve minutes of writing, I invited students to share what they
had done to "loaf and invite" their souls. They shared stories of quiet observation;
several noted how the almost-full moon helped them "observe the night." One
student shared that he fell asleep. Students in the class challenged him, concluding that "to loaf and invite" your soul you had to be conscious, not asleep. I was
stunned when he asked me if he could redo the assignment.
Students' in-class writing in response to my questions was compelling reading.
I was heartened by their good-faith efforts to "loaf and invite" their souls and how
this experience supported their analysis of the poem's lines.
Scott wrote: "I laid on my bed and relaxed. I thought of how to invite my soul.
I invited my soul to be free, free from the worries of the day, and the pressure of
trying to just get by." He went on to write, "I invited my soul as if talking to myself,
on the inside... To rest, to wonder and think."
Jennifer shared her experience of staring out her bedroom window at the
"stars and almost full moon." She went on to describe how she thought about
her future and the career options she could pursue. And she concluded her
in-class writing by noting, "I think I invited my soul because life seemed a lot
more clear and I felt a certain bond and closeness with myself, like I took time
to really think about myself instead of others. It was like becoming friends with
a stranger."
This "loaf and invite" assignment opened a door into this poem. Students
were no longer hesitant to dive into Whitman's poem. They concluded that "loaf
and invite" meant to be willing to step back, slow down, and really listen to one's
inner voice. They also noted how nature supported their efforts, seeing the connection between their own experiences and Whitman's "lean and loaf at my ease
observing a spear of summer grass."
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Teaching Strategy: Poem as Mentor/Inspiration

We worked our way through the rest of the poem, and students continued to
explain Whitman's words by connecting the poem to their own lives. I invited
students to build on their "loaf and invite" experience and our discussion and use
Whitman's "song" as a mentor poem for their own "song." I asked them to draft a
"Song of Myself" using as much or as little of Whitman's format and word choice
as they wanted. I provided class time for this writing and joined them in the effort.
My poem, "Song of a Weary English Teacher," used lines from Whitman's poem
and contrasted my own busy life with his "loaf and ease."
"I loaf and invite my soul"
Loaf? With two meetings and three stacks of papers to grade?
Loaf? With lessons to plan andXeroxing awaiting?
Oh, my soul sends its regrets till June.
Just before class ended I asked volunteers to share lines from their draft poems. Almost every student read.
Students were given the choice to continue working on their songs of self
using Whitman's poem as their inspiration or to try their hand at using another
mentor poem, drawing on Whitman or Dickinson. The assignment was framed
as follows:
Using Emily Dickinson or Walt Whitman as your inspiration/mentor, write
your own poem. Some suggestions:
"Your Letter to the World"
"Song of Your Self"
"I Hear [name of your school/town] Singing"
"Hope Is"
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The majority of students chose to take their "Song of Self" poems to final draft.
The results were delightful. Jennifer began her poem with
I celebrate and share myself
With a world that is lost and cold
I am opening my soul
For all to see everything that is truly me.
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Trish also utilized Whitman's lines in singing her song of a soccer player:
I run and become one with my soul
I run and kick at my ease
Observing your every move.
My moves, every structure
Of my skills, form'dfrom
this turf, this atmosphere...
I, now, 16 years of age begin,
Hoping to play until I can
No more.
Whitman was no longer an intimidating poet who looked like Santa Glaus
and wrote free verse poetry; he was Walt. Students had lived his words and
discovered how his words and structure could support them in finding their
own voices as poets.
Final Thoughts on Poetry
It's my hope that students will discover, or rediscover, poetry's value in their lives.
I was fortunate to have a student speak to this goal years later when I ran into her
while shopping. I was standing in a checkout line at the local Target store when
the woman in front of me turned and said with surprise, "Oh, it's you." I did not
recognize her but noted she had a cart containing two small children and was
carrying a baby. She went on, "I don't know if you remember me but you were my
freshman English teacher." I smiled and nodded while searching her face and my
memory banks to see if I could place her. And then to my surprise and delight she
added, "And, Mrs. Campbell, because of you, I love poetry." My eyes welled with
tears as I gave her a quick hug. "Thank you so much for sharing this with me. I
am thrilled to know you love poetry."
I recognize this student doesn't represent all my students, but her words serve
as a reminder to me that I have the opportunity to create a classroom where students can learn to love poetry, or at least like it. And it's my hope that this chapter
will build on the ways you are already doing the important work of helping students discover how poetry gives voice to their lives.
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Poetry Work Station
It’s spring in this kindergarten classroom. The room
is filled with paintings of flowers, blue skies, and
butterflies. In the poetry work station, several charts
with poems copied onto them are clipped on individual skirt hangers, which hang from a metal drying rack, so children can easily slide the hangers
over to read the next poem.

are just the right size for covering a word. Simon
goes first. “I know and,” he says and covers it with
highlighter tape. Lindsay goes next. “I know blue.
It’s a color word and is on our color chart over
there,” she states proudly. The children take turns
covering up words until they have identified almost
all of them.
Then they turn their attention to a new activity. Lindsay says, “You know how the teacher
showed us how to write poems? I’m going to write
a color poem. ‘Blue, blue. Blue like the pool.’”
“I’m going to write one, too,” chimes in
Simon. “Mine’s going to be about my dog. ‘My big
dog Luke has lots of spots.’” The children write
their poems using their own spelling onto paper
stored in this station. After work station time
today, they’ll read their poems with the rest of the
class during sharing time. Then their teacher will
copy their poems (using conventional spelling)
onto large charts for the children to read with their
friends. The class will read them during shared
reading, too.

I’m glad the sky is painted blue,
And the earth is painted green,
With such a lot of nice fresh air
All sandwiched in between.
Simon and Lindsay chant this poem together as
they point to the words printed in black ink on a
large chart. It is a poem they know well. Their
teacher has read it with them many times during
shared reading. It’s perfect for them because it’s
short and has many words they know, including
some color words. When they’re finished reading,
they play a little game they call “I Know a Word”
with small, precut pieces of highlighter tape that
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In a first-grade room down the hall, two children meet in the poetry station and read poems
together, too. Their poems are more challenging and
a bit longer than those read by the kindergartners.
But sometimes the first graders still like to play I
Know a Word, which they learned the previous year.
They also enjoy taking photocopies of poems they
love from a tub in the poetry station, reading and
illustrating them, and adding these to their poetry
notebooks, half-inch three-ring binders into which
they place favorite poems. Each time children read a
poem out of their notebook to someone, they put a
mark at the bottom of the page to keep track of how
often they’ve read it. This encourages lots of practice
and promotes fluent reading, too.
In a second-grade classroom in the same building, another group of children is in their poetry station. They are browsing through tubs of poetry
books. They are familiar with many of the poets
because they have studied some of them in class.
“Listen to this one by David McCord,” Sondra says
to Will. “I love this ‘every time I climb a tree’ part.”
She reads the poem aloud to him. “I’m thinking
about learning it by memory but it’s kind of long.
After reading a poem to a friend, a child adds another
mark to the bottom of the page of her poetry notebook.

Literacy Work Stations

Which one are you going to memorize?” One of the
tasks at this work station is to learn a poem and dramatize it for the class.

What the Children Do
The poetry work station is a natural place for children to play with words and enjoy language.
Throughout the year, many of the activities will
remain the same. What changes is the level and
sophistication of the poems. As children grow as
readers, the poems placed in this station become
more challenging. New poems are introduced regularly through shared reading, so there is always
something new at this station. Here are some possibilities of what students might do at the poetry
work station. As children try each activity, it may be
posted on the “I Can” chart:
■ Reading a poem. Poems may be handwritten or

typed onto a chart, sentence strips, or a card.
Poems written by the class and by individual
students can be put into books and placed in a
tub labeled “Poetry Books.”
■ Buddy reading a poem. Children read familiar

poems with partners. Matching poems may be
Buddy reading a poem written on matching cards.
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Illustrating a poem.

glued to pairs of cards with matching colors to
help students find the same poem.
■ Illustrating a poem. Provide a basket with pho-

tocopied poems in it. Children can take any
poem from the container and illustrate it. The
poems can later be placed in the child’s poetry
notebook or in a box labeled “Finished Work”
for the teacher to grade.
■ Filling in the blanks. Copy a poem onto chart

paper and leave blanks for some of the letters.
For example, Rain on the green gr____. Laminate
the chart. Then tell children to have the poem
make sense by filling in the missing part(s)
with a marker. Include a smaller version of the
complete poem for self-checking.
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Two students work together to sequence the lines of a
poem.

and play with language. If some lines are cut
into individual words, children can also experiment with changing the word order. When
they are finished, have them copy their “new
poem” and share it with the class.
■ Copying a poem. For handwriting practice, have

children choose favorite poems from poetry
books at the work station and copy them into
the child’s personal poetry notebook.
Changing a poem by replacing old words with new
ones written on sticky notes.

■ Building a poem. Write a poem line by line on

sentence strips for children to reassemble, in
sequence, in a pocket chart. Again provide a
small copy of the poem for self-checking.
■ Changing a poem. Provide sticky notes so stu-

dents can substitute other words in a poem
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Students copy poems into their poetry notebooks for
handwriting practice.

Literacy Work Stations
■ Listening to a poem. Let children listen to

favorite poems by adding a tape recorder to
the poetry work station. You can use commercial tapes or make your own.
■ Tape recording a poem and taking it home to lis-

ten to in the car. Teach children how to make
their own tape recording. They can then listen
to their own reading and assess their own fluency. They can also listen to the tape in their
car and memorize some poems that way.
■ Writing a poem. Teach children how to write
Two children enjoy listening to a poem together and
following along in a book.

their own poems and let them compose the
poems either at this station or at the writing
work station.
■ Making a poem with magnetic words. Provide

either a commercially produced magnetic
poetry kit or make your own with your computer and magnetic paper, available where
office supplies are sold.
■ Finding special words or kinds of words in a poem.

Students can use highlighter tape to mark
rhyming words or words that have a certain
sound. Provide paper for them to record the
words they found, if you like.

A student tapes her reading of a poem to take home
and listen to in the car.

Children find words with the ou sound and mark them
with highlighter tape.
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■ Finding a pattern in the poem. Have children

■ Reading about poets. Create an author study

name and chart the pattern for a particular
rhyming poem. “One, Two, Buckle My Shoe”
is a poem that follows the pattern AA, BB, CC,
DD, EE.

about a poet. Include information about the
author as well as sample poems by that poet.
(See Figure 8.2.) Appendix G provides a suggested list of poets to study by grade level, as
well as a list of recommended books of poems.

■ Comparing two poems. Show children how to

use a Venn diagram to compare ideas in two
poems. It’s easiest if you start with paired
poems about the same topic. (See the example
in Figure 8.1.) For this, use a pocket folder
turned inside out, with a poem glued to each
side of the folder and a Venn diagram sheet in
a pocket at the back.
■ Memorizing and performing a poem. Challenge

students to memorize a poem of their choice
once every six to nine weeks. Let them practice at the poetry work station and perform
the poem for a friend. Simple props can be
made available for dramatization.

How to Set Up the
Poetry Work Station
You don’t need a very large space for a poetry work
station. You might hang charts from a stand or rack
of some sort. Positioning the stand at a ninetydegree angle from the wall can create an inviting
nook for reading and writing poetry. (Just be sure
it’s not blocking your view.) Or use a science project
board and copy poems onto large legal-sized paper
posted there to create a space for reading and writing poetry.

Figure 8.1 Paired Poems
Bug in a Jug

The Sea

Curious fly,
Vinegar jug,
Slippery edge,
Pickled bug.

Behold the wonders of the mighty deep,
Where crabs and lobsters learn to creep,
And little fishes learn to swim,
And clumsy sailors tumble in.
Bug in a Jug

2 words per line
AB, CB pattern
Good adjectives

Both

Someone
was clumsy
and fell in
About being
curious
Each has
4 lines

The Sea

Lots of words
on each line
AA, BB pattern
Good verbs
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Figure 8.2 Author Study for Poetry
Poet: Betsy Franco
Betsy Franco has three boys. They have given her many of her ideas for writing.
One of her sons, James, co-starred in the movie Spider-Man!
Betsy has written more than 40 poetry books! She also likes to put together
anthologies of other poets’ writing. She writes all kinds of books, from poetry to
nonfiction.

Peter Fox Photography

Betsy studied art in college. But she decided to become a writer. She thinks that
part of being a writer is being stubborn and not giving up on your ideas.
Betsy and her husband live in California.
Here are some of Betsy’s poems:

Camping

Swinging

Cool Rocks

Picking up branches,
Lighting the matches.
Sitting on boxes,
Seeing some foxes.
Cooking the dinner,
Washing the dishes.
Watching the moon,
Sharing our wishes.

I jump on the swing,
You give me a push.
I pump and I pump,
The air goes whoosh.

Flat rocks,
Round rocks,
Skip-them-on-the-pond rocks.
Rough rocks,
Neat rocks,
Kick-them-down-the-street rocks.
Rare rocks,
Grand rocks,
Hold-them-in-your-hand rocks!

I pump and I pump,
I’m up past the park.
I’m up past the clouds,
I swing till it’s dark.

Include poems written on large charts with
thick black marker. You might hang each chart from
a skirt hanger with clips, as mentioned earlier. Or
use a metal coat hanger with the chart stapled over
and around it. You can also use commercially produced poetry charts. There are many fine ones with
beautiful illustrations. Some companies even make
accompanying sentence strips with the poems
printed on them line by line. If you choose to use
these, you might include a pocket chart in this station as well. Or you might prefer to place them in a
separate pocket chart work station (see Chapter 9).
Some teachers also put an overhead projector on
the floor or on a low cart at the poetry work station
and have poems available on transparencies for

children to read. Others set up a separate overhead
work station with additional activities (again, see
Chapter 9).
In kindergarten and early first grade, many
teachers put some of the same poems in multiple
work stations. For example, they might include
“Row, Row, Row Your Boat” on a large chart in the
poetry work station, on a transparency at the overhead work station, and on sentence strips at the
pocket chart work station. This encourages flexibility of text, or recognition that “Row, row, row your
boat” says the same thing no matter where one sees
it—on the overhead, on a chart, on a sentence strip,
or in a book. It’s your choice. You might start the
year with just a poetry work station and gradually
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Poems are hung from metal clothes hangers for easy
access.

Use clear packing tape to secure the hanger to the back
of each poetry chart.

add an overhead and a pocket chart. Or you might
choose to set these up as two completely separate
work stations.
You’ll also want to put at least one tub of poetry
books in this work station. Begin with just one or
two books. As you read poems from additional
poetry books for children, add these to the tubs.
Children will return to their favorites to read and
reread, if you have modeled this. Also include a
container with multiple copies of favorite poems.
Children can use these for buddy reading. Again, be
sure the poems are familiar to the students so they
can be successful with them on their own. And be
sure to include some student-written poems on
charts. You might also make a book entitled “Our
Poems” and place it in the tub of poetry books.
Over time, add a container with photocopied
poems for the children. Be sure the print is large
enough for students to read easily. They can read
and illustrate the sheets and add them to their
poetry notebooks.
If you want something different at this station,
you might convert it to a songs work station at
some point in the year. Young children love to sing
songs and will often learn them quickly. You might
copy some of their favorite songs onto charts. If you

teach kindergarten, don’t put too much print on
the chart because it may be hard for students to follow along. You might just copy a favorite stanza or
verse. Read aloud picture books that are also songs
and add a tub labeled “Songs Books” to this station.
Even young children can begin to distinguish the
differences between songs and poems and learn
how they recite poems but sing songs. You might
ask the music teacher for words to songs students
are learning in music class and include some of
these in the work station, too.
Changing the poetry work station to a songs work station adds novelty.
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Materials
Start simply. Begin with poems used in shared reading. Over the course of the year, include some of the
following at the poetry work station:
■ Tub(s) of favorite poetry books, perhaps sorted

■ Sticky notes and a thesaurus (for changing

words in poems).
■ Simple props (for dramatizing poems).

How to Introduce the
Poetry Work Station

by poets.
■ Poems copied onto large chart paper.
■ Smaller copies of poems mounted on tagboard

and laminated (for buddy reading).
■ Jump-rope rhymes and tongue twisters.
■ A tub of songbooks.
■ Paired poems (see Figure 8.1).
■ A magnetic poetry kit (available commercially,

or can be teacher-made).
■ Poet study information (see Figure 8.2).

Introduce the poetry station during shared reading.
As you read favorite and new poems with children,
model the reading strategies you’d like them to
practice when they go to the poetry work station.
Start with a simple task, such as simply reading the
poems so they sound like talking. On the “I Can”
board, add a card that says “Read poems so it
sounds like talking.” You might add a second card
that says “Point and read.” Over time, as you slowly
introduce new tasks, add new cards to the “I Can”
chart. Also add new poems over time to keep interest at this station.

■ Pointers in a container.
■ Wikki Stix.
■ Highlighter tape, precut and stuck to an index

card.
■ Photocopied poems in a container.
■ Paper (for copying favorite poems or writing

your own).
■ Pencils and crayons.
■ Magazine pictures (for inspiring children’s

poems).
■ Photos of your students in action—on field

trips, in performances, etc. (for inspiring children’s poems).
■ Copies of student-written poems (both in

chart form and photocopies).
■ A children’s rhyming dictionary.

What the Teacher Needs
to Model
The poetry work station will be most successful if
you model the following routines over time. Many
models, not just one, are needed for children to do
their best. Model first; then repeat the activity with
children, either in large or small groups, to be sure
they understand before moving the activity to the
work station.
How to read a poem fluently. In shared reading show
children how to read across to the end of a line in a
smooth voice, pausing only at the end. Run your
finger under the words in a phrased way. Try echo
reading, where you read a line and then have children be your echo to give them a feel for fluent
reading. Encourage them to “read it so it sounds
like talking.”
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How to read with good expression. Remind children to
use an interesting voice to make the poem sound
appealing to an audience. Again, try echo reading.
Model, then ask students to repeat you. Find poems
with lots of feeling or words printed in bold and/or
italic type and show children how to add more
vibrancy to the reading.
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Students write their connections on sticky notes and
add them to a poetry chart.

How to find rhyming words. During shared reading,
play around with rhyming words. Teach children to
listen for words that sound the same at the end (not
at the beginning, which is what they are often used
to listening for). Use tools, such as highlighter tape
and Wikki Stix, to have children mark rhyming
words. Also model for them how to make rhyming
words with magnetic letters, often by changing just
the first letter or two. Show them how to record the
rhyming words on list paper.
How to determine the pattern of the poem. Connect literacy to math by helping children think about the
pattern of a poem. Tell them that “Twinkle, Twinkle
Little Star” is AA, BB, because the first two lines
rhyme and so do the last two. You might use Unifix
cubes to show the pattern. Encourage students to
identify the patterns of new poems you introduce.
You might even list the names of poems that have
the same patterns.
How to make connections. Model how to write what
a poem reminds you of during shared reading.
Write your personal connection on a large sticky
note and initial it. Place it on the poetry chart
beside the line that reminded you of the connection. Then invite students to do the same. This way
they can read both the poem and the connections,
as well as add their own.
How to create visual images. As you read a poem
aloud, stop and explain to students what you see in
your mind. Be specific; include colors, sizes, and so
on. For example, you might say, “As I read
‘Humpty Dumpty had a great fall,’ I see this big

white egg falling from a tall wall. The egg looks
scared and his arms wave in the air while he’s
falling.” You might even draw a picture and think
aloud about your visual image as you do so. Invite
students to share their visual images from the
poem with each other, as well as with you. They
might draw pictures, too.
How to illustrate a poem. Provide art materials that
students may use to illustrate poems. Show them
how to use these materials so there won’t be any
problems. For example, if you include watercolors,
model and explain how to mix them with water
and how to clean up.
How to buddy read a poem. Show children how to
read in sync with a partner. You might have them
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Children write their own poems using student models
posted nearby.
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Students use a Venn diagram to compare two poems.

read from one large chart or have double copies of
poems in a “buddy poems” basket.
How to write a poem. Adding poems written by children is a good way to keep interest high at this station. Since many teachers don’t feel comfortable
composing poetry in front of their students, Regie
Routman suggests that you teach children how to
write poems with kids’ poems. Her book, Kids’
Poems (2000), includes poems written by children
and teaching ideas geared to your specific grade
level. She takes you step by step through the process
of how to teach children what poems are and how
to write them. She suggests that poetry is a wonderful form of writing for young children because it
requires such a small number of words. You can
show children how to take something they’ve seen
or felt and write about it in just a few words in a
poem. Emphasize that poems don’t have to rhyme.

Poetry Work Station
Possibilities
Here are some ideas for the poetry work station for
different levels.

Kindergarten–Early First Grade
Purposes:
■ Become aware of print by one-to-one

matching.
■ Listen for rhyming words.
■ Find high-frequency words.

Materials:
How to compare two poems. Use paired poems such as
those provided in Appendix G. Read the poems
with the class and create a Venn diagram that compares and contrasts the two. Show students how to
think about meaning, structure (rhyming patterns,
alliteration, number of lines, etc.), and kinds of
words used (good verbs, lots of adjectives, etc.).

■ Familiar poems.
■ Pointers.
■ Highlighter tape.

Possible “I Can” list (brainstorm ideas with students):
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Sample “I Can” list for the poetry work station.

■ Listen to students read a favorite poetry chart

aloud during work station sharing time and
note their fluency and expression.

Mid-to-Late First Grade–
Second Grade
Purposes:
■ Create mental images to improve comprehen-

sion.
■ Use neat handwriting to make writing easier

for others to read.
■ Read fluently and with good expression.

Materials:
■ Pens, pencils, and crayons.
■ Paper.
■ Tubs of poetry books.
■ Photocopies of poems.

Possible “I Can” list (brainstorm ideas with students):
I can . . .
I can . . .
■ Read so it sounds like talking.
■ Point and read.
■ Find rhyming words.
■ Find words I know.

Assessment and evaluation ideas:
■ Observe one-to-one matching.
■ Listen to students read their highlighted words

(rhyming/high frequency) and note their
accuracy.

■ Read poems by myself so it sounds like

talking.
■ Read poems with good expression.
■ Read poems fluently with a buddy.
■ Copy a favorite poem with neat handwriting

so I can easily reread it.
■ Put my favorite poem in my poetry notebook

and reread it.
■ Read a poem, think about the mental image it

creates, then draw a picture of that image.
■ Share my mental image with a buddy who

read the same poem and compare our images.
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Assessment and evaluation ideas:
■ Look at children’s poetry notebooks and take a

handwriting grade. Is their handwriting
becoming more legible?
■ Listen to children read their poems and take a

words for these emergent readers. Choose poems
for emergent students with just four to six lines of
text and words they know at the beginning of each
line for them to use as “anchors.” A wonderful
resource for this is Betsy Franco’s My Very Own Poetry
Collection: 101 Poems for Kindergartners (2002).

fluency grade. Is fluency improving?
■ Have students tape-record their reading of sev-

eral poems and listen to this. They might do a
self-assessment of their fluency. You can also
use the tape to assess students’ fluency.

How to Solve Problems
That May Arise
The biggest problem at the poetry work station is
usually boredom. Novelty will help this work station stay interesting. Ask children for ideas of what
they’d like to do. Their ideas may give you a fresh
perspective. If children tire of this station, you
might change it into a songwriting station for a
change of pace. (See the suggestions given earlier in
this chapter.) The addition of music and possibly
even rhythm instruments can make the old poems
new again. Include patriotic songs in this station,
too. Another idea is to highlight tongue twisters for
a few weeks or turn the poetry station into a jumprope-rhyme station temporarily, complete with
jump-rope rhymes on tape for them to chant along
with. (You can make the tape yourself, or get some
of your fluent readers to make it for you.)
Another problem I’ve seen for some emergent
readers is that the poems in the station are too hard
for them to read. If you notice children playing
around in this station and not being on task, you
might ask them to read some of the poems for you.
I did this recently in a kindergarten and found that
the two girls there couldn’t read any of the poems
in the station! Even though the teacher had
“taught” the poems earlier in the year, the selections had too many lines and too many unfamiliar

Differentiating at This
Work Station
Be sure to provide poems at a variety of levels for
your students at the poetry station. You might put
colored dots on some of them for the various levels—for example, easier poems might have green
dots, and harder poems, purple dots. Let children
buddy read at this station to provide support for
those who need it. Include some poems for two
voices as well. The more you teach with poems in
shared reading, the more successful your students
will be at the poetry station if you place those
poems here after you work with them.

Ways to Keep This Station
Going Throughout the Year
Adding new touches on a regular basis will keep the
poetry work station alive. Remember to add only
one new item at a time to keep things novel. Here
are some ideas for keeping this station interesting:
■ Change the poems as often as needed. Read

them together repeatedly in shared reading
first.
■ Add new poetry books, especially those you’ve

read aloud.
■ Add a new poet study tub. Begin to study the

poet together first.
■ Add a new kind of paper for copying poems

for a poetry notebook.
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■ Provide shape paper for copying poems for the

poetry notebook.
■ Add a new medium for illustrating poems,

such as craypas or watercolors. Model how to
use these first.
■ Add a three-ring notebook labeled “Our

Favorite Poems” and let children copy and
illustrate favorites and place them in the notebook for others to read.
■ Write poems with your class and add these

If you have children look for certain kinds of words
at this work station, you can periodically have them
write the words they found on list paper and use
these lists in grading. Another way to gauge how students are doing at this station is to use the form in
Appendix G. Observe several students at a time and
look for reading strategies appropriate for their reading levels. For example, with emergent readers watch
for one-to-one matching and return sweep. With
early readers, listen for reading fluency. With more
fluent readers, watch for phrased, expressive reading.

poems to this station.

Reflection and Dialogue

■ Change the station to one focusing on song-

writing or tongue twisters or jump-rope rhymes.
■ Add digital photos of your class to provide

inspiration for students writing their own
poems.

Consider the following:
1.

■ Add soft rhythm instruments and model how

to use these (quietly).
■ Highlight a child’s “Poetry Picks of the Week”

on a poster in the poetry station. Feature a different child each week. Save the old posters
and hang them up for children to peruse.

2.

■ Add magazine pictures to help spark ideas for

writing poems.

3.

■ Add a rhyming dictionary and model how to

use it. Scholastic’s Rhyming Dictionary is a great
resource.
4.

How to Assess/Keep
Kids Accountable
Ask students to share their favorite poems with the
class after work station time. You might also have
children memorize and perform poems. A sense of
audience will contribute greatly to accountability at
this station. Also collect students’ poetry notebooks
(if they have them) and review them for assessment.

5.

Observe several groups of children in your
poetry work station. What do they spend most
of their time doing? Which activities do they
enjoy most? Least? Talk with them about what
they are learning in this station. Share your
findings with a colleague.
Do you enjoy reading poetry? Teaching with
poetry? Writing poetry? How is this reflected
in what you see happening at the poetry work
station?
What kinds of poems do your students seem to
like best? Who are their favorite poets? Find
more poems related to their interests to build
enthusiasm for this station. Ask your colleagues
to be on the lookout for poems for you.
Have a poetry hunting party with your team.
Bring your favorite poetry resources and ask
them to do the same. Hunt for poems with
lots of high-frequency words that your children need for reading and writing. Share with
each other.
Build a poetry resource notebook of your own.
Divide it into sections labeled by topic, such as
animals, holidays, sports, plants, back to
school, and so forth. Keep copies of favorite
poems in here for easy access.
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Poetry: Unit of Study Curriculum Map

• Poets get ideas from
their lives, their
passions, and the
books they read.
• Poetry is written
diﬀerently than
ﬁction or nonﬁction.
• Poetry doesn’t have
to rhyme.
• Poets use interesting
vocabulary,
illustrations, formats,
and text sizes to
engage the reader
and support his or
her understanding.
• Poets write about
a variety of selfselected topics.
• Poets write multiple
rough drafts.
• Poets revise and edit
their writing.
• Poets publish their
writing using a
variety of formats
and media.

Possible Text Supports
(what students might
use to support
their work)

Assessment
(what students
will complete as
documentation of growth)

• Write in the poetic
format with line
breaks and white space
• Use strong verbs,
adjectives, and adverbs
(“active” and “20/20”
words) in the poems
they write
• Use font sizes
and shapes to
communicate a feeling
or subject to the reader
• Create rhythmic
pieces using repeating
words, repeating
lines, alliteration, and
onomatopoeia (“samesound” and “soundeﬀect” words)
• Create illustrations to
support the writing in
their poems
• Use a variety of
media to publish and
showcase poems
• Name and explain
diﬀerent types of
poems (two voice,
mask, acrostic, list,
nonﬁction, common
theme, etc.)

• Dirty Laundry Pile
by Paul Janeczko
• Flicker Flash by Joan
Bransﬁeld Graham
• January Rides the
Wind by Charlotte F.
Otten
• Ordinary Things by
Ralph Fletcher
• Outside the Lines by
Brad Burg
• Small Talk by Lee
Bennett Hopkins
• The Burger and The
Hot Dog by Jim
Aylesworth
• What If? by Joy
Hulme
• Silver Seeds by Paul
Paolilli
• When Riddles Come
Rumbling by Rebecca
Kai Dotlich
• Food Fight by
Michael J. Rosen
• Water Planet by
Ralph Fletcher
• Awakening the Heart
by Georgia Heard

• What We Know
About Poetry Writing
chart (pre- and
poststudy)
• Student work samples
from beginning,
middle, and end of
study
• Videotapes of writing
share and conferences
during the study
• Rough and ﬁnal draft
work
• Writing journey
reﬂection
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What’s Essential in Teaching Young Writers

• Topic choice
• Daily writing time
• Opportunities for
writers to read the
kinds of books they
want to write
• Demonstration,
practice, teaching,
and celebration
during workshop
period
• Opportunities for
writers to write a
variety of genres
• A purpose for
writing and an
audience
• Support from the
other authors and
teachers in the
classroom (students,
teachers, books by
published authors)
• Tools necessary for
writers to write and
publish the kinds of
pieces they envision
• Time for writers to
think, talk, write, and
share every day

Essential Skills
and Concepts
(what students should
be able to do)

Of Primary Importance 

Big Ideas
(what students
should understand)

84

Key Provisions
(what students
must have)
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O

ne morning in my ﬁrst-grade classroom in Alabama, Ellie walked up to me with Ralph
Fletcher’s poetry book Ordinary Things in her hand. Ellie couldn’t quite read the poems
yet, but she could read the word ordinary. “Miss Corgill, what does ordinary mean?” My best
six-year-old explanation to Ellie was, “It’s stuﬀ that nobody really thinks about. Stuﬀ that’s
not so special—just normal. Just . . . ordinary.” That answer seemed to satisfy the little writer
as she bounded back to her workspace to continue writing for the day.
The primary writing workshop is the place for some pretty extraordinary things to
happen, and this ordinary day was the day that I got extraordinary writing from a six-yearold. At the end of our writing time, Ellie wanted to share the poem she had written using
Ralph’s Ordinary Things as her inspiration. Here is Ellie’s poem:

Stuff That Nobody Thinks About
The warm feeling.
Butterﬂies in your tummy.
The smell of breakfast.
The sound of pencils sharpening.
The sound of birds chirping.
Books talking.
The look of funny faces.
The taste of melting chocolate in your mouth.
The feeling of dirt under your ﬁngernail.
The sound of music in your ear.
Stories ringing in your head.
The feeling of tears rolling down your face.
The soft feeling of your mom’s hand.
The end.

This moment happened because Ellie lived in a classroom where her voice was heard
and her abilities were trusted. She had the tools she needed to work: a book for inspiration,
paper, pencil, and crayons. And she had the time to write and have her work read and honored.
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Sometimes we as teachers forget that these elements of our teaching are just as critical as
the articulation of our focus lesson or the manner in which we lead a writing conference.
Our teaching and our trust in students must come together for the extraordinary to happen.
Throughout this chapter you will ﬁnd elements of my teaching that gently pushed my
young writers forward in becoming poets, and laid the foundation for ordinary writing to
become extraordinary.

Discovering the Big Ideas Through Reading
and Talking
As in all other studies, before we can write poetry well, we must ﬁrst read, study, and
name what we notice about the poems we are reading each day. The poetry genre reading
and share time begins at least three weeks before we’ve ended the previous writing study.
We begin to read a new genre at the point when the children are in the ﬁnal stages of
publication—editing, rewriting, and illustrating their ﬁnal drafts for the publishing
celebration. For example, if our previous study was about “experience writing” (writing from
what they know), the kids would be completing their ﬁnal drafts while beginning to read
about our new genre, poetry.
Each morning the children spend the ﬁrst twenty minutes of the day reading, talking,
noticing, and then sharing their observations about poetry. One habit that’s essential
for young children to develop is the ability to read and name their understandings of or
characteristics of the genre they wish to write.
As part of our morning meeting, the children have the opportunity to name what
they’ve noticed about the genre of poetry. As the children name what they’ve discovered, I
chart the discovery on Post-it chart paper and write the child’s name next to it. I’ve found
that attaching speciﬁc names to what they notice encourages the entire class to make new
discoveries each day and have their name and discovery put on our class chart.
Now, don’t think that each day we make this incredible list with lots of discoveries. Some
days we may add one or two discoveries to the list, other days we may have ten discoveries.
And, yes, there are days where no one notices a thing, and that’s okay. We have to give the
reading time to sink into those little minds. Be patient, and in your best encouraging voice
say, “Wow, we’ve learned so much about poetry so far. Aren’t we glad we don’t have to add
anything new and can give that chart a rest today? Let’s use what we’ve already learned to
support us in our poetry writing today.” (And then you pray that they will actually believe
you and use the list of discoveries to guide their writing during workshop time.)
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It’s also important to remember that you can support children in their discoveries by
helping them name what they are trying to say in a way that can help them as writers. It’s
important for students to believe that their comments are important enough to add to the
chart and that their words and ideas can support the entire class of writers.
In Peter Johnston’s book, Choice Words, he says,
When a mother interacts with her baby, she makes something meaningful
out of what the baby “says.” The fact that there is not much to work with
does not stop her from constructing a conversation. From “bem ba” she imputes a social intention and responds, “You want milk?” She acts as if the baby’s
noises are not random but are intentional discursive actions, and responds accordingly. The same is true, in a way, in the classroom. The teacher has to make
something of what children say and do. (2004, 5)
When young children make comments in a typical morning poetry share, I try to help
them name their discoveries in more speciﬁc writing language. I like to ask them, “Let me
make sure I understand. Is this what you’re trying to say?” and then I name the discovery in
a way that can help the class of writers in the room. Or I might say, “So you’re saying that
poets sometimes . . . ” Children almost always say, “Yes, that’s what I was trying to say!” This
is the way to still honor the talk but push children’s thinking into more writerly language.
The more often you use the words of writers, the more the children will begin to speak in
ways that sound like writers.
Here are some actual statements from children during a ﬁrst-grade poetry share in
our classroom. First is what the student said, and then, in italics, is how I “make something
writerly” of the child’s poetry discovery. Think about these comments and how you might
help the children use writing language to name their discoveries. It’s this kind of conversation
that gives students ownership in the share and allows them to see crafting and content
possibilities for their writing.
“My dad’s car makes a sound like the one in that poem!”
Writers of poetry sometimes use “sound-eﬀect words” to make their poems come to life.
(Vrroooommmmm . . . Zoooooooommmmm!!)

“That snake poem is written like a rattlesnake curled up.”
Poets sometimes write their pieces in the shape of the topic to help the reader understand the
poem better. (The snake poem is written like a snake curled and ready to strike.)
“It sounds like the whale is talking in that poem!”
Sometimes poets put on a writing mask like you do at Halloween to pretend that they are
another person, place, or thing.
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The Whale
by Douglas Florian
Big as a street—
With ﬁns, not feet—
I’m full of blubber,
With skin like rubber.
When I breathe out,
I spew
A spout.
I swim by the shore
And eat more and more.
I’m very, very hard to ignore. (1994)

As we read, discover, and then name our discoveries, we record this thinking on an
anchor chart that hangs in the room throughout the study. And, as I’ve mentioned, I make
sure to record each child’s name beside his or her noticing or discovery. This not only builds
conﬁdence in students as “genre detectives,” but also sends the message that we’re building
a poetry writing curriculum together. Every child has an opportunity to contribute to the
writing possibilities in the room, and powerful writing comes when children believe they
have the power to discover and create curriculum.
A partial list of poetry discoveries from our anchor chart follows:
What We’ve Noticed About Poetry from Our Reading
 Sometimes it’s written in the shape of the topic or title. (Natan)
 Sometimes it’s written for two or more voices. (Dasha)
 The authors use short phrases or words to create the poem. (Reede)
 There is lots of white space around the poem. The words don’t cover the entire page.
(Nicholas)
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 It can be very short, medium-sized, or very long. (Max)
 Poets sometimes use colors or font sizes/types to help the reader understand.
(Scott)
 Poets use capitalization and punctuation diﬀerently than ﬁction and nonﬁction
writers. There may not be any capital letters or punctuation in the entire poem.
(Sindy)
 Poetry doesn’t have to rhyme. (Caitlin)
 Poets use lots of “active” words to bring the poem to life. (Erin)
 Poems sometimes have illustrations. (Abigail)

Poetry Bags
After the children begin to notice common elements emerging in the books they read
each morning, we start to make “poetry bags.” or mentor text sets, for the children to use
during writing workshop. I use the same bags for these mentor text sets as I do for each
student’s individual reading bag for reading workshop.
As a class we name the common element or characteristic we see in all the books, and then
all those books are added to one bag. Each year the names for the kinds of poetry bags may
be a bit diﬀerent, depending on what makes sense to a particular group of students. Here
are some examples of types of poetry bags we’ve created in previous poetry units.

Two-Voice Poems
These are books with poems that are written for two voices to read aloud. These kinds
of books are great for partner reading, and are great to use in a poetry reader’s theater to
help the children practice their ﬂuency and expression when reading aloud. Mary Ann
Hoberman’s You Read to Me and I’ll Read to You is always a favorite of my primary readers
and writers. The children also love the fact that the voices are distinguished by color in the
book. For example, one child will read all the words written in blue, and the other child will
read the words written in red. They also recognize that sometimes a color signiﬁes that that
part should be read together. Throughout our poetry study I see variations of this style in
the children’s writing—they’ve written parts of their poem in one color and another part in
a diﬀerent color, and they ask a friend to read along with them when they share at the end
of the workshop period.
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Mask Poems
I learned the term mask poem from JoAnn Portalupi and Ralph Fletcher in their book
Nonﬁction Craft Lessons (2001), and it makes so much sense to young writers. I use the
analogy of wearing a mask at Halloween to pretend you’re something else. Writers are a lot
like kids at Halloween. To entertain their readers, they sometimes put on a mask of another
person, place, or thing. Dirty Laundry Pile, poems selected by Paul Janeczko, never fails as
one of the class’s favorite mask poem books. “The Vacuum Cleaner’s Revenge” is a favorite
where poet Patricia Hubbell writes from the perspective of the vacuum cleaner: ”I crunch,
I munch, I zoom, I roar… I clatter clack across the ﬂoor.” Here are two examples of mask
poems by former second graders Erin and Caitlin.

Balloons
by Erin
I disappear
Into the sky
I create happiness
For the birthday
Girl and boy
I blow up and then
P
O
P
People let me go
I surprise people
I cheer people
Try NOT to let me
Go in a tree!
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Flowers
by Caitlin
I’m
Colorful!
I’m
Beautiful and Gorgeous!
I come
In
Summer and Spring!
When you put
Seeds
In the ground
I grow!
I make happiness,
And people think I’m pretty!
But when winter comes,

Goodbye,
Goodbye,
Goodbye.

Shape and Pattern Poems
Young children ﬁnd this type of poem intriguing and fun to both read and write. Two of
our favorite books with poems written in the shape of the topic of the poem are Flicker Flash
by Joan Bransﬁeld Graham and Outside the Lines by Brad Burg. In Flicker Flash a poem called
“Lightning Bolt” about Ben Franklin discovering electricity is written in the shape of a lightning
bolt coming from the sky. You can also ﬁnd a poem about a campﬁre with words ﬂickering like
ﬂames on the page. A poem about the sun is circular and positioned on the page right outside
a window. Dugagjin Idrizaj, one of my former second graders, wrote a poem called “Superman
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Tag” that was inspired by the poem “Soccer” from
Outside the Lines. (See Figure 6.1.) Both Dugagjin
and Brad Burg used dashes and dotted lines to
connect words like Run, Kick It, Having Fun,
Playing, I’ve GOT It, and GOAL.

Riddle Poems
Rebecca Kai Dotlich would be happy to know
that the pages of our classroom copy of her
book When Riddles Come Rumbling are worn
and torn and full of ﬁrst-grade ﬁngerprints.
This past year, my students loved this poetry
book and worked to emulate the poems they
read each day. In this book Dotlich keeps the
reader guessing till the end of each poem and
uses the illustrations to give away the subject.
Riddle poems showed up in almost every
child’s writing folder. (And as we read each
day, the children noticed that these riddle
poems in this particular book were also mask
poems, as Dotlich wrote them from the voice
of her subject.) Take a look at this riddle poem
about bees by ﬁrst grader Haley:

I sting
I twirl
I whirl
I skate upon the sky
I zoom downtown
And land on ﬂowers
Buzzzzz
What am I?
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Nonﬁction Poems
Judy Sierra’s Antarctic Antics was the impetus for a discussion about poems that
“teach us stuﬀ.” As we read this book together and as children gravitated toward it during
morning genre reading, we learned lots of facts about penguins and learned lots about
the craft of poetry. From that moment on, many children began writing what we called
teaching poems or nonﬁction poems. These poems were a lot like the nonﬁction books
we were reading but were written in poetry form. Take a look at this poem about ﬁsh by
Daniel, a former second grader:

FINS
FLAP
GILLS
BREATHE
THEIR MOUTHS GO
“Blobbb.”
LAY
EGGS
HATCH
EGGS
IT
STARTS
ALL
OVER
AGAIN!

From Daniel we learn basic facts about ﬁsh—that they have ﬁns and breathe with
gills, they lay eggs, and the cycle of life begins again! Daniel even described the sound he
imagines their mouths to make: “Blobbb”!
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Photographic Poems
These poetry books are ﬁlled with photographs rather than sketched or painted illustrations.
Paul Janeczko’s book Stone Bench in an Empty Park is an excellent example for the children
as it gives life to the poet’s words with photos. Children have the option of purchasing a
disposable camera along with the regular school supplies so that they may use it to take
pictures that support the writing work they’re doing, rather than simply illustrating that work.
I’ve also ventured through the city taking shots of landmarks or city scenes for the children
to choose from to inspire poetry writing. Jessica and Maya, both former second graders, used
pictures I had taken of a parking
meter and garbage outside a
Fig. 6.2 Cecilia and Haley’s Math Poem
building on trash day. Using the
mask perspective once again, these
girls were inspired by photos of a
city they knew so well.

Math Poems

Fig. 6.3

Sindy and Christian’s Math Poem

The “math poem” idea came
from one book that I picked up in
a bookstore a few years back. Betsy
Franco’s Mathematickles! gave me
a completely diﬀerent formatting
idea to share with students: poems
written as math equations. Why
not use our knowledge of how math
equations are typically written and
replace the numbers with words.
In Figures 6.2 and 6.3, you’ll ﬁnd
examples of math poems my ﬁrst
graders wrote this year.

Acrostic Poems
In an acrostic poem, the
ﬁrst letter of each line, when
read together, make up a word.
This word is typically the title
or the subject of the poem. Paul
Paolilli’s book Silver Seeds is one
of my favorite examples of poetry
written in acrostic form.
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As you have probably noticed by now, the poetry we read and use as models tends to be heavily
free verse. Not a lot of rhyming poems in the mix. Why? My number one reason: Have you ever
read poems by a six-year-old who tries to rhyme and make sense at the same time? Dreadful. And
when I try to confer with students about their rhyming attempt, all sense of ownership goes out
the window. I ﬁnd this immediate need to take over and make it better—fast!
It’s my “professional primary opinion” that young children’s talent and ability to make
the ordinary seem extraordinary come so much more naturally when they aren’t trying to be
Shel Silverstein, Jack Prelutsky, or Dr. Seuss. I certainly respect these authors for the type
of writing they do, but this kind of rhyming work seems to stiﬂe instead of free my young
writers. Children at this age don’t have the broad vocabulary to draw from when deciding
on appropriate and meaningful rhyming words for their text, and it’s diﬃcult to both rhyme
and communicate a clear message to the reader. Plus, as their teacher, I am drawn to and
inspired by poems that don’t rhyme, and in order to teach something well, I have to, at the
very least, be passionate about what I’m teaching and believe that young children can learn
to do what we’re studying very well.

Idea Development and Crafting
Starting the Poetry Process

Fig. 6.4

Example of a Poetry Support Sheet

How do poems like the ones I’ve shared
come to life? How does it happen? Idea
development ﬁrst starts with reading. Lots
of reading and talking and naming possible
topics. One of the ways I begin to help children
develop ideas for poetry is to help them think
like an artist or an illustrator. Children in the
primary grades naturally gravitate to drawing
and coloring, and much of their “written” work
is in the form of pictures. During our read-aloud
time, I ask the children to visualize poems I read,
and then illustrate and color their visualizations
on poetry support sheets. (See Figures 6.4 and
6.5 for examples. A blank visualization support
sheet is provided in Appendix C.) From these
illustrations comes lots of talk about what
each writer/listener saw as I was reading a
particular poem. This talk time is an opportunity
for describing, naming, and explaining the
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illustrations the children have completed. As
a class we use the visualization support sheet
several times in reading poetry aloud, and then
we talk about the similarities and diﬀerences in
the poetry. Then, as children are beginning to
write their ﬁrst poems, some children choose to
“draw” their ﬁrst poem and talk to me about the
illustration instead of writing it. Many times their
illustrations spark more ideas than just sitting
and thinking about a topic (or even talking with
me in a conference).
I also provide support sheets that give the
children a place to record topic ideas as they
read or work in writing time during the day.
These support sheets stay in the students’ rough
draft folders until the end of the study, when
they become a part of their poetry writing
journey folder.

Organization and Design
It’s important for primary students to begin
to recognize that poetry, ﬁction, and nonﬁction
texts look diﬀerently from one another—that the
words and illustrations are placed diﬀerently on
the page. In my time as a primary teacher, I’ve
found that young children usually have had lots more experience reading (and being read to)
with ﬁction and nonﬁction texts. Equally noticeable is the kind of writing they produce. When
they write from their own experiences, it usually comes in the form of a story that ﬁlls the page
with approximated spelling, illustrations, and lots of staples to make their book. A poetry study
in the primary grades is the perfect opportunity to expand the writing knowledge of ﬁve-, six-,
and seven-year-olds and help them to see how diﬀerent genres are organized and designed.
As we read poetry each day, the children begin to notice that there are fewer words on
a page. There’s a lot of blank, white space around the poem. Some poems have only a few
words or a few lines. Others are written in the shape of the topic or in an acrostic form.
Some words show up in boldfaced print while others are written in fancy fonts or large and
small sizes, to help convey meaning to the reader.
When helping the children organize and design their poems, I usually focus on four
elements: white space, font sizes, shape of poem, and line breaks. Children learn quickly that
writers use font sizes and types to convey a particular meaning in a poem. Boldface words
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in all capital letters usually signify excitement or surprise, or let the reader know that this
word should be read in a strong, loud voice. On the other hand, words can show meaning
as the size changes through the poem. In Caitlin’s poem about ﬂowers, the second grader
shows the reader what happens to a ﬂower in winter, changing the size of the word goodbye
to signify that the ﬂower is dying or won’t be in bloom for the winter months ahead.

Goodbye,
Goodbye,
Goodbye.

When the children are learning about line breaks and white space in poetry and how
this genre looks diﬀerent than ﬁction and nonﬁction, I usually engage them in several
lessons using poems on a pocket chart. I write the poem on sentence strips and cut the
poem apart into each individual word. It’s
usually a poem we’ve read aloud or one that’s
a favorite of the class. For this kind of lesson, I
Fig. 6.6 Sydney’s Support Sheet
deliberately place the words on the pocket chart
to read like ﬁction. Our job in the lesson is to
then reorganize the poem so that it both looks
and sounds like poetry when it’s read aloud. The
children negotiate the placement of the words,
and we reread as we go through each line. It
reinforces the idea that poets make deliberate
choices about the placement of their words on
a page, so that the poem reads in a musical,
logical, and poetic way. I engage children in
several lessons like this one with diﬀerent
poems each time, and then I create a place in
the room where these poems are housed in
large zippered plastic bags (with a copy of the
original poem inside). During morning genrereading time, the children can use these poems
and explore ways to place the words and read
the poem aloud at share time.
Once children have had experience as a
whole class with this exercise, I then give them a
support sheet to try on their own (much like what
we’ve done as a whole class in a focus lesson). See
Sydney’s support sheet in Figure 6.6.
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When students are writing
Fig. 6.7 Ryan Arranges His Poem
their own poems in workshop
time, I provide the poetry puzzle
paper seen on the right-hand side
of Figure 6.7 to help students
arrange the words on the page
before writing a ﬁnal draft. This
sheet is for children who need
support in their work with line
breaks and how to organize their
poem on the page. (A blank poetry
puzzle support sheet is provided in
Appendix C.) Children put their
rough draft alongside the poetry
puzzle paper and then write each
word from the rough draft in a
separate box. Then, when they’ve
written the entire rough draft on the poetry puzzle paper, they cut out each word. Now the
entire poem is like a puzzle, ready to be placed, arranged, and rearranged in a way that both
looks and sounds like poetry. Once they have organized their poems, they are then ready to
write the ﬁnal draft. Figure 6.7 shows Ryan working to arrange his poem.

Word Choice and Voice
As I watched TV from across the living room last night, the channels looked a bit
fuzzy. This morning I looked out my window, and the tree oﬀ my balcony was one big
green blur rather than lots of individual leaves growing on the giant oak. My friend and I
went to the movies last week, and I needed to sit in the ﬁrst few rows at the movie theater
so I could enjoy the ﬁlm without squinting for two hours and leaving the theater with a
headache. Yep. It’s time for new glasses and contacts. When I go to the eye doctor to get a
new pair of glasses or contacts, it’s my expectation that the doctor will work to tweak my
prescription so that I will leave the oﬃce with 20/20 vision. The television channels will
then be crisp, colors of leaves will be sharp, and characters brought to life on the big screen
will be perfectly clear as I sit in the back row of the theater.
I share this story with my young writers as we begin to explore the language of poetry
and speciﬁc word choices of poets. I explain to the kids that writers are sometimes a lot
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like eye doctors. Poets, like ophthalmologists,
Fig. 6.8 20/20 Words vs. Blurry Words: Emma’s
work to give their readers, their clients, a clear,
Support Sheet
crisp, 20/20 vision as they create and craft a
piece of writing. A poet is also like an artist,
painting a picture in the mind of the reader.
In years past I’ve covered the tables in our
classroom with butcher paper as an invitation
for children to write interesting words or
phrases from the books they’re reading. This
year the bathroom door in the classroom was
covered with “20/20,” “active,” “same-sound,”
and “sound-eﬀect” words (also known as
adjectives, adverbs, and verbs, alliteration, and
onomatopoeia to my ﬁrst graders). However,
the descriptions 20/20, active, sound-eﬀect,
and same-sound made a lot more sense to
my six-year-olds, but what’s very cool is that
by the time the children start to learn about
adjectives, adverbs, and verbs or alliteration
and onomatopoeia in the older grades, they
will have already had lots of experience
using these types of words in their writing.
I believe in giving children experience with
all kinds of language, but also giving them
developmentally appropriate ways to use that
new knowledge. My friend Sharon Taberski introduced me to the book Bringing Words to
Life, by Beck, McKeown, and Kucan, and this book about robust vocabulary instruction
has supported my work in helping young writers become aware of, explore, and use
language in interesting ways. I provide support sheets like the one in Figure 6.8 to help
students write poetry that gives the reader a 20/20 image and to help them paint pictures
with their words. (See Appendix C for a blank 20/20 words support sheet.)
Noah used his knowledge of same-sound words to write a nonﬁction poem about birds
during our study of the birds of Central Park in second grade.
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Birds of the World
by Noah
There are
Egrets and eagles
Condors and cranes
Pufﬁns and parrots
Penguins and pigeons
Ostriches and owls
Flamingos and falcons
Hummingbirds and hawks
All our feathered friends
Are lucky
They can ﬂy!

Former second grader Reede wrote a poem about New York City and ﬁlled it with
active words, same-sound words, and sound-eﬀect words to give her readers a clear image
of life in the city.

New York City
by Reede
Kids are
Playing
In the park.
Dogs are barking.
Bark!
Bark!
Bark!
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Cars are
Zooming
Through the town.
Trains are
Moving
Underground.
People are
Running.
Chefs are
Cooking.
Tourists are
Sight-seeing.
Schools are
Learning.
Ice cream bells are
Ringing.
Car alarms are
Beeping.
Church bells are
Chiming
In
NEW YORK CITY!

A Typical Day During Our Poetry Study
What does our writing workshop time look like during a poetry study? What does it
sound like? How is the workshop period organized?
First of all, I can guarantee that we’ll be writing every day and that the workshop period will
last at least one hour. During that hour, you will most typically ﬁnd us ﬁrst gathering as a class
on the rug to begin the workshop together. This beginning workshop time usually lasts around
ten minutes. In this ten-minute block of time you will ﬁnd us doing one of the following:
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 Participating in a new focus lesson on one aspect of poetry
 Reviewing a previous lesson from the previous day or days before
 Sharing a piece of children’s writing that supports the lesson or work we’ve
been doing in genre share
 Reading and discussing a poem and its characteristics
 Reviewing workshop routines or ways to use materials
 Checking the status of the class to ﬁnd out what each child is working on or
where he or she is in the process
You will notice from this list that not every beginning of writing workshop begins
with a focus lesson on crafting, idea generating, revising, or editing. Although many
days are devoted to those elements, I’ve given myself permission to broaden the idea
of what it means to teach a lesson at the beginning of the workshop period. What’s
most important to me is that the way we start the workshop should set the tone for
the rest of that hour block of time, and a new focus lesson isn’t always the best way to
begin. Sometimes the kids just need extra time to process what we’ve learned the day
before. Sometimes it’s important to share a poem we all love and talk about what we
notice. Sometimes I need to make sure I’m on target and know where all children are
in their process so that I can provide extra support to those children who might be
stuck in their writing work. Sometimes it’s important to review routines or redeﬁne
the expectations for the day. Understand that all this work is teaching children how
to be better poets, focused writers and readers, and more accountable students. That’s
what we want: children who are eager to start their writing work for the day, are not
overwhelmed by a shove-it-down-their-throats curriculum, and are engaged in the
writing process from beginning to end.
The next part of the workshop period is the work and practice time, the time for
children to think, write, and talk about their writing either with classmates or with
me in individual conferences or guided writing groups. This part of the workshop lasts
around forty minutes—less or more time depending on the time of year. This writing
time is obviously much shorter at the beginning of the year, when we’re just practicing
routines, developing writing stamina, and learning how to focus our attention for a
sustained amount of time. As the year goes on and the children grow, this writing time
grows along with the children.
At the end of the workshop, the children gather to share their work the last ten to
ﬁfteen minutes of the period. Typically, children who share are the ones I’ve had individual
conferences with that particular day. These children share their poetry teaching points
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and teach the class what they learned. This is a great way for me to assess whether or not
the child internalized my teaching and used that conference to support his or her writing
work that day. It’s also a great way to manage who shares on what day and why they get
to share. I’ve found that everyone wants to share, and this is a logical and fair way to make
sure that each child’s voice is equally heard and respected.
I’ve found that it works better to have cleanup time after the share. That way the
children have time to move from share on the rug, clean the room, and return all
materials to their proper places—as well as having time to move around again before
settling in on the rug for the next workshop period.
If you visited my classroom at the beginning of our poetry study, you might ﬁnd
students doing the following:
1.

Making lists of possible poetry topics

2. Using our genre-share chart to get ideas for their rough drafts
3.

Writing or illustrating rough drafts

4. Conferring with me about their work
5. Finding appropriate tools (crayons, markers, colored pencils, poetry paper) for
their work for the day
6. Talking with classmates about their writing work
7. Sharing what they’ve written in share time and teaching the class what they
learned in their individual conferences with me
If you visited my classroom in the middle of our poetry study, you might ﬁnd
students doing the following:
1.

Conferring with me about their multiple drafts or ﬁnal choices for
publication

2. Rereading poetry and checking for appropriate line breaks so that their writing
both looks and sounds like poetry
3.

Correcting as many spelling errors as possible (using words in the room, their
spelling dictionaries, and help from friends)

4. Revising by replacing blah words, as we call them, with active and 20/20 words.
5. Illustrating their poetry
6. Sharing their pieces with classmates and teaching the class goals from independent conferences
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If you visited my classroom at the end of our poetry study, you might ﬁnd students
doing the following:
1.

Writing or illustrating their ﬁnal draft poems

2. Gathering all rough drafts and poetry support sheets from their rough draft
folders to be placed in their poetry writing journey folders
3.

Completing their poetry writing reﬂections to go in their poetry writing journey folders

4. Conferring with me about last-minute details, spelling corrections, additions
to their pieces or reﬂections
5. Cutting, pasting, painting, writing, outlining, mounting, organizing, talking,
laughing, preparing for the publishing celebration

Reﬂecting on Our Work and Learning
A few days before each publishing celebration, I ask the children to complete
a “poetry writing journey reﬂection.” This reﬂection is a great way to assess what
children have learned during the study, what lessons supported their work, what
books inspired their writing, and what their feelings are about the writing that
was produced and published. (A blank writing journey form for the poetry study
is provided in Appendix C.) From Natan’s reﬂection (Figure 6.9) I learn about his
journey as a second-grade poet. As his teacher, I learn from Natan that passion and
knowledge about a subject can be the root of a powerful writing project:

Books
by Natan
When
books are open oh
they talk.
When books
are closed
they’re
silent.
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But when they’re open
they’re alive.
Can you please
read me
again?
I’ll bring you
far away.
So open me.
Go anywhere.
On the shore
across the sea.
Go anywhere.
Go in the
middle of an
apple tree.
Go anywhere.
Swing to poetry
you might ﬁnd
rhymes.
Go anywhere.
Climb to nonﬁction.
You’ll ﬁnd facts.
Go anywhere.
Walk to ﬁction.
You’ll get ideas.
Go anywhere.
I told you.
Go anywhere.
Go anywhere
To places you’ve
never heard of.
Go anywhere.
Say yes to books.
Go anywhere.
You’ll ﬁnd a friend.
So.
Go anywhere.
In books.
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Fig. 6.9a

Natan’s Poetry Writing Journey Reﬂection

Fig. 6.9b

Natan’s love for reading inspired his work, and in that work he beautifully communicated
how books can take us places. Natan helped the reader see books through new eyes. He
shows beyond-his-years knowledge of how to use repetition in powerful ways. Photographs
of favorite book covers grace the sides of his poem, adding beauty, detail, and even more
ownership to the piece. He’s clearly aware of the purposes for writing poetry and is able to
articulate speciﬁc crafting techniques and vocabulary that supports and enhances a poet’s
writing. Natan not only is aware of his passions as a writer, but he has knowledge of the
purposes for reading and writing poetry (to entertain readers and to teach people). He also
has several favorite mentor texts that supported and inspired his work. This knowledge
of books and other authors as mentors for his work signals that Natan understands that
writing isn’t the isolated development of a skill or a “one-man show” in our classroom,
that we use all our resources to get ideas and sustain our writing work over the weeks and
months in a study. Our writing process is a community eﬀort, and each child is aware of and
part of the work of his or her classmates. Natan is a goal-oriented and planful student. These
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traits speak loudly in his reﬂection as he demonstrates an understanding of the ongoing
process of writing in our classroom and in his world. He feels proud of his illustration and
is planning to work harder on his handwriting in his next writing project.
So much of Natan’s learning is captured in his published piece, but the reﬂection takes
his learning as a poet one step further. The reﬂection allows this young writer to think back
from the beginning of our study of poetry and name signiﬁcant events, lessons and mentor
texts that supported his work, possibilities and purposes for writing poetry, successes as a
writer, and plans for reaching new goals and pursuing future writing projects. Thinking
back pushes a young writer forward, and Natan taught me lots about his growth forward as
a writer of poetry.
Studying poetry gives children a nonthreatening way to write powerfully without being
overwhelmed by the complexity and diﬃculty of producing pages and pages of text for a
reader to comprehend. For this reason, I teach poetry as one of the ﬁrst studies of the year.
I teach poetry because I love it, but also because it gives young children an opportunity
for instant success as writers. This kind of writing is typically short and lends itself to
interesting formats and designs, playful use of punctuation and language, opportunities
to communicate with less text, and easy ways to publish and showcase the writing and
illustrating work. Notebook entries, slices of conversation, and bits and pieces of stories and
rough draft work can become beautifully written, well-crafted, powerful poetry. Help your
young writers see the power and the purpose in poetry, writing extraordinarily from the
ordinary—from the “stuﬀ that nobody thinks about.”
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Poems Waiting
to Be Found
Those happy poets who write found poetry go pawing
through popular culture like sculptors on trash heaps . They
hold and wave aloft usable artifacts and fragments: jingles
and ad copy, menus and broadcasts—
—Annie Dillard (1995, ix)

T

he idea of “found” poems is not new. Some say the concept originated
with twentieth-century Dadaists, who extended their art of collage, for
example, to include items such as transportation tickets, maps, plastic
wrappers, and so on. They sought to portray aspects of life rather than
represent objects as still life. The practice of found poetry is the literary equivalent,
giving lines new meaning in a new context.
finding poems in unexpeCted plACes

I will  .  .  . say that Found Poetry is worthwhile, that we need
poets willing to remind us of what we already have .
—Aaron Stein (2013)
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Awareness of the everyday as a place for found poems is key. Once you hear some
lines from, say, the letters of Gertrude Stein and Alice B. Toklas, or the instructions for assembling a whirligig as possibilities for poems, you’re on your way.
People are finding lines in unexpected places—in letters and on street signs,
in lectures and speeches, in articles and announcements, in comics and etiquette
guides, even in existing poems (in the case of a cento)—and refashioning them as
poems.
Online blog posts describe fascinating found poem experiences. Patrice, for
example, noticed a line in the carriage of the Paris Metro, “A sonorous signal
announces the closure of doors.” She thinks the English translation reads better
than the French. Benny wrote a poem from suggested recipes for the Ultimate
Banana Daiquiri. Bill reminds us of a whole book of poems from the broadcast
musings of Phil Rizzuto, sports announcer and former shortstop for the New York
Yankees. Danika has written a collection of poems from comments on YouTube.
Randy wrote poems from articles about Hurricane Sandy. He sent one to each of
his relatives who lost property on the Jersey Shore.
Robert Phillips found poems in the letters of people we recognize. Here are
two from letters by Emily Dickinson and Vincent Van Gogh, reprinted on The
Writer’s almanac with Garrison keillor.
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i. (from a letter by Emily Dickinson)
When you wrote
you would come in november
it would please me
it was november then—but the time
has moved. you went
with the coming of the birds—they will go
with your coming,
but to see you is so much sweeter than
birds,
I could excuse the spring . . .
Will you come in november, and will
november
come, or is this the hope that opens
and shuts like the eyes of the wax doll?
—robert PHilliPS (2007)

iv. (from a letter by Vincent Van Gogh)
I think that I still have it
in my heart someday
to paint a bookshop
with the front yellow and pink,
in the evening, and the black
passerby like a light
in the midst of darkness.
—robert PHilliPS (2007)
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I had a personal experience with found poems one Valentine’s Day, when a
friend sent me an invitation after reading an announcement in the new york Times,
February 9, 2013, “Love and the 7:04 to White Plains.”
Dear Shirl,
The Transit Museum is celebrating Valentine’s Day at Grand
Central Terminal. Alan Feuer will be reading from his “Missed
Connections” poetry “found” in the Personals section of newyork
.craigslist.org. Shall we go?
mAking A “good” found poem

I geek on poetry in unexpected places . Even more, I love
poetry that was never supposed to be poetry . Suddenly: oops,
you’re a writer .
—J. K. Evanczuk (2011, 2)

Well, not so fast. Finding words and lines that have possibilities for poems is one
thing. What to do with them is another. Poets spend years honing their craft.
It’s serious business. So some might bristle to hear that folks think they can just
“find” some lines on a bottle of olive oil, and voila!
Granted, not all found poems are created equal. Not all found constructions
work well as poems. And readers’ tastes run the gamut. But finding lines and
crafting these types of poems can be liberating and fun. When feeling strapped
for an idea, or stuck on a poem of our own, we can take a break and use someone
else’s words and still feel creative as we try to arrange and order them to represent
some kind of new truth. We can still practice the craft of making a poem and yield
something honest, artful, even moving. We might transform what is found using
a traditional form, such as a sonnet or villanelle, or write in free verse, making
decisions about line endings, spaces, stanzas, and so on.
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A mAtter of form

With a good script a good director can produce a
masterpiece; with the same script a mediocre director can
make a passable film . But with a bad script even a good
director can’t possibly make a good film .
—Akira Kurosawa (1983, 193)

Hart Seely found a fantastic script. He scoured official Defense Department
transcripts of news briefings and speeches by then Secretary of Defense Donald
Rumsfeld. He took the best nuggets from Rumsfeld’s “verbosity” and turned
them into art. His poems, published as “The Poetry of D. H. Rumsfeld,” first
appeared in Slate in 2003, and readers shivered with recognition and newfound
truth. The original words in their time were described as “overblown,” “rambling,”
“mystifying,” the points often getting scrambled in the “verbiage.” Or a “brilliant
distillation.” No doubt you will recall these words from a February 12, 2002, press
briefing addressing the lack of evidence of Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction:
“There are known knowns . . . there are known unknowns . . . there are things we
do not know we don’t know.” Now, to see this titillating script in the hands of a
good “director,” read Seely’s found poem online: http://www.slate.com/articles/
news_and_politics/low_concept/2003/04/the_poetry_of_dh_rumsfeld.html.
What a difference a form makes. Shaped for maximum emphasis, the poem has
exactly the right tone.
found poems in the eVerydAy

Yes, poetry holds that sort of magic—the mysterious ability
to say one thing while reaching for another .
—Drew Myron (2012)

Drew Myron, poet and former newspaper reporter and editor, “found” a whole
text “lifted from my medicine bottle and reformed—with line breaks providing
places to pause.” Usually, she lifts and rearranges, or sometimes saves words by
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erasing others from a text. “But on rare days a poem is whole-cloth, sitting on my
bathroom sink” (Myron 2012). That’s where she found this poem.

Instructions, Exactly
Take this medicine
on an empty stomach
preferably half to one hour
before breakfast. Take this
medicine with a full glass
of water.
Take this medication
at least four hours before
taking antacids, iron or vitamins
or minerals
or supplements.
Take or use this medicine
exactly as directed. do not
skip doses or discontinue
unless directed by your
doctor. Take this
medicine exactly
as directed.
do not skip
doses.
—DreW myron (2012)
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the found poetry reVieW

In a Found Poem, the body of the work was already ours
(because visible somewhere), and the poets simply make us see it .
—Aaron Stein (2013)

Jenni B. Baker and her friends in graduate school arranged an online poetrywriting group. They posted and responded to a prompt each week. One week they
challenged themselves to write a poem using words found on product packaging.
Not having much faith in the idea, Jenni reached for a product at hand—teethwhitening strips—and copied down all the words. She did it in half an hour, and
it was fun. Since then she has used this strategy as an exercise when struggling
with an idea, “a way to unclog the creative pipes.” Eventually, she began practicing
“crafting poems from speeches, menus, Twitter streams and more” (Baker 2012).
By 2011, Jenni had become an active devotee. So she founded The found Poetry review (http://www.foundpoetryreview.com/), a biannual literary journal, to
showcase poets finding poems in their everyday lives and to encourage others to try.
plAybill And other found poems in the eVerydAy

By entering a found text as a poem, the poet doubles
its context .
—Annie Dillard (1995, ix)

Following is a collection of poems students have found from everyday sources. The
lines they found have been left wholly intact. Nothing added. They have provided a
context for their poems. And each source has been attributed, as we think it should
be. When you read these poems, imagine the poetic eye sharp enough to recognize
selected print as a source for a poem. Imagine the mind composed enough to
separate out words and lines around a single idea or image or event or experience.
Imagine the ear receptive enough to hear and select words and lines that sound
so right in their arranged places. Imagine the poetic knowledge required to find
a beginning line, to end-stop or enjamb those lines, to break the stanzas, to land
in a strong place. These are some of the skills all poets need. Even “found” poets.
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James: A found poem from the book The most Beautiful Place in the World by
Ann Cameron.
I remember the peacocks on the lawn,
thousands of stars in the sky—
my town.
But back
against
the wall,
telling
a good
story,
I ran out
of signs.
I can’t go there again.
Nathan: A found poem from a “Public Service Electric & Gas” monthly statement.

Public Service
This is the charge
for delivering.
This is the charge
for balancing
for transporting.
This is the charge
for generating.
This is the charge
for commodity,
for Worry free.
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This is the charge
for the balance
of those, energy strong,
who
do
not
choose.
William: A found poem from the playbill of kinky Boots on Broadway.

Play Bill
Welcome to the vault.
Something wicked
this way comes.
kinky Boots,
Viva glam!
Bank your Broadway
memories, unlock
the last five years.
It’s about taking you
on a journey, beyond
your four walls, beyond
a new town.
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Yoko: A found poem from the book Secrets of a Wildlife Watcher by Jim Arnosky.

Wildlife Watcher
finding
signs, nightcalls
Stalking
senses, blinds,
how close
is too close?
Watching
from a hiding place
grooming, posturing
warning
Secrets
take them afield
use them.

betWeen tWo poles

Though I once worked closely with Samay, years have passed, and all I have left of
him is a page copied out of a notebook, first name at the top, and a poem. What
I see here, however, is that Samay has read, or has had read to him, Hester Bass’s
inspired and prize-winning book, The Secret World of Walter anderson (2009). Obviously, the passion and magic of Anderson’s art and life, the lyricism of Bass’s lines,
and most assuredly the wonder of E. B. Lewis’s illustrations, resonated with Samay.
Using a text that is already lyrical is extremely supportive for someone trying
to fashion a found poem. And perhaps for someone for whom English is a second
language. But it can be tricky. With original lines that are poetic in sound and
rhythm, it can be difficult for the poet to detach from the original work to fashion
something quite new. But what is most amazing here is the student’s ability to
capture Anderson’s passion and artistry in a nutshell.
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Walter Anderson, Mad Genius
There once was a man—his love
of nature wide as the world—rowed
every stroke to where sea
meets the earth and sky, to paint
in paradise, where life had never
been easy. Sun and wind and his shadow
kept him company, cricket song
hung in the air. he would paint
the symphony of nature, the last
magic hour before sunset,
as the colors of the world melted
into darkness, to bring himself
and nature
into one.
—Samay

To write this found poem requires having a sense of what is essential to the
heart of the poem. It requires reading and rereading to select precise lines, from
many, that illustrate or deepen the essential thought. Then there’s the skill of
shaping those lines—their endings, the stanzas, the white space—for sound, for
rhythm, for impact.
pieCing together the lines: A Cento

“Cento” means “patchwork” in Latin and is sometimes thought of as a “collage”
poem. It is made by piecing together lines of verse from the works of different
poets and assembling them to make something entirely new. Usually a cento will
use no more than one line from each poem. Sources are cited at the end of the
poem. Making a whole new creation and the citations are what keep the cento
from being just an act of taking someone else’s words and calling them your own.
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Susan Gubar in the new york Times, for example, writes in the “Well” section
about living with ovarian cancer. She was inspired by books she was reading about
coping with a life-threatening illness. Being a quilter, she understood the value
of carefully chosen pieces, of piecing things together to make a work of art. She
chose lines from her reading “to convey the chaos of feeling that all of us can
share” (2013). Read her poem here: http://well.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/07/25/
living-with-cancer-a-quilt-of-poetry/?_r=0.
The staff of the Academy of American Poets website shows how they composed
a cento using a line each from Marie Ponsot, Emily Dickinson, Charles Wright,
Sylvia Plath, and Samuel Beckett: http://www.poets.org/viewmedia.php/prmMID/5771.
And Maureen McLane, in her book my Poets writes, “My Poets 1: An Interlude
in the Form of a Cento.” It uses sixty-five citations. No mean feat. Here is a small
excerpt:

Lines from “My Poets 1,” a cento in My Poets
Something hangs in back of me. 7
feelings: / oh, I have those; they / govern me, 8
carve into me with knives of light. 9
my genial spirits fail. 10
7. Denise Levertov, “The Wings.”
8. Gluck, “The Red Poppy.”
9. Carson, “The Glass Essay.”
10. Samuel Taylor Coleridge, “Dejection: An Ode.”
—maureen mClane (2012, 186)

Finally, creating a cento is about arranging lines in a particular sequence that
express feelings and create new images. It can’t be done willy-nilly. In the end
we would want what we always want. A good poem. A new creation that has the
power to delight and move us in the way any good poem can.
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As the poem finds its WAy to pAper

We have read about all the unexpected places people are finding the makings for
poems. We’ve read some incredible poems from found lines. We’ve looked up close
at the inside and the outside of one or two. As students and teachers get started
writing their own found poems (and people have different ways of working), here
are a few things to consider.
Jenni B. Baker’s breakdown of the types of submissions she receives for the found
Poetry review online, and what she tends to accept as quality, can be instructive.
She describes “three broad buckets” (2012).
How Jenni B. Baker Assesses Found Poems for Quality

1. reportage: A problem.
Excerpted, sequential lines from a text, with added line breaks and spaces.
“Singling out a pithy paragraph in Lolita, pressing the return key a few
times and calling it a found poem doesn’t do much for me on the editorial
front—it is not surprising or inventive.”
2. distillation: Can work.
Words and phrases from a text rearranged so the message is the same but
the lines are arranged in a different way. Baker looks for “originality in
arrangement.”
3. reinvention: Works well.
Words and phrases from a text arranged so that “the poem’s meaning has
little or nothing to do with that of the source material.” It answers these
questions: “What can you add to the source material? What new story
can you find within the original?”
Some Tips for Crafting a Found Poem

There is no one way of working, no fixed order in the doing. Dive in. Have fun.
•

Your source is any text that’s not already a poem (with the exception of a
cento).
•

As you read source material you might underline or highlight lines or
phrases that speak to you, that you like the sound of. Maybe you have a
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theme or a mood or an image in mind as you’re reading and find yourself
jotting around those.
•

Jot the phrases and sentences on a notebook page or in a word processing
document. Or cut them out and arrange them on a table. Short lines
probably will work better. Arrange them by common characteristics or
theme or sound or grammatical units.
•

If using pages from a book, an e-book can be helpful. That way you can have
the page next to your writing space.
•

Begin to write your poem. Some use found sentences and phrases to write a
narrative first, not thinking about it as a poem. Then reread to make it more
like a poem in sound and shape. Or you might find a good first line, and let
that line push you soundwise, sensewise, and rhythmically to the next line
and the next. Lines and phrases can be repeated too. Some people like to
group their lines and phrases in various ways: good beginnings, description,
actions, speaking to the reader, repetition, statements or commands, great
landing pads (endings), and so on.
•

Revise. And revise again. Now you’re thinking “poem.” You might have a
few poems you like next to you as you work, including some found poems
from this text, or Dillard’s (1995).
•

Put your poem away for a day or two. When you come back, you might be
able to make an idea or image clearer, or put a wayward line in just the right
place. Perhaps you will insert other found material or put in one or two of
your own words (contests sometimes allow one or two). Or you may want to
stick with the “purity” of the found lines.
•

Pay special attention to line endings and spacing. A change in a line ending
can change the meaning from the original, can bring a freshness of sound
and rhythm. Where lines end and where they move into stanza breaks can
signal thoughtfulness, meditation, or anticipation or drama.
•

Read your poem out loud. Again. To yourself. To a kind person. When your
voice follows your notation, does it sound right? Does it feel right? Does thought
move from the first line and push its way forward? Do you land at the end?
•

You might experiment by writing several different poems using the same
lines and phrases.
Bet you’ll never see the words on your hand sanitizer the same way again.
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filling up on found poetry
Dillard, Annie. 1995. mornings like This: found Poems. NY: HarperCollins.
Dunning, Stephen, and William Stafford. 1992. “Found and Headline Poems.” In Getting the
knack: 20 Poetry Writing exercises. Urbana, IL: National Council of Teachers of English.
Feuer, Alan. 2009. “Near but Far, and Perhaps Unattainable.” new york Times, July 31.http://
www.nytimes.com/2009/08/02/nyregion/02poetry.html. (Found poems from Craigslist by
Alan Feuer in the new york Times. Feuer has gone on to “find” poems in the listings from
Occupy Wall Street and beyond.”)
Gubar, Susan. 2013. “Living with Cancer: A Quilt of Poetry (a cento).” new york Times, July 25.
McLane, Maureen N. 2012. “My Poets, 1: An Interlude in the Form of a Cento.” In my Poets.
New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux.
new york Times. 2013. “Found Poem Student Challenge.” The Learning Network. http://
learning.blogs.nytimes.com/category/found-poem-student-challenge/. (Challenge posed every
year in April. Go to the site to read each year’s guidelines for entering and to see winners.)
Phillips, Robert. 2003. “Found Poems.” In Spinach days. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
Press.
——. 2013. “Poems by Robert Phillips: Found Poems.” The Writer’s almanac. http://
writersalmanac.publicradio.org/index.php?date=2007/09/13.
Seely, Hart. 2003. “The Poetry of D. H. Rumsfeld: Recent Works by the Secretary of Defense.”
Slate. http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/low_concept/2003/04/the_poetry_of_
dh_rumsfeld.html.
——. 2010. “Tea Party Poems: The Found Poetry of Sarah Palin.” Slate. http://www.slate.com/
articles/news_and_politics/low_concept/2010/05/tea_party_poems.html.

online Journals for reading and Submitting found Poems
found Poetry review. 2013. http://www.foundpoetryreview.com/. (Read, submit, share poems.)
rogue Poetry review. 2013. http://roguepoetryreview.com/found-poetry/. (Unique poetry forms.)
Verbatim Poetry: Poetry from the ordinary. 2013. http://verbatimpoetry.blogspot.com/. (Poetry
found in ordinary places. Read, submit, share poems.)

books of unique found Poetry
Bervin, Jen. 2010. nets. Brooklyn, NY: Ugly Duckling Press. (Selected words and phrases from
sixty of Shakespeare’s sonnets. The blackened words emerge, in their places, among the faded
background of the rest of the sonnet. The book’s website is http://www.jenbervin.com/html/
nets.html.)
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Johnson, Ronald. 2005. radi os. Chicago: Flood Editions. (radi os revises the first four books
of Paradise lost by excising words, discovering a modern and visionary poem within the
seventeenth-century text. This URL takes you to an article that discusses Johnson’s work:
http://www.denverquarterly.com/upload/images/Anderson40_4.pdf.)
Kleon, Austin. 2010. newspaper Blackout. New York: HarperPerennial. (Poet and cartoonist
Austin Kleon, armed with a daily newspaper and a permanent marker, eliminates the words he
doesn’t need to create a new art form: newspaper blackout poetry. See examples on his website:
http://austinkleon.com/category/newspaper-blackout-poems/.)
McDonald, Travis. 2008. The o mission repo. Philadelphia: Fact-Simile. (An erasure project that
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Line by Line
One line of a poem, the poet said—only one line, but thank
God for that one line—drops from the ceiling  .  .  . and you
tap in the others around it with a jeweler’s hammer .
—Annie Dillard (1989, 77–78)

S

ometimes we say how much we love a single word from a poem—E. E.
Cummings’s mudluscious world in spring, or the frumious Bandersnatch
in Carroll’s “Jabberwocky.” But single words aren’t what make us love
and hold onto a poem. It’s the associations of the words within the lines.
And, of course, the imprint of these associations on our lifelines.
My friend Carol Kellogg once said to me, “I can’t hear or read or even think
about Housman’s (1896) poem—‘Loveliest of trees the cherry now / Is hung with
bloom along the bough’—without being thrust upon the verge of tears.”
Former teacher Barbara Caldwell recites lines as she goes about her daily life.
“Wordsworth’s words echo my love for wildflowers and all simple, beautiful wild
things—‘To me, the meanest flower that blows can give / Thoughts that do often
lie too deep for tears.’” (1994).
As for me, I am haunted by lines from Yeats’s (2013) “The Lake Isle of Innisfree”: “I will arise and go now / and go to Innisfree . . . And live alone in the
bee-loud glade.” Words that ripple like water over rocks in an early spring stream.
An image made for longing.
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Part of the mystery of the power of poems, then, is in the craftsmanship. That,
and the moment when the sounds of words carefully chosen and set in lines meet
the sounds coming from our hearts. That connection.
the poetiC line

More than in any other type of writing, line is what we experience when we read
a poem. In his book The art of the Poetic line, Longenbach acknowledges that
the line is difficult to talk about, much more so than other elements of poetry.
This is true, he says, because no two lines function in exactly the same way. “The
power of lineation arises from the relationship between the lines and the syntax
(sentence structure) of a particular poem . . . If we want to hear the work of the
line, we need to read poems by someone whose lines work for us” (2008, xi).
the title as line

The title and the first few lines of your poem represent the
hand you extend in friendship toward your reader .
—Ted Kooser (2005, 25)

In many ways, the title is the first line of the poem, the line that welcomes us in.
In some cases the title is, literally, the first word or line. When does a writer decide
on the title? And how? These are questions I am sometimes asked. Some people
keep a list of ideas for titles in their notebooks and peruse them when writing a
poem: a song title, a question, a quirky fact, a headline, a saying or quote. Other
poets hold off choosing a title until they see and hear what they write.
For me, a title has to serve the rest of the poem. Sometimes I have a title and
I use that as a springboard for writing. Mostly, though, I don’t know what the
title will be before I get into the poem and discover what for me is the truth of it.
Sometimes it turns out that the first line would be perfect for the title. Sometimes
a detail or bit of information that doesn’t seem right for the poem might, as the
title, help the reader. Sometimes I am doing something entirely different—reading a book, making a salad—and a title just leaps out at me. I know it’s because
when I’m working on a poem it’s always with me, even when I’m not consciously
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writing. That title didn’t just leap out of the blue. How would it know what the
conversation was?
Finally, as readers we know how critical the poem’s title is to helping us through
the turnstile of a poem. So, whatever lends a hand of friendship to the reader must
be of serious concern to the writer.
Titles at Work

The title serves the intent of the poet and the poem. You might create a title
that serves the following purposes:
•

Gives readers background information
•

Is the first word or line of the poem
•

Contains the form of the poem (but makes it intriguing)
•

Contains details that might be helpful to the reader but don’t necessarily
fit in the poem
•

Locates the poem—situates us in time, in place
•

Adds mystery or sparks curiosity

the end of the line

Poetry is the sound of language organized in lines.
—James Longenbach (2008, xi)

It’s interesting to note that Longenbach prefers the term line ending instead of
line break. He believes line break is “an inaccurate metaphor” because “at the point
where the line ends, syntax may or may not be broken, continuing in the next
line” (2008, xii).
However, whether we call it a line break or line ending, many beginners have
difficulty deciding where to end a line, and so end it arbitrarily. Like prose chopped
up to look more like a poem. And yet, how a reader moves through a poem, with
what pace and tone, has much to do with how a line ends.
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ellen bAss’s poem—line by line

Much of what we need to know about line endings is there, in the line endings, when we hear other poets’ work; when we read it and look at what they
have crafted; when we hear the music of the line and feel its rhythm; when we
read the line and feel the effect that a line ending—and that rest period right
after—has on us.
Let’s eavesdrop on loved poet Ellen Bass as she thinks about “Mighty Strong
Poems” from mules of love (2002), a poem that she dedicated to Billy Collins.
Once, she showed a book of her poems to Collins and he wrote in it, “Mighty
Strong Poems.” (Notice where Bass’s title comes from.)
Here’s some of what Ellen wrote in an e-mail to me. This may seem lengthy to
look at, but do read this carefully because it is a workshop in line endings, right here.
And it’s a guide for looking at line endings in any poem.
Deciding how best to end each line of a poem is more challenging,
I think, than it would seem to be. In part, this is because there are
so many effects that line breaks can achieve. Line breaks can cue
pauses in breath as you read the poem. They can indicate slight—or
large—shifts in thought or feeling. They can speed the poem up
or slow it down. If you break the line where the phrase or sentence
would normally end, that’s called end-stopping. If you end the line
somewhere else—breaking up the natural unit of phrase, clause,
or sentence—that’s called enjambment (a French word that means
“straddling”).
The last word in a line has special importance because it tends
to linger in the reader’s mind the way the end of a sentence or a
poem tends to stay with us. The first word in a line also has a bit
more emphasis. Ultimately line breaks are a part of the rhythm
or music of the poem. Using my work, “Mighty Strong Poems,”
I’m going to point out just a few of the effects I hope the line
endings achieve.
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Mighty Strong Poems
for Billy Collins
“What mighty strong poems,” he said.
and I repeat it all day, staggering
under sheaves of rejections.
But my poems, oh yes, they are brawny.
even now I can see them working out at the gym
in their tiny leopard leotards, their muscly words
glazed with sweat. They are bench pressing
heavy symbolism. heaving stacks of similes,
wide-stanced and grimacing. Some try so hard,
though it’s a lost cause. Their wrinkled syntax,
no matter how many reps they do, will sag.
But doggedly, they jog in iambic pentameter,
walkmans bouncing. Some glisten with clever
enjambments, end rhymes tight as green plums.
others practice caesuras in old sweats.
But they’re all there, huffing and puffing,
trying their best. even the babies, the tender
first-drafts, struggling just to turn over, whimpering
in frustration. none of them give up.
not the short squat little haikus
or the alexandrines trailing their long, graceful
Isadora duncan lines. While I fidget
by the mailbox, they sail off in paper airplanes,
brave as kindergartners boarding the school bus.
They’re undaunted in their innocent conviction,
their heartbreaking hope. They want to lift cars
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off pinned children, rescue lost and frozen
wanderers—they’d bound out,
little whiskey barrels strapped to their necks.
They dream of shrugging off their satin
warm-up robes and wrestling with evil.
They’d hoist the sack of ordinary days
and bear it aloft like a crown. They believe
they’re needed. even at night when I sleep
and it looks like they’re sleeping, they’re still
at it, lying silently on the white page,
doing isometrics in the dark.
—ellen baSS (2002, 65)

Ellen’s Commentary on Effects of Her Line Endings

“What mighty strong poems,” he said.
and I repeat it all day, staggering
under sheaves of rejections.
But my poems, oh yes, they are brawny.
Looking at these first four lines, you see three examples of endstopping and one of enjambment. The first line is a simple endstopped line and establishes the words of Billy Collins clearly.
Ending with a period gives the reader time to let the dedication
and the quote from Billy Collins sink in.
But in the next line, instead of ending at day (which would be
a natural end-stopped line), I end at staggering (enjambment).
This gives a moment for the reader to see me physically, literally,
staggering before going onto the next line which reveals staggering
to be a metaphor for how it feels to get so many rejections when I
send out my poetry.
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The next two lines are end-stopped with periods. A good
rule of thumb is that if there’s nothing special to be gained by
enjambment, then end-stop the line. Go for the natural breaks
unless you have a good reason not to.
Similarly, I broke the line, “They are bench pressing / heavy
symbolism . . .” at bench pressing because I wanted the reader to see
the actual image of someone bench pressing for a second before it’s
revealed that it’s “heavy symbolism” that they’re working so hard to
lift.
I chose the line breaks in the following lines to reflect the content
in the lines:
But doggedly, they jog in iambic pentameter,
walkmans bouncing. Some glisten with clever
enjambments, end rhymes tight as green plums.
Iambic pentameter, as you may know, is a common meter both for
poetry and for our natural speech. It goes: da DUM, da DUM, da
DUM, da DUM, da DUM. I would have liked to make the first
line a perfect iambic pentameter line to match the meaning, but
the words “iambic pentameter” don’t fit that rhythm very well at
all! So instead I settled for starting the line out in an iambic meter.
If you scan (or count out the stressed and unstressed syllables) the
rhythm of “But doggedly, they jog . . .” it would sound like this: But
DOG ed LY they JOG. So although not many readers are going to
actually count out the syllables, we all have absorbed these rhythms
deeply from listening and talking all our lives and, below our
conscious awareness, we register them.
In the next line I end on “clever,” creating an enjambment because
that’s what the line is talking about. And I end-stop the following
line on those “tight green plums” because I’m talking about end
rhymes. Again, had I been able, it would have been cool to rhyme
those lines as well. I was tempted to try to demonstrate all the
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poetic terms as I wrote the lines, but although that would have been
a lot of fun, I wasn’t able to do it in a way that kept the natural,
conversational style of the poem. And I didn’t want to sacrifice the
image of those end rhymes tight as green plums that make you see
those tight rear ends on the treadmill or the stairmaster! I did sneak
the end rhymes “pentameter” and “clever” just above though.
I’ll skip now down to the end of the poem:
They’d hoist the sack of ordinary days
and bear it aloft like a crown. They believe
they’re needed. even at night when I sleep
and it looks like they’re sleeping, they’re still
at it, lying silently on the white page,
doing isometrics in the dark.
Here, I break the second line in this section at “believe” to
emphasize the idea of what we believe and what we put our faith
in. I also create a slant-rhyme (or almost rhyme) with “believe” and
“sleep” since both words have a long “e” sound. But this line also
illustrates another aspect of line endings. By deciding where to end
the line, you’re also deciding what the line should consist of. Poems
are made of lines, and each line, ideally, has its own integrity.
I could have ended at “crown” and made the next line: “They
believe they’re needed” and this would be sensible and orderly. But
the line—and bear it aloft like a crown. They believe—is a little more
mysterious, more resonant. It couples the idea of bearing ordinary
days aloft like a crown with belief. And that, of course, is where
the poem is taking us. The poems believe it’s possible to make, of
our ordinary days, something extraordinary, something royal and
worthy of being crowned.
Wow. Ellen, thank you for the exercise.
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diAne loCkWArd’s poem—Content And form

Diane Lockward, master of word and image, graciously shares her thoughts about
how she came to write the poem “Blueberry” from What feeds us (2006), how she
wove the content and the packaging of her poem. In her story, a line started it all.
I began “Blueberry” after having a fruit salad for lunch. But I
couldn’t get beyond simple description of the fruit. The poem didn’t
seem to have any reason for living, so I put it away and ignored it
for months. Then one day I started thinking about my mother’s
fondness for blueberry pancakes. The words “favorite fruit of my
mother” arrived and the poem took off from there. I’d discovered
my real subject.
Now we can read “Blueberry” with Ellen Bass’s tutorial ringing in
our ears, perking up our observations.

Blueberry
deep-blue hue of the body, silvery bloom
on its skin. undersized runt of a fruit,
like something that failed to thrive, dented top
a fontanel. lopsided globe. a temperate zone.
Tiny paradox, tart and sweet, homely
but elegant afloat in sugar and cream,
baked in a pie, a cobbler, a muffin.
The power of blue. number one antioxidant fruit,
bantam-weight champ in the fight against
urinary tract infections, best supporting actor
in a fruit salad. no peeling, coring or cutting.
lay them out on a counter, strands of blue pearls.
Pop one at a time, like m&m’s, into your mouth.
Be a glutton and stuff in a handful, your tongue,
lips, chin dyed blue, as if feasting on indigo.
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fruit of the state of new Jersey.
favorite fruit of my mother.
Sundays she scooped them into pancake batter,
poured circles onto the hot greased griddle,
sizzled them gold and blue, doused with maple syrup.
This is what I want to remember: my mother
and me, our quilted robes, hair in curlers,
that kitchen, that table,
plates stacked with pancakes, blueberries sparkling
like gemstones, blue stars in a gold sky,
the universe in reverse,
the two of us eating blueberry pancakes.
—Diane loCkWarD (2006, 23)

When I had a finished draft (not a finished poem), I thought the
first part, the descriptive part, needed some pizzazz, so I brainstormed a list of metaphors. I also did a Google search on “blueberry” to do the kind of research I often do. I was on the hunt for
new diction, a useful odd bit or two of information (e.g., number
one antioxidant fruit, urinary tract infections), and some images.
The form of the poem evolved rather naturally. Some poems call
for unconventional line breaks to create tension, surprise, and/or a
fast pace. But for this poem of reminiscence, I wanted more logical
breaks and a slower pace. I therefore ended each line with a strong
word or syllable. This calls for a slight pause before moving to the
next line, just as there is a slight pause after a bell rings and before
it rings again.
The poem began with two parts—the description of the blueberry
and the memory of the mother—with the line “Favorite fruit of my
mother” marking a clear turn in the poem. I then divided each part
into two parts, ending with four stanzas. There’s a progression from
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one stanza to the next. Each stanza is a narrowing down. A break
separates the descriptive stanza 1 from the more praise-laden stanza
2. The broad memory of stanza 3 is followed by the more detailed
memory of stanza 4.
This all makes sense now, but don’t think that these line breaks and
stanza breaks always come this easily; they don’t. I typically wrestle
with them for weeks, often ending with several different format
versions. I read each one aloud and tape record myself. When I get
it right, it feels and sounds right.
Thanks, Diane, for a master class and a fond memory. Readers might want
to hear Garrison Keillor read “Blueberry” at The Writer’s almanac: http://
writersalmanac.publicradio.org/index.php?date=2009/04/19.
peter’s poem—line by line

As happens sometimes in staff development work, a tenth-grade English teacher
one day pointed to a boy in the back and said to me, “I want to see what you can
do with him.” His name was Peter. Peter found it hard to sit still in class. Often
words just squeaked out of his mouth for sheer freedom. Smart. Quirky. Delightful.
Funny, without meaning to be. He just needed to take that energy somewhere. His
teacher once remarked that his notebook looked “like a drunk chicken walked all
over it.” He liked that. Drew drunk chickens for the next three days. Then added
captions for the rest of the week.
One day the teacher asked Peter to stay behind so they could figure out how
better to be in the same room together without her breaking out in hives. He
packed up his things, took out his notebook, and started doodling a drunk chicken,
with hives. He looked up. Five minutes to the bell. He drew a clock, like a drum,
numbers being directed by the minute-hand baton. Then “Brrrrrriiiiiinnnnnggggg.”
This sketch was one of only a few things the teacher could see in Peter’s notebook that she thought held any possibilities for writing. She knew Peter loved
music, so the sketch helped her talk to him about his school experience, and beyond. Playing guitar. His love of rock. All things he dreamed of and couldn’t wait
to do once school was out. Perhaps she could nudge him to expand his thinking,
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write some images to show his feelings about music. Many doodlings, snippets,
long rambling pages later, they conferred. And conferred.
The first poem to come out of this “body of material” was “The Weekend.” Yes,
the moments before the bell. Peter dug in. Eventually the poem began to take the
shape of what looked like a poem on the page. One day when I pulled up next to
him, his draft looked like this:

The Weekend
The wall clock’s baton rotates itself to the
three then smacks it on the downbeat the
bell shrieks a long scream that
electrifies my brain buzzing rhythm
through my veins
making songs hum through the membranes
of my heart, my head, my hands
a rock’n’roll runner at the line
I dash for the door
all free form, improv, ready to jam.
the energy of a line

Part of my job  .  .  . was to point out such lines, such moments,
to say, here, look at this, isn’t this interesting? To get them
to feel the peculiar energy in a line of poetry they had
written .
—Jeffrey Skinner (2012, 4)

In conference with me, Peter read his poem aloud several times—which is how
we were to sense its rhythm, hear its sounds, find the best words for the best effect. I read Peter’s poem aloud to him as well, so he could hear it. Right away we
noticed that some lines ended unnaturally, with weak words, making us pause in
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odd places. Because the notation was unclear, we weren’t sure where to put stresses.
We found ourselves stopping to back up a couple of times to find the sense, catch
the rhythm again.
So we went back, read the lines closely, paying attention to where and how our
voices fell. Luckily, Peter understood the concept of notation in music. Sometimes
he put the poem away for days. For distance. Then came back for a fresh read. An
essential act, for any writer.
All of this attention paid might make it seem like we were flogging Peter’s
poem to death. But it’s really part of the process that becomes more habitual
with practice. Some poets, like Lockward, record their poem in progress, hearing
themselves say the poem, then listening as though the voice were an outsider.
Does it sound right? Does it feel right in my mouth? Do I wince when I say this,
hear this? If it’s still problematic, one can put it away for a while and come back
when the sounds will be fresh. Yes, lines are that important.
Crafting “the Weekend”

Let’s look at Peter’s lines as we did one day in front of the class. The comments in
the right-hand column are from me, from Peter’s classroom teacher, from Peter,
and from other students. It might be easier to follow this account if you copy out
Peter’s poem. Looking at Peter’s work will be invaluable to other students as they
revise their poems.
The wall clock’s baton
rotates itself to the
•

We stress “wall,” “ton,” “ro,” and “self.”
•

“to the” seems to fall away.
•

End line on “itself.”

three then smacks it on the •
downbeat the

End on “downbeat,” as in directing. Strong.
•

Or, end on “smacks it.” Action.
•

And enjamb with “on the downbeat” next line.
•

“The bell,” new stanza.
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bell shrieks a long scream
that
•

End line on “scream.” Strong noun.
•

Enjamb “that” with next line.

electrifies my brain buzzing rhythm
through my veins
making songs hum
through the membranes

of my heart, my head, my
hands
and as if by instinct

•

Change words with “ing.” “Ing” softens. Want
strength. Strong verbs.
•

“electrifies,” “buzzes.” “Brain buzzes.” Nice
alliteration.
•

“brain” comma, “buzzes.” Take “rhythm” to next
line.
•

Take out “making.” Weakens. “Songs hum.” A
stronger word? “Pulse?”
•

“Brain, buzzes / rhythm . . . veins, pulses / and
strains”
•

Add “strains”? Nice rhythm.
•

Enjamb “and strains” with next stanza.

•

End with “membranes,” enjamb with “of ” next
line.
•

Assonance (repeated vowel sounds) nice: “shrieks
/ screams; brain / veins / strains / membranes”
•

“my heart, my head, my hands,” nice repetition
and alliteration. Groups of three good.
•

Rearrange, put “heart” last.
•

Keep action going. Take out commas? Faster
pace?
•

Put a dash (the mark) after “heart.”
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a rock’n’roll runner at the
line
•

I dash for the door

“Rock’n’roll runner.” Read stanza again. Whoa!
Might interrupt momentum of action just when
ready to “dash for the door.”

all free form, improv,
ready to jam.

•

Move “I dash” to end of last line in stanza three.
Voice falls hard on it. Strong action.

•

Propels us into next line. Read, “on my mark, I
dash.”
•

“Heart” and “mark” closer together. Nice slant
rhyme.
•

Enjamb for the door with next stanza
•

All in one line speeds up pace for getting out
the door.
•

Or might slow down anticipation by giving each
a line.
•

Pause at line ends. Pushing each phrase.
•

Put in hyphen for slight pause: “for the door—
all free form,”
•

move “improv” to next line by itself.
•

“ready to jam!” last line, by itself.
•

“free form / improv / ready to jam!” Buildup of
beats, nice rhythm. Syncopated.

Okay. Here goes. The last draft. Maybe. If it sounds right. Reads right for Peter.
Oh, the title. “The Weekend” seems okay. It’s what the speaker is waiting for.
Peter and others suggest alternatives: “Week’s End” or “Bell Music” or “The Great
Escape” or “Saved by the Bell,” or “Beating Time.” Oh.
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Beating Time
The wall clock’s baton rotates itself
to number three, then smacks it
on the downbeat.
The bell shrieks a long scream
that electrifies my brain, buzzes
rhythm through my veins, pulses
and strains through the membranes
of my head my hands my heart—
on my mark, I dash
for the door—all free form,
improv,
ready to jam!
beating time: a Vocal art

Whew! At last look, all Peter’s lines end with either strong verbs—smack it, screams,
buzzes, pulses, dash, jam—or strong nouns—downbeat, membranes, heart, free form,
improv. The lines vary in length, though they have a certain rhythm in common.
Words are chosen and arranged in ways that create energy as the poem moves.
His enjambments are varied and, as Pinsky says, “streak or leap across” the end
of the line (1998, 27).
Peter has some wonderful true and internal rhymes or slant rhymes: three/beat;
brain/vein/strain/membrane; buzz/pulse; heart/mark; door/form. He created four
stanzas, three lines each, separated by white space. Stanza one, the clock ticking, stands on its own, end-stopped. Then, “on the downbeat,” the bell rings, the
music starts. Stanzas two and three run over into each other, the beats strong,
the rhythms charging forward, rolling, rollicking, building in anticipation ’til the
dash for the door. “Free form,” boom. “Improv,” boom. “Ready to Jam!”
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bookspine poems

The line is Buddha; the sentence is Socrates.
—Charles Simic (in McNair 2003, 49)

A book title is not usually a line of poetry. But if you are a saver of lines, then you
might also see the fun in experimenting with bookspine poems. At the very least,
these short poems can get us paying attention to line, can get the creative juices
flowing. At the most they might stand alone or leap from their skeletons into
fuller flesh.
lindsey’s bookspine Poem

Lindsey was inspired to write a bookspine poem after her teacher shared one using
titles by her favorite poet, Naomi Shihab Nye. So she browsed the class library’s
shelves of picture books to see what caught her attention. Her strategy was to say
one title out loud, then another, looking for a “theme.” She pulled books off the
shelf and spread them around her on the carpet. She made a stack, read the titles
aloud again, and rearranged the stack until she liked what she heard. Finally, here
is the list of titles Lindsey wrote in her notebook. They are titles of books by, in
order (starting with Lindsey’s poem title), Byrd Baylor (title), Joanne Ryder (first
line), Peter Parnall (second and third lines), Jane Yolen (fourth line), Mingfong
Ho (fifth line), and Ann Cameron (sixth line). Lindsey continued to meditate and
rearrange over a few days. We agreed that placement is everything.
The Other Way to Listen

Step Into the night
Quiet
Spaces
Wild Wings
maples in the mist
The most Beautiful Place in the World
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Read aloud, this poem is mesmerizing for its rhythm and sound. Attention
has already been paid to each title by the original author. But with this placement
we believe the poem reads well. The title is rhythmic and sets up a little mystery.
Step Into the night invites us in with stresses on Step and night. The brisk sounds
of t and p. The fluid n’s. Even one-word titles-as-lines have intrigue. The perk of
qui-et. The fluid hisses in spa-ces.
But, also, there is a buildup of anticipation by the placement of titles-as-lines.
The escalating pace when two-syllable words on separate lines—both stressed on
the first syllable—move to two words, then to four, and then a longer ending line.
Qui et—(rest)—Spa ces—(rest)—Wild Wings—(rest)—maples in the mist (the same
rhythm as the first line, with nice alliteration and assonance)—(longer rest)—The
most Beautiful Place in the World. The last dreamy line stretches out and relaxes
with stresses on Beau and Place and World. Rest.
An interesting note: Try reading Lindsey’s bookspine poem from end to beginning.
poems Composed of one sentenCe

A poem that arrives in a single sentence brings a little burst of delight to the
reader. While we wouldn’t want to label a work a “single-sentence poem” or a
“three-sentence poem,” as if that were what beguiles us, we can see that some
poems are one sentence long. By looking closely at this aspect of a poem, students
can see and hear the difference between a sentence and a line of poetry. And usually a one-sentence poem is short enough to allow for playing around with line,
vocally and in writing.
William Carlos Williams’s poem “The Great Figure” is one sentence long. But,
oh, how, cast upon the writer’s lathe, these few tension-ridden words captivate
and move us through the chaos of a modern urban city.
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The Great Figure
among the rain
and lights
I saw the figure 5
in gold
on a red
firetruck
moving
tense
unheeded
to gong clangs
siren howls
and wheels rumbling
through the dark city.
—William CarloS WilliamS (1921, 78)

Along with the speaker, we see the “figure 5” through rain and lights and follow
it as it rumbles and clangs its way through the streets. This “figure 5 / in gold” is
the focal point of the poem around which the urban cacophony of gong clangs /
siren howls revolves. Williams, in Imagistic fashion (a style of poetry that uses free
verse, concrete imagery, and the patterns and rhythms of ordinary speech), uses
very few words, without poetical devices such as metaphor or simile, to capture
the sensory experience of the moment.
This is a very short poem. Only thirty-one words. And yet the strategic use
of line lengths, the strength and rhythm of the words, take us through the poem,
building tension and pace as it goes. It begins with a specific setting, landing on
“gold,” then one-word lines speed up the pace as they clang and howl. The longer
lines end mainly in strong nouns, with one verb. Then the poem rumbles on into
the night, ending as it began, among the rain / and lights . . . through the dark city.
Charles Demuth, captivated by the “figure 5” in the poem, clear amidst the
city’s confusion, painted his iconic I Saw the figure 5 in Gold (Figure 1).
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figure 1

I Saw the Figure 5 in Gold by Charles Demuth

Note to readers: While Williams’s poem helps us look at line, you could just
as well use it, with Demuth’s painting, as an example of ekphrasis—art facing
art—(see “Poets Facing Art: Ekphrastic Poems” later in Part 3) or in the work on
word sounds and placement in “Dances with Words” (earlier in Part 3) or in “The
Music of It: Reading for Sound” (in Part 2), and so on. For any good poem is an
example of the many elements coming together in its creation.
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A feW suggestions for ending lines in free Verse

Remember, learning to shape a poem comes with experience reading and writing
poems and usually during revision. Many poets who have been writing for years
still wrestle with form. Here are some things to think about when ending lines.
But the ideas suggested in this list are not as important as one’s ear “tuned” to
the sounds of poetry.
Things to Keep in Mind When Deciding on Line Endings

•

Create lines to reflect the mood of the poem. Short, staccato lines for
excitement; a variety of lengths for mystery; longer languid lines for a
dreamy quality, and so on.
•

End-stop some lines for a whole thought at rest. Enjamb some lines for
moving thoughts and vocal rhythm.
•

End lines on nouns, verbs, words that carry meaning important to the
poem. This lends strength to the voice as it lands, rests slightly, and
pushes off.
•

End lines to create a feeling of anticipation for moving forward.
•

Think of your poem as a conversation between you (the speaker) and the
reader; end lines to allow for thoughtful pauses or stops.

further line study
Addonizio, Kim, and Dorianne Laux. 1997. The Poet’s Companion. New York: W. W. Norton.
Longenbach, James. 2008. The art of the Poetic line. Minneapolis, MN: Graywolf.
Pinsky, Robert. 1998. The Sounds of Poetry: a Brief Guide. New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux.
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Chapter

List Poems Are for Everyone
Walking Home from School I See:
by Rebecca Kai Dotlich
A bus with a ﬂat tire.
Pennies in a puddle.
Baby birds.
Fat worms.
A crooked gate.
A mailbox spray-painted pink.
A bulldog wearing a raincoat.
A bumblebee.
A reﬂection in a window—
me!
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isting is a very accessible form of poetry for all writers. It is a way to record ideas and
make thinking permanent, and it almost always begins with observing. Consider the
poem by Rebecca Kai Dotlich. Students in every grade can make a list of things they observe
on their way to and from school. It doesn’t matter whether they are walkers or bus riders!
A list like this can be written for every season. Students can notice how as readers of this
poem they must make inferences to draw the conclusion that the setting is a rainy day
in spring. As good detectives they will notice the description of the bulldog dressed in a
raincoat and puddles on the ground. The bumblebee, baby birds, and fat worms all say
spring! Dotlich creates a positive, happy tone—a pink mailbox, the possibility of good-luck
pennies nestled in a puddle, and the poet’s surprise and excitement of discovering herself in
a window reﬂection.
Listing is a natural part of the prewriting experience. When students make lists it frees
them up to think about the range of possibilities without worrying about sentence structure,
grammar, and punctuation. After the list is created teachers can show students how to revisit
it to notice patterns. Writers can be encouraged to organize their list around a theme, essential
question, or point they are trying to make. Additionally, the list should be sequenced in a
logical, meaningful order. Students may need to revise to achieve the best order. Certain lines
could be repeated for emphasis. Finally, another consideration involves the length of the line
and the rhythm of the lines as they are read aloud. Some ideas for list poems include:
¾ things I don’t know
¾ things I don’t do
¾ noisy things
¾ quiet things
¾ scary things
¾ things that drive me crazy
¾ thing I can’t understand
¾ spring things
¾ things that melt my heart
¾ things that are happening in the world at this very minute
One spring, the kindergarten classes in Rose’s school were engaged in a science unit on
butterﬂies. They were also once again getting outside to revel in the warm air and notice
other changes in nature. By this point in the school year they understood the diﬀerence
between a letter and a word, and they were not afraid to put their thinking on paper. The
stage was set to introduce them to poetry, and what better way to start than with a list poem.
Rose and the kindergarten teachers began by sharing lots of list poems with the students.
Doug Florian’s “What I Hate About Winter” and “What I Love About Winter” were perfect
examples of recording thoughts as a list. The children could easily relate to Rebecca Kai Dotlich’s
“Lost and Finds,” a list poem that describes the contents of a box of treasures. “Spring” by Lee
Bennett Hopkins was the perfect mentor poem for showing these young writers that their
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observations of the world could be recorded
as a list and read as a poem. After several days
of observing signs of spring, collecting ideas
and words, and crafting a poem together, the
students were ready to write (see examples in
Figures 3.1 and 3.2).
Liam chose to use the list poem to tell
a story. That morning in writing workshop
all the students were trying out list poems.
Liam was very excited to tell about the rivalry
between the bluebirds and the chickadees in
his backyard. Rose suggested he write about it,
but Liam was reluctant. He wanted to try out
the list poem and didn’t quite know how to
tell his story in that way. With some guidance
from Rose, together they recorded phrases and
Liam crafted a list poem story (Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.2 Kylie combines ideas in her list poem about
spring: Wind blowing trees/Grass blowing in the breeze/
And the bright blue sky.

Poems Are for Everyone

Figure 3.1 Sam’s list poem about spring

Figure 3.3 Liam’s list poem: Bluebirds/Chickadees/Fighting/For the/Nest/Chickadees/Won/I love/Spring
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In one third-grade class, students wrote list poems about collections they have at home.
In order to get started they brought in a few items from their collections and talked about
them with a partner. They all started their list poems with the same ﬁrst line, imitating their
teacher’s model. Amy wrote about seashells:
Amy collects shells
Shells with bumpy edges,
Shells with pink inside,
Amy loves shells,
Shells, shells, shells, shells:
White like the moon,
Bright orange like the sun,
Little and white like the clouds,
Amy collects shells!

Both Georgia Heard (1989) and Ron Padgett (1987) note that the list or catalog poem
has been around for centuries. In fact, you can ﬁnd examples of list poems in Book II of
Homer’s Iliad and the Bible’s book of Genesis. In Poetry: Starting from Scratch, Michael
Carey (1989) often uses this kind of poem in an assignment format called a “things to
do poem.” He considers this kind of poem to be a variation of a “Happiness is . . .” poem
(you can substitute any emotion such as loneliness or anger). “Useless Things” by Richard
Edwards in Paul Janeczko’s Poetry from A to Z: A Guide for Young Writers will show students
how a list poem can be unique and include outside-the-box thinking. After all, everybody
makes lists. From food shopping to bucket lists, everybody makes lists!
Falling Down the Page: A Book of List Poems, edited by Georgia Heard, is a rather complete
source of this type of poem for students of many ages. It is a collection of list poems from
diﬀerent poets written in diﬀerent formats. Heard uses cooking terms for her poem “Recipe
for Writing an Autumn Poem.” Here is an opportunity to have students read cookbooks to get
the feel of the structure, acquire the proper nomenclature, and apply it to the subject they are
writing about. Lee Bennett Hopkins writes a question poem in “Why Poetry?” J. Patrick Lewis
writes “What Is Earth?” a question poem that provides a possible answer for each question (see
Chapter 1, “Getting Started,” for a discussion of question poems). Other poems are written as
persona poetry or “how to be” poems, such as Bobbi Katz’s “Things to Do If You Are the Sun”
and Elaine Magliaro’s “Things to Do If You Are a Pencil.” As you can see, Heard’s collection
will keep you and your students busy for a long time.
The poems in this chapter will serve as resources and models for your students as they
hear, read, share, and explore possibilities for reading and writing list poems.
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Classroom Connections: List Poems
Signs
by John Frank
Songbirds hushing,
Maples blushing,
Rivers rushing—
Fall is here.

Reading Connections
A natural way to begin exploring any poem is to think about how you can use it to practice
ﬂuency. “Signs” oﬀers young readers a rhythm for speaking and reading. The use of nounverb phrases for three of the four lines helps beginning readers establish a sense of phrasing
that fosters reading ﬂuently for meaning, instead of merely reading without comprehension
in a word-by-word fashion. After modeling what a ﬂuent reader sounds like, students can
chorally read the poem several times until they are able to read it themselves. Display the
poem on large chart paper for the entire week so that students can continue to read it as
a class, with a partner, or independently. Students can be asked to ﬁnd letters or words
to extend their understanding of the alphabetic principle and build a beginning sight
vocabulary. Fluency can also be fostered by providing practice in a listening center where
students can hear their voices and/or your voice reading the poem.
We often use word families to help beginning readers consolidate sounds. Looking at
the rime in “hush,” “blush,” and “rush” will help students begin to use skills in phonemic
awareness and phonics to read through the word.
Speciﬁc nouns such as “songbirds” and “maples” and unique verbs such as “hushing” and
“blushing” oﬀer opportunities not only for vocabulary development but also for visualizing.
When students visualize images as they hear or read the poem, they are forming their own
interpretations and understandings. Sometimes it helps young readers to draw a picture
about what the words help them see and feel as they hear the poem. In Reading with Meaning:
Teaching Comprehension in the Primary Grades, Debbie Miller (2002) discusses how readers’
images and understandings are inﬂuenced by sharing the thinking of others. After drawing,
ask students to turn and talk with a partner about their pictures and the words that inspired
them. By sharing their ideas with a partner and then drawing again students learn how
important it is for readers to think about what they are reading and let others’ thinking
in to clarify understanding. Finally, they can compare their pictures to that of the poem’s
illustrator, Mike Reed. Not only are students developing a love of language, but they are also
learning how words help readers to visualize and comprehend.
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Students can use the title, “Signs,” to help them make predictions about the subject of
the poem. They can also begin to see how to synthesize ideas to draw a conclusion. This
simple poem presents three details and ends with the main idea.

Writing Connections
This poem has a simple organizational scaﬀold that writers can easily imitate. It is a list
poem that lists three details in noun-verb sentences and concludes with the statement of
the main idea. A good companion text—a picture book written in this sentence structure
throughout—is Snowsong Whistling by Karen Lotz. Writers can brainstorm signs for other
seasons and apply it to this scaﬀold. For example, in one ﬁrst-grade class, students did a
shared writing after brainstorming signs of winter.
Snowﬂakes falling,
Fires crackling,
Bears hibernating—
Winter is here.

Notice that the rhyming aspect of the poem was not part of the scaﬀold. Rhyming can
limit the scope of a young writer’s thinking, although some young writers may be ready to
try it out. The scaﬀold and/or brainstormed list can then be oﬀered to writers as an option
for independent writing. (See the Your Turn Lesson at the end of the chapter.)
Although the poem oﬀers a study in the use of commas, periods, and the dash, don’t be too
concerned if your writers don’t use these tools. Some may be ready and may naturally use the
punctuation marks as they imitate the scaﬀold. That is the perfect time to have a conversation
about what they are and why the author used those marks. You could also just concentrate on
one, such as the period, if your students are beginning to understand and use it.
For older students, return to the poem and examine each line as a way of introducing
or reviewing the use of auxiliary or helping verbs. Students can take lines from Snowsong
Whistling as well and practice writing lines of poetry as complete sentences by adding the
present or past tense of helping verbs that are needed with the “–ing” form of the verb
(“Maples blushing” could become “Maples are blushing.”). As another option, you can show
your students how to change the “-ing” form of the verb to other forms. For example,
“Maples blush” or “A maple blushes.” For more sophisticated writers, you might have a
discussion about the use of fragments like “maples blushing” or “rivers rushing” that are
purposefully placed for emphasis or rhythm within a narrative or another genre that uses
paragraph form instead.
Make a reading-writing connection by talking about word choice—particularly, the
speciﬁc nouns and verbs. It is a good idea to point out that the poet probably purposefully
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chose the verb “rushing” (instead of, perhaps, “gushing”) to describe rivers in order to create
alliteration. Ask your writers to notice other examples of this craft as they begin to understand
the importance of sounds in language.
Writers often appeal to the senses to help their readers anchor images in their mind.
You can point this out to your students as they brainstorm words for their own writing. Use
simple headings such as I see, I smell, and so on, as students seek words for their own writing.


Zeke, an Old Farm Dog
by Kristine O’Connell George
The black dog on the knoll is my dog:
Sailing over construction fences,
Chasing bulldozers,
Barking at butterﬂies,
Swimming in the neighbor’s
New backyard pool.
Now he steals things
And brings his prizes to the front porch:
Sunday papers and other dogs’ pans,
Shingles, keys, someone’s ham on rye.
I won’t fence him in.
I won’t even try.

Reading Connections
“Zeke, an Old Farm Dog” oﬀers students a chance to explore unique words such as “knoll”
and “rye” and to ponder words that are traditionally used as nouns, such as “construction”
and “Sunday,” but whose meaning changes slightly when used as adjectives. What do we
think about when we see the noun “Sunday”? Perhaps going to church or family dinners
come to mind. But using “Sunday” to describe a newspaper conjures up images of our
favorite comic strips, ads for stores where we might shop, or our favorite section of the paper,
like the sports page.
Of course, we can practice reading this poem aloud and develop a cadence for reading
two verses that contain colons and lots of commas. Students practice reading the punctuation
and notice that the pace of events—the things happening in the lists—are read more quickly
in the second verse because of the way the activities are grouped together rather than listed
on each line.
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The poem gives us a chance to visualize scenes in the dog’s life. We can see Zeke ﬂying
over fences, swimming in the neighbor’s pool, or snitching the Sunday paper. To teach
students the importance of visualizing as they read, you could ask them to draw scenes from
each of the verses. These scenes can also be used as a sequencing activity for students who
need practice with that skill.
This poem oﬀers excellent opportunities to demonstrate to readers how thinking critically
about words and structures deepens their comprehension. Begin with the word “old” that
appears in the title and discuss its importance to the poem. This one word allows readers to
better understand why the author compares and contrasts the activities of Zeke as a young
dog and then as an older dog. The transition word “now” helps the reader infer that Zeke as
an older dog is still engaging in mischievous activities, although they are tamer and require
less exertion. The last two lines demonstrate the poet’s point of view. A rich discussion can
follow about what the poet is thinking and whether you agree with her. This kind of thinking
and discussion will help students understand the main idea of the poem.

Writing Connections
This poem demonstrates how the colon can be used eﬀectively in a poem to create lists.
Talk with your students about the use of commas and end punctuation. These lists are built
without the use of any conjunctions. Try reading the poem and add and to each item in the
list. Discuss how this change aﬀects the rhythm and meaning of the poem. Without the
conjunction, the poet is asking the reader to imagine much more than what is said. The list
doesn’t stop here as it does when you add the word and.
Notice the verbs in the “-ing” form that begin the lines of poetry in the ﬁrst verse. By
beginning with these verbs the poet emphasizes the actions and gives you a feeling that they
are happening as she is telling you about them. Writers can try out this technique in their
own poetry, beginning lines with strong verbs in the “-ing” form.
You might point out to your students how the poet helps the reader focus on the action
by sparsely using ordinary adjectives and how the use of speciﬁc nouns and verbs limits the
need for adjectives and adverbs. Sometimes writers use a familiar word as a diﬀerent part of
speech to make their readers think a little harder. For example, in this poem, “fence” is used
as a verb instead of a noun. Also, “construction” is used as an adjective instead of a noun. You
could ask your writers to collect sentences from their reading experiences that use ordinary
words in an unexpected way and add them to their writer’s notebook to perhaps apply to a
future piece of writing.
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Orders
by A. M. Klein
Mufﬂe the wind;
Silence the clock;
Muzzle the mice;
Curb the small talk;
Cure the hinge-squeak;
Banish the thunder.
Let me sit silent,
Let me wonder.

Reading Connections
Fluency is always a good place to begin with poetry. By reading the poem aloud in many
diﬀerent ways, students become familiar with its language and rhythm. Students focus on
the punctuation—semicolons, commas, and periods—to practice ﬂuency as they read the
poem aloud. Multiple readings improve both ﬂuency and comprehension. This poem lends
itself to reading aloud alternately between two groups of readers. For example, boys could
chorally read the ﬁrst line and girls could chorally read the second line, and so on. The last
two lines could be read in one voice by everyone.
For younger readers, who are developing decoding skills, pointing out how to break apart
the two-syllable words (“muﬄe,” “muzzle,” “thunder,” “banish,” etc.) can help them add to
their reading strategies. This poem also oﬀers the opportunity for teaching or reviewing the
diﬀerent sounds of “c” and long and short vowel sounds for “u” and “i.”
“Orders” is a gold mine for word work because it uses many unusual verbs that students
may not be familiar with, or verbs that more often appear as nouns, such as “curb” and
“muzzle.” Students can look for synonyms for these verbs or create a homonym study.
As with many poems, “Orders” is rich in opportunities for extending comprehension.
It lends itself to a discussion surrounding the main idea and where it can be found in this
particular poem. In a list poem, the poet often saves his point of view or main idea for the
ﬁnal line or lines. Students might ask, “Why are these orders being given?” The answer is
the main idea—the poet wants quiet in order to think and wonder. A poem’s title is almost
always a clue to its meaning. Students often tend to skip titles or not spend much time
thinking about them because they are unaware of their importance. You might ask your
students to oﬀer an opinion about the title. Is it a good one? Why or why not? You can
then ask them to revisit the title and rename it to capture the poem’s essence. In one thirdgrade class, poet readers came up with these alternate titles for “Orders”: “Quiet!”; “Let Me
Wonder”; “Hush”; “Quiet, Please!”; “Shhhh . . . I’m Thinking.”
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Many students do not automatically form pictures in their minds as they are reading
texts, although once they are taught how to do this and practice, it soon becomes second
nature. Poems are a great way to teach visualization because they are short. You may want
to ask students to use the clues in the poem, the speciﬁc orders the poet is giving, to
imagine where the poet is. Have them draw a picture of that place and share their drawing
with a partner.

Writing Connections
In any piece of writing, the verbs are the muscles that hold it all together. This poem uses
strong and unusual verbs to begin each line of poetry. These verbs also help the reader
understand that imperative sentences (commands) are being used with “you” as the
understood subject. The poet changes not only the sentence structure for the last two lines
but also the punctuation (from a semicolon to a comma) perhaps to signal that the poem is
coming to a close and that there is an important shift. You can talk to your students about
when to use this type of sentence; in addition to poetry, imperative sentences easily ﬁt into a
process or “how-to” piece or an essay giving advice.
You could also collect lines of poetry or other texts (such as Painting the Wind by Patricia
and Emily MacLachlan) that make use of the semicolon in a list and discuss how its use
changes the way the line is read and the meaning ever so slightly. Gathering lots of examples
and creating an anchor chart that displays mentor sentences is an excellent way to conduct
a study of punctuation.
Another possibility is to explore the use of the hyphenated word to create an unusual
noun (“hinge-squeak”). The author has given a name to a sound for a squeaky door. By doing
so the poet has demonstrated economy of expression and created something unique at the
same time. Ask your students to read similar writers and ﬁnd other instances of hyphenated
words used as nouns, verbs, and adjectives. For example, the name of a ﬂower, “snow-onthe-mountain,” in The Divide by Michael Bedard and the use of an original verb and noun
in Langston’s Train Ride by Robert Burleigh: “I skit-skat a little half-dance on the sidewalk.”
Of course, students can use “Orders” to brainstorm a list of commands they would like
to give and write a poem around their list, concluding with the reason why they are giving
the orders. Another possibility is to make a list of small wonderings—things they would like
to sit and wonder about.
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Swift Things Are Beautiful
by Elizabeth Coatsworth
Swift things are beautiful:
Swallows and deer,
And lightning that falls
Bright-veined and clear,
Rivers and meteors,
Wind in the wheat,
The strong-withered horse,
The runner’s sure feet.
And slow things are beautiful:
The closing of day,
The pause of the wave
That curves downward to spray,
The ember that crumbles,
The opening ﬂower,
And the ox that moves on
In the quiet of power.

Reading Connections
This poem illustrates how comfortable Elizabeth Coatsworth was in writing about the world
of nature. Although written in 1934, “Swift Things Are Beautiful” oﬀers images that are
still inviting to students today. Even on a ﬁrst read, students need to read the punctuation
in order to use proper phrasing and expression. You can ask students to look at the end of
each line and note whether it has a mark of punctuation. Each verse contains a thought that
requires two lines, and the reader needs to keep reading to get the full meaning; for example:
And lightning that falls
Bright-veined and clear,

This poem oﬀers students a chance to explore the meanings of words and how adjectives
are created and matched with their nouns. What images are conjured up by “bright-veined”
when describing lightning? What is the implied metaphor here? You might ask your students
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to come up with other synonyms that describe lightning. Another hyphenated adjective to
ponder is “strong-withered.” The reader must have some knowledge of a horse’s anatomy
to understand the speciﬁcity and perfectness of this adjective choice. Horses’ withers are
the strongest part of their backbone. You can point out to students how important it is to
develop background knowledge and to widen their schema in order to develop a deeper
understanding of text. Students might explore the idea of “sure feet” and what makes them
swift. The vocabulary might also oﬀer the reader clues about the setting—when and where
the poem was written.
“Swift Things Are Beautiful” can also present opportunities to teach inference: What is
the meaning of the poet’s last thought?
And the ox that moves on
In the quiet of power.

In order to understand these lines, students must be familiar with what oxen are and
what they do. Otherwise, you may want to turn to pictures or the computer for help. This
will enable students to understand that power does not always have to be fast or loud, that
strength can be as quiet as an ox pulling a farmer’s plow.
Another way to deepen students’ comprehension is by having them order the images the
poem evokes on a continuum, from swiftest to slowest. As they evaluate each, they might
add other ideas.

Writing Connections
The vocabulary in this poem easily bridges reading and writing workshops. With your
students, take a second look at the hyphenated adjectives (“bright-veined” and “strongwithered”) and the nouns they describe. Chart the other nouns in this poem and, as a writing
community, brainstorm hyphenated adjectives to go with them; for example, rip-roaring
rivers, rush-gushing rivers, lacy-ﬁngered wave, or just-blossomed ﬂower. Ask students to
return to one of their notebook entries, either a poem or prose, and ﬁnd a noun that needs
an adjective. Students may try out hyphenated adjectives that give speciﬁcity and originality
to a piece of their writing.
You may explore the importance of word choice—making every word count—by
creating adjective pairs that are opposite in meaning and asking students to brainstorm
words that mean the same or nearly the same as each adjective and its antonym. Students
can use them to describe nouns and write a similar two-verse poem following the scaﬀold of
“Swift Things Are Beautiful.”
In one fourth-grade classroom, the students wrote a whole-class poem comparing “big”
and “little” around things in a city.
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Big things are beautiful:
Billboards and bridges,
And skyscrapers that disappear
In New York City smog,
Concrete mixers and front-end loaders,
Double-decker buses,
The Statue of Liberty,
Sprawling Central Park.
And small things are beautiful:
The sidewalk cracks,
The rooftop gardens
That city-dwellers love,
The long-handled pooper scoopers,
The apartment complex elevators,
And the one-bedroom studios
In rented-out buildings.

Of course, “Swift Things Are Beautiful” also oﬀers a chance to study alliteration, the use
of colons, commas for listing, and the repeated use of “the” to mark the noun that follows.


Helping Hands
by Allan Wolf
Hands are for taking.
Hands are for holding.
Hands are for shaping
and paper plane folding.
Hands are for grasping.
Hands are for shaking.
Hands are for touching
and shadow-play making.
Hands are for dressing,
buttoning, zipping.
Scrambling, buttering,
ﬂapper-jack ﬂipping.
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Hands are for clapping,
juggling, jiggling.
Hands are for washing
and brushing and wiggling.
Hands are for raising,
writing and talking.
Catching and throwing
and bright sunlight blocking,
wringing and twisting
and turning and knocking.
Clock hands are perfect
for ticking and tocking.
But up-side down acrobat hands
are for walking.

Reading Connections
“Helping Hands” is a great choral read because it uses eﬀective repetition and has a deﬁnite
rhythm and rhyme scheme. Teachers can have fun with this poem, rereading it as an echo or
cloze read. Diﬀerent groups of students can be assigned to read a verse of the poem aloud.
Another option is to encourage students to put some hand motions into their oral reading
of the poem.
For young readers, the syllables can be clapped out as the teacher reads. This activity
can help establish an understanding of sound units (or phonological awareness) that are a
foundation for successful reading. In addition, pointing out the end rhyme pairs can segue
into the creation of word families. For example, in the ﬁrst verse “holding” and “folding”
provide the rhyme for eventually recognizing the “old” word family. Words such as these can
be used to start anchor charts that students can add to throughout the year.
Young readers can also beneﬁt from examining the spelling patterns for words in the “-ing”
form. Many of the words in this poem are consonant-vowel-consonant plus silent “e” words
(“take,” “shape,” “make”). Students can practice reading words in their base form and “-ing”
form, then ﬁnd other examples in their independent reading and writing. Engaging students
in word awareness activities such as charting will help them make discoveries on their own
about how our language works. By charting the diﬀerent “-ing” words, they may begin to see a
pattern that will lead them to create a rule as to when to double the ﬁnal consonant.
The kinesthetic vocabulary in this poem gives students a chance to employ their many
diﬀerent learning styles to understand and remember the words’ meanings. Words like
“zipping,” “grasping,” “brushing,” and “wiggling” might inspire students to come up with
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a motion or gesture that suggests a deﬁnition for the word. Their classmates might respond
by repeating the word, tracing its spelling in the air, performing the motion, or devising one
of their own.
“Helping Hands” lends itself to beginning lessons on making inferences. Almost every
student can understand what “bright sunlight blocking” would look like by using their
hands. Ask them to show, not tell, this action and to look around the room at what their
classmates are doing. They will discover that everybody is doing about the same thing. How
did they know what to do? They used what was in the text plus what was in their head (their
schema) to discover meaning. In other words, they made an inference. Again, asking students
to think about what hands would be doing when they are “scrambling” or “buttering” will
lead them to discover that the hands are preparing breakfast. They will then more easily
understand that “ﬂapper-jack ﬂipping” refers to making pancakes, even though “ﬂapperjack” is a word created by the poet.
To further comprehension, you might return to the title and ask students why the poem
is named “Helping Hands.” They can also come up with alternative names for the poem and
justify their thinking.

Writing Connections
As with other poems we have suggested, verbs play an important role in “Helping Hands.”
Even though the poem is built around one word, hands, it is the verbs that create the images
and provide the backbone of the piece. You can point out to students how important it is
to choose verbs wisely. The verbs in this poem are not necessarily unusual, but they provide
the strong visual images that the author wants to convey. Students can return to pieces they
are currently working on or to previously written pieces and examine the verbs they used for
possible revision. Perhaps a diﬀerent verb could provide a stronger image. It is a great lesson
in revision to show the diﬀerence one word can make.
“Helping Hands” follows a fairly predictable scaﬀold, but a few surprises can be found
along the way. We usually think of words such as “acrobat,” “paper plane,” “shadow-play,”
and “ﬂapper-jack” as nouns, but here they are used as adjectives. This adds interest to the
poem—as does the somewhat surprising ending that changes up the scaﬀold just enough to
keep the reader thinking.
Students can easily use “Helping Hands” to help them compose a text innovation
focusing on another body part. Two great companion pieces to use for such an activity
are Here Are My Hands by Bill Martin Jr. and John Archembault and The Best Part of Me:
Children Talk About Their Bodies in Pictures and Words by Wendy Ewald.
“Helping Hands” could also provide inspiration for some students to express what they
learned in a book like What Do You Do with a Tail Like This? by Steve Jenkins and Robin
Page that explores the things animals do with their tails, eyes, ears, mouth, noses, and feet.
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Your Turn Lesson
Using a Scaffold to Write a List Poem

S

caﬀolds provide a framework for writers to organize their thinking. The structure that an
author uses can be a repetitive word, phrase, or line that sometimes introduces a new idea
and sometimes restates an important idea for emphasis. In poetry, scaﬀolds appeal to our
sense of sound as we read the words silently or aloud. Just as we look for patterns in nature,
we search for them in our writing.
Hook: Return to “Signs” by John Frank and discuss the scaﬀold the author uses. Help your
students discover that the poem consists of noun-verb phrases followed by a main idea.
(You may need to explain the diﬀerence between a noun and a verb if your writers are
very young.) Companion pieces that use the same scaﬀold include Snowsong Whistling
by Karen Lotz and Moon Glowing by Elizabeth Partridge. You can also ﬁnd examples of
the two-word scaﬀold in Pumpkin Eye by Denise Fleming, but the order is changed to
adjective-noun (“swooping bats,” “hissing cats”). Notice that these “–ing” words denote
action but answer the question “What kind?” This book can oﬀer an alternative scaﬀold
to some students.
Purpose: Writers, today I am going to show you how to create a list poem using two-word phrases.
We’ll also be thinking about the main idea we want our readers to understand about our topic
so that we can choose the best words to support that idea.
Brainstorm: Together with your students brainstorm a list of topics they could easily
use. Seasons and holidays work well with this lesson, but your list might also include
animals, sports, or any other topic your students have some knowledge of. Choose one
and brainstorm nouns and verbs that come to mind to describe your topic. You may
have more than one verb for each noun. Brainstorming as many words as possible will
give you and your students lots of choices. Be sure to record your verbs with the “-ing”
ending. Create two columns (nouns, verbs) on chart paper or the whiteboard to use as
a resource. Here’s an example:
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Nouns

Verbs

ﬂowers
birds
tulips
buds
robins
butterﬂies
bluebirds
daisies

nesting
building
growing
chirping
returning
spreading
hopping
ﬂitting

As you collect words from your students, tease out more speciﬁc nouns and verbs
from the general categories they may give you. For example, if a student gives you
“ﬂowers,” put it on the list to honor his suggestion, but your next question might be,
“What kinds of ﬂowers do you know?” This charting provides a chance for you to also
work on synonyms. If a student oﬀers “sings” you might ask for other words that describe
the sounds birds make. Another possibility is to look for word combinations that provide
alliteration. Students can use thesauruses and dictionaries to ﬁnd interesting words.
Model: Talk with your students about how you ﬁrst want to think about your main idea, or
what you want your readers to understand about the topic. Following the scaﬀold, this
will be the last line. Explain to them that deciding on your ending thought will help you
choose the words and ideas that go best with your poem. For example: I think spring is
such a beautiful season so I’m going to make my last line: “Spring is beautiful!” Continue
to think aloud as you choose the words to create your poem. A ﬁnished example might
look like this:

Spring
Tulips blooming,
Dogwoods budding,
Daffodils glowing,
Spring is beautiful!

You can stay with the scaﬀold of four lines or add additional noun-verb lines to oﬀer
more choice to your students.
Here’s another example from Rose’s notebook that uses the adjective-noun scaﬀold:
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My Busy Garden
Nesting bluebirds,
Chirping chickadees,
Hovering hummingbirds,
My busy garden!

Shared/Guided Writing: Together with your students create an additional poem using their
ideas. You can keep the same main idea or change it. Be sure to engage in lots of thinking
aloud about word choice. Before students write individually you can return to other
topics and continue to brainstorm additional words. For example, if you are writing
about seasons you might want to brainstorm words for all the seasons so students have
more choices. One way to do this is to post charts and have students work in small
groups to record the words on the charts. They can rotate among the charts in carousel
fashion to continue to add ideas.
Independent Writing: Invite students to create their own list poems using the words charted
or on a topic of their choice. As an option for young students, this activity can be part of
a reading and/or writing center. Write the words on oak tag strips and place them in two
columns (nouns/verbs) on a pocket chart. Students can rearrange the words to create list
poems then practice reading them for ﬂuency, or they can record them in their writer’s
notebooks.
Reﬂection: Ask students to reﬂect on how creating the list poems worked for them:
How did the use of the scaﬀold help you with your writing?
How did choosing your main idea ﬁrst guide your word choice? Why is this important?
What other topics could you use in creating this type of poem?
When might you use this scaﬀold again?
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Your Turn Lesson
Using Thesauruses and Dictionaries
to Write a List Poem
In poetry, word choice is so important. Poets are wordsmiths, masters of their native language.
We search for good words in our writing. One of the most powerful ways we have to revise is
to go back and look at our words to decide if we could choose more speciﬁc ones. The greater
the vocabulary at our ﬁngertips, the more powerful our writing can become. Students need
to be familiar with the thesaurus and dictionary and must practice replacing words in their
stories, poems, and reports for more desirable ones. Work with synonyms and antonyms will
help students become wordsmiths.
Hook: Read “I’m Talking Big!” by Colin McNaughton and discuss the words the author uses
to get his point across to the reader. Help your students discover that the poem contains
synonyms for the word “big” that indicate varying degrees of bigness. (You may even
want to list some of these words and ask students to help you place on a continuum on
the board or chart paper to make it more visible for them.) A companion piece that can
be used to stimulate interest in the poem, ﬁnd new words, or rewrite the poem with
nouns is How Big Is It?, a cool nonﬁction book by Ben Hillman that explores the concept
of big with incredible photos and wonderful descriptions.

I’m Talking Big!
by Colin McNaughton
I’m talking big!
I’m talking huge!
I’m talking enormous, immense,
Tremendous!
I’m talking hulking, towering,
Titanic, mountainous!
I’m talking maximum, massive,
Stupendous, gigantic, monumental!
I’m talking fantastic, fabulous,
Incredible, unbelievable, mammoth,
Vast!
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I’m talking astronomical, mighty,
Monstrous, universal, colossal,
Magniﬁcent, galactical!
I’m talking BIG!

Purpose: Writers, today I am going to show you how to create a list poem using adjectives that
are synonyms. We’ll also be thinking about how these words mean nearly the same thing but
have diﬀerent degrees of intensity, so the meaning really is slightly diﬀerent depending on
which synonym we choose to use. We want our readers to understand our message regardless of
what we are writing about or what genre we choose to use, so we need to choose the best words
possible to support our big idea.
Brainstorm: Together with your students, brainstorm a list of words that easily lend
themselves to synonyms, such as weird or fast. You could use Ben Hillman’s books,
How Weird Is It? or How Fast Is It? as read-alouds (you don’t have to read the entire
book because it is so easy to dip in and out of Hillman’s books), or you might choose
words like hungry, angry, sad, clean, happy, or any other words your students have some
knowledge of. Choose one, say, hungry, then brainstorm all the synonyms that come to
mind for that word (empty, voracious, starving, famished, ravenous, eat-a-horse, wasting
away). Students can discuss shades of meaning as the list is being created. Brainstorming
as many words as possible will give you and your students lots of choices. You might
want to work with two separate words so that later on you can do one as a shared
experience and allow the students to partner to work with the other word as a guided
experience.
As you collect synonyms from your students, tease out more, interesting words by
allowing them to work with thesauruses and dictionaries.
Model: Talk with your students about how revision is a way to honor a piece of ﬁne writing.
Many times we do the work of substitution, removing general or worn-out words from
our writing. This revision sharpens our piece of writing and helps us write with clarity.
You can stay with the scaﬀold of the ﬁfteen lines from McNaughton’s poem or shorten it
up to give students a taste. It might be a good idea to practice one in your own writer’s
notebook before modeling in front of your students, or keep a good thesaurus handy.
Use of the computer thesaurus and dictionary is also a great way to model how to do
this electronically. Some students have never used a thesaurus, even by the ﬁfth grade!
Here’s an example from Lynne’s notebook that uses McNaughton’s scaﬀold and the
use of synonyms to create a list:
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I’m Talking Weird
by Lynne Dorfman
I’m talking weird!
I’m talking strange!
I’m talking odd, unusual,
Extraordinarily extraordinary!
I’m talking unique, curious,
Peculiar, bizarre!
I’m talking alien, foreign,
Unknown, uncanny, never-seen-before!
I’m talking out-of-this world, incredible,
Unbelievable, unimaginable, abnormal,
Uncharacteristic!
I’m talking mysterious, supernatural,
Irregular, unconventional, atypical,
Creepy, eerie!
I’m talking weird!

Compare your poem (or Lynne’s) to McNaughton’s poem. Talk about the eﬀective
repetition in this poem and the use of hyphenated adjectives such as “never-seenbefore” and “out-of-this-world” as well as the adverb-adjective pair “extraordinarily
extraordinary” (see Margie Palatini’s Mooseltoe and Moosetache for the “perfectly perfect”
phrase as a model) in Lynne’s version. You might want to talk about the use of commas
and exclamation marks as well as line breaks.
Shared/Guided Writing: Together with your students, create an additional poem using their
ideas about another adjective such as fast or slow. (Or try both!) Be sure to engage in lots
of thinking aloud about word choice. Students can brainstorm with a partner or small
group before you call on them to write on chart paper. Make sure lots of dictionaries and
thesauruses are on hand. Post blank pieces of chart paper and have students work in four
or ﬁve separate small groups to record the words on the charts. They can rotate among
the charts if the words are diﬀerent in carousel fashion to continue to add ideas or you
can ask students to reference all the charts (if they are about the same word) as you write
the shared poem together.
Independent Writing: Invite students to create their own list poems using a word of their
choice and its synonyms.
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Option: For younger students, this poem can be created around the nouns in one of Ben
Hillman’s books or a topic they have already studied and researched in a content area.
For example, students may have studied a biome, a period in history, a genre such as
mystery, or even a planet. Here is an example from a third grader at Lynne’s school:

I’m Talking Mars!
by Zach
I’m talking the red planet!
I’m talking polar ice caps, cave entrances,
Extinct volcanoes.
I’m talking Mars!
I’m talking fourth planet from the sun,
Orbited by two moons,
Named for the Roman god of war.
I’m talking Mars!
I’m talking the most Earth-like seasons,
A subject for myths,
Possible colonization,
Earth’s hopes and fears . . .
I’m talking Mars!

Reﬂection: Ask students to reﬂect on how creating the list poems around synonyms worked
for them:
How did the use of the McNaughton’s poem help you with your writing?
How did the use of a thesaurus or dictionary help you? Did you use any other sources?
What other topics could you use in creating this type of poem?
When might you use this adjective-synonym poem again?
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Poetry Work Station
Poems are posted all around the poetry work station. The students have written some; others are
photocopied from books. A basket is filled with
poetry books. Today two students at this station are
reading poems together and responding to them.
They have chosen two poems and are reading and
answering open-ended questions that are listed on
cards on a ring. First they read aloud the two poems
so they can hear and feel the language:

jumped in and in front of it danced, and
behind a grey
mountain it stood.
(Whipple 1994)
Then one of the students, Lizbeth, reads from a
card, “Which words feel important? Highlight
them. Read the poem again and emphasize these.”
She and her partner take small pieces of highlighter
tape and talk about which words they think are
most important. They decide to cover there, mountain, now, far away, weep, I, and remember in the first
poem. In the second one, they highlight was, black,
jumped, and danced. They read the poems again, and
suddenly they come to life. The words have more
meaning.
Maurice reads the next card: “What does the
poem make you feel?” He replies immediately, “The
first one made me sad. I could feel that this person’s
home and mountain had been taken away.”
Lizbeth chimes in, “Yeah, it’s kind of like what
we were reading about in social studies class about

That Mountain Far Away
by Tewa
My home over there, my home over there,
My home over there, now I remember it!
And when I see that mountain far away,
Why, then I weep. Alas! What can I do? . . .
My home over there, now I remember it.
Untitled
by Papago
There was a mountain, over its black roots [the
deer]
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Students use highlighter tape to remind them to
emphasize important words when they read a poem.

when the Native Americans lost their land. Who
wrote this, anyway?”
Maurice answers, “Tewa. Let’s look that up on
the Internet.” They walk over to the computer and
log on to a search engine. Soon they find out that
the Tewa, a Pueblo tribe, inhabited the Southwest,
which confirms their thinking. They look at the second poem and predict that this also might be written by a Native American tribe. They look up
Papago and find that they are correct. It’s another
Southwest tribe known as the desert people.
Lizbeth moves on to the next question on a card
and reads it. “Does the poem remind you of anything in your own life?” She tells Maurice that it
reminds her of her grandma, who talks about life in
her former country before she moved to the United
States. Lizbeth thinks she might talk more about this
with her grandma and perhaps write a poem about
it the next time she comes to this station.
Maurice reads the last card: “What pictures do
you see in your mind?” He tells Lizbeth that he can
see an old, weathered man with a sad face who is
thinking about when he was forced to leave his former land. He says there is a photo of a Native
American in a classroom library book, Eyewitness:
Wild West, a book he recently browsed. He walks
quietly to the library to show the photo to his partner. She agrees that it is a clear picture of what the
poem is describing. They decide to look for more
poems by Native Americans in the basket of poetry

Practice with Purpose
A chart on “How to Copy a Poem” reminds kids what to
consider when copying favorite poems into their poetry
anthologies.

books in this station to see if they have a similar
feeling.
In third grade, down the hall, students are also
working at the poetry work station in their classroom. Their teacher has shown them how to copy a
favorite poem, line by line, onto notebook paper.
Because younger writers are often not as familiar
with poetry layout, there is a model of a poem with
tips for how to copy a poem posted in the poetry
station. Each student will place his or her notebook
pages of favorite poems in a 1-inch, three-ring
binder that becomes a personal poetry anthology
and may be read during independent reading time.

Why Have a Poetry
Work Station?
Exploring poetry gives students a chance to think
deeply about things that really matter to them. It
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can help them slow down and notice both the
world around them and the world inside them. As
Charles Simic says, “A poem is someone else’s snapshot in which you see yourself.”
The poetry work station can give preadolescents opportunities to imagine and develop creativity; it can also help them create mental images,
which improves reading comprehension. Poetry
gives kids a chance to read smaller bits more
thoughtfully and compose meaningful pieces without the threat of so many words (especially for
struggling students or students learning English as a
second language). Poetry teaches students to listen
. . . to words and rhythm and the music of language
as well as to the voices within their hearts and souls.
Poetry gives students opportunities to play with
language and try new words in interesting and
enjoyable ways. It can improve reading fluency as
students have fewer words and shorter lines of text
to read at a time. Most kids enjoy poetry. They
delight in funny poems by Jack Prelutsky and Shel
Silverstein, they are awestruck by the simplicity of
everyday objects in Valerie Worth’s poems, and
they love the lilting language of David McCord.
Poetry offers a break in the hectic world we inhabit;
give children the chance to linger with language in
the poetry work station.

What Students Do in the
Poetry Work Station
Throughout the year, many of the activities in the
poetry work station will remain the same. What
changes are the forms, the reading levels, the sophistication of the poems, and students’ responses to
them. As intermediate classes study new contentarea material, poetry that supports that subject matter may be added. As you present new forms of
poetry, you will have students focus on them in
both their reading and writing. Here are some possibilities of what students might do at the poetry
work station. As students are introduced to new
activities, they may be posted on the “I Can” list.

Third graders read new poetry books and reread poems
from charts used in shared reading.

■

Reading poems. Students may choose to read
poems from a variety of poetry books placed
in this station. Change or add books to the
collection throughout the year to keep it interesting. Explain to students that you want
them to read silently to find poems, but that
you’d also like them to read poetry aloud
(with quiet voices) so they can hear and feel
the language. Poetry is best when read aloud.
Set purposes for what you’d like students to
look and listen for in the poems. Task cards for
the poetry work station are included in
Appendix G. Use them to help focus students’
reading of poems.
Because kids sometimes feel intimidated
by poetry anthologies, you might try a “poetry
pass” periodically (as recommended by Franki
Sibberson). Have students sit in a large circle,
and hand a poetry anthology to every student,
or to pairs if you don’t have as many books.
Be sure each student has a pencil and his or
her reading folder to make notes in the section
called “Books I’d Like to Read” about anthologies that look interesting. Give kids a minute
or two to browse the book they are holding,
then signal them to pass it clockwise to the
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A “Poetry Pass” gives kids a chance to preview poetry anthologies before reading them at the poetry station.

■

■

■

■

next student(s). Continue in this way until the
books have been passed all around the circle.
Writing poems. Students are often successful in
writing when they are allowed to write poems,
especially at the start of the year. Teach students how to write their own poems and let
them compose and display their poems.
Submitting poems online or entering poetry contests. There are several Web sites that post student poetry. Check out the Web for current
sites and submission guidelines. There are also
numerous poetry contests that may be held
locally as well as nationally. Post rules for
these contests at the poetry station and let students create their own entries.
Performing poems. Let students work with partners or alone to choose favorite poems and
dramatize them. They can practice at this station and then perform the poems during sharing time after independent work time.
Copying poems for personal poetry anthologies.
This is good handwriting practice, especially
for students making the transition to cursive
writing. However, it is also an opportunity for
students to search for favorite poems and copy
them into their personal poetry anthologies
for personal reading and reflection. (I still have

■

■

■

■

one I created in high school that has meaning
for me today!)
Illustrating poems. Poetry can help students create mental images as they read short amounts
of text. Have students read poems, think about
the pictures in their minds, then illustrate
them. They can copy favorite poems and illustrate them in their personal poetry anthologies. Or they might draw an image on an
index card and place it in a library pocket at
the back of a poetry book; they can write the
page number of the poem it matches for others to see.
Comparing poems. Show students how to use a
Venn diagram to compare ideas in two poems.
It’s easiest if you preselect several poems about
the same topic by putting matching colored
flags on those pages in a poetry book.
Responding to poems. Teach students how to
think about poetry as you read poems during
both read-aloud and shared reading. Help students connect to poems by choosing poems
you love and sharing your personal links to
them. Use the “Poetry Task Cards” in
Appendix F.
Harvesting words to use in their own writing. As
you read aloud poems to your class, have
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Poems flagged in a poetry book can be compared using a
Venn diagram.

Students list “interesting words” on the back pages of their
poetry anthologies.

poems. Bookmark the poet’s Web page if one
is available for students to explore at the computer. Here are some to get you started:

■

■

them keep their ears open for interesting
words. You might keep a chart labeled
“Interesting Words” that students can use
when they’re writing. Encourage them to do
the same as they’re reading poetry. They
might have a section in their personal poetry
anthologies or word study notebooks for
favorite words and phrases they’ve found. Or
you could show them how to use a highlighter
pen to mark special words in their own
anthologies that they can use when writing.
Studying poetry craft. Guide students toward
understanding how poems are crafted, including the study of poetry structure (such as line
breaks and stanzas), poetry tools (such as alliteration, rhyming, rhythm patterns, repetition,
and personification), and interesting word
choices.
Learning about poets. Create a poet study
monthly or every grading period. Include
information about the poet as well as sample

Arnold Adoff
Aileen Fisher
Betsy Franco
Robert Frost
Nikki Giovanni
Lee Bennett Hopkins
Langston Hughes
Paul B. Janeczko
Karla Kuskin
■

■

Myra Cohn Livingston
Eve Merriam
Lilian Moore
Naomi Shihab Nye
Christina Rosetti
Carl Sandburg
Shel Silverstein
Valerie Worth

Making poems with a magnetic poetry kit. Provide
a commercially produced magnetic poetry kit
or make your own with your computer and
magnetic paper, available where office supplies
are sold. Check out www.magneticpoetry.com
for information.
Memorizing favorite poems. Challenge students
to memorize a poem of their choice once
every six to nine weeks. Let them practice at
the poetry station. Some may enjoy adding
simple props and dramatizing the poems.
Some intermediate teachers host a “poetry
café” several times a year during which students perform their memorized poems; they
invite friends and family to their performance.
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Magnetic poetry kits are available commercially and are
easy to set up on a file cabinet. Kids can organize words by
parts of speech jotted on sticky notes.

■

■

■

■

Finding poems to match people, places, and
things. Have students search for poems that
can be displayed around the classroom and/or
around the school. Georgia Heard calls this
the Living Anthology Project. Work with students to gather poems that might be read
around the school where people wait, such as
the water fountain, the front office, the nurse’s
room, and the cafeteria line. They might also
find poems that match their personalities or
that remind them of a friend that they can
share with that person. If you display found
objects from nature in your poetry or your science station, students might find poems to
match those, too.
Learning about parts of speech. Because poems
are short, they are excellent for examining
parts of speech. Have students read poems and
look for different types of words: interesting
nouns, strong verbs, descriptive adjectives, and
expressive adverbs. They might use highlighter

tape to identify a particular type of word and
then read the poem aloud, emphasizing those
words. Have them tell if the poem took on a
different meaning when read that way. You
might have them use poetry bookmarks to
record their words. (See Appendix F.)
Exploring metaphors, similes, personification, alliteration, onomatopoeia, assonance, and other
aspects of grammar. As you study each of these
terms, have students collect examples of them
from poems. You might have them label sections in the backs of their poetry anthologies
and search for poems that represent those
terms to be copied there. They can then use
these to help them write their poetry.
Reading poetry cards. In Still Learning to Read
(2003), Sibberson and Szymusiak suggest the
use of laminated poetry cards that have a
poem on one side, and a note saying “If you
like this poem, you might like . . .” on the
other to help students move from favorite
poets to similar writers or whole anthologies.
Here are some of my favorite anthologies
that give background information about poets
and contain some of their poems.
A Jar of Tiny Stars: Poems by NCTE AwardWinning Poets edited by Bernice E. Cullinan
This collection has a section for each of ten
poets (who were chosen by children as
favorites), including a picture of and a quotation by each, followed by several poems by
that writer. Some of the poets are David
McCord, Aileen Fisher, and Arnold Adoff.
The Place My Words Are Looking For edited by
Paul B. Janeczko
This anthology is peppered with poems by a
wide assortment of poets. Photos of the poets
along with a piece telling about that writer’s
thoughts about poetry follow many of the
poems. Poets range from Jack Prelutsky to
William Cole to Gwendolyn Brooks.
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Poetry for Young People: Robert Frost edited by
Gary D. Schmidt
Other recommended books in this series are
about Carl Sandburg, Edgar Allen Poe, and
Edward Lear. There are also books in the series
about American poems and animal poems.
They are beautifully illustrated and include a
biography about the poet at the beginning of
the book.
I Heard a Bluebird Sing: Children Select Their
Favorite Poems by Aileen Fisher, selected by
Bernice Cullinan
Information about Aileen Fisher, an awardwinning NCTE poet, is included along with
short personal statements and forty-one of this
author’s poems selected by children.
A Child’s Introduction to Poetry by Michael
Driscoll
This book includes a CD with poems read
aloud. Part I covers a variety of poems from
limericks to haiku to ballads and sonnets. Part
II gives information on poets from Homer to
Maya Angelou in chronological order. Poems
by each writer are included. A nice feature is
the vocabulary boxes called “Words for the
Wise” that bring attention to unusual vocabulary in the poems.
Opening Days: Sports Poems selected by Lee
Bennett Hopkins
This one appeals to kids who love sports but
may not be too interested in reading and writing. A wide variety of sports by an assortment
of poets is included.

How to Set Up the Poetry
Work Station
You don’t need much space for a poetry work station. It is helpful to have a bulletin board or a bit of
wall space on which to display poems with a small

109

A space-saving poetry station on a countertop contains
poetry baskets, paper, and cool pens, with cinquain and
haiku samples in the background.

table in front of it on which you place materials.
But if you don’t have a board, you can simply display poems in clear acrylic picture frames placed on
the table, or attach poems to a trifold science project board that can be folded up and stored when
not in use. Label your poetry station and add a sign
that says, “Observe the world around you AND look
within.” (Let kids design and decorate this.) Post
this in your poetry station to remind students
where they can get ideas for poems.
One teacher I know used her teacher desk
placed beside a low metal filing cabinet for a poetry
station. She posted poems on the front of her desk,
placed a magnetic poetry kit on the front of the filing cabinet, and provided index cards attached with
magnets on the side of the cabinet for students to
display poems they created. You could place a tub
of poetry books there (under your teacher desk)
along with a container holding two clipboards,
writing materials, and clean paper (for copying
and/or illustrating poems). And you could place
natural objects either on the edge of the teacher’s
desk or in another clear plastic container or attractive open basket.
If you can’t find any other space, make a
portable poetry work station. Just be sure to place
materials in a neat, organized container or two,
preferably clear plastic or an open basket so you can
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This poetry station uses the front of the teacher’s desk and a file cabinet.

be sure it stays orderly. Make sure to provide a place
where poetry is displayed so student work can be
shown and encouraged. You might use that wasted
space under the chalkboard ledge and place your
containers there, so students can just sit there to
work using clipboards. Or have a poetry corner out
in the hallway on a wall with poems (written by

kids and poets studied) to display and share with
other classrooms and visitors.

Materials
Start with a collection of favorite poetry books. You
might want to start with some listed in Figure 7.1.

Students build poems using a magnetic poetry kit. Student poems are displayed on the other side of the file cabinet for
peers to read.
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Figure 7.1 Some Favorite Poetry Books

The Random House Book of Poetry for Children selected
by Jack Prelutsky
This has been one of my favorite anthologies for
years. It includes 572 poems and is arranged by
topics of interest to kids, such as “Nature Is . . .,”
“The Four Seasons,” “Me I Am!,” and “I’m
Hungry!” This book is indexed by the names of
poets as well as by subject, which makes it a
useful tool for teachers and students.
The Dream Keeper and Other Poems by Langston
Hughes
Originally written in 1932 by a Harlem
Renaissance poet, this book is still fresh and pertinent for today’s students.
Talking Like the Rain: A Read-to-Me Book of Poems
compiled by Dorothy Kennedy and X. J. Kennedy
More than 100 poems with beautiful watercolors introduce students in K–5 to a wide variety
of poems and poets.
The Pig in the Spigot by Richard Wilbur
These wordplay poems contain words within
words. Cleverly written.
Good Books, Good Times! compiled by Lee Bennett
Hopkins
This collection of poems celebrates books and
reading.
All the Small Poems and Fourteen More by Valerie Worth
Each page contains one poem written sparsely
and beautifully about a common object such as
a cow, zinnias, and a clock.

Read aloud from these daily; it takes only a minute
or two. Remind the students that these poems can
be found in the poetry work station and that they
might begin copying favorites for their personal
poetry anthologies. Over the course of the year, add
more poems and related activities as they tie into
content-area themes and lessons you’ve taught in a
whole-group setting. Here are some things you
might add during the year:
■

Favorite poetry books (might have some sorted
by favorite poets)

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

■
■
■

Poetry charts (taught with in shared reading)
Jump-rope rhymes and tongue twisters
Magnetic poetry kit (available commercially, or
can be teacher made)
Poet study information
Highlighter tape, precut and stuck to index
cards, and/or highlighter pens
Paper (for copying poems or writing your
own)
Pencils, markers, gel pens, crayons
Magazine pictures (to inspire writing)
Natural objects (to inspire writing)
Notebook of student poems written by the
class
Rhyming dictionary and thesaurus
Class-made charts about poetry craft (highlighting poetry terms, such as alliteration, simile, personification, etc.)
Task cards, bookmarks, and sticky notes for
reading and thinking about poetry
Poems displayed in acrylic frames or on a bulletin board
Blank note cards and envelopes (for copying
special poems to give as gifts)

How to Introduce the Poetry
Work Station
Introduce the poetry station during read-aloud. Tell
students you are going to place some of the poetry
books and poems you’ve been reading into the
poetry work station. Show the materials you already
have set up there, including paper and pens for
copying poems and markers for illustrating favorite
poems. Model how to copy a poem onto a card,
being sure to match the line breaks as determined
by the poet. Talk with students about searching for
poems they like and copying them onto pages of a
spiral notebook you’ve provided for them as a personal poetry anthology.
Hand out the notebooks to kids and let them
spend a few minutes cutting out words and images
from old magazines to decorate their new poetry
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“Borrow” a basket of poetry books from your classroom
library (or the school library) to get your poetry station
started. Model how to read a poem during short readaloud moments throughout the day. Connect to content
areas to save time.

books. Have them add a label that says “My
Personal Poetry Anthology by ____.” Place these
notebooks in a crate and store them in the poetry
station.
Students help the teacher come up with what they can do
at the poetry work station.

This sample “I Can” list was brainstormed in a third-grade
classroom.

The following day take a few minutes to meet
with the class and visit the poetry work station once
more. Brainstorm an “I Can” list with them. It
might look something like this to start:
I Can . . .
■
■
■
■
■

Find poems that I really like.
Read poems and think about how they make
me feel.
Copy favorite poems into my personal poetry
anthology.
Add words or images to the cover of my
poetry anthology.
Begin to collect words I like from poems I read
(put on the back page of my anthology).

How to Choose Poems for the
Poetry Work Station
Finding poems that students enjoy and connect to
is key to a successful poetry work station. For ease
in starting, many teachers choose humorous poems
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Figure 7.2 Humorous Poetry Books

If You’re Not Here, Please Raise Your Hand: Poems
about School by Kalli Dakos
When the Teacher Isn’t Looking: And Other Funny
School Poems by Ken Nesbitt
A Light in the Attic by Shel Silverstein
Where the Sidewalk Ends by Shel Silverstein
A Pizza the Size of the Sun by Jack Prelutsky
The Butterfly Jar by Jeff Moss

that kids have loved for years, such as those by
Prelutsky and Silverstein. See suggestions in Figure
7.2. Choose poems that you like, too, especially for
read-aloud and shared reading; you set the tone of
the poetry station with your enthusiasm and interest. Ask students to be on the lookout for poetry
they enjoy, and have them add it to the station;
they might search in the school or public library as
well as in bookstores. The Internet is another source
for poetry.
You might find out if any poets live nearby and
invite them to visit your classroom to share their
writing with students. A good source to use for this is
www.onlinepoetryclassroom.org/what/map.cfm. It
displays a U.S. map to click on and locate local poets.

What the Teacher Needs
to Model
The poetry work station will be most successful if you
model the following routines over time. Many models, not just one, will help students perform at their
best. Model first; then repeat the activity with the
students, either in large or small groups, to be sure
they understand before moving the activity to the
station. Here are some things you’ll need to model:
How to read a poem.
The best way to model this is to read poetry aloud,
thinking aloud and showing students how to savor
the words. Some teachers begin with humorous

poetry, because it touches kids instantly. But you’ll
want to read a wide variety of poetry, so students
don’t think of it as just being funny. Let them see
that poetry can be comforting, thought-provoking,
tender, and inspirational as well. Read each poem
aloud twice. First read it and have students listen
quietly. Ask them to think about images that come
to mind, or their connections to the poem. Have
them share with partners, and then with the class.
Read the poem a second time and ask students what
they notice this time. They might hear rhyming
words or alliteration, or something they didn’t hear
the first time. Here’s what you may say to the students as you model how to read a poem. Be sure to
include these same suggestions on the “I Can” list
you later create with them:
■

■

Read the poem aloud. What do you see in
your mind? What does the poem remind you
of? Talk about this with your partner.
Read the poem aloud again. What did you
notice this time? Which words did you like?
Discuss this with your partner.

How to write a poem.
Many teachers avoid writing poetry with students,
because they don’t like poetry themselves or don’t
feel comfortable writing poems with kids. Actually,
poetry can be one of the easiest types of writing to
do, if you let go of the idea that poems always have
to rhyme. You can use students’ poems as models if
you don’t want to write in front of your students.
Regie Routman’s Kids’ Poems for Grades 3–4 (2000)
walks you through the process, step-by-step, of how
to write poems with kids. She provides wonderful
poems written by students in your grade level to use
as models.
Another resource to help you write poetry with
kids is Awakening the Heart by Georgia Heard (1998).
She includes a chapter titled “Writing Poetry” that
gives you lots of ideas for writing poems with students of all ages. There is an appendix of student
poems to share with your class, too.
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In Conversations with a Poet: Inviting Poetry into
K–12 Classrooms (2005), Betsy Franco shows teachers how to write poetry with kids using a variety of
forms. She shows you how to write list poems, riddles, free verse, limericks, odes, and ballads, among
others. There is a whole chapter on how to demonstrate writing poems in front of the class.
How to submit a poem for a contest or online
publication.
Be on the lookout for poetry contests; some may be
sponsored locally or nationally. Numerous Web
sites and several magazines publish student poetry.
Check online for current information on poetry
publishing and contests, but read the fine print to
be sure no costs are involved. Go over rules and
specific formats for submission so students have a
better chance of having their poems published.
Provide forms at the poetry work station. You
might even display some kids’ poetry that has been
published. Encourage your students to keep trying
if they get rejected; this is part of the publication
process!
How to respond to poetry.
Show students a variety of ways to respond to
poems. They might talk about poems, collect
poems, illustrate them, or act them out. Model how
to do each of these things; then allow students to
choose the response that appeals to them. Include
samples of different kinds of student responses in
the work station. For example, you might include a
personal poetry anthology from last year or an illustrated poem or photos of students acting out
poems.
How to perform poetry.
This is a great outlet for your students who have
boundless energy and can’t ever seem to sit still.
Again, your reading aloud of poetry sets the stage.
Show students how to enunciate and project every
word, pausing for emphasis on important words
and phrases. Have the class suggest motions that

Practice with Purpose
Fifth graders read and perform poetry in their Poetry Café.

might accompany certain poems you’ve read aloud
or used in shared reading. Occasionally, bring a
prop or two to add to the performance of a poem.
Remind students that they can practice performing
a poem at the poetry work station, but that they
must do so quietly so they don’t disturb others who
are working. Give them opportunities to sign up to
perform poems on a monthly “poetry performance
day” (such as the Poetry Café) or during sharing
time after independent work time.
How to copy a poem line by line.
As students learn about new poetry forms, they may
need specific directions to help them copy poems
from books. Show them how to copy line by line,
placing line breaks exactly where the poet did.
Provide wider paper for those who need it; if students are using computers to copy poems, show
them how to use landscape format or how to reset
the margins or change the font size to better accommodate the space. Post directions at the poetry station as a support.
How to compare poems.
Show students how to choose two poems and compare them; they may be about a similar theme or by
the same poet or of the same form. Compare some
during shared reading, displaying them either on
charts or transparencies or by giving each student
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Poetry bookmarks can be used to record interesting words and phrases and can come in handy for marking favorite poems
for others to read.

copies of the two poems. Walk through the process
and think aloud. You might use a Venn diagram to
show how they are the same and different; then
place Venn diagrams at the station for students to
use. Once they can successfully compare poems
using this graphic organizer, show them how to
write an analytical piece comparing and contrasting
the poems.
How to find interesting words and record them.
Model this during read-aloud and shared reading.
Keep a chart of interesting words found in poems.
Display the chart and remind students to do the
same while reading poetry. They might use the back
pages of their poetry notebooks to record these
words. Encourage them to use some of them in
their writing.

How to look at the structure of poems.
Look at all kinds of poems with students throughout the year. Investigate poetry structure, including
where and why the poet uses line breaks and stanzas. Point out places where the poet uses alliteration, rhyming, rhythm patterns, repetition, personification, and other literary devices. You might use
a highlighter pen or highlighter tape to point out
these features as you study them. Challenge students to look for the same features while at the
poetry work station, and encourage them to use
them while writing, too.
Studying a variety of poetry forms will aid in
this process. An interesting source of ideas for
poetry forms is Fly with Poetry by Avis Harley (2000).
It includes a sample of twenty-six kinds of poems,
one form for each letter of the alphabet.
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How to use a magnetic poetry kit.
Show students how to manipulate the words to create new poems each time. Make some poems with
them; have a student copy one onto an index card
and post it by the magnetic poetry kit to encourage
others to give it a try. This is a great activity for kids
who don’t like to write or take risks as writers; the
only “writing” that must be done is copying the
final poem.

How to use a poetry bookmark.
These are provided in Appendix F and can be used
to help students record certain kinds of words (such
as strong verbs or particularly descriptive adjectives)
you’ve asked them to look for in their reading of
poetry. Show students how to fill out the bookmark
while you do shared reading of a poem, so they will
know exactly what you expect of them while at the
poetry work station.

How to memorize a poem.
The secret of memorization is practice, practice,
practice! It’s especially helpful to read a poem
aloud over and over again. Show students how to
take a stanza at a time and picture something to
help them remember it. Challenge yourself to
memorize a poem or two during the year, and
show students the process. It’s best not to assign a
particular poem; students will generally be more
successful if you let them choose the poem they
want to memorize.

How to Solve Problems
That May Arise
The poetry work station will thrive in a classroom
where the teacher reads and writes poetry with the
class. Including poetry in your day takes just a few
minutes because it’s short text, but it takes a conscious effort to include it.
To keep your poetry station an interesting,
inspiring spot, below are some possible problems
you may encounter, with ideas for solving them.

Poetry Work Station

Possible Problem

Troubleshooting Ideas

Kids appear to be bored.

Teacher modeling should improve this. Add some fresh new poetry titles to this
station after you’ve read aloud a few poems from them first to generate interest.
Ask kids what else they’d like to do at this station and add it to the “I Can” list.

Some students just don’t like
poetry.

Find out what those students are interested in, and search for poems about those
topics to include here. Challenge them to help you in your search. Let them pick
poems you’ll read aloud next.

Students are having trouble
copying poems and including
the correct line breaks.

Provide a sample of a poem from a book and the same poem copied by a student.
Make notes of what the student had to pay attention to while copying the poem.
Check to see if the paper is too narrow to match a student’s handwriting; if so,
provide wider paper with lines so the poem will fit better.

This station is getting too
cluttered because of all the
poems kids are writing and the
objects they’re bringing in to
write about.

Limit the number of poems you display here and change them more frequently.
Give a student the job of poetry curator. This student keeps the station from
getting dull or too messy by examining weekly what’s there and what could be
changed. You might have a clear plastic shoe box in which to place found natural
objects to use for writing poems; have a similar box in which to keep the poetry
books used here. Place paper in stacking plastic trays and writing tools in labeled
containers.
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Differentiating at This
Work Station
Be sure to provide poems at a variety of reading levels for your students so that all students can read
independently. If you have resource or Title I students, you might place colored dots on some of the
books that have easier poems in them as a support.
Let students buddy read at this station to provide
scaffolding for those who need it; buddy reading
here may also boost fluency. Lots of kids like reading poems for two voices. See Figure 7.3 for suggested titles.
Teaching with poems in shared reading will
also help your students be more successful at the
poetry station because you’re reading poems
together. For more information on shared reading
in upper grades, see Janet Allen’s On the Same Page
(2002). Reading aloud poems will provide good
models of how to read poetry, which can bolster
kids’ success at this station.
Opportunities to write poetry provide differentiation. Students can write at their own levels without intimidation, because there’s not a “correct”
product. Showing students how to write free verse,
acrostics, and list poems allows them to write wherever their skill level is. You may be surprised by
what some of your struggling students can do as
poets; likewise, writing poems gives your advanced
students ways to go deeper in their thinking.

Figure 7.3 Poems for Two Voices

Joyful Noise: Poems for Two Voices; I Am Phoenix:
Poems for Two Voices by Paul Fleischman
Big Talk: Poems for Four Voices by Paul Fleischman
Math Talk: Mathematical Ideas in Poems for Two Voices
by Theoni Pappas

■
■
■
■

■

■
■

Ways to Keep This Station
Going Throughout the Year

■

Adding new touches on a regular basis will keep
the poetry work station alive. Remember to add
only one new item at a time to keep things novel.
Here are some ideas for keeping this station interesting:

■

■

Change the poetry books periodically. Don’t
put every book you own in the station to start;

then you can add novelty as needed. Read several poems from the new poetry book before
adding it to the station to generate interest.
Write poems with your class and add them to
the station.
Add magazine pictures to help spark ideas for
writing poems.
Display natural objects to provide inspiration
for writing poems.
Teach a new poetry form to generate interest
here. Try haiku or list poems or acrostics or
ballads. You might introduce a new form every
grading period.
Add a new medium for illustrating poems,
such as glitter crayons (available at discount
stores).
Study a new poet and add information and
poems by this writer to the station.
Use poems when teaching in the content
areas. See Figure 7.4 for some suggested poetry
books.
Add poems with interesting formats and
themes that appeal to preadolescents, such as
those in Figure 7.5.
Highlight a student’s “Pick of the Week” (or
every other week) on a poster in the poetry
station. Three-hole-punch the posters on the
left-hand margin and fasten them together
with 1-inch metal book rings to create a large
anthology of favorite poems of classmates.
Students could add a cover and a table of contents page to the front.
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Figure 7.4 Books with Content-Area Connections

Mathematickles! by Betsy Franco
These poems are written in the form of math
equations and are an interesting mix of mathematical thinking and wordplay.
Messages to Ground Zero: Children Respond to
September 11, 2001 collected by Shelley Harwayne
Written by children in New York City and from
across the country, these letters and poems are
poignant examples of voices ringing loudly in
response to an event that changed everyone’s
life.
Celebrating America: A Collection of Poems and Images
of the American Spirit compiled by Laura Whipple
Fine art provided by The Art Institute of Chicago
is presented alongside poems by American
poets about historic and cultural events in our
country. I often use this book when teaching
upper-grade students in social studies.
Weather: Poems for All Seasons selected by Lee
Bennett Hopkins
Written for kids in grades 2–4, this book has
poems about all kinds of weather. Perfect for a
science unit of study about this topic.
Flicker Flash by Joan Bransfield Graham
These twenty-three concrete or shape poems
focus on the properties of light.

How to Assess/Keep Kids
Accountable
This is an easy station to assess, because students
will usually have some type of product for you to
see here. Periodically collect students’ poetry
anthologies and assign a grade on handwriting (if
you need one) or the quality of the completed
work. If you have students look for certain kinds of
words and collect them on poetry bookmarks or
write comparisons of poems, you can grade some of
these products. Be sensitive to how you grade
poems written here; remember that poems are very
personal expressions. Create criteria together as a
class that relate to what you’ve been studying, and

Figure 7.5 Poetry Books with Interesting Formats and
Appealing Themes

Love Letters by Arnold Adoff
This book contains love letters and valentines
written to everyone from teachers to dogs and
cats. It includes a variety of interesting formats
for kids.
Pieces: A Year in Poems & Quilts by Anna Grossnickle
Hines
The illustrations in this poetry book are photos
of quilts. Each quilt has a theme, and a poem to
accompany it through the seasons.
I Never Said I Wasn’t Difficult by Sara Holbrook
This poetry collection was written by a mom for
her daughters to record their joys and trials of
growing up. Preadolescents will connect with
the theme of the book.
Heartsongs by Mattie J. T. Stepanek
Written by an eleven-year-old boy who had
muscular dystrophy, these poems will touch
readers deeply.
Ten-Second Rainshowers: Poems by Young People
edited by Sandford Lyne
Free-verse poems written by 130 children are
included in this book, a great model for student
writing.

use them when grading student poems. If you have
students memorize poems, you can assign grades
on completion of these assignments. Another way
to gauge how students are doing at this station is to
“eyeball” it and see if they are actively engaged (versus playing around). Inviting them to share a
favorite poem or something they learned at this station during sharing time is also a way to keep students accountable here.

How This Station Supports
Student Achievement on
State Tests
Although most state reading and writing tests don’t
include poetry as a tested genre, it is still valuable to
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explore with students, because it provides them
with opportunities to read and write additional text
they might never have experienced otherwise.
Exploring poetry gives children a chance to play
with words, which builds vocabulary and helps
them learn about language structure—items that
are included on state achievement tests. Reading
poetry helps provide reading fluency practice. By
reading and performing poems, students have
opportunities to read with improved expression
and fluidity; they learn to pause at line breaks and
punctuation, which adds meaning to the reading of
poetry (and can even change the meaning if ignored
or changed). Reading fluency and reading comprehension (tested on state achievement tests) are
directly linked. Reading and writing poems helps
students improve reading comprehension, especially as they learn about creating mental images.
As students write poems, they learn about word
choice, which can improve other kinds of writing as
well. Poetry improves students’ observational skills,
which can influence what they’re doing both as
writers and as scientists, so there may even be
spillover into science. Examining poems about content-area material may help some students who
have trouble retaining information about science,
social studies, and math, areas all of which are
tested on state achievement tests.

Reflection and Dialogue
Consider the following:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Observe several groups of students in the
poetry work station. What do they spend most
of their time doing? Which activities do they
enjoy most? Least? Talk with them about what
they are learning in this station. Share your
findings with a colleague.
Do you enjoy reading poetry to your students?
Teaching with poetry? Writing poetry? How is
this reflected in what you see happening at
the poetry work station?
What kinds of poems do your students seem
to like best? Who are their favorite poets? Find
more poems related to their interests to build
enthusiasm for this station. Find poems
related to content-area studies, such as social
studies and science. Work with your colleagues
to collect poems for students at your grade
level.
Build a poetry resource notebook. Divide it
into sections labeled by topic, such as alliteration, personification, parts of speech, Civil
War, geography, nature, back to school, and so
on. Strive to include more poetry in the content areas to improve student retention of
information and deeper understanding of concepts taught.
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Poetry: Three Invitations

Changing Our Approach to Poetry
In many classrooms, a “match my
thinking” approach to poetry tends to be
exclusive.

In many intermediate and middle-school classrooms, poetry is scarcely taught,
or it is taught in a very traditional style that relies on the teacher’s interpretation of a poem. We want to change this approach to the teaching of poetry. We
need to become less apprehensive about the genre, to move beyond a oneright-answer approach, and focus on enjoying and connecting with the poem.
In so doing, we include more students and may actually encourage students to
read poems independently.

1. Involving Students in Thoughtful Discussion
Each reader brings a unique blend of experiences and background knowledge
to reading. These become the lenses for making sense of, or interpreting, a
poem. In discussion groups, students share their interpretations, refine their
ideas, discover new ways of looking at a poem, and determine which interpretation works best for them. This networking of thinking is both expansive and
supportive. It encourages students to read and respond to poetry and to incorporate the precise language of poetry in their oral and written language.
Here is the process we use to involve students in discussions about poetry:

“Saying something” might be making a
personal connection, telling something
the poem reminds a student of, asking a
question, identifying something a
student would like to know more about.
Use student comments to initiate a
mini-lesson focusing on some of the
poetic devices used in the poem; for
example, imagery, repetition, alliteration,
metaphor.

• Read aloud a poem such as “Hiroshima Exit” by Joy Kogawa.
• In heterogeneous groups, students ask each other “I wonder why…”
questions about words, phrases, or images from the poem.
• Give a copy of the poem to each student.
• Read the poem aloud again. As they listen, students draw, highlight words
and phrases, or jot down ideas and questions around the poem.
• A student volunteer in each group rereads the poem aloud a third time.
• As the students listen, they think about something that they will say about
the poem.
• Assist students who are learning English and students with communication
difficulties with prompts:
I liked these words in the poem…
A picture I have in my mind is…
This poem made me think of…
I wonder about…

• One by one, the students in the group share their ideas and the rest of the
students listen and reflect upon the comments.
89
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• Remind students to carefully read again, focusing on the language choice
and the poetic devices.
• In groups, students discuss how the poet has used words/phrases in
particular ways. Each group tries to reach consensus about what the poet is
saying in the poem. The group chooses a spokesperson who explains their
interpretation of the poem to the class. Each spokesperson listens carefully
so that he/she can build upon or concur with the observations made by the
other groups.
• Students complete a five-minute write, contrasting their initial feelings and
thoughts about the poem with what they have learned through these
discussions.
Evaluation

These notes are kept to help form term
report card comments on
communication and working with others.

Throughout this process, the teachers circulate among the groups to provide
assistance to those students who are having difficulty expressing their ideas due
to shyness, limited English, or special educational needs. The teachers offer
suggestions quietly to students who are having difficulty. The class learns to be
supportive and wait for these students to explain their ideas. These skills are
necessary for all to develop, as there are times when every learner will need the
support of a group in order to express him/herself clearly.
This is an excellent opportunity to obtain anecdotal observations reflecting
how well students are working within their groups. A checklist can be completed showing each student’s ability to communicate positively, take responsibility, contribute to the task, and work cooperatively. To reinforce positive
ways of participating in a discussion, teachers can record authentic language
used by students in the room. These anonymous responses can later be shared
with the class, with the teacher asking students to comment on how successful
these responses are in facilitating communication. Searching for and making
explicit new and more effective ways to communicate with others is ongoing.

2. Three-Dimensional Poetry
For many, the opportunity to construct a
concrete representation of a poem is a
very motivating experience.

Students end up reading a great variety
of poetry during their search to find a
suitable poem with a theme that can be
represented in a visual format.

One of the many ways to engage students in thinking about poetry is to have
them interpret a poem and present their understanding of its meaning in a
three-dimensional form. Moving beyond language and discussion allows
students with stronger non-verbal skills to show their understanding of a poem.
In choosing a way to visually show an audience what a poem is about, students
need to become familiar with what they believe the poet is trying to express.
The skills they learn in the poetry discussion groups will help the students focus
on imagery within the poem, identify poetic devices that the poet has used
within the poem, and determine the theme of the poem.
For this project students may choose one of the poems they have written or
they may choose a poem from any source, as long as the poet is credited. The
task is to think of a way to show the theme or meaning of the poem in a visual
way to an audience. A rich and varied selection of poetry should be provided to
assist the students in finding a poem that interests them.
This is the process that the students followed to create three dimensional
poetry:
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We value the opportunity for students to
interact and problem solve together as
the projects progress.

• Each student selects a poem whose theme or message can be represented
visually.
• The criteria for evaluation (see below) is shared with the students.
• Each student decides how to effectively display the poem and the materials
that will be used. Examples include mobiles, clay or wood models, origami,
dioramas, hand-sewn items, multimedia displays, paintings, found objects.
• Students complete a plan for the design of the representation, including a
list of the materials they will use
• Class time is provided so that students can construct their representations
within a social context.
Evaluation

Project criteria:
• a theme is identified
• a three-dimensional representation
that effectively displays the theme is
evident
• the theme is supported with text
evidence from the poem

Oral presentation criteria:
• voice quality
• expression
• eye contact with audience
• students’ own perception of how well
their project expresses the poem in
terms of its use of materials, format,
and representation of the theme

Again, using anecdotal comments, information is collected on how well
students problem solve during the design process. Students are interviewed
individually about how their representation fits the theme or message about the
poem that they want to express.
The final component of this assignment is a recitation of the poem for the
rest of the class. This requires students to try to commit their poem to memory
so that it can be recited confidently. Following the recitation, each student displays his/her three-dimensional representation, tells how it fits the theme of the
poem, and explains the aspect of the project that resulted in a personal learning
experience.
Both sets of criteria were scored on a four-point scale:
4 Moves beyond all the criteria
3 Meets all the criteria
2 Barely meets the criteria; usually has difficulty in defending the theme
1 Meets few of the criteria
This information is valuable when it comes time to writing the English/
Language Arts portion of the report card for each student. From this activity,
we have collected information about comprehension of a poem, information
about solving problems, information about students’ ability to express themselves both in the physical representation of the poem as well as orally in front
of the class, and a personal reflection about their learning.

3. Architectural Tours
Many thanks to Vancouver teacher and
author Jan Wells for her help with the
Aberthau sequence, and to Richmond
teacher Tina Pali for her help with the
Free-Verse Evaluation Sheet.

All of our communities have unique architecture that is often overlooked in
our daily lives. Investigating local architectural design helps students learn
about the history of their community. This is highly motivating for students, as
it takes them out of the classroom, helps nurture keen powers of observation,
and teaches them about building design. These experiences become the catalyst
for writing free verse poetry.
Initially, the teacher gathers information about a local historic building. In
one case, we studied Aberthau, a house in Vancouver whose name means “a
place filled with light.” Prior to arriving with the students, we toured the house,
made quick sketches of several architectural details in the house, and identified
the architects as Samuel MacLure and Cecil Fox. These names then led us to the
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Using information and unique stories, we
helped to build an historical context of
the house for the students.

library to locate books about their architectural style and other buildings in the
area.
For the tour with our students, we selected six features of the house to focus
upon. In this case, we included the porte-cochère, the stained-glass and
mullioned windows, the mock half-timbering, the newel posts, the parquet
flooring, and the fireplace in the sitting room. Research was essential so that,
when we guided students through the building, each of these features became
alive with architectural information and unique stories.
As we planned the tour we considered what questions we could ask the
students to enable them to discover why the house was designed as it was. For
example, we asked students to consider why the porte-cochère, a covered entry
porch for people entering or leaving vehicles, was incorporated as a design feature of the house. This prompted a lively discussion about the kinds of vehicles,
mainly horse-drawn carriages, that were the mode of transportation at the time
the house was built. The students also noted that the amount of rainfall in Vancouver and the resulting mud made the porte-cochère a must in terms of functional design—a fact that was undoubtedly important to the women of the era,
since they wore long gowns!
The lesson proceeded as follows:
• At each of the six focus points, the students listen to a brief overview or a
story about the building.
• As they listen, students sketch the architectural feature, and write down
notes, personal reflections, or questions about what they see or hear.
• Once the tour is complete, students sit with a partner, look at each other’s
illustrations, and discuss the features of the building that they found to be
most interesting.
• After rereading their notes, students work together to write descriptive
phrases from their notes and drawings.
• Students each contribute a description for the teacher to record on the
overhead or blackboard.
Some of the phrases our students contributed:
“Looking through the old stained glass is like looking back in time”
“…shimmering, shining Mother of Pearl”
“…intricate tiled patterns”
“…a multitude of fireplaces”
“A rainforest of wood flooring”
“…damaged by weather and time”
“Stained glass windows dimmed by renovations”

Borrowing ideas from classmates is one
of the ways that students learn from
others, so that during the writing
process, the language starts to become
their own.

Students now begin to write a free verse poem about a particular aspect of the
house, or about their overall impression of the house. To build this poem, they
can use the class phrases, their own phrases, or the information contained in
their notes and sketches.
Students who require adaptation of this writing assignment can choose six to
ten phrases from the class collection, practise reading them with the teacher or
with a partner, choose the order for the phrases, and create a poem.
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Evaluation
After several minutes of writing the first draft of their poems, students can
share their leads or beginning drafts. Together they work to develop criteria for
evaluation. The Free-Verse Evaluation Sheet (page 94) and poems are the work
of students in Grades 5 to 7.
many people
milling around
dancing and strutting
through the party
I must escape the noise
I rush up the stairs
and onto the landing.
The sun, low in the sky
shines through the patterned stained glass
shined oak and polished mahogany
greet me in my retreat.
Lea
From the window
in my carriage
I can see
the biggest buildings
When I step in and see
such beauty
for a moment I think
I own the whole thing.
Then I go through
the building with care.
Cam
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Free-Verse Evaluation Sheet
Word Choice

• each word is carefully chosen to create a strong image, using the senses
• more than one of the five senses are used
• language specific to the architecture of the house is used
Student Evaluation

/5

Teacher Evaluation

/5

Voice

• a personal impression of the house or some aspect of the house is developed
Student Evaluation

/3

Teacher Evaluation

/3

Flow

• ideas connect together to create an image or an idea
Student Evaluation

/3

Teacher Evaluation

/3

Ideas and Content

• you stick to your topic
• you help the reader learn about the house and its features
Student Evaluation

/4

Teacher Evaluation

/4

Givens

• a draft version of your poem will be turned in to the teachers
• a minimum of 6 and a maximum of 20 phrases are included in the poem
• spelling has been checked
• your evaluation sheet has been completed

Student Total:

/15

Teacher Total:

/15
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21: Shaping a Story into a Poem

SPRING
I love spring! Spring has my birthday,
spring has flowers, spring has me.
Spring is wonderful! Spring has
butterflies, spring has animals, spring
has birds to sing. Spring oh spring,
what a nice time in spring.

116
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Celebrating success

Melanie, this writing is just like a poem. It makes me think of
spring and sunny days. I can see pictures in my mind of butterflies
and flowers. Your writing makes me feel happy.

Extending the
language

You have used the word “nice.” I think your writing would be more
interesting to the reader if you used a more powerful word. Let’s
think of some together: beautiful, lovely, happy, great. Let’s try
each one in the sentence and see how it sounds the best. Which
is your favorite?

Extending the
writing

You have written in the shape of a story today, but your ideas
sound just like a poem. If you want to change this story into a
poem, you would need to make some changes in the sentences.
Poets like to have short lines and long lines and they use white
space to give the poem a shape. I will teach the class how to turn
a story into a poem. May I use your story to teach the class?

Setting a goal

When you write stories that show lots of feelings, like this one
does, you can turn them into poems by changing the shape. Let’s
try that next.

Identifying Instructional Focus
The best time to teach this lesson is when spontaneous student writing demonstrates that children are experimenting with poetry-like ideas, such as repetition
of a word beginning each sentence, imagery that uses the words “like” or “as if,”
and sensory details. Children will have had a fair amount of exposure to poems
through read-alouds and their own reading. Group writing of poems, where the
teacher scribes ideas and powerful language on a particular subject in the shape of
a poem, will also have happened throughout the year. By this time, students have
mastered many conventions and criteria for personal writing. They will enjoy
expanding their options for writing and can likely succeed with the poem form.

Getting Ready
• Select a sample of student writing that expresses poetic ideas but is written in
story form, or use the example on page 116.
• Write the sample on a large chart or make an overhead transparency and display it where all the children can see it.
• Have felt pens and chart paper nearby.
• Gather a selection of poetry books to demonstrate poem shapes.

Teaching the Lesson
1. Read the sample several times together. Draw students’ attention to the aspects
of the writing that make it seem poetic:
• repetition
• language use

• sentiments
• imagery

Melanie’s story about spring has these features.
2. Explain to children that writing that has these elements can be written like a
poem. Tell them, too, that a poem has a different shape from a story.
3. Display the books of poetry and ask students what they notice about poem
shapes. They will likely make these observations:
• The lines in a poem do not stretch across the page like a story.
• Some lines are long, others short.
• Some poems are shaped like a cloud or a fish.

Using the Interactive Whiteboard
Scan in images of poems in shapes and invite students to make observations
about the shape of a poem.

4. Engage children in changing the story by their classmate, or the example provided, into the shape of a poem. Use a different color of felt pen to draw the
line breaks on the transparency or chart paper. For example:
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Spring

Spring
I love spring!
Spring has
  my birthday!
Spring has
  flowers!
Spring has me!
Spring is wonderful!
Spring has
  butterflies.
Spring has
  animals.
Spring has birds to sing.
Spring, oh spring,
What a happy time
  in spring.

I love spring! // Spring has // my birthday, // spring has // flowers, //
spring has me. // Spring is wonderful! // Spring has // butterflies, //
spring has // animals, // spring has birds to sing. // Spring oh spring, //
what a happy time in // spring.
Write the new lines on a fresh chart or overhead as you go. The discussion
might sound like this:
“Where do you think we should break the first line of this poem? Why would
that be a good spot? Look, as I write it again on the chart.
“What should we write in the next line? Look, I can move this line in. That
way I can make my poem shape even more interesting. Notice every time I
start a new sentence I begin with a capital letter. That is one thing most poets
do.
“Now what should we write? Yes, we’re making a pattern. We’re writing
‘“Spring has”’ on one line and then telling what it has on the next line. People
will enjoy reading a poem in this shape.”
And so forth.

Using the Interactive Whiteboard
This lesson is perfect for the interactive whiteboard, as lines and words can
easily be moved into the shape of the poem.

5. Invite students to write a poem. Since poems often have a lot of feeling in
them, suggest that they think of something they really enjoy—their writing
will flow more easily. Encourage them to set their poems into a shape, just as
the class did with the sample. If students have shared an experience, it might
be worthwhile to create a web together to generate ideas and images. Below is
an example Ulla used with her Grade 1 class after they had spent a week learning to rollerskate. All of the students then wrote poems.
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Prompting Student Review
Building Criteria
• A poem has a shape.

• Who tried to write a poem today? Let’s see your poem’s shape.
• Read the favorite line of your poem out loud to the class.
• Why is that a good line for a poem?

Monitoring Student Progress
• Can I use the student’s writing for celebration tomorrow?
• Did the student show risk-taking by trying a poem form?

Using the Interactive Whiteboard
Scan in student samples that take the shape of a poem. Celebrate!
Left:
ROLLERBLADING
I put on my helmet
I put on my knee pads
I put on my elbow pads
I put on my wrist pads
It’s Rollerblading time.
Hey, I’m doing it.
I’m going, going
I’m steady, steady
I’m wobbly, wobbly
I crash!!
Ouch! My bump hurts.
I’m going, I’m going
I’m zooming
I’m zooming
Yes I passed Yotti
Boom! I crash on the wall.
—by Tony
Right:
MY DAD
My Dad
just
came
back.
He
bought
us
two pair of shoes.
He bought
toys
he brought
lots of
things. The best
things he
brought was love.
I love my dad!
—by Chantal
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RED
Red is Santa Claus’s suit.
Red is a valentine’s heart
that makes sad people happy
people.
Red is an apple that grows on
trees.
Red is a cherry that birds take.
Red is a robin that flies
so high. Good-bye.
—by Shiv

MY FISH
My fish
is
crazy. My fish
swims that way →
My
fish
swims
this way ←
My fish swims
everywhere. My fish swims
that way → My fish
swims this way ←
My
fish
swims
up up up and
down down down!
—by Kaitlin
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9
More Than Rhyme Time – Poetry

Debates about the virtues of poetry and prose go back to the sixteenth
century in English literature. Poetry has a certain elegance and style,
which is why we so often reserve it for special occasions and elevated
emotions. Shakespeare saved his verse for noble characters and left
prose to poor Bottom and his crew of rude servants; Molière made jokes
about the same class distinctions. But prose has been fighting its way up
the social ladder for centuries, and today the differences in use are often
blurred.
Poetry holds a natural appeal for children from the youngest ages to
those of us who just think we’re young. That’s why we recite nursery
rhymes and read Dr. Seuss to our pre-schoolers. Readers of all ages
generally associate poetry with rhyme; in fact, many of us don’t realize
that there is any other kind of poetry. As a result, we often get student
poetry that reads like this:
The cat
Sat on the mat
And got fat.
For young poets, the effort to rhyme often supersedes meaning and
voice. These students need to learn that poetry, like prose, is intended to
present an idea; rhyme is only one tool to help convey that meaning. For
this reason, we recommend that you avoid asking students to write
rhyming poetry until they have had many opportunities to write free
(unrhymed) verse.
All too often in middle school, our poetry units seem to follow the “If
it’s Tuesday, it must be haiku” format. In an effort to broaden students’
experiences with other forms of poetry, we sometimes limit them to
rigid structures, such as haiku or cinquain. While these are legitimate
literacy activities that serve specific purposes, they are not a complete
poetry program. What we need to do is expose students to a range of
poetic forms and styles so that they understand the unique characteristics of poetry and use it to express their ideas in a way that is not
possible with prose.
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“Young children and adults
differ significantly in what
they think poetry is and how
they expect poetry to operate.
With adults, the form or
structure of a poem grows out
of its content or meaning.
Children love to hear poems
that sing with rhythm and
rhyme, regardless of
meaning.” – Les Parsons

Surprisingly, poetry is often an appealing genre for reluctant readers.
Because it is usually short, they think it’s going to be easy. As a result,
they’re more willing to take risks about reading and writing poetry.
Although poetry is never as easy as it looks, we can take advantage of
this interest to provide the students with a set of tools for writing
poetry, then send them off to experiment with the structures and
elements that enable them to convey their ideas most effectively.

Marinate Students in the Genre
Don’t merely immerse your students in poetry; marinate them in it.
(Allow us some poetic licence here.) Bring a collection of published
anthologies into your classroom and provide students with plenty of
school time to read them. There are many different styles and forms of
poetry, and we want our students to have a sense of the diversity before
they begin to write.
Remember that much poetry is meant to be read aloud. Be sure to
provide many opportunities for students to engage in individual,
shared and performance reading of poetry. They can practise oral reading fluency, phrasing and expression. Have the students choose favorite
poems to interpret and read to the class – and be sure to share some
“teacher’s choices” as well.
Divide students into groups of three or four and assign each group a
poem of one page or less to prepare and present to the class. (Many of
the poems of Shel Silverstein or Dennis Lee are appropriate and
appealing.) The students in the group must work together to decide
who will say which lines and what they will say in unison. They have to
attend to rhythms and pauses, and practise volume, tempo, tone and
expression.
While continuing to read poetry, introduce brief writing exercises that
enable students to sharpen the tools of poetry writing: rhythm, shape,
musical language, repetition, sensory imagery and rhyme. Not only will
these activities create a toolbox of techniques, but the guided writing
will build your students’ confidence in their ability to write poetry.
Then your fledgling poets can be set free to write their own poems.

“A poem is like a can of frozen
juice – add three cans of water
and you get the prose
version.” – Eve Merriam

✎

MINI-LESSON:

The Difference Between Poetry and Prose

What is the difference between a poem and a story? If you ask your
students the answer to this question, they are likely to come up with
two ideas: poetry rhymes and poetry is shorter. You need to provide
them with a clearer perspective.
Show the students some short examples of well-crafted descriptive
prose. Some examples can be found in the following picture books:
Owl Moon by Jane Yolen
Twilight Comes Twice by Ralph Fletcher
The Other Way to Listen by Byrd Baylor
Dogteam by Gary Paulsen
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Then show the students some free verse (unrhymed) poetry. You will
find examples in the works of many modern poets for children,
including Eve Merriam, George Swede, Charlotte Zolotow, Langston
Hughes and Carl Sandburg.
Use a chart to outline the features that distinguish poetry from prose.
Your list will probably include these points:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a unique treatment of an ordinary topic
poetic use of descriptive language
precise and economical word choice
focus on the sounds of language as well as the meaning
repetition of sounds, words and phrases for effect
attention to line breaks and “white space”
sometimes a formal structure (sonnet, ballad, etc.)

Teaching the “Tools” of Poetry
A poet uses many “tools” to shape language to suit an idea and a purpose. Here are some examples:
• rhythm
• musical language
• sensory imagery

• comparisons
• shape and form
• rhyme

These poetic devices are discussed in more detail on the following
pages.
Let’s leave the limericks in
Ireland! By middle school,
your students have written
enough limericks and anagram
poems to last them a lifetime.
It’s time for some other poetry
– rhymed or free verse.

Rhythm
One characteristic that distinguishes poetry from prose is the rhythm
and cadence of the language. Some poetry has a strong beat, while
much free verse has a subtle or irregular rhythm. It’s very important to
expose students to a variety of poetic forms, so they learn to listen for
many types of rhythms.
Repetition of sounds, words and ideas adds to the power and precision of poetry. (Now there’s alliteration!) Sometimes the first line of the
poem is repeated at the end. Sometimes a word or phrase is repeated
internally to enhance the rhythm. Go on a scavenger hunt for effective
use of repetition in poetry. Invite students to share the words and passages they chose and talk about how the repetition enhanced the
meaning and sound of the poem.
Students sometimes understand this idea better if you make analogies
to music. Have them tap different rhythms as they listen to music, then
do the same thing as they listen to poetry or read it aloud. Those wonderful archaic terms – iamb, trochee, spondee, anapest – come from musical
rhythms that existed long before they were applied by the Greeks to
poetry.
Musical language
Effective word choice is one of the strongest elements of good poetry.
Because poetry is characterized by economical use of language, every
More Than Rhyme Time – Poetry
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word must be deliberately and carefully chosen for its meaning, sound
and relationship to the other words in the poem.
Think about the order of the words. Some word patterns are simply
more rhythmical than others. There’s a reason we say “peaches and
cream” instead of “cream and peaches.” Encourage students to listen for
the music of language in their writing and to experiment with the order
of words and phrases. Some literary devices that contribute to rhythm
and cadence are outlined below.
• Onomatopoeia is a wonderful term that means words that sound
like the actions or sounds they represent, such as “bang,”
“rrriippp,” or “buzz.”
Together with the students, write some “onomatopoetry.” Make
noises such as crumpling a piece of paper or scraping shoes against
the floor. Have students brainstorm descriptive words that represent those sounds. Work together to put the words into a poem.
• Invented words sometimes convey a message more effectively than
real ones. For younger students, Jon Scieszka’s Baloney, Henry P. is
full of wonderful words that sound made up, but are actually real
words from other languages. Older students will enjoy reading
Lewis Carroll’s “Jabberwocky” and discussing his word choices.
Have students take chunks of text and rewrite with their own
made-up words.
• Alliteration refers to a pattern in which two or more words begin
with the same sound. Alliteration was the basis of our earliest
poetry in the English language and remains particularly important
in languages where rhyming is either too easy or too difficult. Alliterative patterns contribute to the rhythm and cadence of the language.
Look for examples of alliteration in published poetry and share
them with the class. Traditional poets such as Tennyson and Walter
de la Mare offer good examples, as do many contemporary poets
such as Toni Morrison.

✎

MINI-LESSON:

Alliterative Poems

Alliterative poems enable students to play with words and sounds without worrying too much about meaning. Assign each student a letter of
the alphabet – perhaps the first letter of their own names. Encourage
them to enlist the aid of a dictionary to generate interesting-sounding
words that begin with that letter. They can then put the words together
in a way that is rhythmical – and syntactically correct – if not particularly logical.
• Vigorous verbs are a key source of energy in powerful writing of
any kind; poetry is no exception. Students could use Hoops, a book
about basketball by Robert Burleigh, as a model to create sound and
verb poems based on action-packed pictures from sports
magazines.
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Go on a word hunt for strong
verbs in poetry. Jack
Prelutsky’s “The Turkey Shot
out of the Oven” is a great
example.

✎

MINI-LESSON:

Verb Poems

Create poems out of “ing” verbs! Weather-related topics, such as snow,
rain, wind or lightning, work well. Brainstorm “ing” verbs related to the
topic, such as pouring, drizzling, pelting. Write each word on a card.
Together, experiment with putting the verbs together into a poem.
Think about which ones sound good together and convey the meaning
most effectively. Delete words that don’t work and feel free to add other
words, like prepositional phrases. After you have worked through this
as a group, have students write their own verb poems.
Sensory imagery
Effective poetry evokes sights, sounds, textures and even smells and
tastes. Read this excerpt from Matthew Arnold’s “Dover Beach”:

Only, from the long line of spray
Where the sea meets the moon-blanched land,
Listen! you hear the grating roar
Of pebbles which the waves draw back, and fling,
At their return, up the high strand,
Begin, and cease, and then again begin
Try to imagine this poem without the visual image of the beach and
the sound of the waves. You can begin to see how sensory imagery
brings the poetry to life. It is for sense, music and language that we read
poetry – and these are the qualities we are trying to encourage when our
students write.
Read a piece of poetry aloud and have students sketch what they
envision as they listen. Then pass out photographs of landscapes (postcards work well) and ask the children to write about the images they
evoke. They can later turn their ideas into poems.
Comparisons
Poets use similes and metaphors to create images by making unusual
comparisons that lead us to see things in new, fresh ways. Similes are
easier for kids: “He was as happy as a pig a-snortin’ and a-wallowin’ in
that there mud”; metaphors require a greater imaginative stretch: “The
moon was a ghostly galleon tossed upon cloudy seas.” Both modes of
comparison will enrich your students’ language in poetry and in the rest
of their writing.
Judi Barrett’s picture book Things That Are Most in the World describes
the quietest, strongest, wiggliest and softest things in the world. You can
use her book as a springboard for your class creating “Most in the
World” poems. Nancy Lee Cecil offers this framework in For the Love of
Language:
The oldest (smallest, loudest . . . ) thing in the world is ____________
It is (color) like _______________________________________________
It is _________________________________________________________
And smells (tastes, looks, feels) like _____________________________
More Than Rhyme Time – Poetry
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✎

MINI-LESSON:

Fun Food Writing
Give each student a treat such as an Oreo cookie or a handful of
Smarties. Brainstorm ways to describe how the treat looks and smells.
Have students take one bite and describe how it sounds, tastes and feels
in the mouth. Together, complete the chart below, using words that are
as descriptive as possible. Then let the students work individually or in
groups to put these ideas into a poem.
Looks Like

✎

Smells Like

MINI-LESSON:

Sounds Like

Feels Like

Tastes Like

Color Carousel

Hailstones and Halibut Bones by Mary O’Neill is a wonderful book of
poems about colors. Read four or five of the poems aloud to your
students and record the color images on separate charts. Post the charts
around the room and have students travel in groups of three or four to
each chart, brainstorming their own ideas about that color. Every two
minutes tell the groups to move to the next station on the circle, or
carousel. Remind the students to use all their senses, not just the visual.
What does blue taste like? What does red sound like? After each group
has visited all of the charts on the circle, there will be a large collection
of vocabulary related to each of the colors. Now the students will be
ready to create color poems of their own, using some of the words on
the charts and adding others of their own. A student might choose to
write an entire poem on one color or a rainbow poem with one or two
lines for each color.
Shape and form
The white space between (or included in) the line of poetry can be
almost as important as the text. Just as a musical composer must choose
where to place his rests, so a poet determines where to break lines in
order to create the most effective rhythm and sound. Poetry can take
many different forms according to the impression the poet wishes to
make. Teaching shape and form is an appropriate opportunity to introduce formal structures such as diamante and haiku.

Paul: I thought we just said we
should abandon pattern
poems.
Lori: They shouldn’t be our
whole poetry program, but
sometimes we can use them
for a specific purpose – like
demonstrating shape and
form with diamante, or
practising precise word
choice with haiku.
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✎

MINI-LESSON:

Diamante Poetry

Although we caution against overuse of patterns and frameworks, there
are times that teaching a pattern can help students learn about specific
elements such as shape, form, and economical use of language.
Diamante is a parallel-structure poetry format in a diamond shape: the
top and bottom of the diamond are single nouns, the opposite of each
other, such as “day” and “night.” The second line consists of two adjectives describing the noun in the first line. The fourth line consists of two
adjectives describing the noun in the last line. The middle line consists
of four “ing” verbs or gerunds, two describing the first noun and two
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describing the last noun. Here’s an example you might use with your
students.
Winter
Frosty, Frozen
Snowing, Blowing, Flowering, Growing
Sunny, Breezy
Summer
Rhyme
Okay, here it is . . . at last. We’ve deliberately left rhyme till the end to
show students that there’s much more to poetry than rhyming text.
Nonetheless, rhyming poetry has great appeal for many readers and
some students become very skillful at writing rhymes. The thing to
remember is not to sacrifice meaning and rhythm for the sake of
rhymes. Emphasize that good rhyming poetry generally has a strong
rhythm as well.
Reference books such as rhyming dictionaries are useful to help students generate rhyming text that has rhythm and cadence. They also
remove some of the mental grunt work required to come up with a
rhyme. We suggest that students start with rhyming couplets before
tackling more complex rhyme patterns such as ABAB or limericks.

The Writing Process in Poetry
By now, your students should have a toolbox full of poetry techniques
and a folder full of poetry exercises that may be turned into polished
and published poetry. (There we go again with the alliteration!)
Pre-writing
Brainstorm topics that students are interested in. Although many adult
poems are about love and romance, these topics aren’t likely to motivate
your students. Urge them to think about subjects related to everyday
life: sports, school, friends and enemies. Bear in mind that some of the
most interesting poems treat ordinary subjects in a unique way. (Witness Shel Silverstein’s tribute to the toilet plunger.)
If you have students who struggle to get started, they may want to
use some models from familiar poems as springboards. Here are a few
suggestions from Silverstein.
• “Hector the Collector” – What other things could Hector collect?
• “If the World Was Crazy” – What if the school was crazy?
• “Recipe for a Hippopotamus Sandwich” – A ______ sandwich is
easy to make . . .
• “For Sale” – Create a convincing ad to sell your brother or sister.
• “Who” – Exaggerate about what you can or would like to do.
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Drafting
Some writers like to brainstorm a few ideas before they begin writing;
others brainstorm as they draft. The advantage of poetry is its brevity –
students can move ideas around with ease. Drafting/brainstorming
lines of poetry on individual strips of paper makes it easy to manipulate
the shape and flow later.
“What if . . . ” poems by Shel
Silverstein, John Ciardi and
Ogden Nash are good samples
to use for this lesson.

✎

MINI-LESSON:

Sentence Strip Poetry

For this lesson, students choose a topic that lends itself to a list format.
Ask them to compose each line of poetry on a separate strip of paper.
After they have generated all their ideas, have them choose the best
ones and move the strips of paper around to get the most meaningful
and interesting sequence, as well as the most rhythmical sound. The
writers can then cut up the strips of paper (or tape them together) to
plan effective line breaks, and add or delete material as needed. After
editing for conventions, they can recopy the poem or glue the strips
onto another sheet of paper in their final form.
Revising
Many published poets rework their poetry 50 to 100 times (e.e.
cummings was very proud of this). Students who think poetry springs
full-blown from the heart, perfect in every way, simply don’t understand how real poets work or how real poetry gets written. In order to
craft poetry, writers have to work at it – often much more assiduously
than they’d work at revising prose.
To model revision, choose a published poem – or use one of your own
– and read it aloud three times. The first time, ask yourself, “Does it all
make sense?” On the second reading, ask, “Did I use the right words to
create mental pictures and evoke appropriate feelings?” And on the
third reading, ask, “Does the poem sound musical and rhythmical?”
Then have students do the same with their own poems. This process
should provide ideas for revising the poem.
When conferencing with a student, take the revision step by step. Is
the poem clear? Does it convey the ideas the student wants? Guide the
writer to add more information to improve clarity or to take out information that does not enhance the main idea.
Then look at language. Are there any words that seem “tired” or
“ordinary”? Can the student remove them or replace them with more
vigorous vocabulary?
Many poems benefit from work with line breaks. The best approach is
to begin by reading the draft poem aloud. Have the student put a slash
mark whenever she hears a pause in her voice – or do it for her. Think
about whether she should add punctuation or change the line breaks.
Finally, reach into the poetry toolbox. Has the student used alliteration, onomatopoeia, repetition, similes or rhymes? If not, you may want
to suggest one or more to make the poem more interesting and effective.
The following chart is a guideline for assessing student poetry and
can provide ideas for improvement.
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What Effective Poetry Looks Like
Ideas

Organization

Voice

Word Choice

Sentence Fluency

Conventions

The author seems
to have a passion
for the topic; or
there is an
element of
surprise or a
unique way of
expressing a
familiar idea.

Ideas are
sequenced in a
way that balances
sound and sense;
words and ideas
work together;
the rhyme
scheme or
structure is
effective.

The poem
conveys emotion
or feeling; reader
connects with the
poet.

Words create
visual and other
sensory images;
no unnecessary
words or trite
expressions are
evident.

Line breaks occur
at rhythmical and
logical places;
poem flows
smoothly, with a
strong rhythm
and cadence.

Capitalization
and punctuation
seem effective
and logical;
words are spelled
appropriately for
the writer’s
developmental
level.

Editing and publishing
One advantage of poetry is that the poet has a fair degree of latitude
about sentences, capitals and punctuation – otherwise e.e. cummings
would not have the reputation he does and Thomas Hardy couldn’t
have made up new words such as “smalling” where they suited him.
On the other hand, cummings and Hardy were both very careful about
typesetting and typography, specifying exactly what they wanted to get
the effect needed for a particular poem. Encourage your students to take
the same care.
Students should read their poems aloud to determine when natural
pauses occur. Then they can add commas, semi-colons and periods as
necessary. Generally speaking, each line begins with a capital letter,
though this is not absolutely necessary with modern verse.
Once students have finished editing their poetry for conventions, it is
time to publish. There are many possibilities for sharing published
poetry. A “coffee house” with candles and checkered tablecloths is a
wonderful atmosphere for a poetry reading. Oral presentations of
poetry can be accompanied by music, dance or rhythm effects.
Creating individual poetry anthologies is a popular way to celebrate
poetry. Your criteria for the student anthologies will vary, but generally
you should consider these questions:
• What is the minimum number of selections?
• How many poems must be written by the student and how many
must be selected from other published sources?
• What form of response do you want for the published poems?
• What are your expectations for neatness, word processing, and
illustrations?
• Should an introduction, conclusion or reflection be included?
Ideally, you and your students could explore a variety of published
anthologies and together create a set of criteria. Here is one possible
format:
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POETRY ANTHOLOGY

1. The anthology must contain a minimum of five poems that you have
written and five poems that other people have written. Poems by others
must include the author’s name.
2. Every poem by another author must include a response or comment by
you, as the anthologist, explaining why it was chosen.
3. Every poem must be word-processed, neatly formatted and printed on a
separate page, with appropriate graphics or illustrations. Pages should be
numbered.
4. You will follow the usual writing process. Submit the TAG sheet along
with your rough draft for 20 percent of your mark. On the final anthology, all of your punctuation, spelling and grammar should be
appropriate to style.
5. The anthology must contain these features:
a. A cover page which includes the title of the anthology and the
student’s name
b. A table of contents with page numbers
c. An introduction presenting an overview of the selections
d. An alphabetical index of first lines
Rough draft due: ________________________________________________
Editing complete by: _____________________________________________
Finished anthology due: __________________________________________

Admittedly, it is unlikely that your students will go on to write a great
deal of poetry in their adult lives. Nonetheless, the writing skills they
learn in attempting poetry – attention to sound, symbolism, meaning
and concise expression – will pay big dividends when invested in other
genres. In teaching poetry, as in so much else, we are not looking for
immediate rewards, but for sustained and deeper growth. Poetry is
worth your time teaching; and theirs, learning.
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It’s Saturday
by Paul, Grade 3

I get up and stretch, I open my eyes
I go to my brother’s room and say, “Come on, guys.”
But they’re snoring, they’re deep asleep
they won’t even make a peep!
It’s 8:00, just 40 minutes left!
The school bus is coming. I better get dressed.
Mom’s not up. I better make lunch.
O man! I almost forgot my Cinnamon Toast Crunch.
My siblings get up and watch TV with their blankets and pillows,
I say, “Get up, you lazy fellows!”
They say, “Don’t you know?”
“Know what?”
“It’s SATURDAY.”

I’m Waiting

Two Friends

by Dana, Grade 4

by Danielle, Grade 5

for people to stop killing animals,
for clean water,
for no drugs,
for people to stop swearing,
for starving people to have food,
and then I’ll know,
the earth is saved!!

Danielle and Jade have:
two best-friend necklaces
four pigtails
two blue shirts
and two pairs of black pants
two watches
ten red nails and ten purple ones
at least ten pairs of shoes
two brown heads
one head of long hair and
one head of short
two trampolines
and one AWESOME friendship!
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Maui Dreams

by Jennifer, Grade 6
I watch the morning sun
set the sky on fire
over the mountain.
I bask on the beach,
soaking up the sun.
I splash in the salty surf.
I scan the horizon
for the silhouettes of breaching whales
and diving dolphins.
Black sand tickles my toes
as I stroll along the beach.
Windsurfers’ neon sails
skim across the shimmering sea.
I watch the sun
drop below the horizon
leaving the island in darkness.
The alarm clock rings.
It’s back to reality.
Fifty below in Saskatchewan.

Asleep

by Laura, Grade 7
A blanket of darkness covers the land.
There must be a hole
in the afghan of night.
For I see light.
The moon is our pillow.
The land is asleep.
The rooster crows and the sun is turned on.
We get up to start a bright new day.
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Writing Poetry
................................................................................................................................................................................................
Anchor Lesson
Skill Focus
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The Senses in Color
Using sensory language; developing voice
From the generic to the specific
through specific language
From paint chips to strong images
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Things I Love
Using sensory language; developing voice
Exploring voice
through specific language
Being specific
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The Five Senses and the Weather
Using sensory language; developing voice
A sensory walk
through specific language
Choosing images
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Using Poet’s Eyes
Developing metaphors and similes
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Images in the Environment
Developing metaphors and similes
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Poetry Cut-ups: Playing with
Choosing words for special effect
Words
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More about Metaphors and Similes Developing metaphors and similes
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Repetition Heightens Impact
Choosing words for special effect
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The Magic Box
Using sensory language; choosing words
or special effect
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Show, Don’t Tell: Think of a Time Telling the inside and outside
Guided imagery
experiences; playing with white space and
Reshaping a class poem
line breaks
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Because poems are often shorter
in length than other forms of
writing, children can select their
words and images carefully using
their time to craft their work and
capture the feelings they want to
express. Often, children who
struggle with writing can be
successful with poetry as they
express their ideas with
originality.

Before children are set to work composing poems of their own, they need to
enjoy the rhyme, rhythm and repetition of poetry read aloud. They will delight
in poetic devices such as alliteration and metaphor long before they have words
to name them. Through read-alouds and shared reading, students come to
understand the poetic form, develop a sense of the range of forms that poetry
can take, and cultivate favorite poets. In short, before students write, they need
to have fun with the deliciousness of poems.

Savoring the Sounds of Poetry
There are many ways you can help students enjoy poetry, especially when read
aloud. When you first read aloud, demonstrate the rhythm and expression, then
reread to clarify vocabulary and meaning. The class reads aloud in unison.
Be sure to revisit favorite poems regularly and read them in new ways. Try
some of these activities with your students:
G

G

G

G

Divide the class in half and alternate lines, stanzas or parts.
Read the poem aloud as Readers Theatre with individuals, pairs, trios and
whole-class opportunities to read.
Read aloud in a variety of voices, for example, like a wrestler, like a queen.
Read aloud varying the tempo and the volume.

Teacher Brenda Boylan makes particularly effective use of the strategy of
getting students to love poetry before they begin to write it. “Poetry needs time.
Every day, my morning starts off with a poem (five minutes). I echo-read the
poem (the children repeat each line back to me). This is a great way to involve
kids in the reading of poetry, allowing them to hear the rhythm and beat of the
poem. I reread the same poem often. Children love to hear their favorites read
over and over again. One of the best poetry books to begin this with is Loris
Lesynski’s Dirty Dog Boogie. This collection of poems is both fun and
contagious and can be read from September to June.
“Once children begin to enjoy poetry, I reinforce that this is a great genre to
explore during writing times. I make poetry a part of my literacy centres by
creating a Build-a-Poem centre where a small group of children or individual
children can write a poem using my chart stand and special felts. Children love
to use their teacher’s materials, and allowing them to have a big space to write,
such as the chart stand, inspires them to create amazing poetry.”
Further the enjoyment of poetry by
G

introducing students to the poetry section in the school library
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G

Poetry lends itself to publishing at
all grades. It is meant to be
enjoyed aloud and shared with
others. We keep a photo album —
the kind with sticky, transparent
pages — in our classroom for
students to add their published
poems. We also compile class
poems into books and encourage
students to create their own
poetry anthologies in booklet
form. All of these are great
favorites for reading.

G

G

requiring students to include a poetry anthology in their choices for
independent reading
featuring new poets in read-aloud regularly
reminding students to mumble-read their poems to themselves as poems
are to be enjoyed orally

Encourage students to spend “noisy reading time” enjoying poems together.
For this purpose, establish a poetry collection in the classroom that includes
published and student-made books, and create collections of poems on charts
or in binders.

An Awareness of Poetic Elements
Teachers also have a role to play in helping students to identify poetic elements
through direct instruction. Here is a scenario of a teacher discussing the poem
“The Wendigo” with a group of students. Depending on students’ age and
attention, this conversation might take place over a few days.
“Listen to me read this poem by Ogden Nash aloud for you. Then we will look
at some of the difficult words and talk about what they mean. See if the words
help you to create a picture of the Wendigo in your mind as I read it . . . ”

THE WENDIGO
The Wendigo,
The Wendigo!
Its eyes are ice and indigo!
Its blood is rank and yellowish!
Its voice is hoarse and bellowish!
Its tentacles are slithery,
And scummy,
Slimy, Leathery!
Its lips are hungry blubbery,
And smacky,
Sucky,
Rubbery!
The Wendigo,
The Wendigo!
I saw it just a friend ago!
Last night it lurked in Canada;
Tonight on your veranda!
As you are lolling hammockwise
It contemplates you stomachwise.
You loll,
It contemplates,
It lollops.
The rest is merely gulps and gollops.
Source: “The Wendigo” by Ogden Nash from Creatures, Kings, and Scary Things, Anthology 3. © by Curtis
Publishing Company. Reprinted by permission of Curtis Brown Ltd.
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“Ogden Nash has described the Wendigo using his senses. What words help
us to see the Wendigo? hear the Wendigo? to know how it would feel? smell?
Are there tasting words in this poem?
“Now face a partner nearby and take turns describing the Wendigo you see
in your mind. Have a look at the shape of the poem. How is it different from a
story shape? Tell your partner how this poem looks compared to a story.
“Poets play with white space to make their poem look interesting on the
page. Some lines are long and some are short. Let’s look at the pattern of long
and short lines in this poem. What do you notice?
“This poem has two stanzas. How does each one begin? What is the topic in
the first stanza? What is the topic in the second? Tell your partner your ideas.
“Ogden Nash has also used repetition in this poem. Which lines are
repeated? How does this make a better poem?
“I am noticing that some lines have made-up words. Can you find them?
You see, poets often play with words. They take a risk and invent language.
“Let’s read it again and feel the rhythm of the poem. Let’s clap the beat as we
say it again with scary, whispery voices.
“Poets often use a device called alliteration. That’s when words start with the
same sounds. Can you find any examples of alliteration in this poem?”
We discourage children from
attempting to rhyme as their
poems tend to become banal and
commonplace.

And so forth.
When we teach the poetic form through discussion such as this, students will
begin to develop metacognitive awareness of poetic elements. They can begin to
generate a list of characteristics with the class. Ask students, “What do you
know about poems?” You will get responses such as the following:
G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

Remember that nothing inspires
student writing like the work of
their classmates. Capitalize on this
by reproducing student work on
charts or on overheads. Discuss
the successful aspects of the work
with the class prior to Writing
Workshop. Ask the students,
“What is powerful in this poem?”

sometimes rhymes, but it doesn’t need to
“plays with words”
uses words deliberately to create an effect
has lines instead of sentences
has stanzas instead of paragraphs
uses white space effectively
may have similes, metaphors and alliteration
often expresses emotion
has a strong ending

You will note that the Writing Profile for Poetry (see page 97) reflects these
elements under the dimensions of Engagement with the Topic, Vividness and
Language Use, Organization and Structure, and Conventions in free verse
poetry.
The poetry anchor lessons focus on ways to scaffold student understanding
of poetry. Like all anchor lessons, they are designed to develop students’
internal control over the procedures used to scaffold writing with “in the head”
strategies that can be applied in Writing Workshop. We like to use the language
of the anchor lesson when we respond to the work or celebrate success at the
beginning of the Writing Workshop each day. For example: “You used ‘poet’s
eyes’ when you said, ‘The shell looks like a pirate’s leg.’ I get a picture in my
mind of just what that shell looks like.” Always celebrate success. As we
demonstrate for students what is expected and admired, they will continue to
craft and polish their writing.
Through the anchor lessons, teachers and students can gain confidence in
their ability to take poetry writing to new heights. Teachers come to understand
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the aspects of poetry that students need to make their writing stronger and
students are equipped with tools to shape their writing independently in the
Writing Workshop.

Some Ideas for Structuring Poetry Writing
One of the easiest ways to get started with poetry writing is to provide students
with a structure, or frame. Below, you will find four simple ideas for structuring
a poem. Students enjoy working with these frames, and they provide a scaffold
for further explorations.
Make a sandwich: A descriptive list poem
The sandwich form is also used in
the lesson plan titled “Things I
Love.”

The poem begins and ends with the same sentence, phrase or word. Below is a
student-written example.

I like sounds
The crisp sound of paper
The rustling of corn
The roar of a river
The jingle of money
I like sounds
A small group of students can choose a focus and develop poems together on
a large chart on the floor. Their poems may be “Our Favorite Sights” or “Our
Favorite Sounds.”
Provide a frame: The simile frame
Students may need support in structuring their ideas. Offer a frame to begin
and end the poem. For example:
What is a ____________ like?
(body of poem)
Now you know what a ____________ is like.
The poem below by a Grade 3 student named Jennifer provides a good model
for classroom use.

What is a snail like?
A snail is like a trail blazer,
A graceful skater,
A snail is like it’s made out of glass,
It’s pleased to pass.
It is like a rock,
The body glistens, it shines.
It has a mobile home,
It is like a fan opening,
Now you know what a snail is like.
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What am I?: The metaphor frame
Students choose a topic and write clues in metaphor form for classmates to
guess their identity.

What am I?
I am a wrestler in a 4-way match
A football player in a game
I am Zorro in a fight with the king
A gangster with a motorcycle
A blade from a chain saw
I am a rock star with a guitar
I am a fiddler crab.
By Jordan
Create a list poem
Students can work alone or in small groups with large charts on the floor. One
option is to begin every line with “Why.”

Why do hens lay eggs?
Why do camels have bumps?
Why are tears salty?
Why does God have powers?
Why do clocks tell time?
Etc.
Other Topics for List Poems
G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

Things I wonder . . .
If I were in charge of the world . . .
The best things about_______________
Why I love _______________(chocolate, forests, my pet)
_______________ is (summer, ice cream, bubblegum, a leaf)
Things that make me _______________ (happy, sad, curious, angry, scared)
Ten reasons to _______________
Ten things to do with _______________
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Writing Profile for Poetry
Dimensions of
Writing

Engagement with
the Topic
G

G

G

Meaning
Ideas
Details

Vividness and
Language Use
G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

Energy
Passion
Voice
Word Choice
Variety
Expressiveness
Originality
Creativity

Organization and
Structure
G

G

G

G

Sequence
Clarity
Focus
Cohesion

Conventions
G

G

G

Spelling
Punctuation
Grammar

Undeveloped
1

2-3-4

Fully Developed
5

At a Glance: Poem lacks originality;
it is clichéd and fails to engage the
reader.

At a Glance: The poem engages the
reader; it is original and creative.

Text may be unclear or illogical.
There is little development of ideas.
Writing lacks impact.

Poem conveys meaning clearly.
Poem is fully developed in an
unusual or original way.
Writing creates an impact on the
reader.

Writing makes a stereotypical
response to the topic; it may
contain clichés.
Writing lacks energy and personal
engagement.
The voice of the writer is unclear or
generic.
Writing lacks audience appeal in its
current form.
Language is simple.
Originality is lacking.

Poem is highly individual and
expressive of the writer.
The writer express energy for the
topic.
Vivid language conveys meaning in
the writer’s own voice.
Writing has audience appear — it
would do well read aloud.
Words are chosen for effect.
The writer may experiment with
poetic devices such as metaphor or
simile.
Sensory language is included.
The writer takes risks to use
language and expression in original
ways.

There is little or no introduction.
Poem loses focus.
Structure is difficult to follow.
Poetic form is undeveloped.
Pattern is simplistic and lacks
impact.
Ending may be abrupt.

Opening lines draw the reader in.
Poem flows smoothly and seems
cohesive; it is clear and sequential.
Writing is easy to follow.
Writer uses line breaks and white
space to enhance the meaning.
Phrases are varied in length.
Pattern is chosen for effect.
Poem ends with a satisfying
conclusion.

Frequent errors in spelling,
punctuation or grammar make the
writing difficult to understand.
Presentation lacks care.

Basic grammar, spelling and
punctuation are correct, but there
may be some errors in complex
structures.
Presentation of writing shows care.

© 2004, Writing Anchors by Jan Wells and Janine Reid. Pembroke Publishers. Permission to copy for classroom use.
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................................................................................................................................................................................................

The Senses in Color
................................................................................................................................................................................................

Why teach this anchor lesson?
G

G

Special instructions: Gather a
selection of paint chips from a
paint store.

The teacher’s interactions with the
students’ ideas are critical here.
The teacher moves the
contributions from generic to
specific by asking questions such
as these: When do you see that?
Where would that be? When is
that the most intense feeling?

To show students how to use their senses to engage with the topic and use
language vividly
To help students create powerful imagery with specific examples

How to do it
Session 1: From the generic to the specific

1. Explain to students that poets use their senses to help us see and experience
things in a new way.
2. Choose a red paint chip from the collection and engage the class in a
discussion about the color. For example:
TEACHER:
STUDENT:
TEACHER:
STUDENT:
TEACHER:
STUDENT:
TEACHER:
STUDENT:
TEACHER:
STUDENT:
TEACHER:
STUDENT:

What does red look like?
Red looks like a cherry.
Where do you see this cherry?
Red as a cherry on an ice-cream sundae.
What does red taste like?
Red tastes like hot sauce.
Tell me more about that hot sauce.
The Tabasco sauce on my dad’s hot dog smells red, red, red.
What else might red look like?
Red looks like fire.
When is fire the reddest?
Red is the flames from a dragon.

3. Record students’ ideas on the board and help students to stretch their
thinking.
4. Continue in this way, refining and extending student contributions to create
specific and powerful images. Below is a poem created by one class that went
through this process.

What is red?
Red is a cherry on an ice cream sundae
Red is Tabasco sauce on a hot dog —
No thanks!
The flames from a dragon are red,
So is a strawberry and
a nose bleed.
My heart beats red at the end of a race
“I hate you!” is the sound of red
Strength, anger and intensity
That’s the feeling of red.
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Session 2: From paint chips to strong images

1. Put the class poem from the previous day on an overhead or a chart.
2. Ask students: Which ideas are most powerful? Why do you think so?
3. Ask students to choose a paint chip from the collection to write about. They
meet in talking pairs to develop preliminary ideas. You can lead the
discussion by asking partners to respond to the following prompts:
G

G

G

G

While students are writing,
circulate and prompt students
with questioning to add detail and
description. Stop the class and ask
students to share aloud their
writing gems. Do this with
caution, however, to avoid a class
set of identical poems and to
avoid disrupting students’
thinking too often.

When is your color the strongest, the clearest, the most delicate?
If your color was an emotion, what feeling would it be? When would you
experience it?
If your color was something you could touch, what would it feel like?
If your color was a taste, what would it be? When would you taste it best?

4. Individually, students use a thinking page (see Blackline Master 4.1) to begin
a list of possibilities that represent their chosen paint chip color. (A thinking
page can also be seen as a worksheet or rough working paper.)
5. Students select their most powerful images and draft them into a poem.
6. Once they have done so, they can meet informally to share poems with each
other.

Remember the writing anchors: Use your five senses. Make it your
own!

Student Reflection
G

G

What are your favorite images? Read them aloud to a partner.
What did you learn in this lesson that you can use in Writing Workshop?

Evaluation
To what extent was the student able to
– use the senses to create original images?
– move beyond generic writing to capture vivid, specific images?
Richard’s poem creates an impact on the reader and his words are chosen for effect:
“old tin can in a dark basement.”
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In this student sample Claris juxtaposes many ideas and images related to the color
blue. She uses both concrete and abstract ideas to make an impact on the reader,
taking risks to use language in original ways.

The Color of Kings and Sapphire Rings
Blue is the color of a meteor shower,
A revolution,
A little pit of power.
The deep blue sea
The eyes of some people like me.
A cold-blooded heart,
The inside of a blueberry tart.
A crocus is blue
Some butterflies, too,
A color in many a flag,
Also in a dishcloth rag.
A waterfall that gently flows
Into a river which you hang your toes
The color of kings and
Sapphire rings,
A bluebird flying, a flurry of wings.
The silhouette of a wolf drinking moonlight
The truth that lives in a solemn, loyal plight.
Blue is the color of a mermaid s skin,
The color splashed on a great whale’s fin.
The color of holding on and not letting go
The blue sky we wish to better know
The light that shines when all is dark
The colored slide that perfects the park.
A sword fight between good and bad
A hat belonging to a Scottish lad
The color of a blazing hot fire
The feel of your breath when you begin to tire.
A color that will always be
The color that is truly wild and free.
By Claris
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................................................................................................................................................................................................

Things I Love
................................................................................................................................................................................................

Why teach this anchor lesson?
G

To show students how to choose specific language and sensory images to give
the writing “voice”

How to do it
Session 1: Exploring voice

1. Explain that poets write with voice — a unique style that shows the writer’s
personality. When a poem has strong voice, you can often tell who the poet
is, even without the writer’s name on it.
2. Lead the class in a discussion much like the following.
TEACHER: How many of you like cookies? Almost everyone. Right. So if

we write in our poem “I like cookies” then it could be anybody’s poem.
When you are using your writer’s voice you must tell about the cookies
you like best. Paul, you like cookies. What kind of cookies are your
favorite?
PAUL: I like chocolate cookies.
TEACHER: When do you eat them?
PAUL: I like chocolate cookies after school with a glass of milk.
TEACHER: There! See! Now we can hear Paul’s voice. It’s not an “anybody
poem” anymore. I prefer chewy oatmeal cookies with raisins. They taste
great with a glass of lemonade. Paul and I have very different ideas
about cookies. You want to show how you are unique by letting us hear
your writer’s voice.

Circulate to prompt students’
thinking.
TEACHER:

I see you like
waterfalls. Tell me more.
Student writes: I love misty
waterfalls crashing down the
mountainside.

3. Further model your favorite things aloud, taking care to speak about the
specifics that make your ideas unique.
4. Engage the students in partner talk about their favorite things. Ask: What do
you love to feel on your skin? When does it feel best? What do you love to see
in the sky? When does it look just perfect? What do you love to taste? Who
makes it just the way you like it? And so forth.
5. Students work on the Things I Love Thinking Page, taking time to expand
their ideas to give them voice (see Blackline Master 4.2).
Session 2: Being specific

TEACHER:

I love ice cream too.
What’s your favorite?
Student writes: I love almond
fudge ice cream in a waffle cone.

1. Students return to their thinking pages and begin to draft poems.
2. Conference with students to help edit their poems and give them shape.
3. Students publish their revised poems and read them to one another in small
groups.
4. You may compile them in a class book.

Remember the writing anchors: Use your five senses. Make it your
own!
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Student Reflection
G

G

When you want to let readers hear your writer’s voice, what do you need to
remember to do?
What will you use from this lesson in Writing Workshop?

Evaluation
To what extent was the student able to
– use specific language to give his or her writing voice?
In this sample from a younger student, we hear Richard talk about things he loves.
He expands each idea to add details making the poem individual and expressive of
the writer.
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Alex’s poem is rich with personal voice. We can smell the roast beef and our mouths
begin to water as the Grade 5 student describes the dinner.

Dinner
I can smell the delicious aromas of roast beef
It is coming out of the oven
My mouth waters with anticipation
The yorkshire pudding is almost ready
And now . . .
We sit down to
Yorkshire pudding
Roast beef
Mashed potatoes
And a gallon of gravy!
As I take the first bite
A glorious flavour pours into my mouth
I try to remember
What was in that magnificent meaty marinade?
More please.
Another delicious dozen Yorkshire puddings come into the room
please pass the Yorkshire pudding
one guest says
After that we have dessert
Chocolate cake
Lemon meringue pie
and three varieties of ice cream
More please.
By Alex
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................................................................................................................................................................................................

The Five Senses and the Weather
................................................................................................................................................................................................

Why teach this anchor lesson?
G

G

To show students how to choose specific language, details, and sensory
images to give the writing voice
To show students that revisiting and revising writing creates a more powerful
piece

How to do it
Session 1: A sensory walk

1. Identify the five senses and explain to students that they are going on a walk
to experience the weather with all their senses. This activity would be good to
do on a day when the weather is particularly dramatic — a very windy day or
an exceptionally cold day would lead to interesting observations.
2. Take students for a walk outside to observe the weather using all their senses.
3. Return to class so that they can discuss their images in talking partners.
Prompt student talk by asking questions: What does it feel like? look like?
sound like? smell like? taste like? Talk about developing the writer’s voice and
creating vividness by moving the writing from generic expression to
personal, detailed expression.
GABRIELLE: Snow covers the playground like a blanket.
TEACHER: What blanket are you thinking of ?

Together they develop: Snow covers the playground like Grandma’s quilt.
JERRY: Snow feels cold on my fingers.
TEACHER: What do your fingers look like when you touch snow?

Together they develop: Snow turns my bare fingers to cramped claws.
4. Students begin to draft ideas on thinking pages. (See BLM 4.3.)
5. Circulate to help students who are stuck and to highlight good examples.
Pause to probe student thinking and extend ideas.
Session 2: Choosing images

1. Ask selected students to read aloud their best ideas.
2. Remind students that great ideas come from personal images and specific
details rather than lists of adjectives. For example: “Snow turns the tree
branches to chandeliers in an ice palace” is better than “White, fluffy snow
covers the thin, brown branches.”
3. Tell students to go back to their thinking pages and choose their favorite
ideas to develop into a poem with specific language.

Remember the writing anchors: Use your five senses. Make it your
own!
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Student Reflection
G

G

Choose an example that demonstrates how you chose your words carefully to
reveal your voice in your poem.
What did you learn from this lesson that you can use in Writing Workshop?

Evaluation
To what extent was the student able to
– use the senses to develop original ideas?
– use specific language to give the writing voice?
– and willing to revise the writing to create a more powerful piece?
This student work shows the process of planning and drafting a poem. Christopher
selects those ideas he likes the best and orders them to create a sensory poem.
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................................................................................................................................................................................................

Using Poet’s Eyes
................................................................................................................................................................................................

Why teach this anchor lesson?
Jonathan London writes books
that are rich with metaphor and
simile. If you can locate one of the
following to read aloud, it will
create a powerful model for
students: Like Butter on Pancakes
or The Condor’s Egg.

Special instructions: Obtain a
cactus, possibly from a dollar
store, and a collection of sea
shells.

G

To show students how to create vividness and use expressive language using
metaphor and simile

How to do it
1. Lead the class in a discussion on ways in which poets use language and look
at the world in new ways. Highlight examples of original thinking in poems
familiar to the class. For example, in Jonathan London’s Like Butter on
Pancakes, this image appears: “and the spoons sleep nestled in the kitchen
drawer.”
2. Tell the students that anyone can see the world through “poet’s eyes.” You
look at something in a new way; you see it as if you never saw it before. You
think about what the object reminds you of and you see it in a fresh and
different way.
3. Show the cactus and invite the class to look at it in a new way. See sample
dialogue below.
TEACHER: What does this cactus look like to you?
STUDENT: A piece of holly.
TEACHER: Yes, it’s dark green and prickly just like a piece of holly. Let’s

put that in our poem. What else does it look like?
TEACHER: What else does it look like?
STUDENT: The flower on top looks like a bubble gum but it’s prickly too.
TEACHER: Yes, it’s all round and lumpy like lots of bubble gum. We can

add that to our poem. Remember, a poem has white space. The lines are
not written like a story. I will make these lines shorter so I have white
space too. Where shall I stop the lines? . . .
4. Continue to build a group poem and construct the images together. Here is
the poem that one class wrote:

What is a cactus?
A cactus is
As prickly as a piece of holly
and as prickly as Hedgie the hedgehog,
The pink flower on top
is like
a bubble gum pincushion.
Now you know a cactus.
5. Students now look with poet’s eyes and see the shell in a different way.
Independently, they make images that “tickle the brain.”
6. Go to each student in turn, helping them to look, develop images, get started,
and so on.
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If this is a first lesson with young
students, the concept of white
space may be difficult to grasp.
You could come back to the
students’ ideas another day and
reshape the lines. Or, as they gain
familiarity with poetry, bring the
varying lengths of lines to their
attention.

Remember the writing anchor: Use poet’s eyes.

Student Reflection
G

G

G

What did you enjoy in your poetry today?
Which lines are your favorite? Read them to your partner.
What will you use from this lesson in Writing Workshop?

Evaluation
To what extent was the student able to
– develop images?
In David’s poem, we see him take a fresh look at a seashell. He sees it as a whirlpool,
a castle for a fairy, a flute and a cave. He enjoys putting ideas together and
experiments with similes.

A Seashell Is . . .
A seashell is
A home for a
sweet hermit crab.
It spins around like a whirlpool
It’s a castle
For a fairy.
My seashell is as blue as the sky
On a hot summer’s day,
As long as a flute for a princess,
As hollow as a cave for a grizzly bear.
By David
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................................................................................................................................................................................................

Images in the Environment
................................................................................................................................................................................................

Why teach this anchor lesson?
G

To show students how to create vividness and use expressive language with
metaphor and simile

How to do it
Session 1: A fresh look

1. Explain to students that poets often look at things in ways that “tickle the
brain.” They take an idea and compare it with something else, for example, a
hose pipe with an elephant’s trunk; raindrops on a twig with a necklace,
fluffy clouds with pillows. When they think of ways in which two things are
the same, new ideas come into their minds.
2. Review Blackline Master 4.4 and determine what you want students to focus
on in their immediate environment. Take them outside with copies of the
planner and pencils. Their job is to capture images from the environment
through the senses and to begin metaphors with sentence frames.
3. Bring students inside and have them discuss their focus images with a
partner.
Session 2 : Powerful images

In this lesson Janine wrote with
the students. She showed the
students her thinking and the
messiness of her writing as she
struggled to express her ideas with
the best words and images
possible. She also shared the
finished piece with them. While
they didn’t understand many of
the images, they were impressed
that adults write about their
feelings in poems. Joining
students in writing and in risk
taking validates their efforts as
writers.

1. Students sit in partners and read their images aloud. They discuss which are
their favorite, most powerful images and why.
2. Students, working alone or in partners, choose a focus for their writing. For
example, they could choose trees or mountains. They then develop their
images.
3. Students meet with others to share their poems and receive feedback on the
most powerful images.
4. Share an example of your own writing done on the theme and show students
the number of revisions needed to make the writing powerful. A poem that
Janine wrote appears below.

November Sun
White sun,
Cold as a mother’s fear,
Poor as a beggar,
Warmth squandered on
August beaches,
Slips steadily southward
Leaving us frozen in a
northern land.
Golden son,
Raised in a mother’s love,
Rich as a prince,
Savings pinched from tips
and wages,
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Slips steadily southward
Searching for manhood in
a sun burnt land.
By Janine Reid
5. While students are working hold conferences to help them polish their work.

Remember the writing anchor: Use poet’s eyes.

Student Reflection
G

What did you learn about writing poetry in this lesson that you can use in
Writing Workshop?

Evaluation
To what extent was the student able to
– use the senses, metaphors and similes to generate and shape ideas?

Janine chose to have students
work in partners to write drafts of
their poems with felt markers on
charts scattered throughout the
classroom on the floor.
Interaction between the students
helped to extend their ideas about
what is a metaphor and what
should be included in their
poems.

Allison and Melissa not only create interesting similes, they also choose an ending
with pizazz. “November trees put on a show for free” evokes the enjoyment these
girls felt as they engaged with the topic. Meng Qi features three similes within five
lines.

November Trees
November trees
Are as flexible
As acrobats
As tall as an elephant
As wiggly as a loose tooth
As long as a necklace.
They are an umbrella full of food for all.
The leaves are
Turning, turning, turning.
November trees
Put on a show for free.
By Allison and Melissa
November Trees
The trees cool me like a fan
The leaves fall down
Like the feathers from a bird.
The leaves change colour
Like a snake changing its skin.
By Meng Qi
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................................................................................................................................................................................................

More about Metaphors and Similes
................................................................................................................................................................................................

Why teach this anchor lesson?
G

G

To show students how to create vividness and use expressive language with
original ideas and images, using “poet’s eyes”
To teach the importance of thinking by metaphor and analogy to create an
impact for the reader

How to do it
Special instructions: Make
available magnifying glasses,
jeweller’s loupes or windows cut
in black paper. These devices help
to change the scale of an object in
order to help students develop
metaphors, similes and analogies.

Once, when looking at a blossom,
my students wrote “bed” and
“dress.” I reminded the students
of other anchor lessons about
expanding their ideas. When I
prompted a student to think of
who would use that bed, she
wrote: “A blossom is a bed for the
king and queen of the fairies.”

It is helpful for some students to
provide an opening and closing
sentence to frame the poem. See
examples for structuring poetry
on pages 95 to 96.

Intermediate students may be able
to explain why they think of their
object as they do. For example,
“When I look inside a blossom I
see fireworks exploding because
blossoms explode in the spring.”
We have found primary students
do not often seem capable of
making that leap into theorizing
and are satisfied to develop their
poems from their simple images.

1. As part of a warm-up, allow students to experiment and play with the loupes
or windows to find a focus and learn how to use them.
2. Students choose a focus object and look closely to draw the detail. Objects
from nature — blossoms, shells, snails, fruit, vegetables and more — work
well. Fine-tip black markers may be supplied for drawing.
3. As students continue to look, ask them to develop a list of ideas, or a
thinking page. Prompt their thinking with questions like these: What does
this remind you of? What else does it look like? If you were this tiny, what
would you use it for? If it had a fragrance, what would it be like? If it had a
taste, what would it taste like? Who might live there? Ask some students to
share their ideas aloud. Probe the ideas to expand them.
4. Students return to their thinking pages to select their powerful ideas. Remind
students to use their “poet’s eyes” to see things in a new way and to expand
their ideas to create images that “tickle the brain.” It’s time for them to draft
their poems.

Remember the writing anchor: Use poet’s eyes.

Student Reflection
G

G

G

What are your most powerful images? Share them with a classmate.
How did you come up with your images? Talk about your thinking.
What did you learn from this anchor lesson today that you can use in Writing
Workshop?

Evaluation
To what extent was the student able to
– use the strategy to shape work with evidence of metaphor and simile?
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This young student is learning to compare images and find new ways to describe
what he sees.

This is one of our favorite student poems. Katie has observed the ponderous
movement of snails and expressed original and creative ideas.

What is a snail?
What is a snail?
A snail is an octpus
Dragging his food along,
A snail is a shy child
On his first day of school.
A snail is a tired parent
After a long day of work.
How does a snail move?
A snail moves like someone
Swimming at the end
Of a marathon,
A snail moves like someone
Riding a bike uphill.
A snail moves like someone
Lifting a very heavy weight.
That is what a snail is.
By Katie
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................................................................................................................................................................................................

Poetry Cut-ups: Playing with Words
................................................................................................................................................................................................

Why teach this anchor lesson?
G

To show students how to choose words carefully for effect

How to do it
Special instructions: Prepare
flashcards for the words listed on
Blackline Master 4.5. Students will
also need photocopies of the
blackline master.

1. Explain to students that poets choose their words carefully to create a mood
or express a feeling.
2. Distribute the flashcards to students, about one per student.
3. Construct a group poem in a pocket chart by asking students to contribute
cards that make sense and create interesting images as in the following
scenario:
TEACHER: You each have a card with a word on it. Together we are going

to use some of the words to create poems that play with words and
images. I am going to get us started by choosing the word “wolf.” Who
has a word that can go with wolf ?
STUDENT: I have the word “the.”
TEACHER: Great. We’ll put the words “The wolf” in the pocket chart. Now
what is the wolf doing?
STUDENT: I have the word “watches.”
TEACHER: “The wolf watches.” What is he watching? What is happening
while he watches?
Teacher and students continue to build the poem together. Here is one that a
class devised:

I taught this lesson the first time
with ESL students who couldn’t
tell the difference between playful
imagery and gobbledegook. Next
time, I photocopied nouns and
verbs on different colors of paper
and demonstrated how images
need to have a noun and a verb to
make sense.

The wolf watches
Wind and shadows wild
Move across the snow
Whispering “join me.”
4. Distribute photocopies of Blackline Master 4.5 for each student to cut up.
5. Students select a few words and experiment with them, adding, discarding,
trading, and creating new ones until they shape a poem.
6. Students copy or paste words onto paper.
7. Bring students together to share their poems.

Remember the writing anchor: Play with words!
To extend the lesson, you might
challenge students to see how
many variations they can make on
a theme, for example, dreams.

Student Reflection
G

G

What did you enjoy in this activity?
What did you learn in this lesson that you could use in Writing Workshop?
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Evaluation
To what extent was the student able to
– manipulate words to experiment with expressive language?
– create original poetry ?
Sophie’s poem is a good example of the sort of writing this process can lead to.

Happiness Is Your Key
Join me, shadow wolf
Roar wildly to the stars.
Awaken the wind’s dreams.
Spring toward the sun.
Let tomorrow hold you.
Burst across golden plains.
Excitement will guide your joy.
Soar on a rainbow.
Unlock the door, wolf.
Happiness is your key.
By Sophie
Jodie’s poem is another good example of the way original ideas can result when
students play with words.

If I Had One Wish
If I had one wish
I would be a porpoise and
Swim
In the deep blue tropical waters,
Visit
Wonderful, aquatic life,
Dart like an arrow from
Sea to see.
Explore
Mysterious underwater caves and grottos,
Drift
Lazily among green seaweed,
Weave
Through bright coral,
Dance
With frolicking seahorses,
Scamper
With jumbo shrimp,
Shake
With long, slender eels.
Skim
The sand with skittish lobsters and crabs,
Play
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Hide and seek with shy clams and oysters,
Tickle
Cute little starfish
Poke
Spiny, globular sea urchins
Mander
With floral sea anemones,
Float
With transparent, ghostlike jelly fish,
Glide
With wide, flat stingrays,
Roam
With rainbow coloured exotic fish and
Mingle
With smiling dolphins and
Singing whales as they
Gracefully cruise the oceans.
If I Had One Wish.
By Jodie
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................................................................................................................................................................................................

Repetition Heightens Impact
................................................................................................................................................................................................

Why teach this anchor lesson?
G

To show students how to expand their writing on the dimensions of
Engagement with the Topic, Vividness and Language Use, and Organization
and Structure to create an impact on the reader with repetition of a word, a
line or a refrain

How to do it
Session 1: A demonstration

1. Explain to students that poets often use repetition in their writing to give it
coherence and add impact.
2. Ask students to suggest a topic for your demonstration, as in the scenario
below:
TEACHER: What kind of experiences can you suggest that we might write

about? Can you think of some things that we all do?
STUDENT 1: Playing at recess.
STUDENT 2: Doing homework.
STUDENT 3: Going swimming.
TEACHER: Thank you. Let’s choose recess as our topic. Turn to a

classmate and tell your partner what you love to do at recess.
3. Continue to prompt student pairs with questions:
G

G

G

G

What are the sounds you hear at recess time?
What are some action words that you could use to tell about recess?
What do you love to taste at recess?
What feelings do you have at recess?

4. Engage the class in constructing a poem using repetition of parts of speech,
similes, phrasing and single words to add impact. One class constructed this
poem:

Recess
Zooming
Like a speeding bullet
Skipping, chatting, shouting
Recess
Racing
Like a cheetah
Chasing, screaming, laughing
The best part of school
Recess
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5. Ask students to choose a topic and begin drafting their writing. While they
are at work, write a poem about recess to share with the class later on.
Session 2: Writing refrains

1. Students revisit their thinking pages to select their best ideas and a phrase for
repetition. Now it’s time for them to develop their own poems.

Remember the writing anchor: Play with words!

Student Reflection
G

What will you remember from this lesson for your work in Writing
Workshop?

Evaluation
To what extent was the student able to
– use a refrain to add coherence to their work?
– refine and polish ideas?
Sam, a student with special needs, dictated this poem to his education assistant. The
focus on sounds, as well as the repetition, result in a poem that all the students
appreciated.

Playground
squeak squeak
the swings go up and down
drop drop
the rain falls from the sky
ha ha ha
the children laugh
stomp stomp
the children jump
mumbo jumbo
the children talk
clap clap
the children play
By Sam
If You’re Not from the Prairie, by David Bouchard, provided a model for this
repetitious refrain.

Have you seen Vancouver?
Have you seen monstrous mountains covered with snow
like a soft white blanket?
Have you seen maple trees as red
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as cherries in spring?
Have you seen the long city sidewalks
bustling with people as busy as a beehive,
as loud as a siren?
Have you seen Vancouver?
Have you seen the beaches with its sand
like glittering diamonds and crashing waves?
Have you seen the tall skyscrapers
almost touching the moon?
Have you seen the skytrains whizzing by as fast as lightning?
Have you seen Vancouver?
Have you seen Granville Island’s Crystal Ark
with sparkling rocks and crystals?
Have you seen the Aquarium
with the big fish staring at you with their
glassy eyes?
Have you seen the colourful sunset
shining at night like the bright lights on a stage?
Have you seen Vancouver?
By Chris
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................................................................................................................................................................................................

The Magic Box
................................................................................................................................................................................................

Why teach this anchor lesson?
G

G

G

On occasion, the work of
published poets can provide us
with springboards or frameworks
for our own writing. Two good
examples are “Life Doesn’t
Frighten Me” by Maya Angelou
and “Mother Doesn’t Want a
Dog” by Judith Viorst. The poem
that we are featuring here is Kit
Wright’s “The Magic Box,”
published in Cat Among the
Pigeons. We have used it with
great success.

To develop students’ use of sensory imagery
To introduce alliteration as a poetic device
To scaffold the creation of an original poem by using a published work

How to do it
1. Read the chosen poem several times with the class. (“A Magic Box” appears
on the next page.) Play with the poem orally through choral reading. Enjoy
the sound of the words, the alliteration and the repetition.
2. After reading, discuss with the class what they like about the poem. What
images are successful? Which language “tickles the brain”? Does anything
puzzle them or seem difficult to understand? If using “A Magic Box,” elicit
from the class the following points: the poet uses sensory images such as “the
swish of a sari” and “a rumbling belly”; one effective use of alliteration is “the
tip of a tongue touching a tooth.” Ask the class if they notice anything special
about the stanzas or verses. (Each one has its own theme, including a
reversed world in verse four; the last two verses describe the box and what
the writer will do with it.)
3. Using these ideas, the students begin to draft their own first verses. A
collection of photographs may prompt ideas, too.
4. After the class has had time to draft one verse, ask for one as a working
sample and write the verse on the chalkboard or chart. Invite the class to
revise the verse as a group, adding alliteration or crafting an image.
5. Ask the students to revise their own first verses, making at least one change.
6. Students read their poems to a partner. Poems could be illustrated when
finished. Each poem could also be placed in shoe box — a magic box —
decorated with the images chosen.

Remember the writing anchors: Use poet’s eyes. Use your five
senses. Make it your own!

Student Reflection
G

G

G

As you wrote, what did you find that worked? What was helpful?
What is one thing you really like in your poem? Explain why.
What do you think you will remember that will be useful in Writing Workshop?

Evaluation
To what extent was the student able to
– show originality in the poem?
– create an impact on the reader with language and images?
– choose words with care?
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THE MAGIC BOX
I will put in the box
the swish of a silk sari on a summer night,
fire from the nostrils of a Chinese dragon,
the tip of a tongue touching a tooth.
I will put in the box
a snowman with a rumbling belly,
a sip of the bluest water from Lake Lucerne,
a leaping spark from an electric fish.
I will put into the box
three violet wishes spoken in Gujarati,
the last joke of an ancient uncle,
and the first smile of a baby.
I will put into the box
a fifth season and a black sun,
a cowboy on a broomstick
and a witch on a white horse.
My box is fashioned from ice and gold and steel,
with stars on the lid and secrets in the corners.
Its hinges are the toe joints of dinosaurs.
I shall surf in my box
on the great high-rolling breakers of the wild Atlantic,
then wash ashore on a yellow beach
the colour of the sun.
Source: “The Magic Box” by Kit Wright in Cat Among the Pigeons. © by Penguin Books Ltd. Reprinted by
permission of Penguin Book Ltd.

“Sarah’s Magic Box” contains the student’s original images. Her word choice
surprised us when we first read this poem. The poet’s own voice can be clearly
heard.

Sarah’s Magic Box
I will put in the box
A drip of the first sunlight
A splash of color from an evening sunset
A heroic unicorn standing over the land
I will put in the box
The sense of a special silence filled with suspense
A snapshot of the future
A thief who only steals happiness
I will put into the box
The fresh air in the farmer’s fields
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The smell of new mown hay
Going outside on a rainy day
I will put into the box
A rainbow of ribbon or a forest of faith
How about a prison of freedom
Or a gold goblet of fire to melt your tears
My box has a lid embroidered with jewels
It is of special stone that changes with the weather
It has a lock of sterling
Only to be undone by love
I shall thrive with my box
It shall bring me all the joys of the world
But then in a while I’ll die
I’ll put my spirit in my box.
Miles puts a different spin on “The Magic Box.” His interest in fantasy is evident.

Mile’s Magic Box
I will put into the box
the brightness from lake of happiness
the darkness from forest of silence
and the lava from my best nightmare.
I will put into the box
a grunt of an ancient cyclops
the fire from Greek Chimera
and a riddle of great sphinx.
I will put into the box
the treasure from dreadful mountain
the venom of gigantic cobra
and the darkness of the sun.
I will put into the box
the great blizzard over the Sahara
the sand blast over the Antarctica
and the shark from sky.
My box is fashioned from horns of dragons and feathers from a phoenix
with jewels from chimera on the lid and riddles in the corner
its hinges are the jawbone from the crocodile.
I shall swim in my box
on the great giant of lost world
then dig all the way through the earth
with great shovel.
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................................................................................................................................................................................................

Show, Don’t Tell: Think of a Time
................................................................................................................................................................................................

Why teach this anchor lesson?
Students’ vocabulary for emotions
is often limited to mad, sad, bad,
and glad. In this anchor lesson
students will learn that a powerful
poem can show a feeling without
using the words for the feeling.

G

G

To show students how to convey emotion “between the lines” through
effective word choice
To show students how the placement and shape of a poem contribute to its
meaning

How do do it
Session 1: Guided imagery

1. Lead students in a guided imagery session. Students close their eyes and try
to envision what you are saying. For example:
“It is minutes before your birthday party. You have invited your best
friends to come to your house. You are wearing your favorite outfit. The
house is decorated. Your mother has the cake hidden in a large white box
tied carefully with string. Presents from your family nestle in gift bags
bursting with tissue paper. Games are planned; the food is ready.
“Imagine this scene in your mind. How are you feeling? Yes, of course you
are happy . . . but think deeper. How does happy feel? What does a happy
feeling do to your body? your hands? your face? Put yourself in that body and
remember the sensations. What are you saying to yourself?
“You are excited too. How does excited feel? What does an excited feeling
do to your body? your hands? your face? Put yourself in that body and
remember the sensations. What are you saying to yourself?
“You might be a little nervous. How does nervous feel? What does a
nervous feeling do to your body? your hands? your face? Put yourself in that
body and remember the sensations. What are you saying to yourself?
“Ding dong! There’s the first friend at the door!”
2. Engage students in a discussion about their feelings and sensations. In
partners, students share their thoughts in response to the following prompts:
G

G

G

G

G

G

What did you see in your mind?
Tell your partner what you feel like when you are happy.
Who would be coming if your party was tomorrow?
Tell your partner what you feel like when you are excited.
Tell your partner what you feel like when you are nervous.
What are you wondering?

And so forth.
3. Lead the group in thinking aloud about how to convey the feelings about the
birthday without using simple descriptors. Write these sentences on the
board, taking one line for each: It’s my birthday. I am happy. I feel excited. I
feel nervous.
TEACHER: Let’s take out the word “happy” and show how happy feels.

What happens to you when you are happy?
STUDENT: I can’t stop smiling.
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TEACHER: Terrific. What’s that like?
STUDENT: Sometimes I smile so much my face hurts.
TEACHER: Great ideas that show your feelings. Now let’s take out the

word “excited” and see if we can show why we are excited and how that
feels.
And so forth. Together, one class wrote the following:

It’s my birthday
I can’t stop smiling,
So much my cheeks are sore.
Friends are coming any minute
I jump and jump
and jump.
Will they bring me presents?
Will they like the hotdogs?
My tummy flip flops
There’s the door!
4. Explain to students that they need to collect thoughts for writing. Students
do not have to write about a birthday, but it would help to think of a time
with emotional intensity. Fear? Anger? Peace?
5. Students pause to consider their moment.
6. Have students engage in partner discussions about the time they have in
mind. Prompt students again to consider the images, feelings and sensations
they experienced.
7. Students begin to collect ideas on a planning page, identifying the event in
the centre of a web and the images, feelings and sensations associated with it
on connecting rays.
Session 2: Reshaping class poem

1. Review the last session and the big idea “Show, Don’t Tell.”
2. Revisit the poem to demonstrate how its shape and the placement of the
words also convey meaning. Things to consider include placement of line
breaks, isolation of words for emphasis, and actions suggested by the words
themselves: for example, down can be written
D
O
W
N
See how the class showed active verbs in their revision of the birthday poem.

Excitement
It’s my
BIRTHDAY!
I can’t stop smiling,
So much my cheeks
are sore.
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Friends are coming
any minute!
I
jump
and
jump
and
jump.
Will they bring me presents?
Will they like the hotdogs?
My tummy
flip
There’s the door!
3. Set students to work on their images and drafts.
4. Students meet for informal sharing.

Remember the writing anchors: Tell the inside and outside
stories. Show, don’t tell. Give it shape.

Student Reflection
G

G

What part of this lesson was fun for you?
What did you learn in this lesson that you can use in Writing Workshop?

Evaluation
To what extent was the student able to
– convey emotions indirectly through careful word choice?
– use white space to convey their meaning?
In these student samples, we see some interesting ways of using the position of
words on the page, punctuation and onomatopoeia. The “Gecko” thinking page and
poem are written by a Grade 2 student; the second poem, by a Grade 5 student.

Thinking Page
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The Swinging Rope
The blue rope
h
a
n
g
s
on my cherry tree in the backyard
It feels rough all over except on the
end
where there is smooth yellow tape
with a big blue knot
underneath it.
The blue rope is never still,
Always swaying,
calling me
calling me
“Come for a
r
i
d
e!
By Alison
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BLM 4.1

Senses in Color Thinking Page
Name: ________________________________________

Date: _______________________

(your color)

Sights _______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Sounds ______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Tastes _______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Touches _____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Smells_______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Emotions ____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Seasonal and weather ideas ______________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Family members of the color (e.g., Red is a big sister to pink) ___________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

© 2004, Writing Anchors by Jan Wells and Janine Reid. Pembroke Publishers. Permission to copy for classroom use.
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BLM 4.2

Things I Love
Name: ________________________________________

Date: _______________________

1. My favorite things to see:
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
2. My favorite things to hear:
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
3. My favorite things to smell:
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
4. My favorite things to feel:
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
5. My favorite things to make:
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
6. My favorite time of year/day:
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
7. My favorite place to be:
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

© 2004, Writing Anchors by Jan Wells and Janine Reid. Pembroke Publishers. Permission to copy for classroom use.
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BLM 4.3

The Five Senses and the Weather Thinking Page
Name: ________________________________________

Date: _______________________

Feels like

Smells like

Looks like

Tastes like

Sounds like

What I like to do

© 2004, Writing Anchors by Jan Wells and Janine Reid. Pembroke Publishers. Permission to copy for classroom use.
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BLM 4.4

Images in Our Environment Planner

looks like

looks like

is the color of

is the color of

moves like

moves like

feels like

feels like

What is it doing?

What is it doing?

Why?

Why?

Other

Other

look like

look like

are the color of

are the color of

move like

move like

feel like

feel like

What are they doing?

What are they doing?

Why?

Why?

Other

Other

© 2004, Writing Anchors by Jan Wells and Janine Reid. Pembroke Publishers. Permission to copy for classroom use.
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BLM 4.5

Poetry Cut-ups
Name: ________________________________________

Date: _______________________

to burst open

wolf

toward

bubbles

shadow

across

spring

door

soar

golden

happiness

wind

joy

awake

wolf

excitement

dreams

tomorrow

burst

keep

whisper

sun

hold

roar

join me

crowd

stars

rainbow

explodes

wild
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5
Free-Verse Poetry

Writing for Real: Strategies for Engaging Adolescent Writers by Ross M. Burkhardt. Copyright © 2003. Stenhouse Publishers. All
rights reserved. No reproduction without written permission from the publisher.

Chapter 5: Free-Verse Poetry

n

I

ell
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Free-Verse Poetry

Basic idea:

Students examine selected models of free-verse poems written by
previous students, then compose two or three of their own.

Assertions addressed: All ten (see p. 17).
Skills addressed:

Writing poetry, drafting and revising, listening, reading aloud,
publishing.

Class time needed:

Two periods: (1) review models of free-verse poems; (2) have
students share poems they created as homework.

Advance preparation: Compose three free-verse poems yourself. Select several good
models from student work of previous years to share with this
year’s students.
Time of year:

The first week of the school year.

Neat feature:

Free-verse poems are a very accessible form of writing: there are
no rules, anything goes, they are short and nonthreatening.

Assessment:

You can assess a student’s journal entry, drafting and revising
process, and final draft of the poem selected for publication.

Follow-up:

Each student selects one free-verse poem for publication in a class
anthology.

Journal entry:

“Writing My Poems”:
a. What did you like best about writing your poems?
b. What was hardest for you when writing your poems?
c. What did you learn while writing your poems?
d. What else do you have to say?

Caution:

In class, ask for volunteers to share their poems, and be prepared
to share yours first. Do not force kids to share; rather, create an
inviting and safe atmosphere where writing is celebrated.

Forms:

None

Question to consider:

What form of expression should you teach first at the beginning of
the year?

Why do this?

It is a great way to start your year in writing because the free-verse
poem is accessible, easy to do, and fun. Kids achieve instant success
in writing short poems.

Writing for Real: Strategies for Engaging Adolescent Writers by Ross M. Burkhardt. Copyright © 2003. Stenhouse Publishers. All
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WRITING FOR REAL

Performance
My fingers silently close over the soft keys
My lungs slowly let out warm breath
My body expressively moves
while my
foot steadily taps
My fingers are now moving freely
though my eyes are watching carefully
As I hold out that last silvery tone
I hear the sudden commendment
from the astounded spectators
I lower my head in a bow
and give my flute a tight squeeze
—Nicole Guippone, age 12
The Flower
Shovel, hoe, gardening gloves,
some seeds, and some dirt.
I dig and plant,
I water and wait.
The sun shines brightly.
Time passes and it blooms.
Radiant and beautiful she stands alone,
Sweet smelling and looking graceful.
Just waiting to be loved.
—Tori Schappert, age 12
Right to Left and Down to Up
Your roller blades go right to left when you skate.
A roller coaster goes down to up.
a typewriter goes right to left.
A plane goes down to up,
while a pendulum goes right to left.
A football goes down to up.
Clock hands go right to left.
Your grades go down to up.
—Kevin Morgenstern, age 13

J

oanna, would you please distribute these poems, one to a customer?” I
asked. It was the second week of school.
Joanna walked around the room, handing each student a single sheet.
On it were four poems, two per side, each quite different from the other
three. The poems, written by two boys and two girls from the previous year,
had been selected because they were good models of free-verse poetry.
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When presenting peer models to kids, I always picked the cream of the crop
from previous years and passed them off as average.
“Who would like to read the first poem?” I asked. It was a safe request.
Perri raised her hand.
“Thanks, Perri. Go ahead.” She read the poem as her classmates listened
intently.
“Thank you, Perri. We need to hear the same poem again. I find that I
learn more the second time I hear it,” I observed. “You may, too. Who’d like
to read?”
Clayton signaled me. “Okay, Clayton.” He gave a slightly different reading to the words.
“Let’s acknowledge Perri and Clayton,” I said. The class applauded
politely.
“Okay, now that you are familiar with the poem, read it three times
silently to yourself,” I instructed. “As you do, circle any words that you
don’t understand. Put a star next to the line you like best. And if you have a
question about anything, write it down. Go.”
Heads bent to desks, eyes pored over words, and all was silent save for
the occasional cough and the scratching of pens and pencils on paper. I
avoided mentioning the term “free-verse poem” for the time being; this
process was designed to lead students from the known to the unknown.
After a few minutes I asked, “What did you notice about this poem?”
“Well, it doesn’t rhyme,” Tori began.
“It has different numbers of words in each line,” Jake noted.
“It expresses emotion,” Joanna volunteered.
“I could see it happen in my mind—it has lots of details,” added Érica.
“I think it’s kinda short,” Clayton said.
“I liked it,” said Heidi. “It was funny.”
“Did Kevin really write that?” Ben inquired. “I sat next to him on the
bus last year.”
We discussed the text for a while longer, then moved to the second
poem. After two students read it aloud, their peers jotted notations and then
shared observations similar to those made about the first. Poems three and
four evoked almost identical reactions.
“Kids,” I finally said, “each of these is a free-verse poem. Now look at all
four of them. What do they all have in common? What makes each one a
free-verse poem?”
Students noted the absence of meter and rhyme, the free-form structure, the focus on one event or object. We discussed meaning, and students
explained why they preferred this poem or that one. Eventually I was satisfied that they understood the poems and had a basic grasp of free-verse
poetry.
“Your homework this evening, my friends,” I announced, “is to create at
least two free-verse poems. They can be about anything at all—you get to
pick the topic. Also, write a journal entry about one of your poems, explaining what happened when you drafted it. What problems did you have, what
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successes? What worked for you, and what didn’t? Most important,” I said,
my voice rising in volume to get their attention, “if you do a second or third
draft, be sure to save it. I want you to save every, and I mean every, draft that
you do this year. Jake, what did I just say?”
“You said, ‘Write two poems and save all drafts,’ Mr. B.,” he replied.
“Good job, Jake,” I responded. “Now, let’s get started. You have the rest
of the class period.” And so they began composing poems.

Why Free Verse?
Why did I begin with free-verse poetry each year? Robert Frost once
observed that writing free verse is like playing tennis with the net down.
He had a point. But young adolescents who are learning to write need support and success. If you can remove some obstacles and open some doors
early on, you do your students a service. You can always intensify the rigor
later in the school year. Also, I discovered that kids really enjoyed crafting
poetry.
Several factors affecting learning came into play when my students
explored free verse:
• Challenge: Young adolescents like to be challenged. Creating a freeverse poem challenges them (“Can I actually write a poem?”). Writing
a poem is a complex task that calls for many decisions (“What’s my
topic?” “Where do I end the line?” “What should my title be?” “What’s
a good word that I can use here?”).
• Novelty: Summer vacation was over; the students were starting a new
grade and were ready for something different. Many had not heard of
free-verse poetry before, so there was a novelty to the task; young adolescents are attracted to novelty.
• Peer models: Sharing good writing composed by other students is
important. If I had said, “Here are some poems by Robert Frost and
Edna St. Vincent Millay—go home and write like them,” that might
not invite success. Later in the year we paid deference to the canon,
delving into Frost, Poe, Dickinson, and others. At the beginning, however, the poets I wanted my students to emulate were their peers.
• Accessibility: The free-verse models we analyzed were easy to understand and emulate, selected specifically for these reasons.
• Length: The models I shared were short, quick reads of eight to twelve
lines. Not surprisingly, students composed short, quick reads of eight
to twelve lines as homework. And because they were short, we were
able to discuss four models in one class period; the next day we had
time for each student to read at least one poem to the class. Later in
the year, when we did lengthier pieces such as first- and third-person
narratives, fewer students were able to share.
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• Topic choice: Students could write about anything; they were free to
pursue their interests.
• Ease: Drafting two short poems in one night is not an overwhelming task;
also, I assumed that in most cases students preferred one poem to the
other, thus committing themselves to a piece of writing early in the year.
• Revision: I was teaching the skill of revision; a short piece is generally
easier to revise than a longer piece. The brevity of the poems preempted any “It’s too long, I’ll be revising forever” resistance.
• Exposure: The students had already experienced the power of freeverse poetry when I recited “The First Day”; this mode of expression
was not unfamiliar to them.
• Teacher interest: I enjoy writing free-verse poems, and my passion conveyed itself to students; some were carried along by my energy and
enthusiasm.

The Process
The following day, students arrived for class bearing journals and first
drafts. A few students had done second and even third drafts. We began by
discussing the process of writing their poems. Several students read from
their journals. Heidi’s was a typical entry:
Writing My Poem
A. I was laying in bed at night, thinking of what to write. So I thought of two
poems “Night time” & “Bedtime.” After that I went downstairs to get a cup of
tea, and I saw my dog Murphy. That is what made me think of the poem “Dogs.”
B. I think the poem I wrote about “Bedtime” was the best one of the three.
“Nightime” is a very short one and Dogs is pretty stupid.
C. It took about three hours to think about what to write. I was talking on the
phone while writing “Bedtime,” so the person on the phone helped me a little.
She gave me other ideas, but I didn’t use them.
—Heidi Lipinsky, age 13

Tori shared her journal entry as well:
Free-Verse Poems
I just sat down at the kitchen table and started writing. Yesterday in class I
started to think of one so I just finished it at home. That one is called
“Grandma.” The other poem was pretty easy because there was flowers on the
table and I looked at them and starting writing down some thoughts. That
poem is called “The Flower.” I really enjoyed writing my poems, I didn’t think
it was that hard. I like my poems a lot. I haven’t written a lot of poems in the
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past couple of years so I was surprised that they came so easy to me. I had a little trouble ending my poems because I thought it was hard to just end it with
some kind of thought. I never really thought much about poetry, but now I
really like it.
—Tori Schappert, age 12

After acknowledging Heidi and Tori with brief applause, other students
shared, providing more models of what a journal entry could include. We
then turned to the homework: the free-verse poems written the night
before.
“I’ll read my poem first,” I offered. My job was to make the classroom a
safe place for writing, so I modeled good habits. I always did this assignment with my students, composing a new free-verse poem each year.
When sharing early drafts, we read them aloud twice before inviting
comment; the first read-through was for familiarity, the second for understanding. After reading my poem twice, I circulated all three drafts, each
awash with red ink, evidence of my revision. I asked the students about the
title, the ending, the main idea, what they liked, and anything that didn’t
seem right; they told me what they understood and raised a few questions.
And then, as nonchalantly as possible, I asked a crucial question. This
was day five of the school year, and I knew that the success of the community of writers would be affected by the response to this one question: “Who
else would like to share?”
Before I took the National Writing Project Summer Institute, when I
assigned writing students would show their pieces to me or to close friends,
but not to everyone. The challenge is getting a critical mass of young adolescents to the point where they trust one another and are willing to share
their writing aloud.
Wait time can seem interminable, especially if you are the teacher waiting for a student to volunteer early in the year. Once the ice is broken,
everyone wants a turn. But at the beginning, who will bell the cat? Nobody
wants to go first.
I was on edge until some brave volunteer raised his or her hand and said,
“I’ll read mine.” And it never failed—someone always rose to the occasion.
Consider all that happened prior to this moment. Both the classroom
environment and my expectations were intentional from day one; I had
been working toward the goal of getting students to feel safe enough to read
their writing aloud to peers. One reason we acknowledged kids so often
during the first four days was to establish a pattern: if you contribute in
class, you will be acknowledged.
On day one kids spoke to the team when they introduced their partners.
On day two each student stood and read a Distinction definition from a prepared script. On day three they heard me read a poem created just for them
and for that moment. On day four they discussed poems written by peers.
Just moments earlier on day five they heard me struggle with word choice
(“It’s still a draft!”) as I read draft three of my free-verse poem to the class.
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In five days they learned that writing was valued and honored in this
classroom. Asking them to read aloud their own free-verse poems was a natural step toward building a community of writers. I purposefully didn’t ask
students to stand when they read; they sat at their desks—it was safer.
After a moment that seemed eternal, Clayton, a self-assured young adolescent, volunteered to go first. We were off and running.
Lost Nights
On all of my sleepless nights,
I think of all of the people bedded
down in nice comfy beds,
with comforters sleeping the night away,
not even noticing how lucky they are.
Then I think of myself,
I’m not up late to watch the moonlight
come through my window,
nor’ am I scared,
I’m just waiting to lose sight on reality,
and drift off into a lovely land of nice,
comfort and calmness,
I wish with all my heart to get away
yet keep a grip on reality,
until I notice,
I’ve already lost the night.
—Clayton Bowman, age 12

We acknowledged Clayton’s poem. Mike, encouraged by Clayton’s
example, asked to read next.
The Dragon
Your scales glisten in the noon sun
as you walk down the path through the woods.
You are the king of the wilderness, but
something is troubling you.
Your brow furrows,
you twiddle your claws,
but you can’t pinpoint your trouble.
Then it hits you like a sharp pain in the chest.
You look down at your chest.
and see a glowing arrow stuck deep into it.
You look up and see a man and a woman,
one with a bow and the other with a shimmering cloak.
Your roar fills the noon air as you slowly
crumple down on the ground.
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You see the man with the cloak chant words
and your world is suddenly filled with red.
Your last thoughts are,
“At least I know what was bothering me.”
—Mike Clair, age 13

After we acknowledged Mike, Jake, inspired by both Mike and Clayton,
volunteered.
The Drag Day
RED,
YELLOW,
YELLOW,
YELLOW,
GREEN
The Pirellis spin
laying
heavy smoke.
I’m getting gription
starting to move.
I’m tacing her up,
shifting six grand,
losing in the
dust.
A few seconds more.
The race is won.
—Jason Esper, age 13

Jake got a nice round of applause.
“Can I go next?” asked Érica. Other students also raised their hands.
Clayton, Mike, and Jake had started something.
Near the end of the period, after most students had shared at least one
of their poems, I said, “Let’s acknowledge everyone who read a poem today.”
We did.
Then I raised the stakes.
“This evening, kids,” I announced, “your homework is to revise one of
your free-verse poems. Take it to draft two, or three, or four, based on what
you heard in class today about language, word choice, and vocabulary. How
good can you make it? And when you do revise, there’s one very important
thing you have to remember: save all drafts!”
“But Mr. Burkhardt, what if we don’t need to revise?” Jake asked. “Didn’t
you say last week that when we write something, we get to say when it’s done?”
“Indeed I did, Jake,” I responded. “What I actually said was that when
you compose a piece of writing, you are the judge of when it’s done. We’re
going to do a lot of writing this year, and you are always the final arbiter of
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what you write. You get to declare it finished. That’s because I don’t know
when it is done. I may have some suggestions, but all of you, Jake and everyone else, should exercise that responsibility. And I’m going to respect that.
Some pieces of writing are done right away, and some—most?—take a while.”
“But Jake,” I continued, “I also know that revision—which is when you
look at a piece of writing, see it anew, and then make it better by changing
sentences, deleting or adding words, rearranging the line sequence—revision can make a real difference and turn an average piece of writing into
something eminently worth reading.”
“Great, Mr. B., but mine is done. I say so,” Jake declared.
“Fine. Now kids, remember that tonight when you revise—”
“I’m not going to revise,” Jake interrupted. “My poem is complete.”
“I got it, Jake. Thanks. Now,” I pressed ahead, “I need two volunteers.
Nicole and Larissa, come on up here,” I instructed.
The lesson had been building toward this moment.

The “First Day” Drafts
“Larissa, take hold of this and hang on. Don’t drop it.” I handed her one end
of a laminated scroll, keeping most of the unscrolled portion for the
moment. Students could see a single sheet of white paper with a list written
in red ballpoint pen.
“Do you kids remember my poem from day one?” I inquired.
“Yes,” Chad replied. “You recited Frost’s ‘The Road Not Taken.’”
“Good answer, wrong poem. No, I meant ‘The First Day.’ Can you see
this list?” I asked. “Up on the top left it says, ‘7/14—Noon—Poem—First
Day.’ These are the original notes for that poem. I wrote it in the summer of
1980.”
I then read the lines of notes to an attentive audience.
Theme—poem about school—1st day—kids coming in—excited faces—
new clothes—anticipation—who else is here—the teacher—new papers,
new patterns, newness
Seeds of the future planted to grow through the months
—Kids’ upturned questioning faces
—New seat, new perspective
—September—the boredom of August, the sense of a fresh start—the unexplored possibilities ahead—
What does he (Teacher) want from me?

“Nicole, take this,” I said, handing her the scroll. “Stand still right there.
Larissa, walk slowly to the window, unrolling the scroll as you do.”
Larissa edged away from Nicole, revealing draft one, two pages containing a forty-one-line poem titled “First Day.” Students could see five arrows,
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seventeen crossouts, two questions in the margins, but no separate verses,
just one continuous poem handwritten in red ink and splattered with black
notations. The opening line read, “It’s September and . . .”; the second and
third words had been crossed out and replaced by “the first day.” At the top
left were the date and time: “7/14, 1 P.M.”
Larissa continued to follow the instructions; she moved further away
from Nicole, unscrolling draft two, composed on two sheets of paper at 6:30
P.M. that same day. The word “The” had been added to the title, and the
poem, again written in red ink, was divided by four thick black lines into
five chunks. “New seats allow new perspectives” had been changed for alliterative purposes to “New seats permit new perspectives.”
“Draft three, please, Larissa?” She drew closer to the window. A handwritten, forty-two-line draft composed at 7:00 P.M. had only five cross-outs on
two sheets of paper. Draft four, typed at 9:00 A.M. the following morning, was
down to forty-one lines on one sheet of paper. Draft five, typed at 2:00 P.M.,
was back up to forty-two lines and a new title, “It’s the First Day.” Draft six,
composed in red ink at 9:00 P.M. that evening, recycled the title from draft five.
Larissa reached the window. The final draft, typed on July 16, had
thirty-nine lines and a three-word title. Larissa and Nicole held the ninefoot scroll for all to see.
“That’s how I composed ‘The First Day,’ kids. I did seven drafts over
three days. Now when you go home this evening and revise at least one of
your free-verse poems, remember what I said: Save all drafts! I want to see
them all. Staple your newest draft on top of the earlier ones, so that what I
will see first is the latest version of your poem.”
After we acknowledged Larissa and Nicole, I said, “Any questions?”
Jake raised his hand. “I’m not going to revise my poem, Mr. B.,” he said.
“‘The Drag Day’ is done! I like it the way it is!”
“Jake, it’s a good poem. You say it’s done, so it’s done. No problemo, mi
amigo. But would you mind if I took it home and read it? I may have a question or two about it.”
“Well, okay, but I’m not going to change it. I like it the way it is,” he
reiterated.
“Fine, Jake. As for the rest of you, remember to save all drafts as you
revise. See you tomorrow.”
Jake handed me his poem as students filed out. I knew he was testing
me. I contemplated my response.

The “Drag Day” Letter
After class I posted the laminated scroll of “The First Day” in a prominent
place on the wall of the classroom; it was on display for the next three
months, my composition process visible to all. The scroll became a useful
point of reference when explaining drafting and revising.
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That evening I carefully read Jake’s poem and composed a five-page letter to him in which I posed a multitude of questions.
Dear Jake,
No question about it—“The Drag Day” has form, substance, excitement,
and a sense of presence. It clearly communicates the quick excitement of a drag
race—a roar, a cloud of smoke, and seconds later, it’s all over. That aspect of
drag racing is something you have conveyed very well, Jake. So in fact, the
poem can stand as it is. For you to like it as it is, is fine. And, as an exercise in
having you look and see what’s missing, I raise the following questions, comments, suggestions, and observations. Read them, consider them, and then
either leave the poem alone or revise it, whichever you feel so moved to do. The
point I make is that only rarely does a poem achieve final form in its first draft.
Title: “The Drag Day”—is this poem about an entire day or about one race?
Would “The Race” be a better title? What about “Eat My Dust!”—“In the
Dust”—“Winner”—“Heavy Smoke”—“Victory”—“One on One”—something
that changes the sense of the reader’s expectation from a whole day with lots of
races to a single race. When I read the title “The Drag Day,” I expected to find a
whole lot of races in the poem, a whole afternoon of cars blazing down the
track. Instead I got one race and, as a reader, feel cheated. The title doesn’t work
for me. If you add more races to the poem, that would support the title. Your
poem is about one race, I think, not about a whole day at the track.
“RED, YELLOW, YELLOW, YELLOW, GREEN”—are there actually five
lights? Do they go down fast, or does the guy behind the wheel think about
things as they are going down? Or do they go up? What is the driver of the car
thinking about? What kind of car is it? What color? Is he on the left or the right
side of his opponent? Does he glance over at his opponent? Can he see his
opponent? Is he wearing a harness or safety belt? Does he feel strapped in?
How does he feel in those brief moments before the light turns green? What is
going on in his mind? Do you want the reader to think about what is going on
in the driver’s mind? What do you want the reader to think about? What if your
poem went—
RED
(beads of sweat)
YELLOW
(trickled slowly)
YELLOW
(down. . .)
etc.
so that you gave the reader a sense of time passing slowly? Or do you want the
time to pass fast?

I moved into the body of Jake’s poem, tossing more questions at him about
word choice, descriptive language, and imagery:
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How many Pirellis are there? What if you used the total number on both cars
rather than the word “The” in line 6?
Do the Pirellis do anything else besides “spin”? How fast do they spin? Do
they scream? whine? make other noises? What noises?
“Laying/heavy smoke”—what’s a synonym for “laying”—emitting? giving
off? creating? dispensing?
“I’m getting gription”—there is no such word as “gription.” Did you know
that? Have you consciously created a word just for this poem? The meaning is
clear, so you don’t have to change it. I understand it perfectly and like it, in fact.
Who gets the grip—the driver, or the tires? How long does that take? Seconds?
Milliseconds? Should you say so? What if you gave the reader a sense of the
clock running as this race was run? How long does a drag race take, anyway?
Three minutes? Six seconds? What if you included a clock in the poem and
stated the time with each event, so that you have a verse for each second that
passed and told all that happened during that second? Again, I see the poem as
being about one race, not a whole day, and about the sense of victory that the
driver feels at blowing away another driver.
“starting to move”—What’s a synonym for “starting”? Do you mean commencing? beginning? advancing? edging forward? something else? And what
about sound? Where’s the sound? Are there vibrations? What does the wheel
feel like to the driver? What does the driver see? Is his view blurred? Is this race
being run in sunshine or under the lights? Is the windshield blurring his
vision? Is he cramped? How long has he been driving? Is this his first race? Is
he a veteran? I want more about the driver. I sense he is a veteran because he
seems to know how to drive the car. How old is he?

I asked Jake about the possible use of “top fuel” and suggested he make a
list of technical terms related to drag racing.
“I’m tacing her up”—”Tacing” is spelled incorrectly. It’s “taching” from the
word “tachometer.” Who is “her”? Does the car have a name? What color is the
car? What color are the tires? Does the driver have a white flame suit on? Is
there color at all in this experience? Poems depend on the senses—sight, smell,
taste, touch, hear. You have used only two—sight and sound. What if you were
to use aspects of touch—how is the driver holding the wheel? What does it feel
like to him inside the cockpit of the car? How many horsepower is the car?
What are the smells of the race? What are the tastes inside his mouth? . . .
Do they actually say “six grand” in drag racing? Don’t they say “six thousand”? You are referring to RPMs, I think. Aren’t they measured in thousands?
“Grand” is a slang term for a thousand, and yet I have never heard it used in
referring to drag racing. Do they use it in drag races? If so, what other slang
terms are used with drag racing? Make a list of slang terms used in drag racing
and see if you can use more of them in your poem. Again, it is the use of specific technical language that makes a poem rise from good to great!

I asked about the number of fans in attendance, the track surface, and other
details. Then I moved to the ending:
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“The race is won.”—What are other ways of saying this? Here’s a useful exercise, Jake. Write your last line five different ways and show the list to five people and keep track of which ending they like best. Then see if you want to keep
the one you have. When you write a poem, you are working to communicate
something inside of you and get it inside of someone else. Be aware of audience.
Here are two possible last lines: “The race is history.” “The victory is his.” What
are some others that you can write?
So, these are just some thoughts on your poem. Read over this letter carefully and consider all the questions and suggestions. Then reread your poem. Is
it absolutely your best possible effort, so outstanding a piece of work that not
one single change more can be made in it? Can you answer YES to that question
with no hesitation? If so, leave the poem alone. If not, do what is appropriate—
do your best. I can ask no more of you than that, in this as in all you do . . .
Thanks for allowing me to share these thoughts with you. I am committed
to your doing well, and the poem you wrote has a lot of merit to it—it is not a
beginner’s poem—it has structure, short choppy phrases (appropriate for the
event), cuts and jumps, short bursts—it’s a good poem. You don’t have to
change a thing and it will stand by itself and be fine. My thoughts above are
intended to help you see how you can go to another level with it.
Thanks for playing. I enjoy having you as a student.
Sincerely,
RMB

Students walked into class the next day proudly bearing second and third
drafts of their poems. I spotted Jake and handed him his original poem and an
envelope bearing his name. Jake went to a desk, opened the envelope, and
began reading. He became absorbed in what I had written, oblivious to the
students around him who were sharing new drafts with the rest of the class.
Tori volunteered to share her revision process. Amanda, smiling, protested
that Tori had shared yesterday, it wasn’t fair, and everyone should get a turn.
I pointed to the appropriate sign. “Amanda, you’re right, it’s not fair.
You’ll be next after Tori,” I said, delighted that kids wanted in on the action.
“Go ahead, Tori.” She began to read from her journal:
Revising My Poem
When making my revisions a few people helped me. In “The Flower” I added a
word at the end of the 5th line. In the poem “Grandma” I changed a lot of
things, I explained the afghan the rocker and the cookies, but I still can’t find
something better for line 2. Maybe you can help me?
The first time I read my poem I thought it was fine, but after reading it over
and over you always find something wrong.
—Tori Schappert, age 12

We acknowledged Tori. Amanda then read her journal entry, and before
the end of the period, more than half the students shared either a journal
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dents, while reading theirs aloud, discovered new possibilities for revision
and wanted to draft and revise further. I did not object.
Class ended; Jake left without saying a word. I wondered what he was
thinking.

The “Drag Day” Drafts
The next day Jake brought in his first draft of “The Drag Day.” Stapled on
top of it were drafts two and three.
“Good job, Jake,” I said, thinking to myself: (a) sometimes kids do listen after all, and (b) my gamble had apparently paid off. Jake took the letter
to heart, because it addressed something of interest to him—he really liked
drag racing. He saw that I both understood and appreciated his poem.
Later that period I saw Jake showing my letter to some of his buddies; I
had hoped he would do that. Word began to circulate that “Burk is totally
serious about writing.” I was. Still am.
Jake eventually declared his poem complete at draft five. It jumped
from sixteen lines and thirty-six words in draft one to forty lines and ninetyfive words in the final version. “The Drag Day” was now a carefully crafted,
much more textured free-verse poem. Jake selected it from among six pieces
he had composed as his entry in the class anthology. He was proud of his
poem, and I was proud of him.
The Drag Day
As I
creep to the
line
in my double A Fuelie
and sit there patiently
ready to go
RED
(scared to look over at my opponent)
YELLOW
(my foot shakes on the clutch)
YELLOW
(I hit the gas)
GREEN
My tires
start to spin
and they’re
screaming
for some
traction
I’m taching her
up
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SIX grand
SEVEN grand
EIGHT grand
NINE
I lose my
opponent as
I shift through
the gears
soon
the finish
line
grows nearer
POP the chute
HIT the binders
and the world comes
slowly into
focus
And the race was
WON!!!
—Jason Esper, age 13

We do not have time to write five-page letters to every student. But one
letter can go a long way.

The Dude Poet Society
If you had told me before I attended the National Writing Project Summer
Institute that eighth-grade boys would get excited about writing poems, I
would have been skeptical. Girls? No problem. Boys? Maybe. But they did.
Why? A combination of factors, I believe.
The cautious approach I used when introducing the task of writing
poetry—slowly, gently, invitingly—did not scare off the students. Before
drafting free verse, we discussed and analyzed models written by peers; this
made the form accessible. Also, frequent poetry memorizations during the
year exposed students to all kinds of poetry, which in turn provided them
with ideas, models, and inspiration. Finally, I shared my own passion for
poetry, regularly reading to my students selected verse from my tattered
copy of Poems for All Occasions.
Significantly, the boys saw the girls getting into and enjoying both writing and reading poetry. When one boy finally shared a “sensitive” poem in
class and the girls acknowledged him for it, other guys took the hint; writing poetry became cool. One year a group of boys went so far as to form the
Dude Poet Society, vying with one another to go first when it came time to
read poems aloud in class, competing for the attention of the girls through
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verse. They invited me to join the society; I did. We “dudes” nourished one
another.

“Bookends”
All kinds of things happen when kids compose, and we often miss them in
the everyday swirl of events that is middle school.
In September, Joanna, an amazingly able student who always did her
best, dutifully created a free-verse poem as a homework assignment. Three
months later, Joanna shared the story behind her poem. I was stunned; her
revelation reminded me once again that even students who make writing
look easy may be exerting tremendous effort behind the scenes.
Joanna wrote:
Writing has always been difficult for me. From the time I was in second grade
‘till I was in fifth grade, I had trouble getting the courage to put a pen to paper
and write a few sentences. As I had to write more and more for school, I
learned to just write whatever I was thinking. I still hadn’t really gotten the
hang of poetry until this year, though. The first poem we had to write this year
was a nightmare. When we got the assignment I freaked out! I must have
started twenty different poems, then scrapped them because I thought they
sounded dumb. Finally, my mom suggested that I look around and find something that inspired me, so I did, and saw this picture in the hallway. This gave
me the idea for “Bookends.” Once I got the idea, the words just sort of, well,
happend.

Emulating Jake, Joanna selected her poem, whose words “just sort of,
well, happend,” for the class anthology:
Bookends
There’s a photo on the wall.
An old woman, smiling,
a bouncing baby on her knee
Her face, though wrinkled
with age,
is hopeful, eyes gazing upward,
to the future
that her daughter’s daughter’s daughter
represents.
The baby is me.
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We are bookends,
holding our family together,
years of stories between.
—Joanna Kalb, age 13

Assertions Addressed
When students write free-verse poems, they simultaneously address several of the assertions about writing. The assertions could be paraphrased as
follows:
• Every student is a poet and has poems she or he wants to create.
• Every student writes poems at his or her ability level.
• Student poets are more invested in their poems when they select their
own topics.
• Student poets are inspired by models, especially those created by classmates.
• Teachers who share their poems with students provide powerful coaching.
• Student poets discover their voice when they read their poems aloud to
peers.
• Student poets should publish frequently for audiences beyond the
teacher.
• Poetry is a recursive process: invent, rehearse, draft, revise, edit, publish.
• Student poets consider audience, purpose, and topic when they compose poems.
• Volume + Verse = Poetic fluency—the more poems you write, and the
more different forms of poetry in which you write, the more fluent a
poet you become.

Closing Thoughts
When they wrote free-verse poems during week two, students celebrated
their passions. In doing so, they revealed aspects of themselves that helped
me get to know them as writers—their interests, ability levels, drafting and
revising skills, vocabulary, and creativity.
I followed free-verse poetry with two other modes of expression: interior monologues and personal essays. We were building up to the first
anthology of creative writing. Writing groups were about to be introduced.
A community of writers was coalescing, one step at a time.
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Basic idea:

The Poetry Booklet
Over nine days each student composes twenty-two short poems
based on models provided in class; then selects ten for an individual booklet, five of those for a class anthology, and three of those
for submission to the school literary magazine.

Assertions addressed: All ten (see p. 17).
Skills addressed:

Word choice, descriptive language, poetic forms, listening, reading
aloud, drafting, revising, preparing writing for publication.

Class time needed:

Twelve periods: one for each of the eight poetic forms; one for
returning all poems and explaining the poetry booklet assignment;
two for writing groups; and one computer lab period for typing.

Advance preparation: Determine specific models for each form of poetry. Also, review
several other poems using the OBQUIN (see p. 196) method to get
students thinking about how poems work.
Time of year:

Any time after January.

Neat feature:

Students work simultaneously toward an individual booklet and a
class anthology.

Assessment:

The completed poetry booklet can be assessed as a major writing
assignment.

Follow-up:

Each student selects one poem and writes an explanation of it for a
class or hallway display, “Our Best Poems.”

Journal entry:

After students complete their booklets, ask them to reflect on the
experience of selecting poems for publication and producing a
booklet.

Caution:

When presenting model poems, proceed from simple to complex.
Do not start, for example, with metaphor.

Forms:

Poetry booklet assignment sheet.

Why do this?

To tap into the poetic abilities of your students; to give each student
a mini-publication experience in anticipation of the individual
magazine.
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I send students to their homes
where they’ve the task of writing poems.
—RMB

T

he emphasis on poetry in my classroom—from “The First Day” and frequent poem memorizations to my weekly poems and repeated references to Robert Frost—culminated in the poetry booklet project, usually
done in late March. This activity was many things: an exercise in crafting
several forms of poetry, a vehicle for publishing student verse, and a harbinger of things to come—the individual magazine.
I deliberately did not introduce the poetry unit in any formal sense; I
provided no overview, nor did I say to the kids at the outset, “You’re going
to write twenty-two poems over the next nine days.” That might have
scared off some of them, particularly students who felt inadequate when
composing verse. We eased into the poetry booklet project gradually.

OBQUIN
As a lead-up activity, I introduced students to a strategy for interpreting
poems I call OBQUIN: OBserve, QUestion, INterpret. Each day I presented
a new poem for consideration: “Mending Wall,” “Stopping by Woods on a
Snowy Evening,” and “Birches” by Robert Frost; “My Papa’s Waltz” by
Theodore Roethke; “Not in the Guidebooks” by Elizabeth Jennings; and
“anyone lived in a pretty how town” by e. e. cummings.
As homework, students studied the poem, wrote five observations
about it, raised five questions, then offered five interpretations. In class the
following day we gained insights into the poem as student after student
contributed; they improved at OBQUINs as they did more of them.
Adam’s OBQUIN for “anyone lived in a pretty how town” was typical:
OB:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The poem is called “anyone lived in a pretty how town.”
The poem is written by EE Cummings.
No one cared about anyone in this “pretty how town.”
“He” (in the poem) had a loving wife.
When he died, no one stopped to kiss his face.

QU:
1. Why didn’t anyone care for anyone else in this pretty-how town?
2. When “he” died, why did no one stop to kiss his face?
3. What is the significance of “sun moon stars rain?”
4. Why are children apt to forget to remember?
5. Why does the order change in verse 21 of the poem?
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Because everyone had only concern for themselves.
Because no one cared about anything.
The passing of time.
Because that’s the way kids are!
Because something drastic has changed.
—Adam Silver, age 14

Having raised student consciousness about the internal workings of
those six poems, we moved to the next step: crafting verse.

“The Red Wheelbarrow”
One Monday in March, students walked into class and found William
Carlos Williams’s “The Red Wheelbarrow” printed on the chalkboard; I
asked them to copy it into their English journals, then study it.
After a few minutes of quiet time building on their OBQUIN experience, I asked, “What do you observe about this poem?”
“Not too many words,” said John.
“How many are there, John?” I pressed. “See any patterns?”
“Sixteen,” John replied.
“Great. What else?”
They looked again. A hand went up.
“There are three words in the first line and one word in the second line
of every verse,” Melanie observed.
“Very good, Mel,” I said. “What else can you see?”
“Hey, he split the word,” Seth remarked. “In the title, ‘wheelbarrow’ is
one word, but he broke it into two. Why did he do that, Mr. B.?”
“Why do you think he did, Seth?” I responded.
After a few minutes of discussion, students agreed that the poem was
quite descriptive, conjuring up a strong visual image of a farm in a scant sixteen words. I used the term “still photograph” to describe “The Red
Wheelbarrow” to the students.
“This evening,” I said, announcing the homework, “instead of interpreting poems, I’d like you to write a couple. Do each poem on a separate
sheet of paper, and use a repetitive word pattern the way William Carlos
Williams did. Your task is to create two ‘still photo’ poems using just a few
words. See what you come up with. And remember: save—”
“—all drafts,” they chorused back.
The next day we shared our still-photo poems. I began with my
own:
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Sight
so much depends
upon
a pair of
glasses
resting on my
nose
helping me to
focus.

Students read their poems; we acknowledged everyone who contributed. Then I walked to the chalkboard and raised a map. Behind it was a
poem.
“Copy down that poem, then study it,” I instructed. Another William
Carlos Williams composition, this one about a cat stepping gingerly into a
flower pot, met their glance. They copied. I waited. They studied the poem.
I waited some more. Five minutes passed.
“What do you observe?” I inquired.
The discussion, similar to that of the preceding day, elicited a variety of
observations and perspectives.
Finally, I asked, “How does this poem differ from yesterday’s about the
‘white chickens’?”
They pondered the question. After a moment someone suggested that
this poem had a little more action in it. I volunteered that the poem
reminded me of a slow-motion replay on TV; the kids understood the analogy instantly.
“For homework this evening,” I told them, “your task is to create two
‘slow motion’ poems. Remember, these are different from the still-photo
poems you wrote last night. While you are drafting your slow-motion
poems, think about word choice, patterns, and brevity. You can use the rest
of the period to get started.”
As I walked around and collected their still-photo poems, they began.

Slow-Motion Poems
We fell into a pattern: during the next two weeks I introduced a new poetic
form each day, we discussed its salient features in class, and students wrote
two or three in the same form as homework.
Bob, who loved basketball and admired my poster of Michael Jordan
photographed in midair as he flew towards the basket, crafted a slow-motion
poem entitled “The Poster” using a three-two word pattern for each verse:
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Jordan frozen in
mid-air
Sweat glazed body,
tongue hanging
White Nike sneakers,
tongue hanging
muscles bulging but
never moving
—Bob Mullaney, age 13

Fast Action Poems
In class that day we looked at “fast action” poems, using another William
Carlos Williams creation, “The Great Figure,” as a model. Students copied it
in their journals, we discussed it, and I asked the obvious question: How does
this poem differ from “The Red Wheelbarrow” and the slow-motion poem?
Following the discussion, I held up a large color poster I had borrowed
from the middle school library: Charles DeMuth’s 1932 painting The Figure
Five.
Surprise swept around the room; they knew instantly what it was: a
painting of a poem.
Students observed the telescoped numeral 5 in gold, receding (or
emerging?) in the center of the painting; the diagonal slashes of rain; the
headlights of a red fire truck; the initials “W.C.W.”; and the word “Bill.” We
enjoyed the melding of art and literature.
(Suggestion: show students the painting first, ask them to write a poem
about it, then share Williams’s “The Great Figure.”)

Shattered Shapes
The following day, after students had read their fast-action poems to peers, I
introduced them to the poetry of Arnold Adoff. At first glance, Adoff’s
poems appeared to be nothing more than random words scattered across the
page; we dubbed them “shattered shapes.”
The kids became excited about Adoff’s free-form treatment of the
English language. When I announced that the homework was to create
three shattered-shape poems, they didn’t blink. They were looking forward
to experimenting with this new form; few noticed that I was asking for one
more poem than the two previous assignments.
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The next day we shared Adoff-inspired poetry. Greg constructed an
intricate “puzzle”:
Puzzle
built of many p ece
i s
a
w
n
each one interlocking
t
t
h
h
e
r
like a mystery
you will piece it together one
by one.
—Greg Megara, age 13

List Poems
On Friday, day five of the poetry unit, I collected the shattered-shape verses,
then introduced “list” poems. List poems are just that: lists of dreams,
events, feelings, actions. We studied Walt Whitman’s “There was a child
went forth” from Leaves of Grass. Then I read something that I discovered
the night before in my copy of Poems for All Occasions: it summarized much
of the poetry unit to date:
There Was a Poem Went Forth
There was a poem went forth every day
And the students made observations on them,
those observations they became,
And those observations became part of them for the day,
or for a certain period of the day,
Or for many years or studying cycles of years.
The patterns of words became part of those students,
And the red wheelbarrow, and the white chickens,
and the glazed rainwater,
And the figure 5, and the gong clangs,
and the siren howls,
And the careful cat, and the right forefoot
then the hind, and the empty flowerpot,
...
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And the Third-month lambs,
and the Fourth-month field sprouts,
And the content and the form,
interesting and appropriate,
And all the events of the week in the school.
All these became part of those students
who went forth every day,
and who now go forth for another week,
and who will continue to go forth until June.

I asked my students to compose three list poems as homework that
weekend. No one complained; they were too busy enjoying the creative
process and, of course, sharing poems with peers. We had truly become a
community of writers.
Érica found the list poem a useful form to explore a very real issue that
bothered her. On Monday she submitted “Everything of Mine”:
Everything of mine, you say is yours.
So you can take my stereo that eats tapes,
and skips CDs.
You can have my messed-up drum set
that rattles in places it shouldn’t
when you beat upon it.
You can keep my dirty socks lying on the floor,
the ripped up posters on my walls,
the TV with the broken color tube,
the VCR with the video tape that melted on it,
the other videos that got worn out from over-use . . .
Heck! Take the whole damn room. I don’t care anymore!
Everything of mine, you say is yours,
even including my art.
But does that mean that you now own
my heart?
—Érica Piteo, age 14

When I asked Érica about this poem six years after she wrote it, she
explained:
The poem was a mixture of fact and fiction. I wrote it, as I remember, after a
fight with my parents over my possessions. A young teenager fighting about his
or her thing with the parental units, and the parents say, “You don’t own anything—this is our house, and all the stuff in it is ours!”
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The things I mentioned were all broken as a symbol of some bad things
that were happening in my personal life at the time. I may have only been 13 or
14, but I had my own troubles.
After I wrote the poem, I looked over it. It sounded okay at the time, but
something wasn’t falling right on the ear, so I changed a lot around and
decided, instead of making it between parents and a child, it should be a dispute between lovebirds. It just sounded better with that last line.

Haiku
After collecting the students’ list poems, I introduced Japanese haiku.
Several students already knew the form, having experimented with them in
sixth grade. I put some examples by Basho on the chalkboard, students
copied them in their journals, and we noted the inflexible structure:
three lines;
five syllables in the first and third lines;
seven syllables in the second line;
seventeen syllables total.
Before students began crafting their haiku, I offered one of my own as a
model. Since I spoke of my family often, they appreciated this tribute to my
sibling:
Twin Brother
Experiences
shared in youth create a bond
that lasts a lifetime.

On Monday, some students said that the rigid haiku form constrained
them; others thought it a worthwhile challenge to compose in such a
restricted format. Every student shared at least one haiku; because they had
composed three as homework, they had choice as to which one they read.
Garrett hinted precociously at the “senior moments” of a later age:
The Search
I sit at my desk
looking for something that is
not there any more.
—Garrett Genova, age 14

Larissa drew on her love of skiing to issue this warning:
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Double Diamond
Beware: ski with care
If you don’t you will suffer
So please be aware.
—Larissa Figari, age 13

Rhymed Couplets
I collected the kids’ haiku and put them in a bulging folder of poems, then I
introduced the rhymed couplet. Robert Frost has composed many provocative examples: “The Secret Sits,” “The Span of Life,” “An Answer.” The kids
enjoyed discussing and comparing them. We talked about meter and end
rhyme, and we revisited “Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening” to examine its brilliant AABA, BBCB, CCDC, DDDD rhyme scheme. I explained
trimeter, iambic quatrameter, and iambic pentameter. Shakespeare was
mentioned.
We discussed what constituted a couplet (“a couple of lines that
rhyme,” Jake volunteered) and agreed that a couplet needed end rhyme and
consistent meter in each line. I assigned three as homework.
The next day, few students were satisfied with their couplets; the strict
requirements of meter and rhyme challenged them.
Dan shared a couplet that looked to the future, with a nod to mom and
dad:
I might venture high or low
Please protect me but let me grow.
—Dan Brickley, age 14

Melanie understood the demands of the couplet; she captured my fancy
with “A Teacher’s Poem”:
A teacher’s job is to teach and tell,
but more than not they learn as well.
—Melanie Fraine, age 14

Metaphors
Year after year students found metaphor to be the most difficult poetic form
of the ones they attempted. I saved it for last because of its demand for
abstract thinking. We used Ezra Pound’s “In a Station of the Metro” as a
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model. In two lines (actually three, since the title sets the scene), Pound
limned the ghostly images he imagined while waiting for a subway train in
Paris.
I shared my own metaphor, celebrating the joy a teacher living in snow
country might experience on occasion:
Snow Day
Five a.m. phone call;
the Liberty Bell!

That evening, the students wrote their metaphors, most of them struggling. In class the next day I explained again that a metaphor was a simile
without the use of “like” or “as.” A few more understood it after peers
shared their efforts. Bob demonstrated mastery:
The Dirty Look
The glare in his eyes;
a bitter cold day.
—Bob Mullaney, age 13

After collecting the students’ metaphors, I announced the homework:
two more poems using any of the nine forms of poetry we had studied. Then
I read a verse of my own:
Poetry Workshop
Still photo, slow motion, fast action, list,
rhymed couplet, metaphor, shattered shape (twist),
free-verse poem, Japanese haiku:
twenty-two poems created by you.

They applauded.
“See you tomorrow,” I said. “Have fun writing your two poems.”

The Poetry Booklet
On day ten of the poetry unit, a Friday, I pulled it all together. First, I
commended the students for having written twenty-two poems in the
past nine days. Then I gave them their assignment for the weekend. I
distributed an instruction sheet that listed the nine poetic forms they
had learned in class thus far. As a class we reviewed the two-part
assignment:
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After completing today’s homework assignment, you will have written two or
more of each of the following kinds of poems during the past two weeks, for a
total of at least twenty-two (22) poems:
still-photo poem
slow-motion poem
fast-action poem
shattered shape poem
list poem
haiku
rhymed couplet
metaphor
free-verse poem
Your two assignments:
A. Create a poetry booklet of your ten (10) best poems using at least four (4) of
the poetic forms listed above.
B. From these ten poems, select the five (5) best and type them up for a
class anthology. Put each poem on a separate sheet; put your name on each
sheet. You will have time in the computer lab on Monday to type your five
poems.
Your poetry booklet and your typed poems for the anthology are both due by
the end of school on Monday.
When creating your poetry booklet:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Write or type each poem (and title) on a separate sheet of paper.
Spelling and neatness count.
You can create brand-new poems or revise existing ones.
Illustrations are optional and encouraged.
Create a cover with your name, date, and a title.
Include a one-page introduction in which you:
— tell what you learned by studying poems in class;
— share your experiences writing these ten poems;
— explain at least three (3) poems in your booklet (where the ideas came
from, what worked, etc.).

I handed back the original drafts of the poems I had collected. Several
students were amazed at how many they had created; two or three verses a
day had not seemed like a lot of writing, but suddenly they were swamped
with twenty-two sheets of paper (or more: some students had multiple
drafts of poems, others had done four or five of a specific model) to sift
through in search of the ten best for their booklet.
“Remember,” I advised, “you need to have at least four distinct forms of
poetry in your booklet. Choose your ten poems wisely.”
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Poetic License
Occasionally during the poetry unit, a student said that he or she could not
write poems. As a countermeasure, I distributed a “poetic license” to each
student, complete with the official signature of the Poet-in-Residence
(yours truly), telling them they were now free to create poetry. And they
did.
One of the reasons I chose March for the poetry booklet activity was to
enhance the possibility of having my students’ poems selected for publication by Contemplations, our middle school’s literary magazine. I asked the
kids to select their three best verses from the five they ultimately submitted
to our class anthology and submit them to the magazine for consideration.
The faculty advisor for Contemplations was always on the lookout for material,
and she was overjoyed when, at the end of March, my students gave her
almost 150 edited poems.

Melanie’s Poetry Booklet
Melanie called her eleven-page poetry booklet, “My Book of Poems.” She
included two still-photo poems, three rhymed couplets, two fast-action, two
haiku, and a slow-motion poem. Six of the poems were illustrated.
Melanie’s introduction alluded to the recent poetic outpouring:
Af first, I had no idea we were going to accomplish so much in such a short
time. Now looking back, I realize it wasn’t that difficult. Writing two or three
poems each night wasn’t too much to expect.
I’ve learned a lot by studying the different types and styles of poetry. First
of all, I never realized how many type of poems there are, especially when you
categorize the poems by what they are describing. Plus, there is a lot to creating
poems.
Before we started writing poems we interpreted poetry. We did this by
observing the poem first. Then we would ask ourselves questions about the
poem, which ultimately made us interpret the poem. Using this method, we got
the full understanding that the poet was trying to convey. Actually, this method
gave me a new look at both reading and creating poetry . . .
By doing this project I’ve realized that to write poetry, you don’t have to be
some student that gets extraordinary English grades. You just have to be able to
express what you want to say or feel.
There are many ways in which you can begin forming your ideas for a
poem, as for example, my poem “Dreams.” This idea came from another
poem that I wrote in the beginning of the school year. Both poems contain the
same basic idea. All I did was simply shrink the ideas down into haiku poem
form.
Another example would be “Sun Shower” and “Lightning Bolt.” These two
poems were meant to fit together because they are the total opposites of each
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other. This makes the subject more interesting. After writing the two poems,
you can compare and contrast them, and see how they may be similar. I
thought this was a neat method.
The last example of creating a poem was demonstrated in the poem “The
Eagle.” This is a very basic method. I got the idea for this by first thinking of the
idea or subject I wanted to write about. After doing this, I thought of ways to
describe that subject, which depend on the type of poem I was writing. “The
Eagle” was inspired by my bird, but whose not exactly an eagle. This method is
probably the easiest, and the one that is widely used.
Now you can read ten poems I have selected to put into this book. They
are my personal favorites. Enjoy!
—Melanie Fraine, age 14

One of Melanie’s haiku, “Forgiveness,” raised an important question:
Why is it that we
ask for forgiveness only
when we need it most?

In “The Hard Way Out,” Melanie honored a central fact in the lives of
young adolescents:
When you’re going through life’s hardest bends,
you find and realize your closest friends.

“The Road to Utopia”
John created a memorable poetry booklet, “The Road to Utopia.” A prolific writer possessed of a vocabulary advanced beyond his years, John relished fantasy, as reflected both in his verse and e-mail screen name,
Earthdwarf.
The introduction to John’s seventeen-page poetry booklet explained:
One of the first things one needs to understand before reading this book is that
these poems are not connected, although they are bound together in this volume; but rather are from three distinct chronicles. I use the word chronicle
instead of series because every poem in this book does stand alone, despite
some being continuations of others. These chronicles are: The Wanderers,
Abyssal Day, and Spirit of the Fallen Lands.
The first chronicle presented, the Wanderers, follows the exploits of a band
of travelers through the enchanted forest of Evergrove. During the course of
their journey they meet many kinds of people, each with a history and past that
represent a portion of humanity. This book tells of only four days in their journey, but rest assured a more complete collection will follow.
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Abyssal Day, the second chronicle, features four poems about exile, emptiness, cruelty, and finally escape, hence the title. Unlike the Wanderers, they do
not all feature the same characters or the same setting. They are only bound by
the general topic itself.
Finally, the last chronicle, Spirit of the Fallen Lands, contains several
poems in various forms discussing nature, the universe, and eternity. These
wonders of the natural world which we no longer sustain the interest in that
our ancestors did are most likely the key to comprehension of the ancient past.
All of them have true hidden meanings, but discovering them may take several
readings.
To better enjoy these poems, achieve a temporary open-minded state of
thinking. Be less concerned with realism than with perspective. The same was
required in order to write them.
—John O’Brien, age 14

The first chronicle, “The Wanderers,” contained four “shaped” poems.
“Lost Souls” resembled a peaked tower; “Endlessly Challenged” presented
the outline of a fish; “Brothers of Fire” suggested both a tent and a tongue of
flame leaping up; “Evergrove” was typed in the shape of a pine tree:
Evergrove
On
day one
they came to
a dense grove of
tall pine trees older
than the human race that
looked as pure and unharmed
as young saplings just planted. They
asked the trees, “How is it you have eternal
life and we do not?” The forest had the power
to speak; but chose not to as to instill mystery in
them. The elder
spruces then went
about their job as
always, to provide
a guarded haven
for all the world.

The second section of poems, “Abyssal Day,” concluded with “Leap of
Faith,” written in free verse and employing a pattern of two-line stanzas in
which the first line contained four words and the second line three. John
observed the maxim “In poetry, every word counts.” (His romance with the
semicolon is apparent as well.)
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Leap of Faith
They told him he’d
never make it;
but at the time
when he left;
he decided not to
worry about it.
But as he stood
at the edge;
of the final obstacle
the infinite chasm;
he could not ignore
it any longer.
When the wind came
he backed up;
then ran up to
the chasm’s edge.
Then he leapt, hoping
for the best.

John’s third section, “Spirit of the Fallen Lands,” included “Golden
Sunrise,” another free-verse poem crafted using a four-words-per-line
pattern.
Golden Sunrise
As he looked out
the old tower window;
the golden sunrise behind
the tall green hills;
seemed to pause despite
the flow of time;
to allow the onlookers
a view of eternity.

John submitted three “shaped” poems to Contemplations: “Evergrove,”
“Lost Souls” and “Endlessly Challenged.” All were selected and published.
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Six years later I asked John what he remembered about his days as a
young poet. He responded:
Until recently, I always had a problem with sticking to specific assignments and
strictly emulating models. Back in fifth grade I actually failed an important
writing assessment test because the topic was limited. I believe “The Road to
Utopia” was a one-of-a-kind item born out of a rather general poetry exercise.
It remains my favorite of the pieces I did in eighth grade, one which I have
never revised, revisited or expanded and whose format I never recycled.

Assertions Addressed
In the poetry unit, students addressed every one of the ten assertions about
writing:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Each student became a poet and communicated ideas in verse.
Each poetry booklet reflected the writing ability of its author.
Each poet chose the topics for the twenty-two poems.
Because each class began with the sharing of poems written the previous evening, students learned from one another by example.
I became the teacher as poet, sharing my verse with the community
of poets.
When they read poems aloud in class and later in writing groups, these
young poets discovered possibilities for revision.
Three opportunities for publishing occurred: the individual poetry
booklet; the class poetry anthology; Contemplations, the middle school
literary magazine.
The writing process—drafting and revising—helped students craft
verse.
Because we shared poems each day, students began writing with their
peers in mind.
Composing twenty-two poems in nine days added to each student’s
fluency as a writer.

Closing Thoughts
The poetry booklet, a major piece of independent work, grew in complexity
over the years as students reached new levels of excellence. They had to
master the task of creating a coherent, connected booklet with a cover, an
introduction, the body of text, and supporting illustrations (I required one
illustration; many students designed several). Because they created the text
for the booklet piecemeal over nine days, students were not overwhelmed
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by the task of composing almost two dozen poems all at once. They also
found that creating the booklet was a relatively easy task because it focused
on one form of expression: poetry.
The process of winnowing down twenty-two poems to ten (for the
poetry booklet), then to five (for the class anthology), and then to three (for
consideration by Contemplations) was a great exercise in selective editing.
Each student had to decide which were his or her best poems, then live with
the results of those decisions in print.
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